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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
,

m.

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY & LICENSING BOARD('}
4

5
---------------------------------x

6 In the matter of: :
:

7 SHOREHAM NUCLEAR POWER STATION : Docket No.50-322-O L

:

8 (Long Island Lighting Company) :
:

9 ---------------------------------x

10 State Office Building
Veterans Memorial Highway

11 Hauppauge, N,e w York

12 Wednesday, September 12, 1984
,

13
Hearing in the above-entitled matter was

14
convened at 9:05 a.m., pursuant to notice.

15
BEFORE:

16
JUDGE LAWRENCE BRENNER,

17 Chairman, Atomic Safety & Licensing Board

18 JUDGE PETER A. MORRIS,'

Member, Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
19

JUDGE GEORGE A. FERGUSON,

20 Member, Atomic Safety & Licensing Board

21
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23

/' 24(s
25
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(h
\ ..

2

^' 3
x

4 P R O C E E D I N G S

JUDGE BRENNER: Good morning. Mr. Dynner .
5

6 If there are no preliminary matters, you may

7 continue your cross-examination. Are there any

8 preliminary matters?

9 MR. FARLEY: May we approach the bench?

10 JUDGE BRENNER: I would rather have

11 things on the record unless there is a good reason

12 not to. If you feel strongly about it, we will go
e.

k% 13 off the record.--

14 MR. FARLEY: I would prefer off the

15 record.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

17 (Side bar conference held out of the

18 presence of the public).

19 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, Mr. Dynner.

20 We discussed yesterday our desire that you finish
1

21 cross-examination by the lunch break.'

() 22 MR. FARLEY: Judge Brenner, I think Mr.''

L

23 Johnson is prepared now to talk about the Kodiak

( 24 thing that we ended up with yesterday, if Mr. Dynner
.

25 would like to pursue that. .

!

i
- - - - . - . - . . . , . _ - , . . . , . , . _ _ . . , _ _ . _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ , , _ , . . _ _ _ , _ _
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1
(w

2 Whereupon,

(~' , 3 DAVID O. HARRIS,

'w_/
4 DUANE P. JOHNSON,

5 ROGER L. MC CARTHY

6 FRA'NZ F. PISCHINGER,

7 CRAIG K. SEAMAN,

8 LEE A. SWANGER,
,

9 and

10 EDWARD J. YOUNGLING

11 were called as witnesses on behalf of the Applicant

12 and, having been previously duly sworn, were

13 examined and testified as follows:

14 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. DYNNER:

16 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

17 DR. JOHNSON: I'd like to clarify the

18 Kodiak results. Two pistons were removed from the

19 Kodiak engine number 4. The two pistons tila t were

20 removed, and if we refer to the third page of

21 Exhibit 29 --

,-

22 JUDGE BRENNER: This is LILCO Exhibit P-2 9?'''

23 DR. JOHNSON: Yes, sir. The two pistons

! ( 24 that were removed are the ones labeled on that page
,

25 as 1R and lL. The stud boss area of both of those'
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1 pistons was examined by both PT and ET. No

2 indications were detected by either method.

/'~'; 3 In addition, the rib near the wrist pin
._

4 boss area was inspected with PT, penetrant S. No

5 linear penetrant indications were observed in the

6 piston which we are calling 1R, a three-quarter inch

7 linear penetrant indication was observed in the

8 piston we are referring to as lL. The region in the

9 vicinity of the penetrant indication observed in IL

10 was inspected with eddy current and no linear

11 indication was found.

12 The IL piston, that is the piston that

13 had the three-quarter inch linear penetrant

14 indication, was shipped to FaAA laboratory. The

15 other piston, 1R, I understand, was shipped to TD.

16 In'the Failure Analysis laboratory we reinspected

17 piston 1L using both penetrant and eddy current

18 technique, and no linear indications were observed

19 with either method. We conclude that there were no

20 relevant indications observed in either piston.

21 DR. SWANGER: I'd like to add to that
g\
'' '/ 22 answer if I might. The ET that Dr. Johnson referred

23 to is abbreviation for eddy current testing which
I
l

' 24 has been discussed earlier. Also I think part of'

25 the pending question was, what was the load on the
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1 piston that was removed from these engines. Our

2 basis for evaluating this piston or assigning it a

3 load of 1200 pounds per square inch peak firing
(^)N'

4 pressure is based on the information that we

5 received from the Kodiak Electric Association, that

6 over the 6000 hours of exposure that all of these

7 pistons had had, the engine had operated at an

8 average load of 80 percent of its nameplate rating.

9 The data shown on this page, taken on

10 March 2, 1982, at 5600 kilowatts, is pressure data

11 taken with the Kiene type gage at 80 percent load.

12 The 5600 kilowatts is 80 percent. We thought given

13 the questions of the accuracy of the Kiene gage and

14 to be conservative in the credit that we were going

15 to take for the exposure of the AE piston in the

16 Kodiak engine, that we did not want to claim that it

17 saw a load of more than 1200 psi, peak firing

18 pressure.

19 As you can see from the table, based on

20 the Kiene gage, every piston in that engine

21 experienced loads above 1200, from 1240 up to 1340.
,o
~. )

- 22 Q. Dr. Swanger, to follow up on that, could' ' '

23 you explain on the chart we are speaking about,

( 24 which is the third page of Exhibit P-29, the first

25 part of the chart says " March 31, 1983, 4000 KW,
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1 7200 hours."_

.

2 Does that reflect the peak pressures of

("i 3 all of the cylinders during the period ended March
V

4 31, 1983?

5 DR. SWANGER: Each of the sets of data on

6 Page 3 of P-29 represents the results of a test at

.7 one point in time at one particular lead taken by

8 the Kodiak Electric Association. For diagnostic

9 purposes, taken with the Kiene gage. One of the

10 purposes of having both LILCO and FaAA engineers go

11 to Kodiak Alaska, was to gather information from the

12 Kodiak Electric Association on the operation of-

'h
,h"

- 13 their engine with the AE pistons in it.

14 As I had said earlier, Kodiak Electric

15 told us that the engine had been operated at an

16 average load of 80 percent of its nameplate for the

17 6000 hours preceding the inspection, which is the

18 time that it had AE pistons in it. The hours

19 referred to in these two charts are the total engine

20 hours from the time that it was new.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: I think that completed

f I)
' '''' 22 the answer.
I

23 0 Dr. Swanger, do you know what the peak

( 24 firing pressure of the cylinders on the average is

25 for the 80 percent load?

,

_ - - - . --- . _ _ _ __ __ __
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1 DR. SWANGER: I'm confused because if you
g

2 look at the page we have been looking at, one set of

3 data for, apparently as you testified, the tests{}
4 done on March 2, 1982, shows a significantly higher

5 average peak firing pressure than shown at March 31,

6 1983. Is that because the March 31, 1983 test was

.7 taken at 4000 KW?

8 DR. SWANGER: Yes, it is. There is a

9 direct correlation between the peak firing pressure

10 and the total output of the engine. The data taken

11 on March 2, 1982, at 5600 kilowatts is, at 80

12 percent of the nameplate output of this, which is
,

i 13 7000 kilowatts, and the peak firing pressures'

!

14 reported there from 1240 to 1340 psi represent the
|

15 peak firing pressures associated with operation at

16 80 percent of the nameplate load.

17 Q. Since the information that you received

18 as a result of the February 17 trip, which is
|

19 reported in the document in Exhibit P-29, and the
:

|
| -

20 data associated with the peak firing pressure, have'

1

21 you done anything to update that information?
! ''%

22 DR. SWANGER: I'm not certain that I know
|

| 23 what you mean by " update the information", Mr.
l

24 Dynner. Specifically what are you referring to?'

25 Q. All right. Have you had any

i
'

. , - . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . .
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1 communications with the Kodiak Electric Association
3

.

2 since the timeframe of February to March of this

3 year concerning their AE pistons?( )v
4 MR. SEAMAN: Mr. Dynner, we have spoken

5 to Kodiak since February, and asked them if they had

6 any new information to report on the AE pistons. I

7 don't recall the precise date but they did report

8 that they had had no problems with the AE pistons at

9 that time.

10 Q. Do you recall the approximate date?

11 MR. FARLEY: Approximate date of the

12 conversation? The question is not clear.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: 1s that what you meant,

14 Mr. Dynner?

15 MR. DYNNER: Yes, of course.

16 MR. SEAMAN: To the best of my

17 recollection, it was the May to June timeframe.

18 Q. You said that during this conversation

19 you asked them whether they had any problems, or

20 they indicated they had no problems with the AE

21 pistons. Could you further describe the
,,,

( )
22 conversation.''

23 MR. SEAMAN: The actual conversation that

( 24 occurred occurred with a number of my staff, not

25 myself, who reported to me that the pistons were
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1 still operating satisfactorily. That's why I don't
_.

2 recall the details of the conversation except that

^

3 they were still operating satisfactorily.
),

v
4 JUDGE BRENNER: We are going to get a

5 little remote in terms of what this witness will

6 tell us, Mr. Dynner, a conversation with somebody

7 else about a conversation.

8 MR. DYNNER: Yes, I am moving on.

9 Q. Gentlemen, if you turn to page 56 of your

10 testimony.

11 Dr. Johnson, you testified in answer 88

12 that FaAA inspected two AE pistons from the TD RS

13 prototype engine after approximately 622 hours of

14 operation at 2000 psi.

15 Would you identify the type of engine

16 that is designated as the TD R5 prototype engine.

17 RS, two separate things excuse me.--

18 Dr. Johnson, this is your testimony in

19 answer to 88. Do you know what the TD R5 engine is?

20 DR. JOHNSON: The inspection we performed

21 was on two pistons. That information was taken off

\a,

'") 22 the box that the two pistons were in. That's what

23 we were told by TD.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: What was the designation

25 of the engine. You personally don't know what the TD
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1 R5 engine is; is that correct?

2 DR. JOHNSON: Yes.

T '; 3 Q. Then anyone can please describe it, the
\w ,!

4 TD.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, I think it

6 would be more efficient if you could have them focus

.7 in on any point of similarity or differences you

8 want them to focus in on instead of hearing a

9 recitation by the witnesses on what --

10 MR. DYNNER: All right. I will rephrase '

11 the question then.

12 Q. Is the TD R5 prototype engine the same

13 type engine as the EDG's at Shoreham?

14 DR. SWANGER: The TD R5 engine is an

15 evolutionary development of the R4 type engine which

16 is in use at Shoreham. The key dimensions

| 17 describing the engine, the bore of 17 inches and the
I

18 stroke of 21 inc'nes are identical to the engines at

19 Shoreham.

20 This is borne out by the fact that the

21 same piston, the AE piston can be used
n
( !' ~ ' 22 interchangeably in the R4 or the R5 engine. The R5

23 engine has been developed by TD.

/ 24 JUDGE BRENNER: To provide a higher

25 specific output. I think the nominal rating is 275
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s
1 psi, brake mean negative pressure compared to the

2 225 psi brake mean effective pressure in Shoreham.
t

3 So it is more highly stressed both from a mechanical |

}
,u 4 load standpoint and from a thermal load standpoint.

5 In addition, the testing that was done by

6 TD with these AE pistons, was accelerated testing,

.7 even for the R5, and that for the 622 hours of

8 operation, the brake mean negative pressure was a

9 figure of 304 psi, which is substantially above the

10 275 psi rating of the RS. The R5 is a large medium

11 speed turbo charged diesel engine of very similar

12 type to those employed at Shoreham.

>- 13 Q. It is a V16 engine as opposed to a

14 straight 8 engine that we have at Shoreham, is it?

15 DR. SWANGER: The R5 designation, just
.

16 like the R4 designation, applies to a family of

17 diesel engines.

18 Q. I am talking about this particular engine

19 identified in the testimony as the R5 prototype

20 engine. That's a V16 engine rather than a straight

21 8 engine as we have at Shoreham, isn't it?
-3

22 DR. SWANGER: No, you are wrong, Mr.

23 Dynner. It happens to be a V12 engine.

' ~

24 Q. All right.

25 DR. SWANGER: However, as I was trying to

- .-_--_-,
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{

|1 explain in the answer, that doesn't make any
fh !

,

2 difference to the testing of the individual

.T 3 components and what's referred to' --

V
4 Q. I didn't ask you whether --

5 MR. FARLEY: I object. He is

6 interrupting the witness.

7 MR. DYNNER: I would like an answer to

8 the question.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: In this case he answered

10 it. I think what we are getting is fair explanation

11 in addition to the answer.

12 DR. SWANGER: The reason the testing was

- 13 significant to FaAA is that the components of the

14 power cylinder, namely the cylinder head, the piston

15 and the liner, the valves, the fuel injection

16 equipment, are identical for any R4 engine. Also

17 they are identical for any R5 engine independent of

18 the number of cylinders in that engine. And,

19 therefore, testing of a component, specifically

20 testing of an AE piston would be independent of'

21 whether it was in a 6, an 8, a 16 or even a 20
o
.*' 22 cylinder engine.

23 Q. You said the cylinder head is the same in

24 the R5 V12 as in the EDG's?

DR. SWANGER: I did not say that. I said25 -

i
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1 within the R4 family, the powered cylinder
-

2 components are the same, and separately within the

,r3 3 R5 family the power cylinder components are the same .

V
4 Q. Could you describe the differences, if

5 any, between the AE piston skirts you examined in

6 the R5 engine and the AE piston skirts in the EDG's

7 at Shoreham?

8 DR. SWANGER: The differences between the

9 AE pistons at Kodiak Electric Association which are

10 the same as the AE pistons in the Shoreham EDG's,

11 and the AE pistons that were tested in the R5 are

12 referred to in our direct testimony at question
-m

13 number 89 at page 56. I can expand a little bit on. -

14 that answer by referring to LILCO's exhibit P-29.

15 On Page 10 of that exhibit there are photographs of

16 the interior of the AE pistons at the Kodiak

17 Electric Association which are the same as the

18 pistons at Shoreham, and on Page 28 of exhibit P-29

19 there are photographs of the interior of the AE

20 piston that was tested in the R5 development area.

21 By comparing those two pictures, the

22 differences in the evolution of the AE design can be

23 seen, and they are in two areas: One is in the

24 wrist pin boss area, the area of the casting in(,
25 which the 6 and three-quarter inch diameter wrist

,

w -,~,-,r-n- - , - .-..,n ,
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1 pin goes through the casting, and the difference is

2 that the earlier version of the AE, the one that was

3 tested in the RS, is similar to the Ar piston in
(~)')m

4 that the wrist pin boss has a reenforcing rib around

5 it, and also has some longitudinal reenforcing ribs.

6 In the more advanced AE design as shown
,

7 on Page 10, that wrist pin boss has additional

8 material added to it to stiffen it and strengthen it .

9 The other difference is that the

10 circumferential rib part way up the skirt of the

11 piston which connects the wrist pin bosses together

12 has been enlarged, tapered, and the radii made more

O
13 gentle and more blended in the advanced AE design,'

14 one at Kodiak and the one at Shoreham.

15 The R5 engine had the AE piston with a

16 narrower rib which is similar to the ribs in the

17 original AF pistons at Shoreham.

18 The NRC Staff has addressed these

19 differences in its testimony and has said that in

20 their opinion the R5 piston, the earlier version was

21 improved when the changes were made to generate the
C 22 AE pistons that were provided for Kodiak and for

23 Shoreham, and that they had no doubt that these

24 changes made an improvement to the AE piston.''

25 We think this makes the experience with

_ _ _ _ _
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1 the R5 test engine even more valid because the

2 . pistons which are at Shoreham are actually stronger

-(] 3 than the AE pistons tested in the R5 engine at 2000
V

4 pounds per square inch for essentially ten to the 7

5 cycles. Therefore, we think that experience with

6 the R5 is very strong and our conclusion that the AE

7 pistons at Shoreham are adequate for their purpose,

8 will not initiate and will not propagate any cracks.

9 Q. Are the differences that you described

10 the only differences between the R5 AE piston and

11 the AE pistons in Shoreham?

12 JUDGE BRENNER: While they are conferring ,

d~ 13 I assume Exhibit P-29 is one of the exhibits where

14 the pages will be numbered for the version that goes

15 as the official exhibit?
.

.

16 MR. FARLEY: Yes, Your Honor.

17 DR. SWANGER: The differences in design

18 that I just discussed are the only ones I am aware

19 of.
,

20 0 Dr. Swanger, I didn't ask you about

21 differences in design. I said, are those the only

]' 22 differences. So I would like to know, aside from'

j 23 design differences, are there any other differences?
|

24 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, is there a(]
25 reason why under cross-examination you cannot just

,

_ .-. -_ - ._ .. ._ _ . _ . . _ . _ . . _ _ _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ . _ _ . _ . _ . . , _
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1 point to whatever difference you have in mind and
s.

2 say, what about this, isn't that a difference? So

3 we can get quick answers."

4 MR. DYNNER: If I knew all the answers,

5 that would be the approach I might take, but I don't

6 know all the answers. I have reasons to believe

7 that there may be other differences, but I don't

8 know the answers. That's why I am asking the

9 questions, sir.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Not the typical approach

11 to cross-examination.

12 MR. DYNNER: Sometimes we don't always

.[' 3 ' 13 know the answers to questions that we ask, as you

14 have noted during this examination.

15 DR. SWANGER: There are some other

16 differences which are contained in the memo by

17 Donald O. Johnson dated February 3, 1984, which is

18 included in the middle of LILCO's exhibit P-29. I'd'

19 like to explain those differences, but before I do I

20 think it is important to know while you are

21 listening to the explanation of the differences,
rm
('-) 22 that they have no effect on the conclusions drawn

-

23 from the FaAA report. My explanation of the answer

24 will make it clear why they have no effect on the'
'

25 conclusions, namely that the AE pistons at Shoreham

i
i

-- - - , , . . - . . - - _... _ .- . . - . . . - . , _ . , . _ - - - . . - - - . _ - . - , ._, . _ . . -
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1 will not initiate or propagate cr.acks.

2 The differences that I am referring to

(~' s 3 are those that were noted by Donald Johnson during
L.J

4 his inspection of the R5 pistons. The first one is

5 in the fourth paragraph of the memo, a r. d is as

6 follows: "During the inspection I observed there

.7 was a layer of plating on the inside of the skirt

8 and that the casting was very smooth, different from

9 general production runs of cast material. The

10 inside of the skirt was clean and all the flash was

11 removed. The boss area was very smooth as if
.

12 polished by Cratex and all the ground areas were

13 very carefully polished with smooth radius in the

14 boss."

15 Then the plating is explained in the

16 following paragraph where it says, "There was

17 evidence of plating on the inside below normal areas .

18 The plating was very thin, approximately .0005 inch

19 to .0001 inch."

20 I can comment on the measurement of the

21 plating. It was done with the eddy current
n
I' >! 22 technique. One of the features of the eddy current

23 technique is that the signal that is developed on

/ 24 the oscilloscope during testing is proportional to

25 the lift-off of the eddy current probe from the cast
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1 iron surface being examined, and by calibrating the
s.

2 eddy current probe on known thicknesses of tin

f") 3 plating in the laboratory, we were able to use it to
%J >

4 demonstrate that this plating which is between

5 1/15th and 1/3rd of the nominal plating on the

6 piston probably resulted from some leakage current

,7 to the inside of the piston due to this not being a

8 production piston but being a test piston at TD.

9 The other more important area or the one

10 that might seem more important is the polishing of

11 the boss areas on the inside of the piston. Since

12 this was a test piston at TD, they used techniques

6)-N- 13 which are standard in evaluating the design of a

14 component. In development of components such as

15 pistons, the manufacturer wants to be certain that
'

16 he separates the effect of the various variables on

|

17 the performance of a component, and in this case TD
,

1

18 was being careful to separate the effect of'

| 19 manufacturing from the effect of design of the
|

| 20 component, and took normal precautions which would
!

21 be taken during a test program to make sure that

~O
\J 22 they were testing features of the design by being

23 sure that the area in the boss area was smooth.

( 24 What FaAA has shown with its more!

25 detailed and more exhaustive design analysis is that ,

1

-. .- - - - . .. . -- _ . _ _ .. . _. . _ - . . - - - . . _ . .
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1 the precautions that TD took in their test actually-

2 were unnecessary. We have demonstrated that it is

3 highly unlikely that any fatigue cracks would
)

4 initiate in that area. We have also demonstrated

5 that fatigue cracks will not propagate. We have'

6 been mentioning in these hearings that fatigue

that c r a c :. s or7 cracks up to excuse me ----

8 preexisting defects up to half an inch deep will not

9 propagate. But I'd like to clarify that by saying - -

10 I'd like to continue by referring to LILCO's Exhibit

11 P-25, which is a' plot of the stress intensity factor

12 range versus hypothetical crack depth compared to

,b-)#
'

- 13 the threshold stress intensity factor range.
I

14 By looking at this chart, it goes out to. 5

15 inches, half an inch on the right, but even at that
'

16 point the actual delta K working on the defect is

17 well below the delta K threshold. It is just that

18 half an inch was such a ridiculously large feature
i

19 to presume being in these pistons that we stopped

!
l 20 the analysis at that point.

21 If we had gone on, it might turn out the
f'

i 22 defects three quarters of an inch, an inch, maybe an-

:

23 inch and a half may be demonstrated to fracture
|

I~ 24 mechanics to be nonpropagating in AE pistons.

|

| 25 Q. Are you through?

. - . _ - . _
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1 DR. SWANGER: I would like to summarize,

2 if I may, that it is because of the experience in
.

3 the R5 engine at 2000 psi for enough cycles to

4 demonstrate that it was operating below its

5 endurance ratio for a condition which the AE pistons

6 at Shoreham, I don't think, even could reach. That

7 is the 2000 psi peak firing pressure, that we are

8 extremely confident that the AE design as

9 demonstrated by TD's test and by FaAA analysis is

10 very conservative.

11 Q. Now, Dr. Swanger, let's go back to your

12 initial answers to my question which is about the

' 13 differences between the AE piston and the R5 engine
,

14 and that in the Shoreham EDG's as stated in Donald

15 Johnson's memorandum. The first thing it notes
'

16 there is that there was a layer of plating on the

17 inside of the skirt.

18 Is there a layer of plating on the inside

L 19 of the skirt of the AE pistons at Shoreham?
|

20 DR. SWANGER: In my own visual inspection'

1

21 of the AE pistons at Shoreham, I have seen some
' (3

kJ 22 evidence of very minimal amounts of tin due to stray
.,

23 electroplating currents which will get inside the
|

24 piston and deposit a little bit of tin in some areasi -'' .

25 It is extremely innocuous and has no effect on the

|

|
|

|
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1 piston one way or the other DR. MC CARTHY Could we
3

2 have a moment on this?

(~~N 3 ' JUDGE BRENNER: Is the answer complete?

V
4 Mr. Dynner.

5 DR. SWANGER: I don't think I have

6 anything to add to that.

.7 Q. Do you mean to suggest, Dr. Swanger, that

8 any tin plating that was found by FaAA, not just

9 yourself, or LILCO, the inside of the AE skirts at

10 Shoreham was there inadvertently and unintentionally ,

11 or is it there by design?

12 DR. SWANGER: I have discussed the tin
r
dw 13 plating of pistons with design engineers from TD,

14 and I know that the tin plating is on the outside oft

15 the pistons by design, on the inside of the pistons
'

16 inadvertently as a result of the electroplating

17 process to put one and one half mil of tin on the

18 outside of the piston to protect it during break-in

! 19 and to protect the outside of the piston during

20 storage.

21 Q. And the plating that was observed on theI

es
J 22 inside of the skirts in the two AE pistons from the

23 R5 engine are the ones that were plated very. thin as

24 described in the penultimate paragraph in the first

25 page of Dr. Donald Johnson's report, is that correct ?

- _ _ - - __ -. - - - _ . - _ . _ _ _ _ . .. . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . - _ . . . _ .
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1 DR. SWANGER: I apologize.

2 Q. The next to the last paragraph where it

/~~, 3 says the plating is very thin.
u.J

4 DR. SWANGER: I was going to ask you to

5 define penultimate. Does that mean next to the last ?

6 Q. I was getting even with you. You used a

7 lot of words that I don't know.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Why it doesn't mean next

9 to the last? I don't know. But it does mean next

10 to the last.

11 DR. SWANGER: Thank you, Judge Brenner.

12 Could you rephrase the question for me. I lost the

13 trend of thought.

14 Q. Is the plating that was observed on the

15 inside of the AE skirts in the R5 engine the tin

16 plating referred to in the last sentence of the next

17 to the last paragraph in Donald Johnson's memorandum ,

18 which says, "The plating was very thin,

19 approximately .0005 inch to.0001 inch"?

20 DR. SWANGER: I still didn't understand

21 that question. I just heard, does the tin, and then
,

!

' ' ' ' 22 you went on to describe it. I d id n ' t detect it.

23 Please help me.

24 Q. I will say it for the third time. Is the'

25 tin plating where it says there was a layer of

I

f



.
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1 plating on the inside of the skirt of the AE pistons
7

2 in the R5 engines, is that layer of tin plating the

/^ 3 plating which is described as being .0005 inch to .0 3013

\_T)
4 MR. FARLEY: I still object to the form

5 of the question. He hasn't said whether by design

6 or inadvertence, which is what we are talking about.

.7 JUDGE BRENNER: He doesn't have to say

8 that in the question.

9 DR. SWANGER: In the paragraph preceding

10 the penultimate paragraph, there is the statement

11 that, "I observed that there was a layer of plating

12 on the inside of the skirt."
,o
b- 13 Then in the following paragraph he goes

14 on to quantify that plating by saying, "The plating

15 was very thin, approximately .0005 inch to .0001."

.

16 Both sentences refer to the same

17 electroplating on the inside of the piston skirt.

18 Q. All right. Now, in the same next to the

19 last paragraph, Mr. Johnson also says the plating

20 inside and out. Do you know whether his description

21 of the thickness of the plating also refers to the

O
kJ 22 plating on the outside of the skirt?

23 DR. SWANGER: Donald Johnson reports

" 24 directly to Dr. Duane Johnson and in addition to

25 this memo has had conversations with his supervisor.
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1 I believe Dr. Johnson is better able to answer this
2 specific question.

3 Q. Go ahead.

4 DR. JOHNSON: The measurement .0005 to .0 001

5 was the measure obtained on the inside of the piston

6 skirt.

7 Q. Dr. Johnson or anyone, did he take the

8 measurements of the thickness of the tin plating the

9 outside of the skirt as well?

10 DR. JOHNSON: He checked the plating

11 measurements on the outside and they were equal to

12 the standard which he had set up on, which was a

4') excuse me, the nodular n.

k- 13 piston containing --

14 piston skirt with a normal plating on the outside,

15 which, as I recall, was on the order of 1.5 mils,

16 which is, in materials we have here, 0001.5.

17 Q. And is the tin plating on the outside of

18 the AE skirts in the R5 engine the same thickness as

19 the tin plating on the outside of the AE skirts in

i

20 the Shoreham EDG's?

21 DR. SWANGER: The only data we have for

22 skirts in the R5 engine are the two that we

23 inspected. We don't know what they are in the rest
w

/' 24 of the R5 engine. But the two that we inspected

25 were similar to the plating thicknesses on the AE

_ _ _ - , . - . - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . . __.
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1 skirts at Shoreham.

2 Q. When you say they are similar, what were~

3 the precise differences in the thickness of the tin

4 plating of the AE skirts at Shoreham and the two AE

5 skirts in the R5 engine?

6 DR. SWANGER: FaAA has made no
~

7 measurement of thickness of the tin on the outside
,

8 of the AE piston skirts at Shoreham. However, we

9 have reviewed the engineering drawing for the AE

10 skirt which specifies a thickness of tin on those

11 skirts of.0015 inches. Our measurement of the tin

12 thickness on the R5 AE pistons as discussed by Dr.

'O
As/ 13 Johnson showed that its thickness was nominal. That

14 is, it was within the expected range based on

15 calibration standard taken from a nodular iron

16 piston which was made by TD and passed all of the

17 manufact-uring and acceptance inspections that would

have been given to it by the manufacturer and by18 -

19 LILCo, the customer.

20 This is significant to us because we

21 think that the successful operation of the normally

() 22 tin plated AE skirt in the R5 engine demonstrates

23 that certainly there was no adverse effect of the

f'' 24 tin plating,on the outside of the skirt, and in fact
v

'

proba61y,a benefit of the tin plating the25 it was
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1 _

outside of the skirt even in an accelerated high

2 load test in the R5 engine.

Further, we think that the test in the R5
(']

3 :

s
x /

4 demonstrated that the flash-over or inadvertent

5 amount of tin which may be present on the inside

6 certainly has no effect on the fatigue performance

7 of those pistons because no indications were found

8 in the critical high stress areas of those pistons.
.

9 The memo we have been discussing, February 3, 1984,

10 by Don Johnson, does in its last paragraph, discuss

11 three eddy current indications --

i 12 MR. DYNNER: I move to strike everything
;

13 he said after what he told me that the tin plating.

14 is the same after what is normally called for in the

15 drawings. This witness is not being responsive to
.

16 my question. He is giving speeches based upon what

17 he thinks I will ask in the future.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: I will not go back and'

19 strike it. The comment is correct. He has the

20 facts on the record. Let's leave it there for a
|

21 couple of reasons, including efficiency. Let's get

,m.
t )

22 the answers more directly to the question and hold'''

23 the rest of what you might want to saf. I am going

| 24 to become more aggressive and insisting that that's'

25 done now. I think we have given you fair leeway and
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1 it takes witnesses a while to adjust being in this,
'

2 what I am sure, is an unusual situation for most

n 3 people.
U

4 I have been a witness myself and it is

5 stressful and unusual even when you are used to

6 proceedings, than to certainly sit in a witness

7 stand. Nevertheless, you have had a few-days to

8 acclimate yourself. The object is to answer the

9 question and not just to fill in on all other things

10 that you believe might be of interest within the

11 same or related subject matter.

12 All right, Mr. Dynner.

r{~T
!

wJ 13 Q. Dr. Pischinger, do you know what the

14 purpose was of tin plating the inside of a skirt as

15 in the R5 AE skirts?
.

16 DR. PISCHINGER: As was mentioned before,

17 the tin plating on the inside of the skirt was

18 unintentional. That means it was usually a stray of

| 19 tin plating which is occurring to tin plates of the
|
|

| 20 piston on the outside. That's what I heard.

21 Q. I am talking, Dr. Pischinger, about the

22 tin plating, the layer of tin plating on the inside

23 of the skirts in the R5 engine that are .0005 to .00 01

f '' 24 in thickness. I believe what you are referring to
-

25 is the inadvertent tin plating on the inside of the
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1 AE skirts at the Shoreham facility, the Shoreham

2 engines.

3 DR. PISCHINGER: I can only suppose that

{JS
4 tin plating on the RS, the AE pistons used on the R5

5 engine is also to a little higher degree

6 unintentional.

, ,7 Q. Does anyone on the panel know whether or

8 not the tin plating layer on the inside of the

9 piston skirts, of the two piston skirts in the R5

10 engine was intentional or unintentional?

11 DR. SWANGER: Yes. I have had a

12 discussion with engineers from TD and learned from
' n

U--) 13 them that the tin plating t h s. inside of the AE

14 skirts in the R5 engine was unintentional.

15 Q. Did you ask them how they could make that
.

16 kind of unintentional tin plating in an engine,

|

| 17 experimental prototype engine used for testing that
i

i 18 particular component?'

|
!

f 19 DR. SWANGER: No, I did not ask them that

20 question.

,

21 Q. Thank you.

' O(s 22 Dr. Pischinger, can you tell me what the

23 effect would be, if any, of having this thin layer

24 of tin plating on the inside of the AE piston skirt?'

25 DR. PISCHINGER: None.

- - - - - _ . . - . . . . . _ . _ _ _ _
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1 Q. You also testified that on the R5 AE
7_.

2 skirts that we are referring to, Mr. Johnson

3 reported that the casting was very smooth, different

4 from general production runs of cast material.

5 Was the smooth casting different from the

6 casting on the AE pistons in the Shoreham EDG's?

7 DR. JOHNSON: Yes. The condition was

8 smoother than the surfaces which we generally
'

9 observed on the Shoreham pistons on the inside. Of

10 course, that also made it easier to inspect.

11 Q. Would the smoothness result from a

12 polishing of the boss area of the skirt? I will

(73\_) 13 direct your attention, for your convenience, to the

14 third from the last paragraph of Mr. Johnson's

15 memorandum.
'

16 MR. JOHNSON: It could have resulted from

| 17 polishing, but we don't know that it was the result
t

18 of polishing.
!

Dr. Swanger, when you19 Q. Has anyone --

! 20 testified p;eviously, you said that TD was being

21 very careful to be sure that the area and boss is

) 22 smooth. How did you find that out?

23 Dr. Swanger, can I have your answer

24 before you confer with your colleagues because I am(
25 asking you a question about your prior. testimony.

>
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1 DR. SWANGER: My answer was based on my
,.

2 years as director of product development for

,em 3 Imperial Clevite, Incorporated, Engine Parts()
4 Division, and our standard procedures used in

5 developmen~t of components. It is typical to use a

6 smooth surface to test for the design of a component-

7 as opposed to its manufacture, and to make it easier

8 to detect any indications which might develop on it.

9 Q. And the polishing and smoothing out of

10 these boss areas and the ground areas would also

11 eliminate or reduce any stress areas in those riser

12 areas, wouldn't it, Dr. Pischinger?

13 DR. PISCHINGER: Could you please repeat

14 the question.

the15 Q. Yes. The polishing and grinding --

.

16 polishing of the boss areas and the ground areas of

17 the AE skirt would also reduce or eliminate stress

18 risers in the skirt, isn't that so?'

19 DR. PISCHINGER: I wouldn't put it that

20 way. I want to point out that it is very often used

21 and practiced in engine development and development
()(- 22 of such parts that if you run such a piston

23 prototype for stress evaluation, you try to get a

'

24 clean, smooth surface so you are sure you have no

25 crack initiation afterwards, and that it is easier
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1 ' to detect crack initiation.

2 DR. SWANGER: You asked about --

(3 3 Q. The effect also is, Dr. Pischiager, an

%-)
4 effect would also be that it would reduce or

5 eliminate any potential stress risers in that area;

6 isn't that true?

such a7 DR. PISCHINGER: It gives --

8 surface gives evidence of the property of the effect

9 of crack initiation. You want to see if such a

10 piston is prone to crack initiation. Usually in

11 such a run it is not the intention to watch crack

12 propagation of a prefabricated crack. It is to see
i -w

13 crack initiation.-

14 DR. SWANGER: I'd like to augment

15 Professor Pischinger's answer.

16 MR. DYNNER: I'd like Dr. Pischinger to

17 answer the question. I don't think he understood
-

18 the question.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. I think he

20 misunderstood the question.

21 0. Let me try to explain once more the

22 question. Dr. Pischinger, do you know what a stress
,

23 riser is? Do you know what that term means in

24 English?

25 DR. PISCHINGER: Maybe you think of any

- . . _ _ , - . . . . . _ - - _ _ _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - .. - - . - - -
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1 flaw which can develop into a higher crack, a larger
~.

2 crack. ,

3 Q. Or an area where the stress concentration sg3
V

4 could cause a defect?

5 JUDGE BRENNER: I haven't heard the term

6 stress riser. Maybe I don't know what it means in

7 English either. In any event, that's not the

8 question you are trying to get at. We don't have to

9 start with overall definitions. I think what he is
,

10 trying to ask you is whether the process of taking

11 special care to polish the surface would leave the

12 situation such that there would be no areas

D)d 13 conducive to flaw or crack initiation. We
s

14 \ understand in your answer that it also makes it

15 easier to observe any later indications.
.

16 Mr. Dynner is asking you whether or not

17 it would also remove any flaws, if you will,

18 incipient nature, and it wculd be more conducive to

19 the development of indications during test runs.

20 DR. PISCHINGER: I think it has to be

21 broken down in two parts. If surface treatment or

22 polishing is going to such an extent that you really

23 change the shape of the region, then, of course, you

24 influence the whole stress fatigue and the result of
s-

25 the experiments with such a piston would not be

. _ . _ _ . _ _ . -_ _.___ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ . _ _
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1 representative.m.

2 If you clean or smooth the surface, you,

3 of course, will not have the effect of a casting
g-)s%

I hope this is the right expression. In4 flaw --

5 this respect, of course, you remove, if you call it

6 that way, a potential crack initiation, or if you

.7 call it that way, a stress riser. But I think there

8 are two different questions to address. One is,

9 will a crack initiate, which has not been there, and

10 the smooth surface gives you better evidence of that ,

11 The other question is, will a crack, a

! 12 flaw, be the first step of a crack, propagate, and

13 to this purpose, of course, you should not clean the
!

14 surface.

15 DR. SWANGER: I think it would be helpful

16 if I explain the concept of stress riser just a

:

17 little bit.
I

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Just a little bit.!

|

19 DR. SWANGER: Certainly there is a

| 20 concept of a stress riser, that is a geometrie,

:

21 deviation in the surface which causes the tensile

() 22 stress or the applied stress at that area to|

i
23 increase. There is also the effect of the stress

I
24 riser, whether or not it would potentially cause a({
25 crack or cause a crack to grow. That is directly

i

|

|

. . . . - - - . - , - -. ., - - - -,. - - - - . - . . - , . . . . - - . - -
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1 what the fracture mechanics calculations of Dr.,

2 Harris have addressed.

(T 3 What they have shown is that stress
V

4 risers, even as deep or deeper than one half inch in

5 the surface, will not propagate. Certainly by

6 polishing the surface, we have not removed stress

.7 risers half an inch deep.

8 Q. It is t'r u e , isn't it, that the radius

9 into the boss area of the AE skirt is the area of
10 higher stress in the AE skirt?

11 DR. HARRIS: To a large extent, Mr.

12 Dynner, your statement is correct. However, the

1 e'h
bJ 13 geometry in the stud boss region of the AE piston

14 skirt was quite complex. So it is difficult to put

15 in the words where the maximum stress occurred. In

.

16 the Failure Analysis Associates piston report which

17 has been entered as County Exhibit 8 --

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Not yet, but it has been'

19 identified. I said that for counsel's benefit.

20 There is some discussion that has to go on with
,

21 counsel regarding some of these reports.

22 Go ahead. I'm sorry.

23 DR. HARRIS: As indicated in at least two

24 places in the report that I just mentioned, there(
25 are pictures and photographs of models that indicate'

|
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1 where the highest stresses occurred.
_

on figure 3-3 of that report2 On page --

3 there is a photograph of the stud boss region of the-)
U

' AE piston skirt. This is the skirt to which stress4

5 coat was applied in order to identify the region of

6 highest stress.

,7 In this figure, if you look carefully, it

8 is possible to see the small cracks running in the

9 high stress region. There is a white circle on the

10 figure that surrounds the region where the cracks

11 were. So this, in a photo,. shows the location of

-

12 the maximum stress.

[(A /
\'

13 DR. MC CARTHY: I might add, these were

14 cracks in the stress coat which is a brittle lacker,

15 not the metal itself.

16 DR. HARRIS: Then on. figure 4-5, there is

17 a photograph of the results in the finite element

18 model in the stud boss region, and the different | ,

i

19 colors in this photograph depict different stress

20 levels. The red, deep red stresses, the deep red

21 areas in the photograph are the regions in which the

() 22 stresses were the highest.

23 Q. Gentlemen, on page 57 of your testimony,
f

f 24 you state that the R5 has operated successfully, and
,

,t

| 25 I underline "successfully" for over 622 hours at
.

|

. - . , . . _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ . .- ,-. _ -.
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- 1 2000 psig. What do you mean by "successfully"?

2 DR. SWANGER: This statement refers to

3 the fact that the two AE pistons in the R5 engine.w
! )

-

4 had operated successfully for the time at the

5 pressure indicated, and by "successfully", we mean

6 that there were no propagating cracks in that piston ;

7 that there was no adverse wear in this piston. .

8 In fact from a friction wear and

9 lubrication standpoint, it had operated very

10 successfully. Also, further evidence of that is

11 that in the inspection done by Don Johnson in LILCO' s

12 Exhibit 29, it refers to three small eddy current

13 indications that were found.

14 Q. We are going to get to those. My

15 question, and I am interrupting you because you are

16 going beyond the question.

17 The question referred to your statement

18 that the R5 is operating successfully, not that the

19 AE piston skirts in the R5 were operating

20 successfully. I asked you what did you mean by

21 "successfully."
,

'x ' 22 JUDGE BRENNER: I think he is answering

23 that question, Mr. Dynner, as long as he is talking

(' 24 about the pistons operating in the R5 engine. Don't

25 you think so?
,

<
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1 MR. DYNNER: My question, or the
s

2 statement in the testimony is not that the --

rm 3 JUDGE BRENNER: You asked him what he

U
4 thought the statement?

5 MR. DYNNER: What he meant by " successful l y " .-

6 JUDGE BRENNER: He is telling you. Let's

,7 not go overboard the other way, either.

8 DR. SWANGER: Continuing with my answer,

9 what we meant was that the three eddy current

10 i nd it:a t io n s that were found, which happened to be

11 found in low stress areas of the piston, namely on

12 the lip adjacent to the washer landing opposite from

sJss) 13 the highly stressed area in the stud boss had no

14 evidence of having been propagating. They were

15 similar in nature to the kinds of manufacturing
.

16 induced indications that were removed from the AE

17 pistons that Shoreham purchased from TD.
,

18 O. Dr. Swanger, you are referring, I take it ,'

19 to the pages that are attached to Donald Johnson's

20 memorandum, which is part of exhibit P-29, and

21 referred to piston C-31 as far as the eddy current

p)( 22 test is concerned, is that correct? My copy, for

23 the convenience of the parties, are the two pages

24 following Mr. Donald Johnson's memorandum.(
25 JUDGE BRENNER: The February 3rd
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1 memorandum?,

2 MR. FARLEY: Yes.

3 MR. DYNNER: That's correct.gg
()

4 JUDGE BRENNER: What's your question

5 about that page which contains certain drawings?

6 MR. DYNNER: Are those the indications

7 that he was referring to in his prior answer?

8 DR. SWANGER: Yes. The three indications

9 I referred to are discussed in the attachments to

10 the trip report of Donald Johnson dated February 3,

11 1984.

12 Q. If we look at the second page, which on

O
-t/ 13 the corner of my copy, it says Page 3 of 3, it shows

14 some, I suppose you would call them simplified

15 drawings of a piston skirt. There is a notation on
.

16 number 2. It shows the line in the lower left hand

17 corner end under that it says, one, it looks like D.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: V at 1.5, and to the

19 right of that it says 25 percent. Will you explain

20 what that line and what that notation means.

21 MR. JOHNSON: This page which you are

22 referring to says Page 3 of 3, and these simplified

23 drawings are, of course, two views of the same track

24 area. The comment that says, -- and it is there to{ '

25 illustrate with the lines t h a't you will see on 2, 4
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1 and 3, and they are to indicate where the indication
_

2 was observed, and the comment i division at 25

fS 3 percent, for example, is a notation recording the
V

4 magnitude of the eddy current indication, and the

5 percent is the percent of the standard signal that

6 we use in this calibrati'on.

7 Q. Could you tell me, Dr. Johnson -- and we

8 are looking now at the number 2 drawing, labeled

9 number 2. How can you tell what the size of that

10 indication is?

11 DR. JOHNSON: The number indicates the

12 size.

13 Q. Which number?

14 DR. JOHNSON: Either the 1 division had a

15 certain position on the screen or the 25 percent,
'

16 those two numbers that correspond.

17 Q. What does the 1.5 mean?

18 DR. JOHNSON: The eddy current test is

19 done by observing an oscilloscope screen, and the 1. 5

20 refers to -- it is an oscilloscope screen and a two

21 dimensional display of the information. The 1.5

c-

k-) 22 simply is saying where on that screen it is located.

23 The 1 division is indicating the magnitude of the --

24 Q. What is the magnitude of this indication,
(

25 if you could put it into inches or fraction of
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_ 1 inches or in terms of length and depth?

2 DR. JOHNSON: Maybe it would be best to

rm 3 express it in terms of the standard we use and then
w/

4 the fact that this signal is a quarter of a signal

5 we get. The standards that we use are such that --

6 the standard will give a signal not greater than a

7 signal one obtains from a 1/16th inch long by 1/32nd

8 inch deep crack-like defect in the material. This

9 is done one quarter of such a signal.

10 Q. A 1/32nd inch would be the length or the

11 depth?

12 DR. JOHNSON: Depth.

- 13 Q. What would the length be?

14 DR. JOHNSON: 1/16th.

15 Q. One quarter that size? I can't tell from
'

16 this drawing but what is the precise location of the

17 crack-like indication on number 27

18 DR. JOHNSON: Well, there are two views

19 of that indication. So you have to look, also, at

20 the second figure. It is on the same page but you

21 have a circle and once again, the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4

,- .

(' 22 repeated. We are looking at that figure and we are

23 looking down, and in fact I can probably give you an

24 example on the photographs if that will help.
{

that25 Q. Before we get to the photographs --

i
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1 might be helpful if I could decipher mine which arecs

2 Xerox copies. Perhaps you can describe it with

3 words.'o)
~ . ,

4 MR. JOHNSON: We are looking down in the

5 figure which is right below the diesel engine piston .

6 You will see number 2. That's looking down on the

7 boss number 2. If we go to the number 2 which is in

8 the upper left hand corner of Page 3 of 3, that's a

9 blow-up or expanded view of that boss area. But now

10 not looking down on it but at right angles.

11 Q. So this is a crack-like indication in the

12 boss area of the piston?

13 DR. JOHNSON: A crack-like indication on

14 the washer landing area adjacent to the washer

15 landing area away from the high stress area noted
.

16 earlier.

17 0 I see. This is in an area which is not

18 as high as the highest stress area identified in the

19 report; is that correct?

20 DR. SWANGER: We can be quantitative

21 about the location and the stress at that location

\_) 22 by referring to County's Exhibit 8 and some of the

23 photographs depicted in it. Looking first at

24 photograph of figure 3-3, which is an actual(
25 photograph of the inside of an AE piston, we can see -:
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,

1 Q. Excuse me, Dr. Swanger. Just for the

i 2 record, we can identify that the County's Exhibit 8

3 is in fact the-FaAA piston report.
,

'

4 JUDGE BRENNER: We have done that several'

f 5 times. So I think we have that. We will follow you
I, .

6 and let you give your description in the record. We'

.

7 don't have the original photographs in front of us.*

-.

8 That brings up two points I wanted to raise.

9 First of all, I would lil:e for some of

we will! 10 these exhibits, before they are put in --

;

11 have to back up on at least one, I think. Before

i- 12 they are put in, even if it is just marked for

13 Identification, to get the original versiens in and'

14 the three copies that are going to become part of
.

'

;

15 the official record. It is clear to me already thatt

.

| 16 regardless of how much of what will become County's

17 Exhibit 8 will be in evidence or for Identification,

18 it is going to be marked for Identification. These

19 witnesses have referred to it numerous times already

20 in the nature of identification, namely the

21 photograph as well as some other things. So I'd
.

22 like the County to, before we put it in, to get i

23 original copies in there for 8. If you don't have :

l' 24 enough, we will direct LILCO to assist you in

25 getting the three copies.
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(' 1 8 is the example I have in mind. But

2 think ahead and for any others that you are going to

(~)r(_ put in that have photographs, the witnesses may end3

4 up wanting to refer to, and do the same thing. Rebi ld

5 the books so we have it done easily for the record

6 and for the court reporter.

'7 MR. DYNNER: We never got any copies of

8 the original photographs.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: It is going to be taken

10 care of now. You got copies. We have the reports

11 along the way.

12 MR. DYNNER: We have the original

13 photographs here that --

14 MS. TARLETZ: LILCO would be happy to

15 pooperate with the County. I will renew LILCO's
i

16 offer to provide the County with the originals if

17 you like.
,

18 JUDGE BRENNER: If you can do that now

19 while we keep talking, I would appreciate it. Do

20 you have a copy of the photograph now?

21 MR. DYNNER: I now have the photograph

22 figure 3-3 that Dr. Swanger alluded to.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: In terms of backing up, I

24 would like for LILCO exhibit P-29 to be replaced by

25 a version that has the original photographs for

-- - - __-.,-, _,____ _ .
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(', 1 purposes of the official record copy. If you could

2 discuss it with the court reporter during the break,

n
(_) 3 I'm sure he can figure it out, some logistical way

4 to do it so it is easiest for the court reporter and

5 note it on the record as to how it was done. It

6 would be acceptable to me, since he has already got

'7 a bound version, if you can have just an additional

8 exhibit along with that bound version also labeled P -29.

9 There is no need to use a different number. I don't

10 know if there are any other LILCO exhibits or

11 exhibits that are likely to be referred to. But

12 there are, it strikes me, the exhibits in the
f

13 beginning, P-1, P-2, perhaps just those also should

14 be similarly supplemented with the original

15 photographs for the exhibit file.

16 In addition, the Board would like copies

17 of the original photographs marked P-1 and P-2. You

and also P-29.18 don't have to worry about --

19 MS. TARLETZ: I believe the copy

20 originally served on the panel did have originals of

21 P-1 and P-2. We will supply another copy with P-29.g-()
22 JUDGE BRENNER: You think our copy in the

23 office has the originals?
r

24 MS. TARLETZ: Yes, and we will supplement

25 originals for P-29.

_ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ .
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l JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Don't worry(
2 about that. I will have that system well in order.

c
3 I'm sorry to digress. I had some concern'

~./ - ,

4 about our ability and the ability of the official

5 record to follow this through Xerox photographs.

6 DR. SWANGER: Referring to figure 3-3 of

'7 the piston report, the location of the indication,

8 the lip adjacent to stud boss number 2 can be

9 referenced to the center of the white circle in that

10 photograph. The location is approximately 7/8ths of

11 an inch to the right of the middle of the white

. 12 circle, and approximately 3/8ths of an inch below

13 the center of the white circle. It is essentially

14 right at the bottom middle of the stack to have

15 pellevill washers that's depicted in this photograph .

16 The Bellevill washers were not there

17 during actual eddy current inspection. So that the

18 entire machine surface can be examined and such

19 machining induced indications as this easily seen.

20 Also, I might point out that similar

21 small machining induced indications were removed
s

Y]
22 from the AE pistons supplied to LILCO before they

23 left the TD factory.

;

24 Dr. Harris then can refer to another

25 photograph to discuss further the position of this

|
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(' 1 indication.

2 Q. Excuse me. You stuck something in there

() 3 that I hadn't asked, about machining induced

4 indications. Did you conduct any failure analysis

5 or studies in order to ascertain the cause of the

6 crack-like indications that were found in the AE

7 piston skirt from the R5 engine? Can I have your

8 answer, Dr. Swanger.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Why does that have to be

10 just him?

11 MR. DYNNER: Because he just testified.
.

i 12 He is the only one that talked about some kind of

13 machining.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: I understand. You are'

,

15 asking now whether any testing or evaluation was

16 done of the cause. Why can't you direct it to the

17 entire panel?

18 MR. DYNNER: Presumably if he didn't know

19 he wouldn't have said it is machining induced. I

20 don't see anything wrong with getting this witness

21 who just made that comment to give the answer. I

,f-

(-)/
22 don't want to argue about it.

.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. You may

,..

24 answer.

25 DR. SWANGER: My knowledge is based on
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b 1 conversations with Dr. Duane Johnson, whether or not

2 based on his experience is able to recognize such

j 3 conditions as machining induced. We did not conduct

4 a independent failure analysis. It was not

5 necessary to conduct such an independent failure

6 analysis since no such indications were on the

7 pistons supplied to LILCO.

8 DR. HARRIS: If I could proceed on.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me interject. If you

10 could remember, Dr. Harris. We will get right to

11 you. I am confused on the views, and perhaps it is

12 my problem only. I am looking at the drawings in P- 29

13 that we have been discussing. I understand the over aead

14 view but the enlarged views state that these are

15 side views looking out from inside. Yet when I

16 compare that to the photograph, it doesn't appear as

17 if one would be looking from the side. Would you

18 help me a little bit.

19 DR. SWANGER: What we mean by the inside

20 looking out is if 'you were right here in the middle
- 21 of the piston looking toward the outside of the

22 piston, that is looking right in the same direction
23 this photograph was taken. Then view number 2 shows

24 that if indication is off to the left-hand side of
25 the lip, and the way we have located it on figure 3,

._______ -
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() 1 it is off to the left-hand side of the exact center

2 of the lip if you were looking at exactly from the

() 3 center of the piston.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Thank you. That helps.

5 Dr. Harris, please.

6 DR. MC CARTHY: In this picture, in our

.

7 report 3-3, sometimes you see people make ashtrays

8 out of pistons where the head is down and the open

9 bottom of the piston is up. It is exactly that same

10 sort of view. You are standing in the center.

11 DR. HARRIS: Turning now briefly to the

12 discussion of the stress load in the area of thei g73

L)
13 machine induced indications --

14 Q. Before you do that, Dr. Harris, if I

15 could just ask a clarifying question. In figure 3-3 ,

16 the circled area there, is it specifically meant to

17 refer to the crack-like indications in the R5 engine

18 or is it meant to show where the lack of crack or

19 something else is?

20 DR. SWANGER: Yes. The circle indicates

21 the area where the stress coat cracked, and then I
7,

0]
22 oriented the location of the indication on stud boss

23 number 2 relative to the canter of that circle. I

(' .

24 . , indicated that if crack-like indication is at

25 coordinates 7/8ths of an inch to the right of the
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(- 1 center of the circle and 3/8ths of an inch below the'

2 center of the circle.
im

k._/ 3 Q. But this photograph is not a photograph

4 of the R5 AE skirt, is that correct?

5 DR. HARRIS: That's co5 rect.

6 Q. Go ahead. I wanted to clarify that.

~

JUDGE MORRIS: While we are on that,7

8 gentlemen, can you tell me the approximate diameter

9 of that white circle, what it represents?

10 DR. SWANGER: Do you mean to scale or
t

11 what it would measure on this photograph?

12 JUDGE MORRIS: What it would represent in

13 real life.

14 DR. MC CARTHY: Approximately a half

15 inch. It is a half inch to 5/8.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Dr. Harris, you may

17 answer.

18 DR. HARRIS: Thank you, Judge Brenner.

19 Turning to figure 4-4 of the piston

20 report, this figure provides a summary of the

( 21 results of the finite element analysis on AE piston
(>]

22 skirt, and the different colors in this finite

23 element model depict different stress levels within
,

24 the skirt. Backing up for a moment, I should point

25 out that this model is a 1/4th of a complete piston ,

_ _ . . . .

.

_ . _
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I' 1 one quadrant of a complete piston. Due to the

2 symmetry nature of the piston and the symmetry of
G
() 3 the loading, you can break the complete piston up

4 into quarter segments and analyze just one quarter.

5 The results for that one quarter, you can determine

6 where the stresses are in the pistons.

7 The various colors on this photograph~

8 provide information on the stress levels. You can

9 see that the colors vary all the way from a fairly

10 dark brown to a very light blue. The stresses are

11 highest at the very dark brown position as indicated

12 by the numbers to the right of the color scale on
g(-)3

13 this photograph. You can see down close to the stud

14 boss region but over where the stud boss meshes into
.

15 the wall by the wrist pin that the stresses are

16 quite high. This is where the dark brown colors are .

17 That point corresponds to the point at which the

18 stress coat crack that was shown in figure 3-3 that

19 we discussed a moment ago appears.

20 Hopefully it is apparent where the hole

21 is. There is a hole that goes down through the --

g~
L)s

22 in this case the bottom of the skirt. That's the

23 hole that the stud protrudes through. Then you can
-

'- 24 see a horizontal landing area around that hole which

25 is the region in which the Bellevill washer is
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( l seated upon. You then proceed around the lip of

2 this horizontal surface and you can come around to

3 approximately the point that Dr. Swanger indicated

4 that the indication was, and you find that this

5 corresponds to the very light blue. Looking over on

6 to the color scale on the right-hand side of this

7 figure, you can see the very light blue on the lower

8 stresses of any of the stresses depicted in that

9 color scale.

10 This shows that that indication was

11 located in a region of relatively very low stress.

12 Q. Is that true, Dr. Harris, with respect to

13 the crack-like indications that are identified as

14 numbers 3 and 4 as well as number 27

15 DR. HARRIS: Yes, Mr. Dynner..

16 Q. Was this area as depicted before in

17 figure 3-3 of the piston report, is this one of the

18 areas that was highly polished in the R5 skirt?

19 DR. MC CARTHY: It is our understanding

20 that the general area was polished up. We wouldn't

21 use the term " highly polished but it was smooth."
,~'

and by you I mean FaAA22 Q. Did you conduct --

did you23 or anyone on the panel, if you know --

24 conduct ,a die penetrant examination in oddy current
'

25 test of tho H5 AE skirt that we are talking about
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(7 1 before it ran for 622 hours? ;

2 DR. JOHNSON: No, we didn't run any kind

3 of test, non-destructive examination on these areas'

4 before they were run. Neither penetrant nor eddy

5 c u r.r e n t .

6 Q. If you didn't run an eddy current test
. .

7 before the run and if you know that area was highly
/

8 polished, or polished, I am interested in the basis

u
9 for your conclusion that these crack-like

,

10 indications were the result of some machining error

11 or operation rather than the possibility that they>
,

,

12 were the result of stress or operation of the AE

13 skirt in the R5 engine.

14 DR. HARRIS: I would like to start out

15 answering that question and quickly pass off to Dr. I

16 Johnson. The results of the stress analysis

17 indicate that they were not meeting the crack

18 initiation in that very low stress region based on

19 the stress analysis. We would not expect to see any

20 defects initiated in that region. They would be

21 much more concentrated over from where the high
)

'

22 stresses are.

23 Dr. Johnson, 1 believe, has some other t

24 words he would like to add.-

25 Q. You understand my question. I know you
_

;

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 didn't expect to find it there. My question then is()
2 how you came to the conclusion that these crack-like

3 indications were the result of some machining or

4 manufacturing operation after they had been polished

5 and not the result of the operation of the engine? *
t

6 DR. MC CARTHY: I guess I would say I'm

7 extremely confident that these indications were not

8 the result of observation but fabrication because we

9 have seen very similar indications in as-fabricated

10 pistons. What you are looking at is a very thin

11 edge that results from the way the stud boss is

s"N 12 machined outboard, and it is not relevant in any way

(V
13 to the strength of the piston, and more important,

14 it is not just that we don't expect cracks to grow

15 'in this area. This is, in fact, one of the lowest

16 stressed areas in the whole piston. There is no

17 conceived indication that that could conceivably be.

18 0. I understand you said two things there,

19 Dr. McCarthey. You said you have seen similar
s

20 indications in as-fabricated pistons. Which oneo

21 are you talking about?'}
22 DR. MC CARTHEY: In the ones that were

23 delivered to the Shoreham Power Station. When we

24 inspected these at TD, one could occasionally see

25 very thin line machine-induced indications in the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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('' 1 outboard area of the stud boss. Any such

2 indications we remove are a minimal amount of
(3
i) 3 touching up, and they were gone. They are just not
m

4 in any conceivably related structural part of the

5 engine. They are just an artifact of manufacture.

6 Q. How did you remove the indications in the
.

7 edge fabricated pistons you saw at TD?

8 DR. JOHNSON: Failure Analysis did not

9 remove those. TD removed them under the supervision

10 of LILCO's QA representative, and they used a grinde r,

| 11 a surface grinder to remove the source of the

I
12 indication prior to shipment.) -s

I.b!

13 Q. You just polished them out?

14 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, while they

15 are conferring, after the answer, I think it is

16 about time to take a break.

17 MR. YOUNGLING: TD used a simple pencil
|

| 18 grinder to grind the indications out.

19 Q. A pencil grinder? Do you want to please

|

| 20 help me out with that?

21 MR. YOUNGLING: A small tip grinder togm;

(s)
22 get down in the area.

23 Q. What was the nature of the abrasive

24 material on the grinder, if it was abitsive?' ,v

! -

| 25 MR. YOUNGLING: I don't know.

. - . . .. _ . - - - . . .. . ~ . - - . - _ . - - - - _ _ . - _ - . . . . - - _ -
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{ l JUDGE BRENNER: We will take a break at4

2 this point and come back at 11:10.

3 (Recess taken)

4

5

6

7

8 .

9
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f) 1 JUDGE BRENNER: We're back on the record.

2 I'm concerned about the time estimates. It is 11:15 .

() 3 We're going to break at noon for lunch and then come

4 back at 1:30.

excessive side thrust5 Are you ready at --

6 yet?

'7 MR. DYNNER: Almost.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: How long do you think it

9 would take you to finish the excessive side thrust

10 and tin plating which would be sub-parts B and C of

11 Part 4 that you mentioned?

12 MR. DYNNER: If things go the way they've
-

.J
13 gone this morning the rest of the day, frankly, I

14 don't want to criticize the witnesses, but as you

15 know there'have been enumerable conferences and
I

16 lengthy periods of time where the answer is given to

17 a question and I realize that the material that

18 we're dealing with is complex and I don't want to

19 criticize the witnesses, but it has taken a lot

20 longer than I ever anticipated.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Within reason. That's a

22 fair comment; however, if we're going to be fair

23 there are also times when you take some detail out

i
24 of an answer either because somebody is handing you

25 a note and you may think it's interesting at the

|
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() 1 moment or I think it's interesting at the moment,

2 and it turns out to be a nonmaterial point that
-

\ 3 you've been off on it for 15 minutes when if you had

4 more directly asked the question that you were

5 trying to get to, we would have found out it was

6 nonmaterial.

7 What I'm saying, Mr. Dynner, you have a

8 better view or are in a better position to exercise

9 a decision as to what's material to the issues

10 before us in controversy as distinguished from a'

j 11 technical person's point of view of something that
|

12 may be technically interesting or technical| gem
| M
l 13 inconsistent but is going to really turn out to be a

14 difference without a distinction.

f 15 And I don't think we're prepared to give
.

|
I 16 you the rest of the day to complete your

17 cross-examination.
I

18 My view of reading the cross plan and

19 what you can more importantly get to is that you

20 should be able to finish it in about two-and-a-half
21 hours, so what we'll do is we'll -- I'm allowingg-)

'% )
22 about 15 minutes for you to work up to those two

23 topics because you said you were almost there, so
,-

- 24 what I would say is we're going to direct you to

25 complete your cross-examination of this panel by two

m
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1 hours after we return from lunch, which would give(['
2 you a total of two-and-a-half hours, maybe a little

('T4

(J 3 more to get there sooner than 15 minutes. We'll

4 re-evaluate the situation. If my present view turns

5 out to be wrong based on the value on efficiency on

6 your part of everything you've asked up until that

7 point, but as of now, that's where we'll stop you so

8 you have to assume that you'll be stopped then. And

9 if there has been a problem with length of answers

10 and so on in the time from now on, we'll take that

| 11 into account, but as I said, right now we will
|

! fm 12 assume that we will require you to complete the
'b

13 cross-examination of this panel by two hours after

14 our return from lunch.

Why don't you proceed at this point.15 .

16 BY MR. DYNNER:
1

17 Q. Gentlemen, did TDI do an eddy current

18 examination for a liquid die penetrant examination

19 of the AE piston skirts in the R5 engine before they

20 started their 622 hour run?

21 DR. SWANGER: We don't know whether they
^)

22 did or not.

23 Q. How many AE piston skirts were in the R5

(
24 V12 engine at the time that you selected the two AE

| 25 skirts for examination?
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(' 1 DR. SWANGER: The pistons were already

2 out of the engine at the time they were made
rm
(-) 3 available for our analysis.

4 I believe that there were only two AE

5 pistons in the R5 engines as part of a development

6 experiment.

7 Q. Are you aware of an incident with the RS

8 engine in which a portion of the cylinder liner

9 broke off and fell into the crank case?

10 MR. FARLEY: Objection. Irrelevant and

11 immaterial.

! 12 JUDGE BRENNER: You're going to have to
7

13 explain that objection to me, Mr. Farley.

14 MR. FARLEY: I don't think it's relevant

15 to any of the contentions, Your Honor. Or to what's
~

16 been discussed about the R5 engine.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Wasn't it relevant to the
i

|
contention that the FaAA analysis depends on an18 i

19 ideal situation which is not valid for the actual
|

20 conditions which may be experienced by the Shoreham

21 diesel?

22 MR. FARLEY: I think we've demonstrated
j -

! 23 that wasn't the case.
| '

! 24 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't understand. I'm

25 going to overrule the objection.
1

-. . . . . - _ - - _ _ , , . . . - . , , . . . _ __ _ . . , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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('' 1 I'll add that I believe it's apparently

2 relevant, at least at this point, because your

(-~) 3 witnesses are relying on the experience with the R5m

4 engine to justify the fact that the expected

5 experience in the Shoreham engine will be acceptable

6 and will not be inconsistent with the assumptions in

7 the analyses leading to the predictions by your

8 offices.

9 You have a question?
_

10 DR. SWANGER: If Mr. Dynner would repeat

11 it, it would be helpful.

! 12 Q. Are you aware of an incident in which a
4' }

.

13 portion of the cylinder liner.in the R5 engine broke

14 off and fell into the crank case?

DR. SWANGER: Yes, I have heard a little15 -

16 bit about that incident.
i

!

| 17 Q. Could you briefly describe retract--

i

18 that.

19 Did that incident involve in any way the

|

| 20 AE pistons in the engine or liners which were in the
;

21 cylinders that'were using AE pistons?(]
j %j

| 22 DR. SWANGER: There were only two AE

|
23 pistons of the type similar to those delivered to

| /

24 LILCO in the R5 engine, and neither of these AE
f

k-

25 pistons were involved in any incidents involvingf
1

-. _ _ - - -- .. . - ., -. ... _ . . _ _ . .
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1 cylinder liners. Had they been, those pistons would
({h

2 have suffered extreme distress, would not have

} 3 looked the way they did.

4 Q. Do you know what kind of piston was

5 involved in that incident?

6 JUDGE BRENNE9: Now, Mr. Dynner, you're

7 going to have to tell me why it's material.

8 MR. DYNNER: It might have been an AE

9 piston. He said it wasn't only the ones that he

10 looked at.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe I can add one and

12 one as well as other people, but he said there were

13 two and he looked at the two.

14 Maybe I can't add.

15 MR. DYNNER: But at the time that they.

16 selected those two to be tested he said they were to

17 his knowledge two.

18 I don't know whether it's an AE piston or

19 AF piston or what but if he doesn't know, that may

20 be significant.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: He said it was not an AE
p).%

22 piston and anything further is going to be

23 immaterial.

- 24 MR. DYNNER: I don't think he said it''

25 wasn't an AE piston, sir. I think his answer was

_ _ _ _ _ _ . ..
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( l that he doesn't think it was an AE piston because if
>

the two AE pistons they examined had no2 it had --

/%

k_) 3 damage e.n d they would have had damage if they had

4 been the ones involved.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Dr. Swanger, were there

6 ever any other AE pistons ever run in the R5 engine

7 from which you removed pistons or from the engine in
4

8 which the cylinder liner incident occurred beyond

9 the two that you looked at?

10 DR. SWANGER: No. Those two pistons were

11 the only AE pistons ever tested in the R5

( 12 development engine.
(bj),

13 Q. Was any evidence or scuffing of the

14 skirts or fretting of the AE piston skirts from the

15 R5 engine noted by you?

16 DR. SWANGER: I believe your question

17 referred just to AE pistons. Is there any specific

18 AE pistons you're interested in?

19 MR DYNNER: Yes.

20 Q. Yes. I stated in the R5 engines.

21 DR. SWANGER: I have discussed this point
(~s
x

22 with Donald Johnson who inspected the pistons and I

23 have reviewed the photographs that Don Johnson took

24 of those pistons, and I saw no evidence of scuffing

25 or fretting on the AE pistons from the R5 engine.
t
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('- 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Dr. Swanger, could you

2 tell me what you mean by the term fretting on the

() 3 piston?

4 DR. SWANGER: Fretting is the result of

5 small amounts of relative motion between two metal

6 surfaces which results in the transfer of metal from

~ 7 one metal surface to the other. It's recognizable

8 by a roughened condition of the surface relative to

9 its original appearance.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Could you compare that to

in my own mind I thought scuffing was a11 scuffing --

!

| 12 roughened condition of the metal.

(%I

13 DR. SWANGER: Scuffing is the result of

14 large relative motions between two metal surfaces

15 such as when a piston slides up and down 21 inches

16 inside the cylinder.

17 Fretting would refer to motions on the

| 18 order of a few thousandths of an inch relative to
!

19 each other.

20 Q. Gentlemen, do you know whether DeLaval
I

| 21 tested the AE piston before supplying it to
7_s
'w]j '

22 customers in the field?

23 DR. SWANGER: DeLaval conducted at least

t' 24 two engine tests of the AE skirts. These were the

25 tests of two AE skirts in the R5 engine and also the

_ _ - - _
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l placement of AE piston in the engine at Kodiak(
2 Electric was a test of the engines conducted jointly

/~() 3 between TDI and Kodiak for the purpose of evaluating

4 the AE piston design.
.

5 Q. Is it your testimony that that testing

6 was done by DeLaval before supplying the AE piston

. 7 to customers in the field?

8 DR. SWANGER: As I had testified earlier,

9 by supplying the pistons to Kodiak we do not

10 consider supplying pistons to a customer in the

11 field. TDI has a special relationship with the

| 12 Kodiak Electric Association in which their engines

13 are designated as lead engines for the purpose of

14 gathering test experience for TDI.

15 Also, it is our information that the AE.

16 pistons were put into the R5 engine for test

17 purposes about the same time that AE pistons went

18 into the Kodiak engine and they had been

19 successfully tested and removed from the R5 engine

20 prior to the delivery of pistons to LILCO.

21 I believe Mr. Youngling can give you

22 further information about delivery of AE piston to

23 customers.
.r

h, don't want further24 MR DYNNER:
'

25 information. I just want to know whether that's
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f) 1 your answer.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Ele's answered

g
( ,/ 3 the question. I'm beginning to worry about the

4 materiality of this line if I let it go too far,

5 unless it gets tied into something specific. We

6 discussed that --

7 MR. DYNNER: I have a few questions to

8 .
ask concerning their testimony regarding the

9 importance of the testing of the operation of the AE

10 piston skirt in the R5 engine and at DeLaval and
i

11 their testimony regarding it at Kodiak.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I know. You've
| gr$

'k)l

13 been asking questions about that, and you can go

14 ahead. Maybe I'll ask you on your cross plan --

15 MR. DYNNER: Right now I just jumped
,

16 outside of the cross plan for a minute to ask a few

17 questions and I think the pertinence will be quickly

18 obvious. It's too abstract to be helpful. I don't

!
i

19 want to hear about that overall testing was done and

tie it20 what testing was first. Ask him about the --

21 up to the particular point. For example, I don't

22 know if you want to talk about side thrust load with

23 that question or tin plating or Part A of Part 4 of
-

- 24 the contention, so you're going to have to be more

25 specific in your questions.
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l Q. Does the testing that you alluded to give(J
2 you confidence that the AE piston will last the

or it will have unlimited life?() 3 lifetime --

4 DR. SWANGER: Yes. The test experience

5 with the pistons confirms our conclusion that cracks

6 will not initiate or propagate. It also adds to our

'7 opinion that there is no problem associated with the

8 friction wear or lubrication of these skirts and we

9 feel very strongly that this is important evidence

10 and confirmatory evidence that these pistons will

11 fulfill their intended function at the Shoreham

- 12 Nuclear Power Station.

13 DR. PISCHINGER: I think I could add to

14 this question.

15 This AP piston is for the development of,

16 the previous AF pistons, modified AF piston, and

17 from a diesel engine engineering man's point of view ,

18 this is a minor design modification which had been

in19 taken and the design modification is in the --

in each respect in improving or in20 all --

21 strengthening of this piston skirt, and it is cleargq,

\-)
22 that in such a case, and. and its general use and

23 its practice in the industry that you rely on the

- 24 pre-experience with the model from which you derived

25 this piston.,

!

. _ _ _ _ _ _ , -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ __
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Ii 1 That means that you have to take into

2 account the pre-experience with the AF piston, and

() 3 that very wide experience with several hundreds of

4 pistons have been delivered and there's a lot of'

5 tens of thousands of hou'rs that have been run with

6 this AF which is the DeLaval AF pistons without, to

'7 my knowledge, as when I visited the DeLaval in

8 February, without to my' knowledge any unfavorable

9 events which can be related to this AF piston.

-10 The only reason why there was a design'

cracks could be seen11 change was that there could --

12 in the stud region, but these cracks didn't lead togr~s,

-O
13 any consequences to the engine.

it is common use in the14 It is in --

15 . diesel engine industries that in such a case you

16 take a further development step, but you rely on all

17 the other experience. The outside of the piston
,

18 remained completely the same, the ring portions,

19 taking into account what has been investigated by

20 FaAA and the pre-experience with the AF piston that

21 there is additional evidence that this piston will

O or fulfills the required22 last and do the required --

23 functions.
<

k- 24 Q. Well, based on that testimony, Dr.

I 25 Pischinger, evidence of failures of AF pistons would
!

!

. . , . . . . . --,_. - - . . - , ,. - - . . . - . . - , . . _ . _ . . . - - , . . _ - - - . ,
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(': 1 be relevant to your analysis of the quality of the

2 AE piston; isn't that true?

() 3 MR. FARLEY: Objection, your Honor. It
3

4 doesn't necessarily follow.

5 JUDGE DRENNER: Well, let the witness

6 explain why or why not.

'7 DR. PISCHINGER: Let's say failures which

8 couldn't have been addressed by this design , change.

9 Q. Have you done an analysis of all the

10 failures of the AF pistons in order to determine

11 that they have been effectively solved by the change

12 in the design, Dr. Pischinger?,

13 DR. PISCHINGER: No. I only have

14 knowledge that a number of engines have run for

15 -thousand, tens of thousands of hours without piston

16 failure.

17 Of course, I am aware that this is only

18 information which I got from -- at my visit at TDI,

19 if this is reliable, yes.

20 Q. Dr. McCarthy, would you turn, please, to

!

21 page 55 of your testimony for a moment.fs
V

22 I believa you alluded to this earlier in

23 answer to one of my questions, and I'm referring to
,

24 your answer 87, particularly at the bottom of page

25 55 continuing to page 56, to where you refer to the

_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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l fact that, "Information contained in the Iron(
2 Castings Handbook by Walton and Aupar, 1981 page 341 ,

,- s,

! ) 3 Exhibit P-29 shows that the cyclic stress for

4 cracking in ten million cycles is 93 percent of the

5 cyclic stress for cracking in 1.35 million cycles,

6 scatter of seven percent on stress is commonly

'7 observed in fatigue data. Therefore, it is likely

8 that cracking indications would be observed in the

9 population of inspected stud bosses if they had been

10 operated for a 1.35 million cycles at stresses above

11 the endurance limit.

12 Now, does that statement refer to the

13 comment that you made earlier about steel, which you

14 also said applied to nodular iron?

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Didn't you ask that
,

16 yesterday and get the answer?

17 MR DYNNER: No, I didn't. He made a

18 comment about it. I never asked a question about it .

19 JUDGE BRENNER: No, I mean, did you then

,

20 follow up and ask him, make sure he was talking

21 about steel, why that referred to this question?
,.s

( )
x _-

22 MR. DYNNER: Sure. I want to make sure

23 that this written testimony is what he was referring
,.

Le 24 to yesterday.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: That's not what you asked ,

,
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{ l though.

2 MR. DYNNER: I think I did.
r' s
(j 3 I'll rephrase the question.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you just --

5 draw it up. I'm sorry, I may have lost your point.

6 You asked him yesterday why, if he was talking about

7 steel, we should be concerned with that and he said

8 if he said steel he didn't mean to say it. He meant

9 to talk about ferritic in general and that his

10 answer referred to metal.

11 Q. I just want to clarify, does this

12 statement refer to steel?

13 JUDGE BRENNER: What statement, answer 87 ?

14 MR DYNNER: The one that I just read in

15 quotation.

16 DR. MC CARTHY: The phenomena I described

17 earlier discussing a need or a stress level at which

18 ferritic materials exhibited unlimited life is

19 characteristic of both iron and steel. The specific

by the20 numbers and referenced exhibit on page 55 --

rm 21 way, it should be Exhibit 28, not Exhibit 29 is for
3

V
22 the iron as reflected in the iron castings handbook.

23 Q. Do you know what the cycles, the millions
-

24 of cycles approximately would be for steel?

25 1.35 million cycles for cast iron. What
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f~' 1 would be the approximate number of cycles for steel?

2 DR. MC CARTHY: The difference for all

(N /D 3 ferritic materials, the difference between the

4 stress level for failure between one million and ten

5 million cycles and infinite life is a few percent.

6 In this particular case, it's seven percent for this

7 iron. It would not be uncommon to see steels range

8 from five to less than ten. It would depend on your

9 exact material, but it's always a few percent.

10 Q. Then it's true, isn't it, that based upon

11 this testimony, it would have been highly unlikely

' 12 or unlikely for the crankshaft on diesel 102 to
0.\.3)

..

13 break; isn't that true?

14 DR. MC CARTHY: Perhaps I missed

15 comething in my previous answer. I don't remember

16 discussing the probability; however, that's an

17 excellent point. We ran three crankshafts, one
,

18 broke, the other two cracked, and they were all

19 within a few percent of their endurance limit. They

20 had enough strength to get them into the one million

rw 21 to ten million cycles, but didn't have enough to get
b

22 past ten million failed, and it wasn't that one

23 crankshaft failed and the two came out looking

- 24 cherries. On the contrary, the physical laws

25 applying to crankshaft apply just as well to pistons .

.-- . , . - . - . _ .----- -- - _ . . - ----.
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(\ l You found one failed crankshaft and when you pulled

2 the other ones out you found crack indications at
(.( 3 both of them.

4 Just a textbook example of how reliable

5 this particular theory is.

6 Q. Yes. And you have confidence that would

7 take care of that seven percent factor if you ran

8 the AE pistons in the Shoreham engines for ten

9 million cycles, wouldn't you?

10 DR. MC CARTHY: Once again, maybe I

11 missed something. Not one but all three pistons

12 having been run into this seven percent range --
-

0.)3
e

13 excuse me, not one but all three crankshafts run

14 into this very narrow seven percent boundary had

15 cracks. *! ow , we have run 80 fillets, 40 piston

16 bosses into this same range and we got indications

17 on three of three crankshafts.

18 Now, one can do a probability calculation

what events would have had to19 of what you --

20 transpire where three of three crankshafts showed

21 cracks, indeed one failed and the other two hadr'.t

22 cracks and yet turn around and run 40 of 40 piston

23 bosses without a single indication. Of course, the

k 24 odds are vanishingly small and it's just

25 confirmation that the piston as we've indicated

- _. . . __ -,-- __- __._- _ -- - - . . ._ -__ -
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#'
; 1 before is not going to crack or propagate.

2 Q. Would you answer my question which was

) 3 that if you ran the AE piston skirts in the Shoreham

4 engines for ten million cycles, that would give you

5 the confidence to take care of the seven percent

6 differential in your test that's referred to in your
.

7 testimony at the bottom of page 55 and the top of

8 page 567

9 DR. MC CARTHY: On the contrary because

10 we ran so many, I have high confidence that there's

11 nothing in the seven percent value that needs to be
|

| ew 12 resolved.
b_

13 If nothing else, the cranks have

14 demonstrated that. They ran --

;-

Q. I'm talking about piston skirts. Sorry.15 -

16 That possibly isn't --

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Let him finish his' answer

18 because you drew an analogy, and I think he's

19 continuing with that thinking.

20 DR. MC CARTHY: The three cranks were run

21 into exactly this range
|

--

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's say crankshafts.

23 DR. PISCHINGER: Crankshafts.
f

l

; s' 24 DR. MC CARTHY: Yes. I'm sorry. You're

i 25 correct. The three crankshafts were run into this

-- -
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l range. They all showed crack- like indications. In
({'!

2 fact, one failed.

( 3 Once again demonstrating that if you take

4 a part that is above its endurance limit into this

5 one million to ten million cycle range, you would

6 expect to see some crack indications.
.

theonce again7 The crank ----

8 crankshafts demonstrated this phenomena.

9 Now, let's turn around, take what we've

10 learned from crankshafts in these engines at

11 Shoreham and apply it to pistons.

'' 12 We now run 40 piston bosses, 80 stressed

: -

-13 areas into exactly the same range and see not a
,

14 single relevant indication.

Q. Do you know how many millions of cycles15 -

,

| 16 the crankshaft on an engine 102 was run before it
.

! 17 broke, approximately?
;

i 18 DR. MC CARTHY: It's a few million --

just one second.19 it's a few million --

20 Q. I think if that had help you, Dr.

21 McCarthy, as I recall, and anyone in the panel can{),

22 correct me, I think it was about 680 hours, as I
i

' 23 recall. Mr. Seaman or Mr. Youngling will probably

; l'
'

24 know the exact figure.'

i
'

25 DR. SWANGER: The hours that are

:
I
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()- 1 significant to the fatigue analysis are the' hours at

2 full load where it collects stress cycles at the
,

3 maximum cyclic stress. EDG 102 had run about 250

4 hours at full load, so that is the relevant number.

5 Q. How much is each of the piston skirts run

6 at full load at Shoreham?

~ 7 JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe I'm wrong. I

8 thought they were going to complete their answer and

9 give you cycles.

10 Q. I'm sorry. I thought they had completed.

11 Go ahead, please

12 JUDGE BRENNER: If you still want it.
77
'l '

13 DR. MC CARTHY: In answer to your

14 question, 3.4 million cycles at full load.

15 Q. Thank you..

16 And how many hours has each of the or--

17 how many hours have been accumulated on the most

18 utilized piston skirt at Shoreham at full load, if

19 you know?

20 JUDGE BRENNER: On the AE piston skirts.

21 Q. The AE piston skirts, yes.

O
22 DR. MC CARTHY: On EDG 103, the most

23 highly utilized AE piston skirt has gone 1.35
( ..

24 million cycles after which it was inspected.%

25 Additionally, and currently operated AE piston skirt
_
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() 1 in EDG 103, eight of them have gone 1.75 million

2 cycles and are still running, but haven't had a

(m) 3 subsequent inspection, but are still performing and

4 service fine.

5 MR. DYNNER: Judge Brenner, I am ready to

6 go on to successful side thrust if you wish to break

~7 a little early for lunch and then we can go straight

8 through if that's convenient for the Board.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me ask one clarifying

10 question.

11 Dr. McCarthy, you've referred to the fact<

- 12 that there are eight fillets involved, I guess, on

13 each piston, if I've got it straight. Did you mean

14 welds when you said fillets or did you mean

15 something else?

16 DR. MC CARTHY: Did I say welds?

17 JUDGE BRENNER: No. You said fillets.
.

18 What do you mean by fillets?

19 DR. MC CARTHY: I'm sorry. In the area
|

20 where the stud boss blends into the wall of the'

21 piston, because of the geometry there, there are two
s

A
22 areas that have been termed fillets. They're much

23 less pronounced on the AE design than on the AF
| f
.

24 design where we started talking about fillets, and

I've tried to be consistent25 thus I've always been --

L
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1 in distinguishing boss areas and then fill let areas() ,

2 JUDGE BRENNER: That's fine. It took me

() 3 a few days earlier in this case to know what a

4 welder meant by fillets and now I know what you mean

5 by fillets.
<

6 Let's break until 1:20.

'7 (Whereupon, at 12:00 p.m., the hearing

8 was recessed, to reconvene at 1:20 p.m.,

9 this same day.)

10 AFTERNOON SESSION

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, I guess

12 you're going to pick up on page 14 of your crosss

13 plan, excessive side thrusts.

14 MR. DYNNER: That's correct.

15 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION
,

16 BY MR. DYNNER:

17 0 Gentlemen, please turn to page 58 of your

( 18 testimony.

|
19 Dr. Pischinger, in your answer to

20 question 92 at the bottom of the page, you state

i 21 that --

22 DR. PISCHINGER: Could you give me just a

23 minute?
/' ,

direct24 Q. Certainly. Page 58 of the LI,LCO

. .

25 testimony.
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I 1 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

2 Q. In your answer to question 92, you state

3 that in current diesel engine design side thrust,()
4 the excessive side thrust related by the County is

5 simply not a consideration.

6 What current diesel engine design were

'7 you referring to in that statement?

8 DR. PISCHINGER: Diesel engine designs at

9 least back-dated to the mid-sixties.

10 Q. Would you specify the engines, the design

11 of which you were referring to?

I 12 DR. PISCHINGER: I do not want to specify
| C2 's

k)'

' 13 a certain engine to which this refers because I know

14 in the state of the art that it refers to all

15 engines.

16 Q. So is it your testimony that since 1966
|

| 17 no diesel engine design considers side thrust?

!

| 18 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. Side thrust is no
[
;

19 special concern. I can explain to you, if you want,

20 why.

i
' 21 Q. Are you familiar with diesel engines

)
| 22 manufactured by Sulzer?
|

| 23 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.
! -

24 Q. Is side thrust a consideration in the

| 25 design of engines manufactured by Sulzer since 19667
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(D 1 DR. PISCHINGER: I have to add that as we

2 are talking on four strokes, I only referred to four

() 3 strokes.
.

4 Q. Four stroke engines?

5 DR. PISCHINGER: F o u'r stroke engines.

6 Q. Are you --

'7 JUDGE BRENNER: Are you trying to tell us

8 that the Sulzer engines are not four stroke engines?

9 DR. PISCHINGER: They have both types.

10 Q. Is side thrust a consideration that the

11 design of the four stroke Sulzer diesel engine?

i DR. PISCHINGER: As is worked out in the
,.

,v
testimony, side thrust is as .l o n g no concern as

14 proper lubrication is provided by the design and

15 .t h a t is the case with modern design of diesel

16 engines, at least in the state when they are working

17 with the customers.

18 Q. Is side thrust a consideration in the

19 design of the four stroke Sulzer diesel engine?

20 DR. PISCHINGER: I am not aware if they
.

21 have the proper lubrication system.
7,

b
22 Q. Isn't Sulzer one of the largest diesel

23 engine manufacturers in the world?

- 24 DR. PISCHINGER: It is one of the largest

25 diesel engine manufacturers.
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(' 1 Q. And do you consider Sulzer to be a

2 manufacturer of high reputation and quality?

/~
(T; 3 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

,

4 Q. Are you at all familiar with the rotating

5 piston which is part of the design of the Sulzer

6 engine?

'7 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

8 Q. That rotating piston is a design element

-9 which is specifically directed towards avoiding the

10 distortion of the piston skirt caused by side thrust ;

11 isn't it?

12 DR. PISCHINGER: No. The rotating piston
f7sd

13 is designed to distribute the wear of the piston

14 skirt equally on the surroundings of the piston, so

15 the rotating piston is a means to prolong the

16 lifetime of a ship engine, to prolong the lifetime

17 of a ship engine. You know, ship engines of the

18 Sulzer design are expected to have the lifetimes of

19 ships and lifetimes of ships are updating from

20 50,000 to 100,000 hours.

21 Of course, in such an application, the

the equal22 distribution of wear around the equal --

and23 distribution of wear around the piston is --

/

24 each moving part is wearing and, of course, in this --

25 in this connection is wearing according to site
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(N 1 pressure. This wear is quite normal. It's not

2 dangerous in sho t running times, and to distribute

() 3 this wear equally over the skirt, the piston is"

4 rotating.

5 DR. SWANGER: At this point, i would like

6 to add --

'7 MR. DYNNER: Excuse me, if I may. Yes.'

8 I'm asking these questions of Dr. Pischinger because

9 he is the sole sponsor of that testimony and I'm

10 about to follow up on this Sulzer engine.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: I'll let you follow-up

12 but Dr. Swanger's response to 91 which is the start --

eq
b

13 MR. DYNNER: Which talks about

14 lubrication and I'm really talking about the diesel

15 engine design issue which was raised by Dr.

16 Pischinger in his answer to 92.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I'll let you follow up

18 and then get back to Dr. Swanger.

19 MR. DYNNER: I'm going to distribute and

20 ask that there be marked for identification Suffolk
21 County Diesel Exhibit 69.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm sure you're going to

23 use this one before I mark it.

24 MR. DYNNER: Yes. Which is an articles

25 from MOTOR SHIP TECHNICAL MAGAZINE entitled " Sulzer' s
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(D 1 Four Stroke High and Medium Speed Engine Range."

2 JUDGE BRENNER: What did you say this was

) 3 from?

4 MR DYNNER: Article from the MOTOR SHIP

5 as identified on'the first page, and it's February

6 1978, and as seen on page 52, which is the first

7 page with text on it, it is entitled, " Sulzer's Four

8 Stroke High and Medium Speed Engine Range."

9 JUDGE BRENNER: And it runs through page

*

10 60?

11 MR DYNNER: And it runs through page 60,

| 12 yes, sir.
~

13 JUDGE BRENNER: So this will be marked as

14 Suffolk County Diesel Exhibit 69 for identification.

(The document referred to was15 *

16 marked Suffolk County Diesel

17 Exhibit No. 69 for identification.)

18 Q. Dr. Pischinger, I'd like you to please

19 turn to page 60 and in the left-hand paragraph near

20 the left margin is the following statement.

21 "The pistons --

{^)
8s

22 DR. PISCHINGER: I didn't find it.

23 Q. Yes. The last page in the left-hand
,

24 margin. It states: "The pistons of larger engines

25 are more prone to piston seizure because of the
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('\ l higher deformations involved.

2 The risk of seizure is aggravated by the

3 customer's demand for low lubricating oil

and by the requirement to burn low4 consumption --

5 quality heavy fuels.

6 It goes on to say: "In order to solve
.

7 these problems and to satisfy the demands connected

8 with high specific output and good reliability, the

9 well-known rotating design piston was adopted for

10 the Z40/48, figure 16 left, as well as for the

11 larger 65/65 engine.

12 The advantage of such a design is thatgem
' !%)

13 local overheating is avoided due to the rotary

14 movement."

15 . Now, Dr. Pischinger, does this article

16 refresh your recollection concerning the independent

17 purpose of the design of the rotating piston in the

18 Sulzer engine?

19 DR. PISCHINGER: It's one point to be

|
20 stated that engines of the same rating and

21 performing equivalent functions are working with an

' 22 unrotated piston, though this rotating piston is not

23 in general a requirement.
<

24 In this case of an engine as is stated

25 here which has to burn low quality heavy fuel, the

-

__
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1 well-known increased wear of this heavy fuel coming-(['
2 down the piston is, of course, a concern, and a

3 rotating piston may help in this respect, but this

4 is in no-contradiction, when I say, and I remain

side thrust is not5 with it, that side thrust --

6 addressed here. Side thrust is no concern in modern

7 design diesel engines.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, maybe I'm

9 totally in the dark. I'll let you read the part and
4

10 put the question that I assumed you were going to

11 put to him and you didn't disappoint me.
l
!

12 How is anything in what you read
| qe

-t-

13 inconsistent with what he said and more -- another

14 way of saying that is, how is anything that you read

15 ^from this exhibit remotely related to side thrust

16 load?j

17 MR DYNNER: I'll explain very succinctly.

1

i 18 As the County's direct testimony states:
!

19 " Side thrust is a factor which causes the
|

|
20 temperature on the piston skirt to be asymmetrical,

.

21 so that part of the skirt is heated whereas the
~)

O
22 other side of the skirt is not heated as much.
23 As the side thrust continues and as the

24 County's testimony states, "The increase temperature--

25 ~on one side of the skirt causes deformation of the

. _ . - __ _. . - . _ .. . - _-- .
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IL 1 skirt which can lead to piston seizure."

2 It is precisely that issue of side thrust

D(y 3 as described in the County's direct testimony which

4 in this article states is the -- an important

5 purpose of the design of the rotating piston in the

6 Sulzer engine. The article as appeared in the

~~7 paragraph that I read also goes on to state: "The

8 risk of seizure is aggravated by low lubricating

9 oils, but the thrust of the article and statement

10 and testimony goes to the fact that it is a moderate

11 current diesel engine design that is specifically

12 addressed to the issue of side thrust.| p

13 JUDGE BRENNER: You've got to get a 3^t

14 of links in there in order to get there, and what

15 you just read here for identification which you're
|
! 16 using for cross-examination doesn't supply many of

17 those links. But as you said, we'll have the County
,

18 witnesses and Dr. Pischinger's testimony in answer
!

| 19 to your question.

20 DR. PISCHINGER: Judge Brenner, may I add
t

l

21 something?, -s
| t )v

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Is it in answer to this

'
23 question? I didn't really have a question of you.

' m

24 My question to Mr. Dynner was for a different, -

25 purpose. But go ahead and add it.
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(] 1 DR. PISCHINGER: Well, I stated that if

2 proper lubrication is supplied, the side thrust is

() 3 of no concern, and in this article just given to me,
,

4 there is written, "With every stroke a fresh oil

5 wetted part of the skirt is turned into load

6 carrying zones substantially reducing the danger of

'7 seizure."

8 That means exactly that also here is one
.

for solving this lubrication9 technology for using --

10 problem used, but this is not the only technology in

11 light of the -- that can be seen from the fact that

12 all other engines in the world do not have this-

..v
13 rotating piston

14 JUDGE BRENNER: Incidentally, Mr. Dynner,

15 -is this some independent magazine or something

16 published by the Sulzer Company?

17 MR DYNNER: Independent technical
,

18 magazine and it is a technical article. The authors

19 are noted as G. Luftgarten and R. Stoffel. The

20 first gentleman according to the asterisk as as

21 having development and design for four stroke

22 engines and I believe that's for Sulzer. The other

23 gentlemen is head of development test beds according
.

- 24 to the double asterisk.

25 DR. PISCHINGER: I know the first

..__ .__ - _ _ . . . _ . ___ _, ___._. _ .._ _ .____ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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() 1 gentleman and.had a lot of discussion with him on

2 this business of pistons. He's head of development

r
(,)> 3 of Sulzer.

4 MR. DYNNER: Thank you.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe it doest. matter

6 but the company got quite a plug from the cover of

7 this magazine and it looks to be more like

8 advertising lit 'ture rather than trade magazine.

9 MR. DYNNER: I don't believe that's a

10 fair comment because I think it is a technical

| 11 article written by the people that presumably best

! 12 know the engine since it's the head of development'

i.-

13 design for the company as well as the head of

14 development test beds, so I do think that the

15 information in the article is not subject to attack

or that it is written by the
| 16 that it's pu,ffing

17 advertising department for Sulzer.

18 MR. FARLEY: Judge Brenner, LILCO has an

| 19 entirely different position about this particular
1

20 article.

! 21 JUDGE BRENNER: It's not in evidence.
J

22 MR. FARLEY: Not now. The extent to
i

23 which Mr. Dynner has used it now' was appropriate, to

24 try to impeach the witness, which he was unable to
.

25 do.
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Il 1 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Doctor

2 Swanger, you wanted to jump in before. We'll get

o,

' ,) 3 back to you now. Only if it's in answer to the
(

4 question that was pending, and the question was

5 whether side thrust load was a design concern for

6 the Sulzer engines, and I thought Dr. Pischinger

~ 7 answered it.

8 Do you have something to add?
.

9 DR. SWANGER: No. My comment was not

10 going to directly answer that. I was going to put

11 this hundred thousand hours-into the context at

! 12 Shoreham and at the same-time correct a
L

U
13 misconception I may have given in my earlier

14 testimony.

15 I testified that the engines at Shoreham
.,

16 would run for three thousand hours. That three

17 thousand hours is the amount of operation expected

18 after the plant goes on line.

19 I neglected to include in that the

20 pre-operational testing so that the total

21 accumulated hours on the Shoreham engines over their

22 entire life will be about 4,500 hours and the source

f 23 of this is from the affidavit of John Kaymart

24 (phonetic) which has recently been filed.
I

| 25 MR. DYNNER: May I ask what the witness

|
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( 1 is testifying relative to? Because I don't

2 understand what he's talking about.

/^)(, 3 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, in the first place

4 he said he was correcting a misimpression that he

in terms of the5 might have given and I think he --

6 number of hours that the diesels were run, and I

7 guess he was concerned that comparing the number of

8 hours of shipment engines as testified to by Dr.

9 Pischinger would make the wrong comparison if we

10 went back to Dr. Swanger's earlier testimony.

11 MR. DYNNER: That would be appropriate

!
12 for redirect examination, I think.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, it would be, but we

14 also give witnesses flexibility to correct something

15 when they may have made an error, which error may be

16 leading to another question on it: As to the rest

17 of what he had to say would have been more

18 appropriate for direct.

! 19 DR. MC CARTHY: May I just add --

|

| 20 J8J D G E BRENNER: No. Let's wait for

|
21 another question.fme)
22 Q. Dr. Pischinger, in connection with your

i
23 answer to question 92, I'd like to ask you whether

P

24 the side thrust load is an -- a critical parameter

25 of the Mirrlees KV12 engine. M-i-r-r-1-e-e-s.
1
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( l DR. PISCHINGER: You mean in light of

2 what has been said now, you mean if I know if the

() 3 lubrication of the Mirrlees engine piston is done
v

4 that way that, as usually, side thrust is no concern .

5 As far as I know, Mirrlees engine --

6 could you repeat the --

'7 Q. The KV12 I was referring to.

8 There are thousands of engine

9 abbreviations in the world, so if I remember right

10 what the KV12 is, I think this engine is a good

11 engine.

|7 12 Q. It's a good engine?

)
13 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

14 Q. Who is Mirrlees, are they one of the

15 Jargest diesel engine manufacturers?

16 DR. PISCHINGER: Mirrlees is a well-known

British diesel engine.i 17 English --

good reputation18 Q. Do they have a high --

19 for quality engines?

20 DR. PISCHINGER: Mirrlees has, to my

21 knowledge I have not been detailing the Mirrlees

(
22 engines, but to my knowledge Mirrlees has a good

. 23 reputation.
| :*
! 24 JUDGE MORRIS: Excuse me, Mr. Dynner, Dr.
|

25 Pischinger, do you know if this is a ship engine?

.
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(' 1 DR. PISCHINGER: This is mainly a ship

2 engine, yes.

(') 3 Q. And it's also used extensively in
\s

4 stationary applications, isn't it, Dr. Pischinger,

5 the Mirrlees diesel engine?

6 DR. PISCHINGER: Each ship engine could

-7 be used if adjusted to stationery application.

8 MR. DYNNER: I'd like to distribute and
.

9 have marked for identification Suffolk County Diesel

10 Exhibit 70.

11 MR. FARLEY: I'll object to that because

established the.12 I don't even think he's allowed --

f
13 foundation for even using it.

14 MR. DYNNER: You don't know what it is

15 yet.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't we hold off on

17 marking it if there is no foundation. Let's see

18 what you're going to do with it for a little bit

19 first, rather than just marking for identification.

20 We can do that but I don't want to go through the

21 process and find out some of these things go nowhere .

-

'' 22 Let's establish what it is and we'll be done with it .

23 You've asked your question about Mirrlees
,.r.

24 and he's answered it.

25 Q. Now, Dr. Pischinger, does Mirrlees
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([ l consider the maximum thrust pressure on the piston

2 to be a critical parameter?

f) 3 DR. PISCHINGER: In that very moment when

4 I look at this picture without reading anything, I

5 would think this piston, which is not the very

6 latest design, could have problems besides thrust.

'7 JUDGE BRENNER: Wait a second. You're

8 anticipating them. Let him take a question at a

9 time. He hasn't asked you about the article yet.

10 Although I hope he gets to the question quickly.

11 You asked him if he's acquainted with

i 12 Mirrlees. He said yes and in fact in answering that
,,

%j
13 he answered the question you should have asked him

14 more specifically as to lubricating oil and so on.

15 Now I assume by handing up this document you want to

16 follow-up on his answer. So why don't you directly

17 ask whatever it is you want to ask him.

18 MR. DYNNER: I have a question pending,

19 Judge Brenner, if you want to reread the question.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Unless it's my fault. I

21 don't recall what the question is.

O
22 MR. DYNNER: I can repeat the question.

23 0 Dr. Pischinger, does Mirrlees consider
..

'' 24 the maximum thrust pressure on the piston to be a

25 critical parameter of their engine?
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1 DR. PISCHINGF.R: I am not in the thinking
(~h

or on the brains of the Mirrlees people of2 of --

3 1966 from which this article is stating.(])
4 So I cannot answer your question what the

.

5 Mirrlees people considered at that time.

6 Q. All right. 'The County's exhibit, Diesel

'7 Exhibit 70, which I've requested to be marked for

8 identification, is an article from the Institute of

9 Marine Engineers, Transactions, January 1966, Volume

10 78, Number One, and beginning with the first text

11 page, which is page 325, there is an article

12 entitled: "The development of a highly rated medium
j g7_

13 speed diesel engine of 7,000 to 8,000 horsepower for''

~

14 marine propulsion."

15 JUDGE BRENNER: 9,000.
,

16 MR. DYNNER: Sorry?

17 JUDGE BRENNER: It's 9,000,

i 18 MR. DYNNER: I'm sorry. 7,000 to 9,000
|

f 19 horsepower for marine propulsion.

20 The authors were shown as J. A. Pope, who

|
21 is identified as the research and technical director

()
i 22 of Mirrlees National Limited and W. Lowe identified

23 as the chief development engineer for Mirrlees

,-
24 National Limited.

25 MR. FARLEY: Judge Brenner, I will object --

|
|

!
L
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() 1 excuse me. I thought you were finished.

2 MR. DYNNER: I was about --

f1 3 JUDGE BRENNER: He thought you were
%J

4 finished.

5 MR. DYNNER: I was about to ask a

6 question on this exhibit.

'7 JUDGE BRENNER: What is your objection?

8 MR. FARLEY: I'll wait until the question .

9 JUDGE BRENNER: You're going to ask him,

10 I assume, whether he's familiar with the article or

11 something like that. I let you slide with some of

... 12 the niceties on the other one because we got some

13 direct answers but from Dr. Pischinger's previous#
,

:

14 answer if he doesn't know anything about this

15 article I'm not going to procoed very far with

16 taking some excerpt out and asking him what he knows

17 about it and so on, but maybe I'm misguessing as to

18 where you're going with this.

19 He offered some comment as to the
i

| 20 relevance of the fact that it's a 1966 article.
t

21 0 Are you familiar with this article at all ,

)
| 22 Dr. Pischinger7

23 DR. PISCHINGER: No.
'

.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: Now. Ycu can go a little '

I

| 25 bit if you have a particular point and you want to

|

|
l
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f 1 know if that refreshes his recollection as to some
- -

2 MR. DYNNER: I was about to ask those

(]) 3 questions.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Someone he knows in the

5 industry, but --

6 MR. DYNNER: Yes.

'7 0 All right, Dr. Pischinger, if you look on

8 page 327, in the left-hand column entitled

9 reliability --

10 DR. PISCHINGER: I can see.

there is a statement from the author' s11 Q. --

12 experience of continuous duty diesel engines, the
7(o ,m.

)

13 critical parameters to be carefully watched are'# --

14 and then there's a table given, and on the left-hand

15 column citing parameter, if one goes down, one finds

16 in the one, two, three, fourth line from the bottom
,

17 maximum thrust pressure on piston pounds per square
,

18 inch.
1

19 As you see on the Mirrlees engines, those

20 figures are 35.8 for the KV12 engine and then

21 following are figures for 33.5, 34 and 34.8.

O' 22 Does this information assist your'

23 recollection considering whether or not the side

- 24 thrust pressure on a piston is a critical parameter?

25 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. This helps a lot,

|

|

|
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I' 1 and I am hopefully given the time to explain to you.

2 In the '50s, '40s, '50s and early '60s,

3 it was usual to use an oil scrap ring down the
(v~)

4 piston skirt. This was partially traditional,

5 partially due to the inferior oil scrape per

6 technology at this time, and partially was taken

7 from two stroke piston, and this aggravates the

8 lubrication, obviously, the lubrication of the

9 piston skirt; and, therefore, manufacturers of

10 modern engine design switched over beginning with --

well, even a.little earlier, to11 let's say 1960 --

12 move up this piston ring to the upper part of the
| f-

'b )
13 piston skirt so that the fuel has undisturbed access'

,

14 to the piston skirt.

lot the15 And this, of course, improved a
.,

16 lubrication which is the main important factor in

17 the sliding of the piston on the thrust, on the
'

18 anti-thrust side, and since that time I myself was

19 involved in such developments. The lubrication of

20 the piston skirt was so much improved that side

21 thrust figures today are never given with engines,

b,
22 to my knowledge are never given.

23 But in addition, I can say just to say if
,.,

24 you calculate side thrust, you can calculate for

25 each of today's engines, if you calculate side
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1 thrust, you can find a lot of engines which have(3
2 much more excessive, as you call it, side thrust as

3 a TDI engine, for instance, the famous MANL 32, 36()
4 which has 36 percent higher side thrust than the TDI

5 R48 or the MWMD-50 which has 18 percent higher side

6 thrust.

'7 All these engines are in operation on

8 ships for years and are at least as renowned as the

9 Sulzer and today's Mirrlees engine.

10 Q. Dr. Pischinger, did you personally

did you personally calculate the side11 calculate --

12 thrust pressure of the MANL 32-36 piston?

13 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

14 Q. And what was the figure that you arrived

15 at in pounds per square inch for the side thrust for

16 that piston?

17 DR. PISCHINGER: I unfortunately have

18 here not an explicit f i g u r'e , but you can arrive at

19 it if you multiply the figure for the side thrust of

how do20 the TDI engine, which is mentioned in your --

21 you call it, testimony or --

O' 22 Q. Dr. Pischinger --

23 DR. PISCHINGER: By 1.36.

(. .- 24 Q. Dr. Pischinger, do you have those

25 calculations that you made to calculate the side'
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f' 1 thrust of the MAN engine with you?

2 DR. PISCHINGER: Part of it, but

I') 3 certainly I can make it available to you.
\!

4 Q. When did you make those calculations, Dr.

5 Pischinger, approximately?

6 DR. PISCHINGER: Was it two or three

'7 weeks ago? Just to address this. When I heard the
.

in advance of writing this8 side thrust was --

9 opinion involved in this testimony.

10 Q. And did you also personally make the

11 calculation as to the side thrust in the MWND-50
12 engine?

| g.
- .(m

(l 13 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

14 Q. And you did that about the same time?

15 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.
,

16 Q. Do you have those calculations with you?

37 DR. PISCHINGER: Well, of course, I

18 didn't ---I don't have it here. I have the results

19 here, but it is also possible to make it available

20 to you.

21 Q. Could you briefly tell me the MAN engine

'
'' 22 that we're speaking of, what is the approximate

23 horsepower per cylinder of that engine?
-

24 Dn. PISCHINGER: The horsepower per

of this engine is 370 kilowatts.25 cylinder is --

._ _ . ._ . .. ._ ._. _ . __. _ _ ..._ _ _ _ _ _._ _ .._ _ _ _-.-_._. __ _ . _ _ _ _ .
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I 1 You have to be aware in Europe we are

2 even diesel engines rating in kilowatts.

(( ) 3 Q. And what is the RPM speed of that engino?

4 DR. PISCHINGER: 750 RPM.

5 Maybe I should mention another MAN engine

6 which is the L 52 which has about the same side

' '7 thrust as the TDI engine. This is an engine with

8 five 120 millimeter running at rpm's of 500 or also

the9 514, the maximum rating, and the cylinder --

10 power per cylinder is'885 kilowatts.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, are you

12 finished with-the Institute of Marine Engineers
,_ _

,ks
13 testimony?

.

14 MR DYNNER: Yes, sir.

'5 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you see any reason to
. ,

16 mark it for identification given its limited use?

17 MR DYNNER: Yes. I would like it marked

18 as Exhibit 70, if we may.

19 MR. FARLEY: LILCO objects, Your Honor.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: It's only going to be

21 marked for identification.

22 MR. FARLEY: I don't think he even laid

23 the proper foundation for it to be marked for
,

24 identification in view of Dr. Pischinger's testimony .

25 JUDGE BRENNER: You really don't need

- - - . - _ -- - - - - - . - . _ . - - _ _ . -_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ . _ , _ _ . _
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( '. 1 much for foundation, in fact you need very little

2 foundation to mark something for identification. The

3 reason I held off was because of the experience of
({ }

4 tae other day. It was just a mechanical prerogative

5 on my part. I didn't want to start making things

6 and clutter up the record with exhibits marked for

'7 identification if it wasn't going to be used at all.

8 As it turned out it was used in a question. I don't

9 know if it needs to be marked for identification

10 given the fact that the questions and answers

11 combined will give the record a picture of what was

12 there but if he still wants to mark it for

y.
13 identification, I always bend to counsel's view and

14 mark it for identification.

15 MR. FARLEY: I understand.
,

16 JUDGE BRENNER: You also get in same rank .

17 We'll mark that for identification as

18 Suffolk County Diesel Exhibit 70 and it was

19 previously described by Mr. Dynner, I believe.

The"
20 In any event, it's the article entitled

21 Development of a Highly Rated Medium Speed Diesel
(~h
''# 22 Engine of 7,000 to 9,000 Horsepower for Marine

23 Propulsion," and it is taken from the Institute of
-

.

24 Marine Engineers Transactiods, January 1966,-

25 consists of pages from that p u b l'i c a t i o n 325 through

-- .-.- -.- - . _ - _ _ - _ , - .__ _ _ -. _ _ - - - _ . -- .. --.
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( l 347.

2 Since you were so insistant on marking it

() 3 for identification, and also asking the question you

4 asked about it, Mr. Dynner, of MBI would like to ask

5 Dr. Pischinger one or two questions about the very

6 part that you pointed him to and also talk about the

'7 dangers of excerpts from articles with which people

8 arp not familiar.

9 (The document referred to was marked

10 Suffolk County Diesel Exhibit No. 70 for

11 identification.)

_. 12 BY JUDGE BRENNER:
q)

13 Q. Dr. Pischinger, do you know whether this

from which Mr. Dynner in his14 table from which you --

15 question directed you to the figures for meximum

16 thrust pressure for, I believe the same engine,

17 under different power operation in those four
,

,

18 columns whether wet those figures are the actual

19 values that you would derive from the engine while

20 it was operating as opposed to parameters that were

21 warned to assure that they were not exceeded, can

22 you tell from that table?

23 DR. PISCHINGER: I'm not completely sure

b 24 if I understand your question. You are referring to

25 what table?

_. --_ .-. . - _ ~ . - . _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ . - _ - _ - - - - - _ . .. . - - _
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f 1 JUDGE BRENNER: It's the ending

2 publication involving the Mirrlees engine. It's the

3 table that Mr. Dynner asked you about. And he

4 directed you to the figures for maximum thrust

5 pressure on the piston, pound per square inch.

6 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: I guess my first question

let me change my first question,8 is whether it's --

9 is it clear to you that that means side thrust

10 pressure to determine maximum thrust pressure?

11 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. You are right.

12 This is here entitled maximum thrust pressure on

13 piston pounds per square inch. There is, of course,

14 a problem, always how you define and calculate such

15 a figure.

16 I only at the moment can guess that that

17 is the figure which is meant in the Suffolk County's

18 testimony; but there is no completely general

19 definition, because the real maximum pressure on the

20 side of the piston can only be calculated if you

es 21 know the oil distribution, the piston distortion,
!

x.
22 the oil viscosity, the piston movement, and I think

23 at that time when this was written, nobody could,

t

24 really could calculate this real maximum pressure

25 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. My question

-
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() 1 was a little simpler, can you even tell whether this

2 is meant to be side thrust?

() it would3 DR. PISCHINGER: I would have --

4 be necessary for me to study the whole article and

5 maybe to make a request by the authors if they mean

6 the same, which we are discussing.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Beyond that, there are

8 four columns here. Do you know whether these are

9 measured values for whatever that table means by

10 maximum thrust pressure on the piston as opposed to

11 something else? For example, could it be a

12 parameter that the authors are warning should not be

13 exceeded at that operation as opposed to maximum as
.

14 opposed to the actual measured parameter?

15 DR. PISCHINGER: These parameters --
.

16 again, I'd have to say, supposedly, are no

17 limitations. Furthermore, they are certainly in the

18 mind of the authors, I think, far below limitations;

19 otherwise, they wouldn't have put it in a scale --

20 in a table of the engines whether these are critical

21 parameters.g-)$

\s
22 JUDGE BRENNER: Also, I guess it's kind

23 of a follow-up to the question Judge Morris asked

(~ 24 you about, whether the Mirriees engines were ship

25 engines and also Mr. Dynnar's follow-up as to that,
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([N
1 as to whether they were also used in stationary

2 applications.

() 3 The last sentence of the text before that

4 Table 1, and Mr. Dynner had asked you about reads as

5 follows: "From the author's experience of
.

6 continuous duty diesel engines, the critical

'7 parameters to be carefully watched are..."

8 If you see the term continuous duty ,

9 diesel engines, what would that mean to you?

10 DR. PISCHINGER: Continuous duty engine

11 is an engine which is supposed to be continuous on

12 duty. That means that it's most of the lifetime ing-
v

13 motion.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: Would a ship engine be a

15 continuous duty diesel engine?

16 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I suppose from your

18 answer that a stationery application planned to run

19 most of the time could be so described as a --

20 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. A power generator

21 plant which continuously has to deliver electricity,
g~
\J

22 of course, is a on continuous duty.

23 An emergency diesel engine certainly is
l'

24 not on continuous duty.

25 JUDGE BRENHER: Okay. I guess the point

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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(D 1 of my concern, Mr. Dynner, we have no lack of paper

2 or witnesses before us in this case. And it gets

,r'\ I did want to give(_) 3 difficult, I didn't want to --

4 you some freedom to conduct the cross-examination

5 the way you see fit but it gets difficult when you

6 have an article, certainly more than two or three

7 pages in there that the witness is not familiar with

8 and then to try to get some useful information based

9 on that article, it's true it's only marked for

10 identification and we're not going to rely on this

11 for anything, but the time has pretty much been

,-S 12 wasted with it, I believe, in terms of tying it up,

tb that the13 the materiality of the point that you --

14 County just could make with respect to side thrust.

15 Certainly at a minimum, something like this should

16 have been emphasized in reference for support in the

17 County testimony, if you believe that it was an

18 important contradiction of the view of LILCO and its

19 witnesses that excessive side thrust load was of no
20 concern, but let's proceed.

21 MR. DYNNER: I would just like to ask onees.
(

22 follow-up to your list of questions on this document .

23 Dr. Pischinger, in your experience, if

24 you could briefly take a moment and Icok down the

25 list of what are termed critical parameters, in
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( l Table 1, could you tell me whether the -- whether

2 those critical parameters would be, in your judgment ,

3 be equally applicable to the operation of the diesel

4 engine in a nuclear power plant as they would be for

5 diesel engines that are continuous duty engines?

6 DR. PISCHINGER: I have to reread it.

'7 MR. DYNNER: Yes. Please take your time

8 and, also, if there's some of them that you don't

9 feel are or some aren't, maybe you can quickly

10 identify them. I don't want to take too long on

11 this but given Judge Brenner's questions may be a

12 significant one.

>

13 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't understand the

14 significance at all. Tell me again what you're

15 paking to do.

16 MR. DYNNER: Yes.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't want to take time

18 either --

19 MR. DYNNER: Okay. You asked the

20 question about emphasizing, I think, in your

21 question the fact that the author in his,-

22 introductory statements said these were critical

23 parameters for continuous duty diesel engines and I
f*
''' 24 want to see if he agrees or disagrees they're also

25 critical parameters for nuclear engines which are
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(N 1 operating in nuclear power plants to provide on-site

2 electrical power.

() 3 JUDGE BRENNER: You mean the actual

4 numbers?

5 MR DYNNER: The parameters, that is the

6 identification of the parameters in the far left
.

7 column.

8 DR. MC CARTHY: Excuse me --

9 JUDGE BRENNER: I understand your

10 question. That's not going to be significant in

11 terms of my point. I'll be pleased to tell you the

12 conclusion I've reached right now on this minor
r7~)b

13 point and that is that nothing you've asked Dr.

14 Pischinger from the suffolk Ccunty Exhibit 70 for

15 * identification to the extent we're able to get

16 anything intelligent out of it, given the lack of

17 knowledge.of most of us as to what's in the article

18 including the witness of whom you were inquiring,

19 that Dr. Pischinger's earlier answers to you with

that you20 respect to the Sulzer engine in t e r n.s of --

21 might want to worry about side thrust load, if you-

22 wanted to design an engine that would be good for

23 ship-type applications. It's not inconsistent with

- 24 the kind of applications that apparently these

25 authors have in mind. And I emphasize it apparently
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( l because I certainly haven't read the article, but

2 that one sentence there, introducing that table, and

() 3 the only reason I looked at that table is because

4 you asked all of us to do so, is discussing ,

5 continuous duty parameters so I didn't mean to imply

6 that you don't have parameters in a diesel engine,
! '7 but that you look at for all applications.

8 DR. PISCHINGER: Judge Brenner --

9 JUDGE BRENNER: If you still want an

10 answer to the question, we'll try it, but I don't

11 want to --

12 MR. DYNNER: As long as the record shows
43b

13 what you just clarified, I don't need to spend --

14 have Dr. Pischinger spend his time going through

15 either one of these.

16 DR. MC CARTHY: Excuse me --

17 DR. PISCHINGER: Judge Brenner --

18 JUDGE DRENNER: Wait a second. With all ,

19 of this we haven't moved one whatever measurement

20 you want to use, mil, angstrom closer towards

21 getting to the merits of whether we should agree,-)
J

22 with the County or disagree with LILCO with respect

23 to possible concern for excessive side thrust load.

24 That's what I'd like to get some cross-examination

| 25 on.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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!'' 1 MR. DYNNER: Okay. I'm moving on it.

2 DR. PISCHINGER: Judge Brenner, may I

3 just, it's important for clarification, because I

4 now, while reading a little more in detail, I see we

5 all have been misled and I think it should be said,

6 because critical parameters are not in Table 1. But

7 the critical parameters which are to be watched at

8 the side thrust is not on it as the parameters one

9 to seven on the next column. The text is going on

10 there, and in Table 1 are only the design and

11 performance characteristics, so this comes from

12 quick reading.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. I can understand - -

14 let me try to give you a quick lesson. I can

15 " understand why you were anxious to jump in and try

16 to assure that we were not misled by that.

17 I was not going to be misled, and the

18 reason I was not going to be misled is in my words

19 to Mr. Dynner I intended to let him know and maybe I

I, at least, as one20 was too subtle that we're not --

,r3 21 crutch am not going to rely on this article for
's_)

22 anything, given the state of direct examination

23 hereof because of lack of familiarity and because of

I 24 lack of connection to get directly to the merits of
:

25 the issue. I'm sure there will be a whole bunch of

I

L
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(N 1 these articles I could misunderstand if I sat back

2 at this hearing and read it but it is not admitted

fam/ 3 into evidence and one of the important reasons why

4 it's not admitted into evidence is we don't have

5 evidenciary foundation, as your counsel has been

6 quick to point out and properly so, at least with

7 respect to this article.

8 DR. PISCHINGER: Thank you, Judge.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: When something is marked

10 for identification, it doesn't mean it's in evidence .

11 Mr. Dynner.
;

12 Q. Yes. Dr. Pischinger, in your judgment,
)

'13 does the AE piston skirt have proper lubrication

14 incorporated i n its design?

DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. In my opinion, in15 ' '

16 consideration of the design, and although the --

17 watching the results of performance, I conc.ude that

18 the-lubrication of the piston skirt of the R45 is in

19 order.

20 Also, as can be seen from the drawing,

21 the piston rings lubrication, piston rings oil scrap'

)
22 rings are up on this skirt and not one down, as has

23 been in old designs.
'

/

24 Q. Is there a different number* --
,

,

25 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm sorry. I didn't hear

.

- - - , , - - v - - - , - -ww-. , v,
'

e, v v- , - , - , ,,v. ---.r- y.. w- ,--*v-,----.---e ------,w,,-y---- sw ,--m- - - - - -m,_-----+-*.
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f'N 1 you at the end. You said and not down on the skirt --

,

2 DR. PISCHINGER: Not down on the skirt as

/^\ 3 in old designs.i j

4 Q. Is there a difference, Dr. Pischinger, in

5 the number of oil leak holes in the design of the AE

6 piston as opposed to the design of the AF piston?
~

DR. PISCHINGER: I didn't count the leak7

8 holes. I just saw that the cross section is

9 sufficient to give enough back flow to the oil, but

10 I do not have the figure with me now.

11 Q. Dr. Pischinger, you earlier referred to

12 two engines. The MAN and the MWN engine that you
,_

&
13 said that you had calculated the side thrust on.

14 Before I forget, I just wanted to ask you

15 two quick questions on the MWN engine.

16 What is the horsepower per cylinder of
,

| 17 that engine?

18 DR. PISCHINGER: Maximum horsepower, 370
l

( 19 kilowatt.

20 Q. That's the same as the MAN?

21 DR. PISCHINGER: It's practically the
,

(13)!

22 same.

23 O. And what is the speed in rpm's of that

f 24 nature?

25 DR. PISCHINGER: Ranging from 600 to for

|

|
t
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(N 1 special application, 750.
I

I
2 0 Thank you.

|

lN
* 3 Now, Dr. Pischinger, you testified, I

.

4 think, that the MANL 32-36 engine had side thrust
f

5 load 36 percent higher than that calculated for the

6 DeLaval AE piston skirt.

'7 Did you make an independent calculation

8 of the side thrust of the AE piston skirt?
I

9 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

10 Q. And did your calculation agree with the

11 calculation made by Professor Christiansen, which is
,

12 set forth in the County's direct testimony?-~

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Can jou point the doctor

14 to the page reference, if you can.

15 Also this is the record of Dr. Pischinger .
.

16 MR. DYNNER: That would be Suffolk County

17 Diesel Exhibit 18.
|

18 DR. PISCHINGER: Maybe you could help me

19 a little, where in this text side thrusts final

20 result is defined, to speed up the situation?

21 MR DYNNER: Yes. If you turn to the last

22 page in Exhibit 18, you'll see a computer readout,

23 be on the far left, the first grouping of figures
_/

|
24 under the column one, you'll see the figure 123.44.

l

25 DR. PISCHINGER: I am still on the --

|
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well, I, again, have to ask, what is the(E'i i seeking --

of these figures?2 unit of this --

A(,) 3 MR DYNNER: It's explained on page 48 to

4 49 of the County's direct testimony, Dr. Pischinger.

5 It is 123 pounds per square inch.

6 JUDGE MORRIS: Excuse me, Mr. Dynner, I

'7 wasn't sure what your question was, whether he

8 agreed with the result or whether he agreed with the

9 methodology or perhaps both.

10 Q. My question was, did he agree with the
.

11 results of the calculation of Professor Christianson

12 on the side thrust.
,

13 If you look on page 49 of the Suffolk

14 County testimony, it says the calculated mean units

15 side thrust of the AE Piston is 123 psi, exceeded

16 the upper value by 44 percent.

17 There's a reference on the previous Page

18 2 to Exhibit 18. Exhibit 18 contains the

[ 19 calculation. The last page of Exhibit 18 shows in

20 the last column, that is, in the first paragraph of

21 numbers, in the first column, number one, you go
3

d
22 down to the last number. It says 123.44 unit thrust --

23 unital thrust, so that's his conclusion.
r .

yes. I have ,to say24 DR. PISCHINGER: I --

'

25 that my calculation gives a lower side thrust than
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in your reference.(" 1 this which is given in the --

2 The calculated side thrust with TDI is

3 78.7 psi. The calculation is done by-computer

4 program using the gas pressure, using the gas

5 pressure and the mass forces in the point of maximum

6 side thrust. The mass forces counteract the gas

7 forces, and the maximum value which is calculated as
i

8 78.7 psi, which maans I calculated it in bar, of

9 course, 5.42 bars, which is, by the way, less than

10 the limit of 85 psi which you give in your testimony

11 as a standard design value.

12 Q. Yes. So your figure of 78.7 is the
{)

13 maximum unital side thrust; is that correct?

14 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes, yes.

15 Q. So the numbers that you gave for the MAN*

16 engine is 36 percent higher. Was that 36 percent

17 higher than your number of 78.77

18 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes, it is, yes.

19 Q. And it's not 36 percent higher than

20 Professor Christiansen's number of 123 psi; isn't

21 that true?
)

22 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

23 Q. And the same is true with the number you

(
24 gave for the MWN engine, that would be 18 percent'

25 higher than your calculated side thrust of 78.7; is
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('- 1 that correct?

2 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.

() 3 MR DYNNER: I would like in view of this

4 testimony, if possible, to get a copy of your

5 calculations which show this difference of opinion

6 with Professor Christiansen's calculations, if

7 that's possible.

8 If you could state the methodology of it.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you ask him how

10 he did it. He's here to give testimony.

11 BY MR. DYNNER: .

I 12 Q. What methodology did you use ingy-

13 calculating the maximum side thrust on the AE piston ?

14 DR. PISCHINGER: The method is to use the

15 gas pressure diagram versus crank angle to calculate

16 the mass forces out of the acceleration of the

17 piston to combine these two forces, and then to

18 calculate the side site force for each crank angle

| 19 or certain distances of crank angles which can be

20 done geometrically by the angle of the connecting

21 rod for each position, and to use this force to-

%J
22 calculate a pressure and a nominal pressure which is

t
t

| 23 related to the projected area of the piston skirt,

24 the dimensions of the piston skirt are known and by-

.

|

| 25 the side thrust. It's a unital pressure that can be

|

|
!

.. _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - . ______-_ . - -
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() 1 calculated.

2 Q. Dr. Pischinger, in looking at Professor
r'
k- 3 Christiansen's calculations in Exhibit 18, if you

I think it might be worthwhile in this4 could take --

5 case, if you could take a minute or two and perhaps

6 tell me whether you have, in your calculations, any
.

7 significant disagreement with the figures that

8 Professor Christiansen sets forth in his

9 calculations.

10 Dr. Harris, did you want to add something ?

11 DR. HARRIS: If I'm permitted, I'd like

q'') 12 to confer with my fellow panel member.
v

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me see if I
.

14 understand what you want to do, Mr. Dynner. In

15 effect you want them to critique with the proposed

16 County Exhibit 18 which are the calculations by you

17 to see if they agree or, more to the point, where

18 they might disagree with figures used and the

19 methodology.

20 MR. DYNNER: I wouldn't say critique was

y^s 21 the word. What I was looking for was to see whether

whethersince these are not22 there was any ----

23 there was any obvious or significant error or
,

24 difference in the figures which would result in such

25 a significant difference in the result. I don't

-

- . - - - _ - ______-_________-_______-_
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f' 1 know how long it will take. If it will take too

2 long, we obviously can't sit here and use up hearing

) 3 time to do it but if there's something that jumped

4 out at him that could account for the difference in

5 result, I'd like that to be identified.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: We can try that, if

'7 there's nothing that jumps out at them, we could let

8 you come back to just that one point an,d then take a

9 break to give them time to look at it although I

10 don't know if a break is sufficient time to do that.

11 How much time would you need? I don't

12 know if they're prepared for something like this
, ,s

C~i)a
13 already or not.

or in14 Dr. Pischinger, if you --

15 .ponjunction with the people on the panel, if you go

16 through these calculations and the County Exhibit 18

[
! 17 the point is if we give you a little of time you can

!
| 18 tell us if you disagree with what was done. We know
|

| 19 you disagree with the result but whether you can
r

20 identify why you do.

21 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. Of course, I can
;

| (D
'%.)

22 try to follow up. I didn't do it until now, to

but I23 follow up the way which this was done and --

.

24 cannot say how long it was. It's a question how
%

25 obvious. There must be a disagreement how obvious

. _ .
. . _ . _ - -. . . _ - . _ - _ . - - - _ . - . ._ .
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# 1 it is and how long it takes to find.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Let's pass it

and we'll come back3 for now and come back to the --

4 to that.

5 Q. Dr. Pischinger, we'll move on to

6 something else and then perhaps during the break

'7 you'll be able to examine that.

8 BY MR. DYNNER:

9 Q. Dr. Pischinger, in your judgment, would

10 proper lubrication be capable of handling any side

11 thrust load regardless of its magnitude?

- 12 DR. PISCHINGER: If this question is a
'

13 general engineering question, I say no.

14 If this question is related to standard

15 design, diesel engines, I say yes.

16 Q. Well, if the side thrust in the AE piston

17 turned out to be a 123 psi instead of 78 psi, in

18 your judgment would the lubrication in the AE piston

19 skirt be adequate to eliminate any possible adverse

20 results from that side thrust load of 123 psi?

|

l 21 A. No.s

22 DR. PISCHINGER: No concern absol2tely.

|

23 JUDGE BRENNER: I guess someone will
'
'

24 remember to ask Professor Christiansen the same
'

25 question about Dr. Pischinger's figure, just in case

. _ . -- - . _ . . _ _ . _ _ . . . . _ . . . _ . . - . . _ _ _ .. . . _ _
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I'. 1 we can't put the two together later. I will if

2 nobody else does which is why I like to try a

() 3 subject together with all party witnesses but we

4 can't always do what we'd like to do in this life.

5 Go ahead.

6 Q. Dr. Pischinger, if you will please turn !

if you're not already there, to page 59, in |7 to --

)

8 your question, answer to question 93, if, in fact, a !

9 temperature distorted the piston skirt so that it

10 rubbed on the liner, wouldn't the friction of the
i

.i

11 skirt rubbing on the liner destroy the lubrication
i
,

12 at that point?
-

,

)
| 13 DR. PISCHINGER: The piston in thisw

14 operation'cannot distort to such an amount, so I

15 , find your question theoretical.

I 16 Q. All right. Well, let me be more precise.

17 The first sentence of your answer is that
~

18 with an adequately lubricated piston, side thrust

( 19 will not create a dramatic temperature differential.

i

20 Isn't it true that given enough side

21 thrust pressure there will be a significant

22 temperature differential from one portion of the

23 skirt to another?
.

- 24 DR. PISCHINGER: The friction work of a

25 piston is so low, so small compared with all the

e
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('' 1 other thermal effects that there will be no

2 increased temperature. This has been measured in

s_) 3 numerous pistons piston designs -- also, of--

4 similar size, and; therefore, again, I cannot see

5 where this distortion should come from if the

6 temperature distribution is quite uniform.

7 Q. All right. I'm trying to get at the

8 point, Dr. Pischinger, in your answer where you say

9 that an adequately lubricated piston side thrust

10 will not create a dramatic temperature differential.

11 Is that statement true even if the side

12 thrust is 400 pounds per square inch?
g

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me interrupt, Dr.

14 Pischinger.

15 Mr. Dynner, within reason, it's your time. ,

16 but you may have exceeded reason with that question.

17 How is that ever going to be material,

18 even taking the highest number believed to be

19 accurate by your witness? We're not talking about

20 side thrust --

21 MR. DYNNER: Obviously what we're tryinggm
d

22 to get to is there is a relationship between side

23 thrust and the effects of side thrust which are not
,

24 always handled by adequate lubrication, and I think
I asked him the25 that the witness testified --

. .
_ . - . . . . _ , . . .. - _ _ - - - - - -. - - . . - . .
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(7'' 1 question specifically as to generally, now I'm

2 giving an illustration.
/~
(_%/ 3 JUDGE BRENNER: It's just never going to

4 be material in my view. The right question to ask

5 him in that area you already asked, what if the

6 pressures turn out out to be as high as Professor

7 Christiansen believes, and you asked him that

8 question. You got the answer. And then you asked

9 the general question and he gave you the answer as

10 to wl y he thought that was theoretical or words to

11 that effect. And it's just not going to be --

:

! ex 12 MR. DYNNER: It's two entirely different
N

13 answers. If his answer to the theoretical question

14 is one which indicates that he does not have a grasp

15 of the' technical underpinnings of how side thrust

16 affects it, then I think that that is a significant

17 issue to bring out in cross-examination.

even if you had a18 If he's saying --

19 thousand pounds of side thrust, it still wouldn't

20 affect the temperature of this skirt, that might be

21 something this Board would be interested in. I

(^}|

v
22 don't know. Why would I be interested in it?

23 MR DYNNER: I think it would be --

r-,

| k. 24 JUDGE BRENNER: Are you going to put in

25 evidence that the side thrust at the Shoreham

- - ___ _ _ . . _ . . _ __ _. . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ - _ _ . .
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IN 1 pistons is a thousand pounds per square inch?

2 MR DYNNER: No.

,.() 3 JUDGE BRENNER: So why would I be

4 interested in it? I want to be interested in things

5 that are interesting.

6 MR. DYNNER: All right. We have

7 testimony on the record which states that there is a

8 relationship and that the side thrust at a certain

9 point will create a temperature differential which
i

10 will create the distortion, which will create the

11 rubbing on the side which will create a destruction

eT 12 of lubrication which will lead to piston seizure.
gb_

13 That's on the record and if Professor Pischinger is

14 testifying that isn't the case at all from a

15 technical and scientific matter that it can happen,

16 I believe that's useful testimony on

17 cross-examination.

18 We have other expert witnesses on the

and I should think that the19 Staff and others that --

20 Board might be interested in whether everybody

21 disagrees with that approach.
(~)Nx

22 But I will move on if the Board doesn't

23 think that's a pertinent question.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: I think you're way out

|
25 there in terms of anything that's going to be

i

i
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f' 1 important to the findings.

2 I understand how part of your argument
,

3 would relate to a view of Dr. Pischinger's expertise r
-

4 although I thought we were past that on Monday.

5 Nevertheless, certainly the content of the

6 substantive questions and answers can in turn be

7 related back to some of the prerequisites for

8 believing testimony by his expertise and so on, but --

9 and then I understand, like a good lawyer, you've

10 made an argument that shows there is some arguable

11 relevance. I'll give you that much.

12 The scale of what's relevant, way off in
(f']U

13 the distance of the solar system of relevance, well,

14 you understand the difference in degrees between

15 things that are remotely relevant and when you're on

16 a time limit, a time limit I thought was reascaable

17 if you had stayed with that which I thought was

18 important and productive.

19 MR. DYNNER: I'll move on.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Give me just one moment.

21 Q. I've made my point.
)

22 Judge Morris on his own saw that you were

23 going to make the argument you made. He doesn't

C' 24 disagree with my comment as to its importance to the,

.

25 record, but it's your privilege to put it in the
\

-. . .

_ _ _ _. _ __
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([1 1 record if you want to, and I'll let you proceed with

2 it and then we will change our mind when we look at j

(3(j 3 it later.
_

4 Q. All right, Dr. Pischinger, taking your

5 statement, the first line of your answer to question

)
6 93, would it make any difference to your conclusion ;

1

7 if the side thrust were 400 psi or a thousand psi?

8 DR. PISCHINGER: In an internal

9 combustion engine, the side thrust cannot exceed a

10 certain percentage of the gas pressure, and,

11 therefore, there are natural limitations to side

g-w 12 thrust, so, again, I have to say this question is,

' d..

13 totally hypothetical.

14 If you want to build an engine which with

15 ever increasing side thrust, then this engine could

16 not run because of too short connecting rod or the

17 piston would be no longer a piston but a disc,

18 Within the design, within today's design limitations

19 of a diesel engine, I am well aware of it, the side

20 load, the side thrust which is within this

21 limitation will not create any dramatic effect given

22 proper lubrication, b u 't maybe I could make you

I shouldn't say that.23 available some of my --

,~

24 DR. SWANGER: As a co-sponsor to answer

25 number 93, I do have some things that I would like

-- - _

-. . __ - - - . _ . . - . _ _ _ __
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I 1 to add --

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Even as a co-sponsor you

? r

(_) 3 still have to direct your comments to answer the

4 question.

5 DR. SWANGhR: Yes. Question was would --

6 as I recall, and Mr. Dynner can correct me, if the

7 side thrust were 400 or a thousand psi, would that

8 make a difference in the analysis.

9 MR DYNNER: In the first sentence of your

10 answer, Dr. Swanger, that with an adequately

11 lubricated piston side thrust will not create a

12 dramatic temperature differential.
| g

13 DR. SWANGER: Following up the answer

14 that Professor Pischinger gave that there are

15 natural limits to the side thrust, taking into

16 account the geometry of the components in the TDI

17 engine, the natural limit is that the side thrust

18 cannot exceed 22 percent of the gas pressure.

19 22 percent of the maximum gas pressure of

of one 1670 psi times the 227 square20 one thousand --

21 inches of piston.,3
t !
.s

22 DR. MC CARTHY: Which parenthetically

23 don't occur at the same time, so they would be

24' indeed the extreme end and completely unobtainable

25 in conjunction with the real engine.
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([) 1 DR. SWANGER: When we do that, we get a

an upper limit of side thrust in pounds of 812 net --

?)
(J 3 thousand pounds of force, which is about four times

4 the number that Professor Christiansen computed.

5 FaAA did do independent computations of

6 the side thrust taking into account the gas pressure ,

7 and we agree with Professor Christiansen that the

8 true maximum side thrust total in pounds in the TDI

9 engine is about 22 thousand pounds.

10 Dividing that number by just the

| 11 projected area of the skirt, which is 17 inches in
'

.

12 diameter, times 18 and a half inches in height or
| g{J-]'

_;

13 314.5 square inches, dividing that number into 22

14 thousand pounds gives us a unit side thrust of 71

15 pounds per square inch.

16 Our number agrees very closely with

! 17 Professor Pischinger's number, and since it uses a

18 side thrust total load at the same magnitude that

|

|
19 Professor Christiansen used, we feel that the error

i

20 in Professor Christiansen's calculations must have
21 been in the calculation of the projected area of the

)
22 skirt or the use of that area in his further

|

23 computation?

! 24 JUDGE BRENNER: You can lo,ok at that some
'

;

i 25 more during the break.

_ - _... -_ __-. _ _ _ . _ __ . - . . - _ _ - .--
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1 MR. DYNNER: Gentlemen, earlier we talked('':
a bit about FaAA's current work on the2 about the --

p\ / 3 circumferential rib as it relates to side thrust,
.

4 and I recall that we had decided that the

5 appropriate time to ask you without that would be

6 during the discussion of the excessive side thrust.
.

7 Would you briefly describe the work that

8 you're doing on the circumferential rib of the AE

9 piston at FaAA as it relates to side thrust issues.

10 DR. HARRIS: In recent effort -- in

i 11 recent days, Failure Analysis Associates has been

12 involved in some additional experimentation
},

s
13 regarding the strain levels in the ribs of AE skirts .

14 This was done under top dead center loading.

We've also done some finite element15 -

16 calculations, stress in the ribs in the AE skirt

17 under side loading.

18 We have found that the stresses in the

19 circumferential rib between the wrist pin boss in

l 20 the AE skirt are lower when a maximum side load of

| p 21 22,500 pounds is applied, and the corresponding
\ %d
! 22 stresses at top dead center when the full pressure
:

|

| 23 loading is applied. This leads to the conclusion
|

| - 24 the maximum stresses that are that the AE--

25 circumferential rib is subjected to and controlled

|
'

_ _. _ ___.________.______ _
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([' 1 by the peak firing pressures rather than any side

2 thrust and is further evidence of the lack of
,-s

(_) 3 influence of side thrust on cyclic stresses in the

e' AE skirt.

5 We're now convinced that this is also a

6 conclusion that can be applied to the ribs

7 themselves.

8 Additionally, some recent inspections

9 have been performed on the circumferential rib, the

10 AF skirts that were removed from the diesel engines

11 at Shoreham. As far as I can recall, I have been
!

12 informed that there were no relevant indications in
g

13 the region of any of the AF skirts that were

14 inspected at Shoreham.

JUDGE BRENNER: Excuse me, there was a15 -

| 16 term that I didn't understand. You said this was

i 17 evidence of a lack of influence of side thrust on

18 some type of stresses.

19 DR. HARRIS: Cyclic stresses.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Cyclic, all right.'

21 MR. DYNNER: The cyclic stress you'reI

(~')L
22 referring to is the stress with which might cause

23 cracks to initiate in the boss area that you had
i

'

I 24 studied earlier; isn't that true?

25 DR. HARRIS: No. My answer was addressed

L
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1 to the ribs themselves, which would have to do with
(t

2 the crack initiation in the ribs.

3 Q. But the County has not alleged that

4 there's cracking in the ribs, have they?

5 DR. HARRIS: Not that I am aware of.

6 However, you were asking about our studies in

7 regards to AE ribs.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Again, Mr. Dynner, I was

9 going to jump in, but I didn't want to.

10 MR. DYNNER: It took only a second.

| 11 JUDGE BRENNER: Not on that question. I

rx 12 was going to to jump in when you asked your opening
gO
s +.

13 question. It was a very broad question, and thent

14 you wanted to know why he gave you the answer given

15 that question.

16 I think you could have been more precise
i

17 when you started to ask about the work on the
,

l
18 circumferential rib. Just take that into account in

19 your future questions.

20 BY MR. DYNNER:

21 Q. Gentlemen, Dr. Pischinger, and Dr.

22 Swanger, turning for a moment to page 60 of your

23 testimony, you point out in that testimony that
,

(~
-- 24 modern materials have a higher tensile strength than

25 those which may have been available in the source

. _ - _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - ~ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ . _ . . - - . - .
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I' 1 authority that was listed in the County's testimony.'

f- 2 What would be the effect of materials in
. , , .
(- 3 the piston skirt having a higher tensile strength on

4 the issue of side thrust leading to distortion of

5 piston skirt, if any?

6 DR. SWANGER: The change in materials

7 going from cast iron with the modules of elasticity

8 of about 15 million pounds per square inch to

9 nodular iron with a module elasticity of

10 approximately 23 to 24 million pounds per square

11 inch would by itself increase the stiffness of the

!

g'J] 12 piston and its resistance to distortion.|

p.,

13 Q. Just to clarify, Dr. Swanger, I was

14 speaking about thermal distortion.

15 Would your answer be the same with*

16 respect to the effects of thermal distortion?

17 DR. PISCHINGER: Higher strength material
;

or smaller18 gives the possibility to use minor --

19 dimensions for the walls of any part of the piston
i

20 skirt, and smaller dimensions mean lower temperature

21 differences as is well-known.! e

)

|
22 The piston is cooled from the inside with

i 23 splashod oil. The piston is cooled from the outside

by contact with a cooled cylinder liner of24 with --

25 the oil film, and the thinner the wall the more --

[
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I' 1 the less temperature differences between the inside 1

|
2 of the piston and the outside of the piston skirt,

r'
k-) 3 but, of course, this temperature difference is in

4 this design of piston, this two part design was --

5 with oil cooling of the crown and which by that

6 preventing of a lot of in-flow from the combustion

7 chamber into the crown for such piston temperature

8 difference as has been already mentioned yesterday,

9 I think, is very small in the skirt, and with higher

10 strength materials this can even be further degree

11 in proof.

12 MR. DYNNER: Dr. Swanger, I'm sorry,

13 thank you, Dr. Pischinger. My question was directed

your testimony was14 to your testimony, is it true --

15 true with respect to thermal distortion.

16 DR. SWANGER: It would be true for

17 thermal distortion for the reasons that Professor

18 Pischinger gave.

19 MR. DYNNER: Thank you.

20 (There is a discussion off the record)

7% 21 JUDGE BRENNER: We're going to go back on
b

22 the record now.

23 BY MR. DYNNER:

24 0 Dr. Pischinger, let me go back just for-

25 one second.
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( l The two engine skirts and the engines you

2 referred to, the MANL 32-36 engine; what is that

(/Ds 3 piston skirt made out of?

4 DR. PISCHINGER: If I recall right, it is

5 aluminum alloy.

6 Q. And the MWND-5, is that aluminum also?

7 DR. PISCHINGER: Aluminum piston skirt.

8 It has no affect on the calculation, of course.

; 9 DR. SWANGER: Judge Brenner, the one

10 minute break we had was enough to absolutely resolve

11 the difference between our calculations and

12 Professor Christiansen's calculations, if you would}
13 like to know the origin of discrepancy.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: Is that okay with you,

15 Mr. Dynner?
,

16 MR DYNNER: I'd be delighted to know it.
,

17 DR. SWANGER: Referring to County Exhibit
,

18 18, on the first page of that exhibit, point number

19 five, it is written: " Effective thrust area on

20 skirt equals skirt height times cylinder bore

(^) 21 divided by the square root of two."
V

22 In my experience, eight years with the

23 engine parts division of Imperial Clevite

24 Manufacturing sleeve bearings for such engines, I

25 have dealt extensively with the concept of unital

- _ . _ . . _ _ _ - . . _. _____. - - . - ,-_ -,. - - - .., - ,_._ _ - - . - .- .- - -
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( l pressures, and the standard definition for unital

2 pressures would be strictly a height times a

(_/ 3 diameter. The factor of square root of two is

4 non-standard in this type of calculation.

5 FaAA's calculations, Professor Pischinger 's

6 calculations are done with the standard definition
7 of unital pressures, not with what we feel is the

8 non-standard definition in the County's exhibit.

9 That factor accounts for the difference in the

10 numbers reported.

11 DR. PISCHINGER: May I add that figures

12 given for the other comparable engines or engines in
i ,. ,

,y

13 comparison are, of course, all calculated according

14 to the same definition. That means still are

15 comparable, that means that steel engine with at

16 least 36 higher side thrusts are in operation.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: So it would be I want--

18 to make sure that we've got all the terms equated,

i 19 Dr. Swanger, what you had calculated would be

20 multiplied. The way you would caluclate it would be

21 to multiply the skirt height times the cylinder bore .
,

22 DR. SWANGER: Yes. That would give you

23 the projected area of the skirt. Its diameter times

t 24 its height and that is the standard technique for

25 computing unital pressures.

|

t
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( l *BY MR. DYNNER:

2 Q. Is there some textural authority that you

( 3 can give us for your stating is the standard

4 technique?

5 DR. SWANGER: Since we just discovered

6 this discrepancy in a one minute break, I can't give

7 you the textural reference now, but I'm sure if you

8 look in ASME Wear Control Handbook, for instance, in --

9 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm sorry, what was the

10 title?

11 DR. SWANGER: ASME, American Society of

/~' 12 Mechanical Engineers. Also --

\

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. I knew that much.

14 But we're --

DR. SWANGER: Wear Control Handbook.15 -

16 Also publications in the Society of Automotive

17 Engineers Literature about calculation of journal
,

18 bearing pressures would all use the same unit

19 pressure definition.

did you20 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you want to --

(- 21 include Dr. Pischinger in your question, too, as to
(

22 whether he had a textural reference?

23 MR DYNNER: Yes. Do you have a textural

I've included any one of them.24 reference' --

25 DR. PISCHINGER: So numerous that I have

i
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I'$ 1 really difficulty now in naming them. Of course,

2 it's German literature, but there are a lot of

77 bearing() 3 textbooks which the unital pressure on --

4 whatsoever slightly on the surface is the projected --

5 the force divided by the projected area.

6 Q. Dr. Swanger, doesn't your statement

that the journal sits in'7 assume that the bearing --

8 a bearing and contacts the surface over 180 degrees?

9 DR. SWANGER: As Professor Pischinger had

10 said, knowing the exact distribution of pressure
,

11 around the skirt, it's a very difficult problem in

12 elastohydrodynamics to solve; therefore, for rule of
g-)sd

13 thumb or design guideline calculations such as this,,

14 simplifications have to be used.

15 The one that is in use in the diesel
,

is to define16 engine industry is to divide unital --

17 unital pressures as projected areas, diameters times
.

18 lengths with no other correction factor.

19 MR. DYNNER: Judge Brenner, if you're

20 ready, we have --

21 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm ready.

22 MR. DYNNER: We have unfortunately only a

23 limited number of photographs. We have two copies

C. 24 of the photograph, we tried to get extra copies, but ,

25 unfortunately, the photographic store has not

_ .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . . _ - . . _ .
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1 cooperated and I don't know wnere the extra copies(:
2 are now but they will be furnished later.

O(s 3 We would like to distribute at least one

4 copy, show the copies to counsel and the staff, and

5 have a chance to ask the witnesses a couple of

6 questions.

7 The photographs in question, just for the

8 Board's information are in the first place a

9 photograph taken by Mr. Bacchi of Ocean Fleets and

10 during the June 1984 inspection of the AE cylinder - -

11 of the AE piston skirts at Shoreham. It is a

em 12 picture of the scuffing on EDG 103 piston skirtg
*V.

13 which is referred to in the County's direct

14 testimony.

15 And the other photograph is of a piston.

16 removed from EDG 103 during the same time, which

17 shows the scoring that is alluded to.

18 We do not have these photographs

19 available in time to attach them to the direct

20 t e s t ira o n y , but I think that they would aid and

e3 21 assist the Board in understanding that testimony as
(_)

22 well as in eliciting some cross-examination

23 testimony from this panel about what these marks
,.

24 mean. .,

25 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Well, I'll
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1 let you get them marked for identification, we're(:
2 going to have to work out the logistics of looking

7s(,) 3 at it here, and we'll let you go with it subject to

4 your representation that you're going to be able to

5 tie them up as being what you represented them to be ,

6 presumably, through your witnesses.
~

When they get on the stand it may be you7

8 don't have to do that because it may be these

9 witnesses can do that for you, but if they can't,

10 you'll have to remember to close the loop in order

11 for us to use any of this.

12 We have only two copies.

13 MR. DYNNER: I'm sorry.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you let us look

15 at it for a moment and then we'll give it back to

16 you, somebody else.
g

I

! 17 You have two photos.

18 MR. DYNNER: Yes. I want to give you the

19 other one, we're going to try two keep these

20 separate, we're going to mark them for

|

| 21 identification. It might be less confusing to do
s

N)
22 them one at a time.

!

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Can you get it for the

\ f'
'

'

24 reporter tomorrow, the additional copies?

25 MR DYNNER: We've got people trying to
,

!

_ __ _ ._ _ _ . . , _ . _ . _ . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ __ _ . - . _ . _ _ _ .
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(7 1 bring them up by car somewhere. We had a foul-up.

2 See if you can get them as soon as possible so we

O\/ 3 can use them in as close in time when we use it.
I have to read4 MR. DYNNER: The first --

5 it, Joe.
.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: I'll do it. It refers --

7 the first photo, Suffolk County Exhibit 71 for

8 identification has been labeled by the County, a

9 photo of a piston removed from EDG 103 taken by

10 Anesh Bakshi at June 1984 at SNPS.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Unfortunately, as Judge

12 Morris points out, you've entitled both photographs,g()
M

| 13 we didn't get to the second one yet, exactly the

14 same. Can we call the first one something and the

15 second one something else?

I
' 16 What was the point of the first one,

|-
17 again? One was scoring and one was scuffing.

| 18 Pt. DYNNER: Yes. I think the first one

|

| 19 is s c,u f '. 3 v . Mr. Brigati will help you out there.
i

20 JUDGE BRENNER: Add to the title scuffing
i

21 after SNPS.

( 22 s.xhibit Diesel-71 is marked for
!

23 identification.)
(
(- 24 JUDGE BRENNER: I hope we can get all the

|
25 important descriptine things, both the question and

!

. - _. .. _. . ._ _ - - - -. __ _ . .. -_. __
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'~h 1 the answer in words on the transcript rather than

2 reli e cw. on the photos and follow it as we're doing

3 it now since we don't have a photo in front of us,

4 although we have looked at the photo prior to the

5 question.

6 Whenever you're ready, Mr. Dynner.

7 Thank you. -

8 BY MR. DYNNER:

9 Q. Gentlemen, have you had a chance to

10 examine the photograph of the County Diesel Exhibit

11 71 which purports to show scuffing of a piston skirt ,

g''g 12 you any of you seen an AE piston skirt removed from
+\/.

,.

13 EDG 103 that had this appearance which, if I can

14 desc ibe it vaguely, is an U-shaped pattern within

15 the sort of V or U-shaped pattern, there is a darker

16 color material than what appears to be the lighter

17 colored material in the other portions of the skirt.

18 Do any of you recognize this piston skirt ?

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Brigati, while

20 they're doing that, you can show this you can--

(] 21 look at show it to the staff.
V

reminds me of22 So that the question is --

23 some other cases that I've been at but the question

24 is have you ever seen this piston?'

,

25 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. That was the
i

_ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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(N 1 question.

_ 2 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

t/ 3 One entrance remark, the picture is out

.

4 of focus which makes it very difficult to say

5 anything definite.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: That was my -- it was my.

7 opinion that the picture appeared to be out of focus

8 also. As to the second part, you'll have to testify

9 to that, whether you can tell anything or not.

10 MR. YOUNGLING: Judge Brenner, none of us

11 have looked at the pistons in the 103 engine after

| 12 they were removed --

gJQ]
13 DR. PISCHINGER: Of the present.

14 MR. YOUNGLING: After they were removed

15 to replace the engine block; however, the pistons

16 were all inspected at part of the DRQR program

17 during that repair process and found to be

18 acceptable.

19 Perhaps Dr. Pischinger could comment on

20 the photo, if he feels he can.

21 JUDGE MORRIS: Before he does, you said
(3

. %.,1

22 they were inspected, Mr. Youngling, by whom?

23 MR. SEAMAN: The pistons were inspected

'
- 24 by DRQR personnel, quality control personnel'

25 associated with the Owners Group.

'

._, .- -_ - _ ~ .. ._ . _ . - . _ - .
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l JUDGE BRENNER: Well, some of them may or(
2 may not have been local people. DRQR is a

() 3 conglomerate or conglomeration. Did any LILCO

4 people look at it?

5 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes. Test Engineers in

6 the start-up organization who were supervising

7 rebuilding the engine looked at them, in addition

8 there were TDI personnel on site supervising the

9 rebuilding effort who also looked at them.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: I wasn't very clear, I'm
-

11 sorry. I understand that anybody would have used
'

12 them in the work may have seen them. I meant people
. g-)g
Q..

13 looking at them for the purposes of inspecting it,

14 were there any LILCO personnel --

MR. YOUNGLING: Standard practice when15 -

16 you take an engine apart as that engine.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Dr. Pischinger, you were

18 invited by one of your colleagues on the panel to

19 comment further, if you thought you could.

20 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. Of course. I am

21 willing to say something, but, of course, with very

22 much precaution of the out-of-focus picture.

23 May I say this, it reminds me, I know an

[ 24 expert who had been shown a cross-section of a

25 sausage as a metallographic structure and he

.

. - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _\
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(D- 1 identified it as nodular cast iron.
1

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Your point is well taken

f3
(,/ 3 as stated. Stated by you much better than my poor

4 attempt to remind Mr. Dynner that he was having to
i

5 tie up the pedigree of that photograph with his own i

6 witnesses if the witnesses here could not and he'll
.

7 keep that in mind.

8 We'll also not try to qualify his expert

9 witness as an expert.

10 DR. PISCHINGER: But, of course, I will

11 do my best with all precautions.

em 12 You have to be aware, it looks to me as
g

. .N.].

13 if the tin plating of this piston partially is worn

14 in the black or dark colored area.

15 This would be not so unusual, because.

16 with all this tin plated pistons, the tin plate is

17 used for breaking purposes, during breaking to give
.

18 further safety, and it usually wears after short or

19 longer time depending on the thickness of the layer,

20 and the breaking condition obtained; so the only

rw 21 thing I can say, there is a difference in color, one
(

22 color, let's say, silver shining in the photograph j

J

23 seems to be thin layer which is still there or at
|-

24 least partial layer and the darker colored area -

f

25 seems to be a thin layer which is already worn that
,

i
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . __ .. _ . _. - _ - - _ . _ _ _ _

,
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() 1 the normal way.

2 As far as I can see by this focus, there

3 is no sign of scuffing nor scoring.

4 Q. When you testified, Dr. Pischinger, it

5 would be worn in the normal way, worn after how many

6 hours of operation, that certainly would be a

7 consideration, wouldn't it?

8 DR. PISCHINGER: Certainly. It depends

again, as I say, on the thickness of the9 upon the --

10 thin layer of the way of operation of the hours, of

11 the lubrication oil, a lot of influences are there.

12 It is not unusual after severe operation --

~>-
13 severe I mean parts of over load, that means higher

14 than the usual one hundred percent load that thin

15 layer is worn out earlier than if,you have

16 continuous operation at lower load, below the

17 highest load.

18 0 Can anyone on the panel tell me how many

19 hours the EDG 103 ran with the new AE pistons in

20 them before the engine was disassembled for the

21 inspection in June?
tO

22 - JUDGE BRENNER: That's the question.

23 Just before that, I want to make sure I'm hearing

(. 24 you correctly, Dr. Pischinger.

25 Are you saying tin layer rather than thin
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({' 1 layer?

2 DR. PISCHINGER: Tin, the metal tin.

() 3 JUDGE BRENNER: That's what it sounded

4 like. I just wanted to make sure. Not a thin but a

5 t in. Maybe a thin tin layer.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner's other

7 question is pending.

8 MR. YOUNGLING: Diesel engine 103,

9 operated approximately 530 hours prior to the time

10 that the pistons were removed in June, and I should

11 also point out that after the block rebuild, these

12 pistons were put back in the engine and have
g[-s]

13 operated successfully for an additional 250 hours

14 approximately.

15 Q. Mr. Youngling, of the 530 hours, you say
.

16 the AE pistons were run prior to this inspection in

17 EDG 103. Can you tell me how many of those hours
.

18 were at or above a hundred percent load?

19 MR. YOUNGLING: Between 125 hours.

20 Q. Dr. Pischinger, in your experience, would
,-

21 you think that the type of markings shown in this7,

(.)
22 photograph on this piston skirt would be expected on

23 a skirt that was run for about 530 hours, 100 to 125

24 hours of which were at full or above full load of
25 3,500 kw?

_ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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l DR. PISCHINGER: That's not unusual.(
2 May I, perhaps for understanding it,

3 those engine people who are only familiar with()
4 coated pistons of other types where the coating is

5 of a dark color, they are usually surprised by the

6 pictures because if this dark colored laycr wears,

'7 then there is no big difference in color, and it

8 doesn't look so interesting.

9 In this case, you have the difference of

10 the colors of thin and the cast iron surface which
11 is the first moment gives you an opinion of what

12 have we here, but all source of wear, within several
f7,),

kS

13 hundred hours of operation part of it being full

14 load.

15 Q. Gentlemen, you have responded in part on.,

16 page 61 in your answers 96 and 97 to the County's

17 direct testimony about their interpretation of the
'

18 scuffing on this particular piston. I just want to

19 be sure that I understood. Is it correct that none

20 of you gentlemen individually inspected the scuffed

21 piston to which the County has referred and which
_

V 22 this photograph represents, as will be established

23 later on?
.

24 MR. YOUNGLING: As Dr. Pischinger has
-

25 testified, this not a scuffed piston, and, yes,

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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('i 1 you're accurate that we have testified that we did

2 not personally inspect them in June.

() 3 Q. All right. Did you inspect this any--

4 of the pistons which, according to your own exhibit

if you'll turn to Exhibit P-32 for a moment,5 32 -- .

6 you will see the last seven pages of that cover

'7 inspection reports on EDG 103 and relate to what is
,

8 called here scuffing of pistons five, seven and

9 eight on EDG 103 during inspections that took place

10 apparently in March of 1984.

11 Now, were these piston skirts that are

| 12 identified as five, seven and eight that were

these DRQR13 inspected and then dealt with in the --

14 reports or reports that made part of the DRQR report ,

the piston skirts that were15 would any of these --

16 made available from the disassembled EDG 103 for the

17 County to inspect in June of 19847

18 JUDGE BRENNER: While they're considering

| 19 their answer, it's 3:30, we're going to break after

20 this answer. I hope time we have set for you is

21 over.g
%)

22 What did you have left to get to?

23 MR DYNNER: The few quick questions on

'

24 the other photograph and I suppose maybe twenty

25 minutes on the balance of the cross-examination plan .

- - _ _ . . - . - _ - - . , - _ - .__ - -- - . - _ . _ . _ _ _ _ .- _ _ _ _ _
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#' 1 JUDGE BRENNER: For the life of me, I
,

2 don't understand with why you decided to waste your

() 3 first half hour this afternoon on looking at those

4 articles.

5 There are other engines that the

the articles at least with which the6 witnesses --

'7 witnesses were not familiar and then wait until your

8 time is up to ask particular questions about the

9 Shoreham pistons. That's the problem you have.

10 MR. DYNNER: Judge Brenner, we're going

11 to forget this other picture.

| 12 JUDGE BRENNER: They're still preparing
,

13 the answer. This may be a good time to break.

14 We'll give you fifteen more minutes after the break.

15 You can include the other picture or not. It's up

| 16 to you. It's going to be your fifteen minutes.
!

| 17 MR. DYNNER: I think I've heard this
!

18 before in other contexts and I will do my best to

19 try to speed things up as much as I can.
,

!

| 20 JUDGE BRENNER: I think you may know it's

I don't think you've21 uncharactheristic of us to --

I )
22 merited the other fifteen minutes. I want you to

,

!
I

23 know that in the past there for one or two times
j
, g

'- 24 where we gave you additional time where we thought

25 it was merited. I don't think it was merited here
!
|

t
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(2) 1 because while you may still have a few things to get

2 to we'd like to hear, you went through other things

rm
(_) 3 first which weren't necessary to go through to get

4 there.

5 I also took some of your time in my

6 questions of that article, just to, I thought,

7 emphasize to you the problems with using articles

8 like that when witnesses are not familiar with them,

9 and I take that into account, too. I probably could

10 have refrained from doing that, protected your time

11 for that ten minutes. We'll come back at 3:50.

12 (Recess)
L/

13 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

14 Mr. Dynner, you may complete your

15 cross-examination now. It's 3:50. Keep an eye on

16 the clock and come to a logical conclusion before

17 five.

18 BY MR. DYNNER:

19 Q. Yes. There was a pending question,

20 gentlemen, as you'll recall, whether any of the

21 piston skirts that are shown on Engine 103 ingg
L.)

22 Exhibit P-32 are the same as the skirt with these
23 marks which was inspected in June by the County. Do

-

k' 24 you have an answer to that question?

25 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes, Mr. Dynner.

. _ _ _. _ _ . _ _ _ ___ , _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ _ _ . . . . _ - - . _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _
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('T 1 As part of DRQR program, TER number

2 Q-500, a visual inspection of all eight of the

() 3 pistons was performed during the block replacements

4 outage. That would have included this piston.

5 The results of that inspection showed,

6 and I'm reading from the document, no unusual

7 scuffing or scratching was observed on the outboard

8 portions of the piston and piston skirts.

9 Q. Is that document in the group of

10 documents in Exhibit-32?

11 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes, it is. You should

12 go from the back of the exhibit, and if you go. -

b
13 forward, one, two pages.

14 Q. Mr. Youngling, can you identify for me

that the markings15 who made the decision that this --

on the pistons shown in the photograph16 on these --

17 that we've given you to look at has no unusual
.

18 scuffing or scratching on it?

19 MR. YOUNGLING: These inspections were

20 performed by members of the DROR program in the

21 quality assurance arm of that program.

22 MR. FARLEY: Mr. Dynner, I think there's

23 a failure of communication. Either you're waiting
< .

- 24 for an answer or the panel is waiting for a question .

25 MR. DYNNER: I'm sorry. I was waiting
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1 for you to identify the individuals who made this('
2 decision.

(D
(J 3 MR. YOUNGLING: I'm sorry, Mr. Dynner.

4 MR. DYNNER: Thank you, Mr. Farley.

5 MR. YOUNGLING: If you look at the

6 exhibit on the bottom, there are sign-offs of the
.

7 signature of the individual who prepared the

8 - inspection report, and a review by signature.

9 These were both Stone Webster employees

10 working in the DRQR effort.

11 Q. So it's your testimony, Mr. Youngling,

12 that the subject piston shown in the photograph is,"

13 in fact, not covered by one of the inspection

14 reports in the earlier pages which referred to

15 ' pistons five, seven and eight; is that correct?

16 MR. YOUNGLING: No, that isn't correct.

17 Since I don't know what piston that is, I

18 can't make a determination as to whether it was end

19 of number five, seven or eight cylinder.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: So the sign-offs here

21 that you're talking about are the ones on the seconel{')v
22 to the last page.

23 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes, judge.
.

24 JUDGE BRENNER: Sign-offs on the last

25 page of Exhibit 2, is that part of the same

-_. . _ . . . . _ - , _ -__ _ _ _ . - _ _ - - _ - _ - . - _ _ _ - _ . _ . _ _ , _ - _ _ _ _ _ .
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('5- 1 inspection report?

2 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes, it is. It's a

() 3 rollow on document to take care of the second
the concerns in the second4 paragraph of the --

5 paragraph of the previous page dealing with the

6 carbon problem.

'7 JUDGE BRENNER: Those sign-offs have

8 LILCO people as well as S & W people according to

3 the printed boxes. I don't know if the signatures.

10 are --

11 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes, there are Stone

12 Webster people on there. There are start-up
g-s

db
13 personnel, and there are LILCO quality assurance

14 personnel.

15 If you'd like, I can identify the LILCO,

16 employees.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't need it. It's up

18 to Mr. Dynner.

19 Q. Mr. Youngling, I just want to be sure

20 that I understand your testimony, because in the

21 first couple of pages on EDG 103, there is am

sb
22 document called Q 159 followed by LDR number 2198

23 that do identify scuffing on piston skirts for
r

24 numbers five, seven and eight pistons, and attached

25 to that, on the back, there is a document that

.. .
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(* 1 appears to be from DeLaval dealing with those

2 pistons, number five, seven and eight, that appear

() 3 to have scuffing. I just want to be sure that
,

4 you're certain, if you can be, that the piston skirt

5 shown in the photograph is not, in fact, either five ,

6 seven or eight.

7 MR. YOUNGLING: Mr. Dynner, I am certain

8 what I testified to.

9 TER-159 was an inspection performed after

10 the pre-operational program, but the approximately

11 100 hours on the pistons at greater than or equal to

12 3,500 kw.q
O

13 A that time the engine was taken down

14 and disassembled.

15 Three of the pistons were looked at under.

16 the program, TERQ 159 was generated.

17 Then in May -- I?m sorry, in April of

as part of the reoair of the engine to18 1984 --

19 replace the engine block, we dismantled the engine

20 again and pulled out all eight of the pistons and

( 21 performed the inspection covered by TERQ 500.

22 Now, since I don't know what piston this,

23 is, I cannot identify whether it is five, seven or

24 eight. So I can't tell if it relates to the TER 159 .

|
| 25 MR. FARLEY: And this, for the record, is

i *

1

|
- -- . - . - - - . - - _ _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ __ _ _ _ _
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() 1 County Exhibit 71 for identification.

2 Q. Gentlemen, if you turn for a minute to

() 3 page 69, if the answer to question 110, it stated

4 that in 1983 the Shoreham EDG's had Kompers piston

5 rings and were experiencing an excessive amount of

6 carbon buildup on the piston crown as a result of a

'7 recommendation of the DRQR program, those rings have

8 been replaced; however, with Muskegan piston rings.

9 When were those Muskegan piston rings

10 installed approximately?

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Dynner, if your

12 interest is in relation to some other time, maybe
| , , _ ,
. I j

O
13 they can answer that, rather than find a particular

14 date. Or was it a particular date that you had to

15 have?

16 MR DYNNER: An approximate day, if I

17 could.

! 18 JUDGE BRENNER: What I mean is the only

19 significance would be whether it was before or after

i

20 something else. Why don't you ask them the question

21 in that way.
7s,

! (_)
22 MR. DYNNER: Maybe they have the answer.

23 Do you have the answer?
-

k- 24 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes. We replaced the
,

25 piston rings on each of the engines at different

i
- . . - . _ _ _ - . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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() 1 times, and as I remember, the last engine was done

2 by March of 1984.

() 3 Q. Was an analysis made to find out the

4 source of the carbon that had become built up on the

5 piston crown?

6 MR. YOUNGLING: As part of the DRQR

'7 program and the LILCO effort to review the engines,

8 we saw this carbon buildup, and both FaAA and Dr.

9 Pischinger, looked at the buildup and resulted in

10 the recommendations that we talk about in our answer

11 to the question 110 in our testimony. I'll ask Dr.

12 Pischinger to comment on his observations.
; ,

uj
13 DR. PISCHINGER: Well, carbon buildup is

,

it's usual in an engine of such14 not unusual for --

15 -type.
'

16 What we were concerned with was that

17 carbon buildup behind the piston rings and near the
|

18 piston rings on the crown was a little more than

19 usual, which at least could lead to engine wear in a

20 shorter time than usual, and we, therefore,

21 recommended to use in combination with the
(')'

22 recommended and now used Muskegan piston rings which
i

23 have a shape unsymmetrical bell-shaped face on the
I r

t 24 first ring, which used in combination with this
:

| 25 rings, a high detergent oil which is, in general,
i
!

|

-.
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('- 1 beneficial in reducing such coat buildup.

2 This detergent oils which are widely used

n
() 3 also in marine engines help to dissolve this carbon

4 products.

5 It is not usual to analyze such carbon

6 products in this region, because it's completely

'7 clear where it's coming from, it's formed partially

8 out of soot stemming from the combustion, from the

coat9 combustion chamber together with products or --

10 products of the lubrication oil, and knowledge of

11 any composition is of no help in assessing of what

12 to do.
,

13 In combination with this high detergent

14 oil, it was decided to use fu'el injection tip with

15 one hundred CERT 135 degrees which means sprays are

16 not so much directed to the cylinder walls, is a

17 good experience with thes injectors, that it also

| 18 reduces carbon buildup.

| 19 There is experience at the Catawba
L

20 nuclear power station with the engine that a higher

i 21 grade detergent oil really sufficiently works and
('N!

%2| 22 prevents this carbon buildup.

23 Q. You said that the carbon production --

,

/

k 24 production of carbon buildup was associated with the

25 higher temperatures, with the high temperatures; isf

i
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('' 1 that correct?

2 DR. PISCHINGER: No. I said I--

1

[) 3 couldn't remember. Did I say that?

4 Q. Is it associated with high temperatures

5 in the piston crown or skirt?

6 DR. PISCHINGER: The usual environment in

'7 a piston crown is such that has always carbon formed

8 with diesel engines.

9 Q. Were all three of these changes made at

10 approximately the same time, that is to say, the

11 changeover in the piston rings and the use of the

12 higher detergent oil in the new fuel injection tips?
, %'

~ 13 MR. YOUNGLING: No, Mr. Dynner.
.

14 Of the three recommendations, the

15 Muskegan ring recommendation has been fully

16 implemented. The change over to the 135 degree tips

17 has been fully implemented, and we are beginning now

18 to change the oil charge out of the engine and'

19 replace it with the higher detergent oil.

! 20 Q. When were the tips changed, approximately ?

21 MR. YOUNGLING: That was accomplished by

22 March of 1984 also.

23 DR. PISCHINGER: May I add something?

['
24 MR DYNNER: Certainly.

.

25 DR. PISCHINGER: Of course, one could
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(\ 1 question why not do these changes all at the same

2 time. Of course, this problem is --

() 3 MR. DYNNER: Actually I don't have that

4 pressure.

5 DR. PISCHINGER: It's not urgent.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: He's not concerned with

7 that.

8 DR. PISCHINGER: Because it's a long

9 range wear problem and you could pursue it in

10 connection with the usual inspection of the engines,

11 JUDGE BRENNER: It's almost 4:10, Mr.

.

12 Dynner, why don't you ask your last question.|
~ D.y

13 MR. DYNNER: Yes, one more. I have to

14 think about that for one second.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Is that a coincidence.I
,

16 asked you to do it just when you had one more?
|

| 17 MR. DYNNER: Oh, no. You know me better
|

18 than that.

19 BY MR. DYNNER:

20 0 Did any of you examine the possibility
I

| 21 that the carbon and/or coat buildup that was noted
P

22 in the piston crown might have been associated with
|
.

{ 23 the clearance between the piston and the liner?

| C
\ 24 DR. PISCHINGER: Just to make this

i
; 25 question clear, what part of the piston do you mean?
(
I
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(N 1 Because adherence varies over the whole --

2 Q. Yes. The piston crown in the liner which

() 3 you may know, if you read depositions of Mr. Lowry

4 testified to at one point was a problem which causes

5 a similar situation.

6 DR. PISCHINGER: We are aware that such
.

7 engine as with TDI engines, when using a marine
..

8 diesel fuel, that means a heavy oil fuel, heavy fuel

9 oil, where the coat buildup is still more of a

10 problem, it could be convenient to have a large

11 adherence on the pir, ton crown.

12 We do not think that this is necessary

13 for Shoreham where number two grade diesel fuel,

14 that means a very good diesel fuel is used.

JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. Interesting that15 ,

16 you chose your last question a question that at this

17 moment I don't see as being within the contention,
.

18 but maybe in the final analysis will show me

19 otherwise.

20 MR. GODDARD: I believe this question is

21 best addressed to Dr. Johnson._

# 22 Would you please refer to LILCO Exhibit

23 P-29.;

! 24 Within that, I'd like you to turn to Page

25 2 of Donald Johnson's trip report on Kodiak, Page 2,

!
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.

J h 1 the final paragraph thereof.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Which trip report?

() 3 MR. GODDARD: I'm sorry, February 17th,

4 Page 2 of the Exhibit 12.

5 BY MR. GODDARD:

6 Q. The final paragraph thereof references a

'7 three quarter inch indication which was found by

8 penetrant which did not appear to be a crack like

9 indication upon inspection with eddy current.

10 Could you tell us what the results of

11 your investigation of that indication indicated it

12 to be?p
.

13 DR. JOHNSON: First of all, that

14 indication was not down in the boss area. It was up

15 in the area of the rib. We brought that piston back

16 to Palo Alto, investigated it in the laboratory,

17 that area, very carefully.

18 That penetrant indication was not

19 reproduceable, that is, we never were able to get a

20 penetrant indication on that area when we returned

21 it.

n'~'
22 I believe that it's due to the fact that

23 it's awkward geometry to be working up at Kodiak.

(' [24 It was cold where they were working, about 38
'

38 to 45 degrees. It was cold.25 degrees --
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(' 1 And I think they simply did not wipe off

2 all the penetrant in the process of doing the
,m

(_) 3 initial penetrant inspection.

4 Q. Did you at any time have occasion to

5 discuss that indication with Donald Johnson?

6 DR. JOHNSON: Yes, we discussed it.
.

7 Q. Did he concur in your evaluation there

8 was, in fact, a failure to properly remove the

9 penetrant?

10 DR. JOHNSON: Yes, he did.

11 Q. Thank you.

12 The remainder of the staff's questions
7-
%j

13 concern the issue of tin plating will be directed

14 primarily to you, Dr. Pischinger, and Dr. Swanger.

Do you know whether the electroplating15 -

16 process which resulted in the tin plating of the AE

17 skirts for Shoreham station were done by TDI

18 facility in Oakland?

19 DR. SWANGER: We don't know that.

20 Q. Is there anyone else on the panel that

g3 21 can answer that question as to the source of that
(_)

22 plating?

23 DR. HARRIS: In my discussions with TDI
'

,

'

24 personnel, my impression is that the tin plating is

25 not done at the TDI plant in Oakland but is done
-_
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({1 1 somewhere outside. I've never been informed as to

2 who outside does the tin plating.

(( 3 Q. Thank you, Dr. Harris.

4 Dr. Pischinger, the NRC testimony at page

5 54 indicates that a plating thickness for a piston

6 skirt in an engine of this type, meaning a medium

7 size diesel operating on a good grade number two

8 diesel fuel would be a thickness of one to one and a

9 half mils is acceptable.

10 Do you concur in that evaluation?

11 DR. PISCHINGER: Roughly, I would say

12 within this range.

13 If it's a lot more tin on it, you get

14 this tin migration which is not so favorable.

15 Q. You used the term migration. Would it be.

16 fair to call that smear or balling up of the tin?

; 17 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. But with this

18 thickness of thin tin plating, which is done here in

19 this piston, this is a very favorable procedure.
;

20 It's not the cheapest procedure to treat the piston,'

21 but it's very good.
}

22 DR. SWANGER: I might add in our visual.

23 inspections of the pistons, we have never seen

| 24 evidence of the tin migration or tin smearing that

25 was referenced.

t
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1 Q. How was the thickness of the application()
2 of the tin plating controlled in the electroplating

(_h) 3 process?
r

4 DR. SWANGER: I don't know the specifics

5 of how the subcontractor at TDI controls it, but if

6 you wish, I can address the general principles for

7 controlling tin plating thickness.

8 Q. Electroplating is a fairly common

9 industrial application; is it not?

10 DR. SWANGER: Yes, it is.

11 Q. Fine. Proceed to do that.

12 DR. SWANGER: Tin plating involves thegg
C

13 electro dissolution of tin from tin anodes and
14 aqueous electroplating bath and the cathodic electro

15 deposition of that tin on to the article being

16 plated.

17 The thickness of plating will be directly

18 proportional to the current density over the surface

19 of the item being plated where the current density

20 is higher for a given amount of time, the thickness

21 of tin being deposited will also be higher.s

%-]
22 In areas where you don't want any tin at

23 all, they can be masked off with an insulator such
r .

24 as tape or wax burning the essential zeco, density at
'

25 that point and no deposition; therefore, control of

L.
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() of the current density is what1 the electric --

2 controls the thickness.

,,) 3 The methods of controlling the current
!

4 density are primarily geometric and chemical. The

5 geometric methods are to place anodes around the

6 part being plated such that every portion of the

'7 part being plated is about equidistant from a source

8 of the tin, from the anodes, for instance.

9 The chemical means of controlling the

10 thickness is referred to as the throwing power of an

11 electroplating bath and is basically proportional to

12 the conductivity of the aqueous electroplating bath
b

13 itself. The higher the conductivity of the bath,

14 the more even the iso potentials within the bath are ,

15 so the more even the current density is.

16 With tin, especially, it is easy to get

17 highly loaded high conductivity baths and tin is

18 known as being one of the plating metals with the

19 highest stroke power, meaning that electroplated tin

20 is about the most uniform metal which can be

21 deposited by electroplating.

# 22 Q. Thank you.

23 If I understood you correctly, please
..

L 24 correct me if I did not, the descriptions you gave

25 would indicate how you would expect to get an even
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l or equal thickness of deposition of the tin; is that(
2 correct.

() 3 DR. SWANGER: Going past the point where

4 I discussed masking, which is intended to keep tin

5 off of the part, yes, the principals that I talked

6 about could be used to put down an even layer of tin .

'7 A high conduct,ivity bath and an even spacing of

8 electrodes would all be aimed at achieving a uniform

9 thickness of tin on an electroplated part.

10 Q. Right. Dr. Swanger, as opposed to the

11 uniformity of the thickness of the plating, how

12 would you determine, during the plating process,
g(y-

13 when you have achieved the desired thickness on a'

14 uniform basis; in other words, I'm concerned with

15 . phe uniformity question as much as I am with the

16 overall thickness, the addition to the OD of the

17 piston skirt.

18 DR. SWANGER: In my experience, the best

19 way to do that is to monitor the overall plating
20 current being used and to calibrate that against

21 measurements of current versus time.

22 If you have the correct integrated value

23 of the current times the time,' you will have through

24 Coulomb's law deposited the proper amount of tin on

25 the part.
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(} 1 Q. Thank you.

2 I take it from your description of how

() 3 you would apply the tin in a uniform manner that

4 this would then operate the control concentricity of

5 the application?

6 DR. SWANGER: Directing the discussion

7 now to the tin plating of AE piston skirts, yes.

8 This is how one would achieve a concentric layer of

9 tin on the OD of the piston skirt.

10 Q. Thank you.

11 If these processes such as you've

,..c3 12 described for monitoring the application were not

\.N'
13 followed during the electroplating process itself, I

.

14 would assume that in an easy way or an accurate way

15 'to determine the thickness of the application would

16 be by measurement of the other outer diameter of the

17 piston before and after the application of the

18 plating process; is that correct.

19 DR. SWANGER: In the case of pistons

20 where the diameter changed from unplated to plated

21 is three thousandths of an inch on a 17 inch nominal

22 diameter part that is possible in theory, but I

it's not the way that would be most23 think it's a --

. 24 efficient for maintaining it...

25 One of the facts of life of tin plating
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1 is that tin is expensive. It costs about seven or
('T

2 eight dollars a pound, and electro platers take
~

() 3 special care not to put too much of this valuable

4 material on their parts.

5 Q. Especially if the part is the size of an

6 AE piston skirt.

'7 DR. SWANGER: Yes.

8 Q. Mr. Youngling, to the best of your

9 knowledge, did LILCO in their recent inspections of

10 these pistons take any steps to measure the

11 thickness of the tin plating on those pistons?

12 MR. YOUNGLING: No, we did not take any

A
13 steps to measure the thickness of the tin plating;

14 however, as part of our inspection of the pistons

15 prior to release for shipment.from TDI, we performed

16 measurements of the pistons including measurements

17 of the OD of the pistons to insure that they

18 conformed to the design specifications.

19 DR. PISCHINGER: May I add, shortly --

20 Q. Please, Dr. Pischinger.

21 DR. PISCHINGER: In addition, it should

%)
22 be noted that no tin migration or how do you call it ,

23 smearing problem, is known, number one.
,

N~ 24 Number two, to my experience, a little

25 too thin tin plating is usually no problem.

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 Q. You say a little too thin tin plating is(})
2 no problem. Meaning that you would not, in fact,

3 have to do any tin plating at all; is that correct?

4 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. These pistons

5 usually run with no tin plating, tin plating being

6 some additional comfort.

7 -Q. Mr. Youngling, in the process of the

8 recent inspections, do you know whether LILCO

9 reviewed any process documents which dealt with the

10 tin plating of these piston skirts?

11 MR. YOUNGLING: As part of the inspection

12 done by LILCO prior to releasing the pistons from

13 the factory, one of-the attributes that Stone and

14 Webster inspectors had to look at was a review of

15 'the routing sheets.which are used by TDI in the

16 manufacture of the piston.

17 I don't have those documents here, but as

18 -part of those routing sheets, as long as there was a

19 sign-off for the tin plating, there would have been

20 a review that the tin plating had been done.

21 In addition, the inspector had to perform

22 a visual inspection of the piston in conformance

23 with the design documents, and he would have noticed
(
kJ 24 if the tin plating had not been done.

25 Q. Well, visually, I guess we all would have (

. . .
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1 noted if the tin plating had not been done. As Dr.
(])

2 Pischinger put it out you've got a dark colored

() 3 nodular iron cuffed with a very light colored tin,

4 so if it hadn't been done it would be somewhat

5 readily apparent.

6 What I'm asking is whether there were any

7 process documents reviewed by LILCO upon taking

8 receipt of these pistons which indicates the

9 appropriate thickness of the plating.

10 MR. YOUNGLING: We've reviewed some

11 information here on the routing sheets and there is

12 a check-off point that the tin plating had to be put

13 in place. It's indicated as being bought out,
.

14 meaning it's done outside on a subcontractor basis.

That is the degree of documentation that15 ' -

16 we have reviewed to insure that it was done properly .

17 In addition, I'm sure that TDI has

18 specifications as part of their d'rawings to insure

19 that the proper thickness is specified.

20 Q. Does that complete your answer?

21 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes, it does.

22 Q. You indicated that upon receipt you

23 mentioned the outer diameter of the pistons and
,-

1

L> 24 found them to be in conformance; however, as Dr.

25 Swanger testified, measuring for the existence of

;
- - _ - - _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(~S. 1 one to one-and-a-half mils on each radius of a 17

2 inch piston does not really comport with real world

I) 3 tin plating, I believe.
w

4 In regard to those inspections, was that

5 the only inspection done by LILCO which might

6 evidence the thickness of the tin plating?

7 DR. SWANGER: If I may, I might just

8 clarify my comment.

9 In order to know the thickness of the tin

10 plating, you'd also have to know the preexisting as

11 machined diameter of the piston.

. 12 There's certainly going to be a

13 manufacturing tolerance on that, and something this

14 size is probably one to two mils and that would add

15 that much to the uncertainty of a -- an imputed

16 thickness of tin.

17 Without knowledge of what that

18 preexisting diameter is, that's why I said it was

19 difficult to determine the tin plating thickness by

20 direct measurement of the OD.

_
21 Q. Thank you.

t i

''#
22 Then in view of what you just said, it

23 would be impossible to draw any conclusions to the
f
k- 24 thickness of the tin plating by virtue of the

25 receipt inspection measuring the ODs; is that

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1 correct?(S

2 DR. SWANGER: No, I don't think that's

specification for3 true either. Because there is a
\

4 the machine OD of the piston prior to plating and by

5 computing the stack-up of the tolerances, you can

6 draw a conclusion as to the limits of what the tin

7 plating thickness would be.

8 Q. Dr. Swanger., do you know what the

9 tolerance is on the manufacturing OD of the piston

10 prior to plating?

11 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes, we can tell you.

12 Just a moment.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: While they're looking,

14 give me just one moment, Mr. Goddard.

15 DR. SWANGER: In answer to your question,

16 yes, I do know what the tolerance is on the diameter

17 before plating.

18 Q. And that is?
'

19 DR. SWANGER: It's a range of four

20 thousandths of an inch.

21 Q. Then the measurement of the OD after

22 plating could, in fact, indicate a tin thickness of

23 eight mils possible; is that correct?

( 24 DR. SWANGER: Assuming a minimum size

25 manufactured piston and a maximum size after plating,

__
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1 the drawing indicates that it is possible to have
(~s

2 three-and-a-half mils of tin thickness on the piston.

3 Q. That's three-and-a-half on the radius,{}
4 seven on the diameter.

5 DR. SWANGER: That's correct. I

6 testified to the thickness of it.

7 Q. I just wanted to make sure that we're

8 together on that.

9 DR. SWANGER: I can point out the danger

10 of this kind of thinking by looking at the other

11 extreme in tolerances.

12 It's possible to have a negative one

GD 13 thousandths of an inch of tin on the diameter.

14 Q. I think not.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: At some point,. Mr.
,

in how16 Goddard, I'm going to ask you it might --

17 many mils difference in terms of materiality is the

18 issue before us?

19 One thing, I assume all these answers

20 were without regard to the measuring capability of

21 the measuring equipment and on and on and on.

- 22 MR. GODDARD: That is correct. We are

23 concerned about thicknesses, let's say,

24 substantially in excess of the one to one and a halfr
'

q,

25 mil range based on the application and the greater

_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __
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m 1 fuel for this type engine.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I don't know what

3 you mean by substantially in excess, and we're(])
4 talking here about one and a half mils, three mils,

5 four mils.

6 MR. GODDARD: The staff would be

'7 concerned if it were in the three, three-and-a-half

8 mil range as indicated which would be the maximum

9 possible under the manufacturing tolerances as

10 testified to by Dr. Swanger.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. If that's the

12 case, I guess that's why you've asked your questions .

13 DR. PISCHINGER: May I --

no, there is not14 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's --

15 a pending question, I don't believe.

16 MR. GODDARD: The staff has no further

17 questions for this panel.
'

18 JUDGE FERGUSON: I'd like to ask the

19 panel a few questions at this time. Before I do,

20 let me ask whether or not you have benefit of

21 Tuesday's transcript, do you have that available?
O 22 BY JUDGE FERGUSON:

23 Q. What I'd like to focus on first is some

I ',' v e had about our discussion of crack
~

(. 24 concerns

so we're going to25 initiation and ' propagation,

|

. . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 re-visit that for a short while, and the exhibit
{N

2 that I want to use in that discussion is Exhibit P-9;

3 so if you could have that in front of you, it would{)
4 be helpful.

5 I want to ask just briefly about the

6 concern that I have regarding the engine cylinder

7 pressure logs.

8 Those engine cylinder pres,sure logs are
.

9 divided into two general categories. One is

10 pre-crank shaft failure category and one a

11 post-crank shaft replacement category.

12 Is the panel following?
:-

13 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes.'

14 Q. Now, I'd like to very briefly look at the

15 first set of logs that have to do with the pre-crank
.

16 shaft failure.

17 I see they're logs for EDG 101, 102 and

18 103, and just looking at the numbers in those logs,

19 and these are pressure values, I believe, we can

20 sort of eyeball those numbers on EDG 101 to get an

21 average, perhaps, of around 1550 for the pressure,

J 22 and they're all about that number, and if we do the

23 same kind of quick averaging for EDG 102, it's

24 slightly higher, maybe 1625 or so, and then when we
.s

25 look at 103, again, a rough eyeball average might be

,. .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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1 a cylinder pressure of maybe 1525 or 30,
3

2 Keeping those numbers in mind, and

3 turning forward to the post-crank shaft replacement()
4 logs, we note immediately that for 101, the average

5 is somewhat higher.

6 If we look at the log for 102, it may be

'7 slightly higher than what we found in the pre-crank
8 shaft replacement logs.

9 And that same comment as to 103.

10 Now, the first question that I'd like to

or what can we ascribe the11 ask is what is it --

12 differences between, say, the average of the
,

J
13 cylinder pressures pre-crank shaft failure to
14 post-crank shaft replacement.

15 MR. YOUNGLING: Judge Ferguson, let me
.,

16 point out to you one possible difference.

17 If you look at the procedures that

18 implement these testing requirements, these are base --

19 what we call base line data.

20 What we're trying to do is prior to

21 releasing the engine to plant staff of permanent

O 22 operation, we just take the engine to approximate

23 full load condition and take a set of base line data
(, 24 so they know for approximately full load, so there

25 is a possibility of a difference in load of a couple

. _ .
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1 of, maybe, 25 kw, so forth.
)

2 In fact, if you look at the post-crank

3 shaft data, ypu'll see for 101 it was 3,500, 102,.{}
4 3528 and 103 3595 kilowatts.

I'm sorry, the5 In addition, the post --

6 pre-crank shaft data was taken in August time frame,

7 the summer conditions, while the data after

8 crankshaft replacement was taken in the April and

9 March time frame, different temperature situations.

10 But the last contributor and which is
11 probably the most significant contributor was the.

12 fact that after the crankshaft failure, we

13 disassembled the entire machine and had to reset the

14 engine up, retime the engine.

15 And as a result of that retiming, it is
.

16 entirely possible that you would see the differences

17 in the firing pressures.

'

18 And perhaps Dr. Pischinger could add some

19 more to that.

20 DR. PISCHINGER: Of course, in

21 disassembling the engine including the crankshaft,

( 22 the whole gear to the injection pumps have to be

23 re-adjusted, and though it is necessary as has been

(; 24 told that injection has to be retimed, and in my

25 experience, this sometimes happened, when you have

_ . _ _
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.

1 an engine that had time factory set timing and after

2 a certain time you reset according to the handbook,

3 you get a difference, and I think this is what(])
4 happened here.

5 Q. It's easier to use perhaps a different

6 setting of timing.

'7 DR. PISCHINGER: Yes. I think this is a

8 probable cause.
.

9 Q. Let's stick with EDG 101 for the time

10 being, and this is the group that have to do with

11 the post-crank shaft replacement.

12 Do you have that in front of you? This

k 13 is the one that we spent a good deal of time on

14 before, but I think there's one or two things that

15 we should discuss briefly to help clarify the record .

16 As we look at EDG, the report on EDG 101,

17 we see that the numbers in that particular table

18 range from a low, perhaps, of 1640 to a high of 1720 .

19 Would you think that that range,

20 different pressures and in those instances might be

21 due to the causes that you just described?

O_ 22 MR. YOUNGLING: The spread of the numbers

23 that you're seeing there is quite typical of our

b 24 balancing of the engine.

25 We have a roadway requirement in the TDI

__ _ -___________ _ -____________-____
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% 1 manual that we have to have no more than 200 psi

2 between the maximum values.

3 We generally have been able to time to--

{)
4 set the engines up to around a hundred pounds

5 difference. Sometimes it's 120, sometimes it's 80,

6 but generally we run in the hundred pound range,

-7 about half of the TDI limit. That's just the amount

8 to balance the engine out.

9 We're certainly well within the TDI

10 specification for balance.

11 Q. There's nothing peculiar about 101 that

12 would make a difference say, from 102; is that

70 13 correct? It just seems to me you did a much better

14 job on 102 than you did on 101.

15 MR. YOUNGLING: Just like taking three
,

16 cars to the same mechanic. One comes out running a

17 little differently than the other.

18 Basically, we have three engines that are

19 within specification, a few pounds difference, but

20 still in satisfactory specification.

21 Also, when you set these engines up, the
.

22 way you balance them is by inserting shims under the'

23 fuel pumps, and the shim stock is only of so much

24 thickness, and you can only buy a certain amount of,.

25 balance, so that's the kind of procedure and these

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 are the kind of results that you get.

2 I think we do pretty well, actually.

3 Q. Okay. Well, let me proceed.
/~)T%

4 The reason I was focusing on those

5 numbers is that in the failure analysis that was

6 done, apparently these numbers were used as a guide,

~7 I think the number 1670 psi was tested by, too, as

8 sort of being an average of a group of numbers;

9 isn't that correct?
,

10 DR. MC CARTHY: Close. An average peak

11 pressure that was conservative, that is, a value

12 that the actual numbers fell below, as I indicated

13 in my testimony, that we had not measured that.

14 In fact, here is a plot of peak pressure

15 .for 200 seconds --

16 Q. The record can't see that.

17 DR. MC CARTHY: This is, we will put it

18 in the record then, this is just a plot --

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you try to

20 describe it. Let your counsel decide whether he

21 wants to put it in.

O 22 DR. MC CARTHY: When this question came

23 up, I got a telecopy of our original data from our

~r 24 engine test where what I've got plotted is peak

25 pressures for 250 seconds of running time, four

_ . _ . _
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- 1 minutes for every peak pressure of every combustion

2 cycle was plotted, and what we saw was that the

- 3 pressures running at full load ranged from about

4 1550 psi gage to the single highest point reading we

5 got was below 1668 psi gage with an average for the
(

6 200 and 240 seconds about 1604 psi gage.

| 7 We took a number of cycles and, of course ,

I

| 8 this is a large number of data points, none of which
!

9 got up to the 1670.

10 Now, these are done with a quartz

11 transducer that's highly accurate. A Kiene gage is
|

i
L 12 accurate to a percent, and so using the 1670, which
t ry-

'f(

N 13 was a value we didn't actually measure as high up,
|

14 we called a conservative average peak value for

15 fatigue damage purposes.;

1 .

16 Q. The group of data that you just described

17 are all lower than the group that we're looking at;

~

18 is that correct?

! 19 DR. MC CARTHY: No. As I indicated, they

20 range from 1550 to a high of 1668, which falls in
!

21 the range of the Kiene gage, but the key Kiene gage

but, remember, the Kiene gage has a22 measurements --

|

|
23 check valve to keep its high reading, and doesn't do

i

| (. 24 the same operation.

25 Q. Okay.
|

i

. - - __. . . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . , . _ . . _ . . _ _ . . . _ _ . . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ . - ..-.._.. _ _ , _ - _ _ _ . _ . - - . . _ _ _ .
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3. 1 One of the points in asking this line of --

2 introducing this line of questions is that there was

you say 1670, was that number that you{} 3 a number --

4 used in the failure analysis?

5 DR. MC CARTHY: That is correct.

6 Q. Let's stick with that number.

'7 DR. MC CARTHY: I'm sorry. That is not - -

for the8 we used that in the p ston analysis on --

9 earlier crankshaft analysis before we had measured
>

10 data of our own, we used a value of 1680 supplied to

11 us by TDI, but we actually measured the pressure and

12 we used 1670 for the pistons. 1780 is a peak

O 13 pressure for bending in the crankshaft analysis.

14 The peak pressure only affects the

15 bending stresses at the crank shaft, not the

16 torsional stresses.

17 Q. Let me get to really the thing that I'm

18 interested in. And that is if you, in fact, measure

19 pressures as indicated in this exhibit that we just

20 described that are higher than the number that you

21 have used in your failure analysis, what effect have

(^#T
have you in your22 you in your analysis looked' --

23 analysis looked at the effect of the extreme values?

24 Is the question clear?
t.

25 DR. MC CARTHY: I believe, your Honor, I
i

,
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m. 1 understand your question in that let's take as a

2 point of argument, and let's say the peak pressure

3 were 1720 for a supposition to answer your question,

4 which is the highest value of measure here, we did

5 did take the fracture mechanics analysis, in fact,

6 beyond 1720 to 2,000 to see if that not only would - -

-7 the sensitivity of our analysis of the piston have

8 to our assumption of peak pressure under normal

9 operating conditions, but, of course, the additional

10 effect the overload conditions that the engine is

11 sometimes required to run at and that has to be
'

12 considered as well.

13 As we've testified to previously, our

14 analysis and testing indicates that the cracks a--

15 crack would not grow even if the average peak
.

16 pressure were 2,000 psi, and, therefore, our

our conclusions are completely17 analysis --

13 insensitive to a pressure difference of this small'

19 an amount.

20 DR. HARRIS: If I could just interject

21 here for a moment to expand somewhat on Dr. McCarthy 's

() 22 testimony, we took the analysis to two 2,200 psig,

23 not 2,000. Very minute point.

([ 24 Q. All right. That's been helpful to me.

25 Let me ask you now to turn to Page 22227.

_._
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-. 1 .This question is going to be directed to

2 Dr. McCarthy and Dr. Swanger. Do you have that

() 3 front of you now?

4 I'm going to read the question that was

5 asked.

6 And just to save me the reading of the

'7 lengthy answer, Dr. McCarthy, I'd like for you to

8 read your answer, if you would be kind enough to do

9 it and then, Dr. Swanger, I'm going to ask you after

10 I ask Dr. McCarthy a question to read your shorter

'll answer.

12 I'm reading the question now. Dr. Harris

O 13 and Dr. McCarthy, on page 44 in the response to

14 question 69 you referred to the use of engineering

15 fracture mechanics in modern design and analysis in

16 structures such as aircraft, spacecraft, pipelines

17 and turbines, et cetera.

18 "You mean to suggest that fracture

19 mechanisms are used in the design of these various

20 structures in order to insure that if there are

21 defects or crack like indications that they won't

O 22 propagate to dangerous levels?"

23 Dr. McCarthy, would you be good enough to

( 24 read your answer ought out loud so that all of us
.

25 can hear that answer.

. . . . . . . .
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~3 1 DR. MC CARTHY: "In a nutshell, yes. A

2 lot of the work we do at Failure Analysis is just

3 making those analysis for people of critical boss{}
4 size and what kind of critical flaw can exist in

5 your structure" and I guess it should say to correct
,

there are two things that you6 that, not just --

-7 could do. One is a critical flaw size to know your

8 structure will not fail in an overload and then
,i

9 there's a second question. "Does a critical flaw

{
10 size determine how much you have to go back and look

it should be structure "because not only11 at your"'
--

12 do we deal with the analysis of when a crack will

D 13 initiate but indeed how fast it will propagate and

14 at what size you will begin to affect the critical

15 nature of your structure, in effect, the engine, the
. .

,

16 aircraft engine problem here referenced there was

17 not an assumption of flaw size problem as much as a
%

1 18 problem to analyze the rate at which cracks could

19 grow in," I guess it should be "in the field and how

20 often such parts have to be inspected so that you

21 can catch any growing crack at the appropriate time.

O 22 You don't have to postulate an initial flaw. These

23 are expensive parts that are extensively inspected"

( 24 that should be "but come out with no real measurable

25 flaws but, in fact, . operate in the initiation range

_ _ . - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _
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1 and, in fact, a crack" should be "will initiate and

2 grow and this was to establish their inspection

3 interval."

4 DR. MC CARTHY: You see my motive for

5 having to read that, but Dr. Swanger, would you read

6 your answer and then I'll ask my question.

might7 DR. SWANGER: "I might put this --

8 put this into the context of AE pistons at Shoreham

9 and that is that our analysis says that no cracks

10 are poss.ible to propagate in these pistons;

-11 therefore, they do not need any reinspection." It

12 should be "An initial inspection upon manufacture is

13 sufficient to show that there are no cracks and we
14 have demonstrated through fracture mechanics that no

15 .further operational inspections are required.

16 Q. That's the point I'd like to focus on

17 very, very briefly, if I may.

18 My understanding of these words you had

19 just recently read is that an initial inspection of

20 the piston is made after it has been manufactured,

21 and I'm going on to assume that the manufactured

O 22 part is installed. Let me go back. The manufacture

23 is inspected and installed. Does this last

24 statement indicate that you're recommending that no
,

25 further operational inspections are required at all
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- s.. 1 at-any time.

2 DR. SWANGER: We, of course, would
,

3 recommend that LILCO follow the recommendations of
)

4 TDI as far as routine inspections of the piston. |

5 Q. Do you know what they are?

6 DR. SWANGER: I don't know what they are

-7 right now.

8 Q. Is there anyone on the panel that briefly

9 can tell me whether or not there's a routine

10 reinspection after this has been installed?
t

11 DR. MC CARTHY: With regard to cracks in

12 the stud boss area, though, the recommendation is

13 exactly as Dr. Swanger stated."

14 After an initial inspection at the time

15 of manufacture and the finding of no critical flaws,
.

16 that is, flaws of a size bigger than we predict will

17 grow, there's no need to inspect the stud boss
,

18 region for cracks with eddy current or die penetrant
|

19 at later phases in the operation, at least for the

20 operating stresses that we've stressed in our finite

21 element model and have testified about.

22 Q. That's the point I really wanted to get
:

23 to.
;

( 24 I envision at some date the machine

25 running many cycles and unless you tell me that

. _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . , , _ . _ . , . . , _ - , _ . . . . _ . . . . . , _ _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . _ . . . . . . . . _ . , . _ . . _ . _ . . , _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ . .
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-

~_ 1 there is some routine reinspection, I'm not so --

g

2 I'm not convinced at the moment that that initial

3 inspection together with your analysis will verify
(]J

4 that nothing, in fact, could happen.

5 I understand all of the testimony about

J

6 your predictions, if there are no cracks, none will |
,

2 -7 initiate or grow. I understand that. But it seems

I'd like to know whether or not there8 to me that --

.

9 are any routine inspections planned.

10 Now, if you have it before you, I'd like

l'1 to have it today, but if not, maybe at a convenient

12 time to break and we'll pick up with this tomorrow.,

'

13 MR. YOUNGLING: Judge Ferguson, we don't

14 have the DRQR matrix which was developed. It's out

our anteroom. Perhaps we could come back to you15 . ,i n
4

16 tomorrow morning.

17 Q. Tomorrow simply tell me what the routine

18 inspection is.:

|

19 MR. YOUNGLING: Yes, we will.
|
i

: 20 JUDGE BRENNER: We're prepared to recess

21 and come back at nine o' clock tomorrow morning.
;

22 Did you want to say something, Mr. Farley ?

23 MR. FARLEY: Please, Judge Brenner.

I, 24 The Board will have mailed to it a letter

25 that was delivered today to Mr. Denton, and also

- - - . . _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ . - _ . - . _ . . _ - . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _
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1 delivered to Mr. Berlinger and a copy was afforded(')
2 to counsel for the County.

3 It deals with a proposal that's been()
4 under discussion regarding the crankshafts and the

5 cam gallery area of the block, and in the interest

6 of professional candor, I would like to hand a copy

'7 of this letter to each member of the Board.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. That's the first

9 I've heard about it. We'll take the letter and read
,

10 it.

11 MR. DYNNER: If I would just add, Judge

12 Brenner, we were given a copy of this letter at the

'O 13 lunch break.'

14 It involves some proposals by LILCO that

15 are based upon just a very cursory review of the

16 letter that seem to appear to be a significant

17 revision of the SFAR to derate the diesel engines

18 and also contains discussions about or some

19 discussion about discussions that were apparently

20 going on between the staff and LILCO concerning
,

21 additional testing of the engines.

22 I just will say as a preliminary matter'

: 23 that it seems to us that these matters discussed in
24 this letter could have potentially a very

,

25 significant bearing upon these hearings and as the

_
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1 Board reads the letter, it will quickly become3

2 apparent that it involves things such as load

(~') 3 factors for the engines upon which both our
%)

4 testimony and LILCO testimony involving the

5 crankshafts were based as well as other related

6 matters, so I'm not going to go any further except

*7 to say that I think that this material may have a

8 significant bearing on the hearings.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I haven't read it

10 and I don't know what's in the letter. There have

11 been discussions of different load factors going

12 back quite some months, and back then I said if

have any argument that there was' 13 anybody --

14 something material in there, presuming they would

15 present it to us.
|

16 We sit here in an adjudicatory proceeding .

17 I'm not worried about the routine correspondence or

18 even non routine correspondence that goes on between

19 the staff and LILCO.

20 We'll get copies so we've apprised of the
|

21 situations, but we don't make any fact findings

O 22 based on that type of material and nobody brought(
23 anything to us in the proceedings with respect to

(j 24 the different 'oud factors, that there's that--
.

25 there have been any contention that loads assumed

:

[
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1 for use in the analysis of what the diesels would3

2 have to run in an emergency situation are incorrect

3 and that's where that stood.

4 Now if there's anything new or different

5 in there, presumably, we'll hear about it from |

|

6 somebody.

7 MR. FARLEY: I just felt obligated to

8 bring it to your attention as soon as it had gone

9 out.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: But I assume at some l

11 point you're going to discuss among the parties, if
12 anybody is going to bring something before us and

c.

if LILCO can point out whether13 you can tell me --

14 they think it's material or not material to anything

15 before us and the other parties can do the same.

16 MR. FARLEY: Our present plan now, your

17 Honor, is to proceed with the crank shafts on the
,

18 file testimony.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: We'll recess until nineI

20 o' clock tomorrow morning.

21 (Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., the hearing was

( 22 adjourned, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Thursday,

23 September 13, 1984)

( 24

25

-_ - -. . . . - . _ - _ _ . _ _ - _ - . . _ , - - - - _ - _ - _ _ - . _ - . - _ - - - , . .--
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Sulzer's four-stroke high-and medium-
.

speed engine range.

by G. Lustgarten* and R. Stof f el"
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h 8t Tbis eng ne, which is tne main repre-i
I

semahve et our medium speed engin: pro-

f{ gramme. was initialg introduced as a twc- #'9 3 # #6-''''nw A S v 25 '30 eng ne
st r e et e s e rs io r. w it h 330 k % rcyl.

I (. 14M brip/cil.a. As a f our strose aesign, it
.

,, , ,

~-

now has a maumum csimder ou!!n.1 of e-
5M kW/cyl at 5(o revimm. (For stanonary ' iiw Q g ,I ,

applications onh. the manmum nomina! ,

b y *'*M,' *
speed ri fd s t res / mm.) ** i* t

f Design has been concentrate 3 on soluuons [ k' . ...

, , ,, , # .* # / g?' to meet trae requirements of rug *: rehabifarv in "E - ' mn
' ,,

#' #'"d 'I heavs fuct serne. Special meawres have '
* hDYI' *~',

i been adopted to reouce thermd1 stresses and #
,

I p 4 .

achieve som wear rates as well as estremelv .' h sh #'v

{ ktw luericating oil consumptior:: trie rotatmg .j #[
@J e

,g,-

pinon as the most outstandmg feature of the
Z asl/4h enene. ,g,. g

- 4

,

.. # ;.
;

'a y yj i The number of engines in service by the .'? 1 M-
,

3

'

end of 1977 amounted to some 180 with
, 2t

, ., ,, ,masimum running periods of 52 Oro hours ~
4 *<'

Ior the Iwo-strok e sersions and 24 000 hours
f or the f our-strok e models. |i

1
> >
_ The 65/65 engine
1 The thorough development tests with the

^

12-cyhnder prototype 65/65 (Fig. 10) by
L,- Suher an Wmterthur as well as with a

3 3 four-cyhnder test engine by M.A.N. in Table 1: The hetzee smed6am speed engtse range.
J $ Hamburg were comp 6cted by the end of
i T 1977 Mtny tedirucal solutions, which Engme Bore / Stroke Speed b. m. t . p. Cyl output{ proved to be very rehable in operstron with T ype vmm) revemm (borp nwp

, the Z 40/48cngme. have been adopted for
3000 16 29 200;j the 65/65 engine. The larger dimensions. AS 23/30 250/300 9u0 36 75 iss

,

yy however, made it necessary to adopt 730 17 38 160
- different solutions for certam components; AL 20/24 200/240 1000 I6 31 102 5

h . 3
'

for example, a welded crankcase with z 40/4s 400/4a0 w p $50
- 7 bolteden cast iron cyhnder blocks and

f ,51g,g ,g constant pressure turbocharging were 3

t specified. *Meanw" an9a* we*d101 staroonary mwococons a 600revimen
P'
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fl.irDe pialk. ernJrt!'g c!!ect a e es uting P' Fc '! /4 M e"Jme r s omsa r w<e e Se..f reterre% r* s * ( couo *e vvon.s y r fd. ' re . srut t r- e a.

Inis7 red

e lirialn . higner ge p nsage area- are , ,,

* * * *poss Pic in compa!nen witn a auncer
nead nJ s d:g i afie cader 222*C

The press-titted sant seat cont..n , an q qg

(%), _

adJmonc inner ueese m oraer te renern p 220.c_, ,7 166 s. 330. 250*, 21.0* v,
,

sumnar cerrout.n of tne laiera: scar surt # e '|
'

-

07N-|
- Inn n aenined es tne msuianng a:r gar p1 . * * * + + **' led 120*C
! t crween tne os erevoted region or 19 seat 1 ! ' 'y. C [ja

i and tne ge pauage, lhe renab@ of the $ L: g g g .g o
sane for heas y f uel operation wag con. f- g, ;- q;% o. } ,;

L ](
s:dera bh ancreased t v inc arrlication of a e

( 7, ,/ ,g
! sJ _'[

'

;specially.dn eloped and patenicJ hasma
d | ,'{(oanng for tne sabe seat in addiuen. trip.

J i %{ /4049 engme n steplicJ with spesialh-
designed toch fo rap.J dnmantiing of the {.;f5o __ J A r *

cyl.nder head during regular mspectwns _ 1. g _ _
__w'

, _ q .4 { . O <-*

The arriscation ni trie abose rnentioned ( . _ . _
1

,,

features maJe it poniele to cuend tne I - -' #~ gumas _seC
oserna.il miersah of tne eshaust sabes On |.sd b4 .

l the Dasn of senice espenence sained with *h' ! [~'* i

t osernaal intenah uutsalh f ased at 6 (10 0 |t
* '

,

? hours. it was detsJed tw toe end of 1976 to .

, j \ C -m p I ___ _./

)| catend the recommended sabe rw er haul 1 | t '

j |
dpenods to between 12 Oho and lf* 0io hours. gj| , , ,

/N Int Period is ano cu3toma y for ruhu.g tne e -

_Jp1 U( I '*' ~ - *pnton, Inn cummatn atrogetner baue need -

[~ of sane cages. $ubscQuent servKe experience |
'

6 w it h the etha ust t ab es on the / 40/48 - J___;
engine ha sencrath confirmed the reinaNiit)
of thn Ceugn. T he few sant tauures m necarong rne terrve'n'urec *|im r6 The enterung .nron rm wn rd tn* Z40 4*s ar

.

" re w* " ,**o,

i cuperienced were explained by 14ulis during a f, a . o,, ,g,,,,,g,,, ,,,,,. g , g g ,, ,773 3,.p cy , f.u,cm ,,,gyaq,on p,,p.,,
the minuf acturing procew or bectase non ,,,,,q, ,,,n g,,,,,g,,3 ,n,,sured ar r p re v e men. ZW hv c vH2 7ti or+ c m,

approved vane makes were used, whKh did
i not meet Suizer requirements. pmcx
| Abor J.

i,

65/66 waH ter,iperatures:
600 +|because simuar prmeiries adopted in the

l Z 40/4h were appbed to the f,5/fo engine, i M Q it . load for o
the mattmum temperatures are remarkably /j/ /,//j/f/j/p/
low for an engine of thn stie. Unhke the 500 2 // e/////< 9 o / /-,

-
i 7 40/4fi deugn however, vahe cages are =

gudgeon pin bearmgprovided on the 65/65 engme in order to

keep the fitting and dismantling mtervals of d' ~ h' l.00-the valves acceptabry low (the weight of the
cyhnder head is considerably higher). ,

I ' ' . 300 -

i
^

The rotating piston \
} In view of the large power range covered by

200 ;,_; Sulier medium speed engmes, two different g g
piston des.gns have been adopted: Ng g

| h e The requirements of the AS 25/30 engine N
100 - gled to the use of a conventional hght

s alloy gudgeon pm piston (Fig.16, right). Gas load Mass forces $
Qg

t whereby the piston skirt is lubricated by '533 kW/cyl 600 r p m* 0 >
+ splash oil. The lubricatma oil consump- , ,

4 tion, which ranges betw een 13 to (725 BHP /cyl) -----

p 2 0 g/kWh (10 to 15 g/bhph), is
controlled by the ring package placed.-

" abose the pin. Pg 17. Specinc kedar the nowncai seenng ot the rtoita engene

Y
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tresti oil wetteJ ria:t of um sbr' o turneJ,w
/ N int - tne loadsarts uag runt tutwtantuli)...=

,
. .. gm

ns $30 r o rn reducing tne danger et scuure F urtnermore.
) { Up j

pnton uc arant- can tv r euts.ed ti . 4
; ,f. mammum ou to tne symn etric.d stur- et
3 w_- j 3*

. , R o.tchet -ring . t y on. u ir'

An merosed meenanicai tenamhty n ahn' qs, j roc /s' i x f g
int'rnutated in tt'r rotat ng pbsor . dm le,* p s . '~ p / \ / v

/** i f "/ \ / \ trw tonownw enatariertsuce
1'0

N3'CMI .' / \ # \ e l n- maumura specif e. load e- t?

srsnet w.o neartne under ga- t er e. e

[%.
fi '~ ' e

, j

\ / arvot N to 40 r$ct cesit lowe- than ir. tv/ \ /'b t / 1 / caw e- t i; s rn.s" enJ tat ar ir's v .
Spring f C . '' - j

i / ) / cornennorui EuJteon pin !! s. abo tvet
N % q, j g

O) \ l \/ esenn drtrirutcJ tf is lh
( M .- j

1 %/ \/ e lne loaainc of uir rotating mechannr. i .'

'' g.1 __ d . L. se7 im u* ewmed scne uten . it.

\ C' 90* 1!iO* m* 3505 I ik 15 the ouhaunt monor e tne
rod sn.st' ilt' tWe s it inter-Co!1Dectir15

' X mittera rotation to tne ratche, rim ( ir-

mm' .* the othe' nand, s perwidc acceter.ition
rm ., s au tweranon M W neass min umAnguic' **tocs'y c' the piston,# Up **

V snoud r*e asonded ih orde" t.' pffben:

angulC' v etc Cit y et tne rosCher -ring damake t t the rotattnf mccriantsru ode lo
, ,

Wp *
nieri inef fla torce, I o' thn purpom sne'

N' ;3

b' ; intermittent metion of tne ratcnet rin4 6
( , transmitted to tt'e p6 ton sktri osci a

I

\ ! circular spring. The %pring a.' Curt.dtales' >

('s C the energs transmitted periodic 4hv rw tne*

rosatms mec hanism and dehw er s it" *
*

smootruy to tne piston skirt. According to
hg r8 Roraang meennensm or the 740 48 twster Hem and a senemnec reoresentaeon snown ots verv i15. Il'. the nntermittent rotauon cf anc ,

'#"9 ratchet rmg (W n transformed mio an
atmost steadv rotation mosement ts.)of
tne piston shirt around its aus. Due to the
ebminauon of snerual torce., tne torces

. indoced at tne ratchet rmg pertpners are-

-O 240 now .
,

P-t~ 220r- - - - - ' ! 1.abriestine oil consumpeon: tr. s con .Jera-
T.? h ' .! 200 ,

tion a one of tne most cu:tmp pret, ems

l7b)r- ~ ~"'
.: -

I 200 w rucn base to be sch ed d u-ir.g ine
u"' 3

n 9 15 0 F E0 deselopment of a trunk.pnton engu. T ne

umaue leatures of the rotatmg pute; tme
( ) $ ~~ ~ '

permitted a mu;n better control of itar waang
133 | c:1 consumpoon because of the fottowmga

1970 1973 1976 1979 Yect fa: tors:
e The absolutely symmetrical condit,ons of

M r9 E v o 4. r.o e of the ptstun skirt as we'! as U:e Una!*

ma rimurn c ytenore ourour tunning cicarances result in a reducec'
or rne A5 25 etene trool piston slap, unkn can be dampeneJ with
ano Zv 40 * 48 engon* comparatnsen smaker amounts of od
'Dorrom t e The reduced danger of seizure due to the

rotaurig movement permits a km lu t*
735 ricaung ou rate.

..

Cr I~ '

In addition, the lubricatine oil consumre
|C b7

t' I _ .J j tion as exact!v controbed by a separateI

5 3 I 588 i evhnder lubrication system: the rate is

j s'utomaucauv adiusted. as a function c' the
-

56! 533 f~
r- J 0 mgine loal As a resuh. tne unal lubnangU3 485 { 533 oil consumption of the Z 40/en eneine4 --#

~i I 478 remams below I 3 g/kwh O -o y/bnphi.
440 Thn performance is fuuv confirmed by

long-term service experience with the engine. ,

1970 1973 1976 1979 Year

Development - Production Testbed results
As already mentioned, a high power reserve

/ S e The pistons of larger engines are more well-known rotating piston design was was incorporated m Sulzer engmes at the"

() prone to piston seizure because of the adopted for the Z 40/48 (Fig.16, left) as design stage, a principle which aHowed the 6

'

higher deformations involved. The risk of well as for the larger 65/65 engine. The engine to be introduced at a reasonably safe

seizure is aggravated by the customer's advantages of such a design are that local output level in order to gain expenence for

demand for low tubricatma oil consump. overheating is avoided, due to the rotary further power increases. At the same tarne,

tion and by the requirement to burn low movement. Temperatures are symmetncany tests with much higher ratings were carried ,

- quahty heavy fuds, datributed and thermal deformanom are out on the testbed. Fig.19 illustrates thej
I

also symmetrical. Thanks to the spherical eveluuon of testbed performance against the

la order to solve these problems and to bearing and the symmetrical form of the production ratings of the AS 25/30 and
sattsfy the demands conneaed with high skirt, deformations due to gas pressure are Z 40/48 engines. The even, increased lead g

specific output and good rehabihty, the symmetrical ag well. With every stroke, a time basically results in successne improve-

.. .

;
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Sulzer's four-stroke high-and medium--

..speea engme range

by G. Lustparten* and R. Stoff ef"

n

RE CrNT U ARs ti.e tour-strete dicsci Tee fit" iwo suure-eevened nr ' .av ens;n- Programn>e a n . \l. A A.. w r.at re

eneo.c he son o..J itcJ it - roaac . c. in-. nm rea nte .c. ,inan.e.: w wo we as te u: i: - rroJ uceer txcw

rn.tr me t te k k%rs,df. x II ' arDNatlob I, sm k'. ab f e'I D''. et r 'T1ert.** W ai!It .' o% e' f ns* a r J ft . Ieu . Li; 22-) &% 135 8 t'Tir..

authan powe' erreratto: t ru tour-vrek- tbc t w rten seal- I he M M engmt - a imt" n.es e aueam Pre: carrie.1 e..I with ..siew .

engine o an intereumc a"ernatn e t.. the oes ciormer ' '" %Ut * and M A N - n:h: fi rtna- urratu.. h . f .re rmdJ e o.14" me- f'
tw wn. e cross hea ; c>es wnrrr omitra cemntetea ar. mtensive an eiormer rer i Ri A 2' w and A 25 30 ea' me- w ere ir

space is asallJt'le f or LDe P4Pulston un;;. tof E!amme tw Ine eind O* 19"
sof s he 3001he Inaumbm run.nny nmirs rlad

-

n:ecur.' r im o tout

when f aa miroduced. tne A :s v ename {nampie in ron-on roi.-on snie s. passenger
sessen and terne . seve+ nas <suemancaw, The AS25/30 and AL20/24.

wa- us. c mamn ter a u w.a n now u ;
r on ennne programme te Iworsea i. erve veneraaor. Due to the increa,e m out:,tr t

meet suen demand,. engines [
ine power rance between 620 Lu' and T he A5 25 '30 cesign o butit m m. eight and w c! a, the sanscauem ceselormer.t e- o -

14 9tio kW n erwered ev threr engme types. 10 n unde: in-hnt anc 12.f r and IW Larger Lo hnder umr.. the AS 25 '.10 rsn.:e 6

y scruons. Figs.1,2 and 3. The main teatures has also graaua!n triaae it s mark a a f

O A-enemes fo- outputs up to 3 Nio kW of tne engine are a simple and toru t deugn, rropuluon engme The smaher At 28 Ja ,

f4 M8 bnp) good acceutbility to the parts suoiect to wear engine t Fig. dr. based on a umstar desigt.. o |

bemp manuf actured m m- and eignt-eshner ;0 7-enames for outputs up to 4 HM kW ar.d easy m.untenancc.

#13 0% bbN The crismal ohnder output or the two- in-line v ersion s for a u ui:a r y power j
O 65'M engme for outruts up to 23 8$0 k% sahe A 25'30 engine was 135 k% eni seneration trie propuluon of smah unns 4

(32 Ato ohN iik4 bhp /cm During subseauent deveior- and f or power packages tas illustrated tw t >e a

ment stage . howeser. tne A5 25'3o ename Sul k% container unam hg. 50 |
was prouded with tou* vati cs and the ,

nimaer output mercased to 201L% int The Z 40/48 engine I

(270 bhpectin In tne courwe of cesciopirg The 7 F4k engme n eftered in sn- a .! f
tna ongmalk Suaer-des.pncJ enzme, the cirhi-niinde' l'i tme f orm and 10.12. . .a n% ~ .n,i o e oi,, c.o.. w .

AS 23 '30 was incorreratcJ mto the common lo and Ih nhnde V-sersions d ig. 6. 7 anJ f
1~ n m w=ai m, te.e
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tumortne AL 20'2d
fog 2 Cecss section of tne AW 2530encum "~

; l

8:. The engme. which is tne m.un repre
sentative o' os.r rnedium speeJ engine pro-,

gramme. mai sneriahv introd. aced as a twa #'O J # IW"uw A W 25 'JC evne

(_ .trote sersion math 330 k % icA 6

(450 brtp/csl.#. As a tour-stros e design it . y . ,a . .

,%yynow ha. a masimum cshnder outpu! of ,
*

5% kWrcil at 5fia rev'mm fFor stationary
-

-
'

E4 oi apphcarum s onn tne masimum nomma! .I

* ' ''.f
*.

*

DwL
!-- ysneed n em emmin i ,,

jgw # f # / kjj,

f lxsign nas been concentrated on solutions ,f . f . . . . -/[
.

'
* to meet the reautrements of high rehabshtv m - ~ f

,, ,

L heavs f uel serv K e Special measures have
-

AI*M, -[**f-
neers adopted to reouce 'her. sas stresws and #

4',sse w, acnseve low near rates as meia as esttemesv
.

9 *j d b <#
f kim luorwatmg oil i;orttumptior;: the rotatany f h CI1EWb $pnton is tne mo*. outstanding feature of the g j,,., g

' o
y ,',

'~*7 40'4h ename.
S.I The number of engines in service by the , N *,',

. , y

%,@ *
-

*'
end of 1977 amounted to some IRO with

,

." r-I ,. ,.manimum running periods of $2 000 hours #*
4 ''

f or the two-stroke versions and 24 O(U hours
for the four strok e models. *

i 4
The 65/65 engine

? The thmough development tests with the
.

12<yt.nder prototype 65/65 (hg. 101 by
Sulzer in Winterthur as well as =sth a<.

$ four<yhnder test engine by M.A.N. in laWe I: The .seaser seedsess speed eng6me range.I d Hamburg were compacted by the end of
| $ 1977 Many tedsnacal solutsons, which E.nsme bre/seroke Sceed b. m.e. p. Cyl. cuspis

( {, proved to be very rehable in operation with Type (mnd rev/ min (her) OWp
t

| the Z 40/4&-ename, have been adopted fut loro 16 29 2to3 4 the 65/65 ensme. De larser dimensions, AS 23/30 230/300 900 16 75 ISSj ,j however, made it necessary to adopt 750 17 38 160

*

, different solutaons for certain compoccuts; AL 20/24 200/240 1000 16 31 102 $I for exarn ple, a welded crankcase with z 40/44 400/440 W H $4 mW boheden cast iron cylmder blocks and
{ constant pressure turbocharging were 1 I 5

63/65 6 W 650

t specnfaed.
* Aaemmsen enene ar**d kr sermnarv a#e**o"* * Mrer/ met

1-
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The rotating piston
J In view of the large power range covered by (' ( 200 (,,_Sulier medium speed engines, two different g

N 'spnt n designs have been adopted: y gJ h
q p e The requirements of the AS 25/30 engine 100- gled to the use of a conventional hght

i alloy gudgeon pm piston (Fig.16, itsht). Gas load Mass forces i f)
'whereby the piston skirt is lubncated by 533 kW/cyl 600 r p.m- 0 >*
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controlled by the rms package placed.-
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1970 1973- 1976 1979 Year taaon:
e Tne absolutely symmetrical conden, of

r,a 79 g ,otu r<o n or the pnton skirt as w eb a s tre s mall
running clearances resuit in a r:dacedmarmum r ea e ourour

o rne A;15 eno.ne troof pnton slap wnich can de camper.c s withr
a no Iv 40 4 e a9'** comparataciv smaher amounts of od
" O*' e Tne reuuced daniter of seizure due to the

rotaung movement permits a kw lub-
735 noatmg oil rate.
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C* |

In additon, the lubreating oil consurnts-

E J tion is exacth controlled by a se parate

y }' P-[ -588 evlinder lunrication system: the rate n,

; automaucativ adjusted, as a function c' the *

:- 533
550 ; erp ne inad. As a result, the total lunratmpU3 485 F | 5333 "" - ~# oil consumption of the Z 40/4r en eme

I 478 remains deb. 13 s/kwh it o p +nph3
440 Thn performance a fuhv confern ed by

long-term service exper.cnce with the engme.

1970 1973 1976 1979 Year

Development - Productio'' Testbed results
As already metitioned, a high power reserve

(~'s e The pistons of larger engines are more
well known rotating piston design was was incorporated in Sulier engines at the

; ) prone to piston seizure because of the adopted for the Z 40/48 (Fig.16, left) as design stage, a prmciple which allowed the 6

higher deformations involved. The risk of well as for the larger 65/65 engine. The engine to be introduced at a reasonably safe '
v

setture is aggravated by the customer's advantages of such a design are that local output level in order to gain esperience for }

demand for low lubncates oil consump- overheating u avoided, due to the rotary further power increases. At the same tune, I

tion and by the reqaremerit to burn low movement. Temperatures are symmetncelly tests with much higher ratings were carried ;

quabty heavy fucis. distributed and thermal deformauons are out on the testbed. Fig.19 illustrates the
i

also symmetrical. Thanks to the spherical evolution of testbed performance against the

la order to solve these problems and to bearing and the symmetncal form of the production retmas of the AS 25/10 and
satisfy the demands connected with high skirt, deformations due to gas pressure are Z 40/48 engines. The even, incres ed lead ;

specific output and good rehabihty, the symmetrical at well. With every stroke, a time basically results in successive improve-
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. Sulzer's four-stroke high-and medium-s

.

speed engine range

by G. Lustgarten* and H. Stof f et* *
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t 8' This engme, whic't h tha main ret're-

sentatsse of our medium speed engine prtm-
gramme. ma, instna!n introddeed as a two- #'s J A r6-cesmoer A S v 25'30enene
stroke serstor w it h 310 k W e cy!. 6

s. m., , .

(4%) ' pp/ csl.L As a f our-stroa t ocugri, it
- gg

,

o

now has a masimum cylinder output of
gf ' N j'e, j .

9 **
$'O kWe est at $rdi rev'mn. (For stationars

.

I ar'Discation, onn. tne masimum nomina'
,, ,*

rg *~*M*
l speed n Nin tr= s mir ** 74 - -* %

j ''e
*

[ Desyn has been corwentrated on totuuons *s
a

?- to meet trae requirements of hien retsabantv in ' t kr - , , , , . .?" ,* [ "''n '

[ heavs fuer serv >c Special measure s riave hhM'
'

*
---

y been adopted to reduse triermaj stresses and '
8'

' ,,,eactueve low wear rate, a, well as estremelv .n g +h a #
fj loa tuencanng oil cornumpoor:: the rotaunF , ,

'

g [,, f rg ;, $
s gpivon a tne most outstanding teature of tne , . .# e7 40/44 engine. ,

6.8

. .. */ ,'yy%,~i The number of engines in service by the j ;,

4, ,cod of 197? amounted to some Ik0 with ',
., ,.! maximum runnmg periods of $2 0rso hours " *'

e
i lor the two. stroke versions and 24 000 hours

f or tric four strok e models. *

a 4. '

The 65/65 engine
.

The thorough development tests with the
12-cyhnder prototype 65/63 (Fig. IO) by

,- Sutter m wmterthur as well as with a
., four<> hader test engine by M.A.N. in Iable I: The Selse smedense speed engine reage.! 9 Ilamburg .eere completed by the end of

j j 1977. Many tectinacal solutsons, which Ensme Bore / stroke Sreed b.m e p. Cyl curpia
g { proved to be very rehable in operation with T FT* f mmi rev/ min (her) f twp

4 , the Z 40/48-ensme, have been adopted for lotio 56-29 200
g 4 the 65/63 eagme. De larger dimensions, A3 23/30 230/300 900 16 75 185. } however, made it necessary to adopt 750 37-38 leo'

different solutsons for certam components; AL20/24 200/240 1000 16 31 102 $
for example, a welded crankcase with 2 40/4s 400/4a0 # "" #

j f bolteden cast iron cyhnder biccks and '
65/65 m so

~

g cnnstant pressure turbocharging were l 325,

g spctised. *48a =rman saame speed sbr e nermnary an*casons o mree/nm
, q,

, , 53 A Speciad Survey by The Moav She. February,1978
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coohns are necessary. In the case of the M T
A 4 I [ [ J 3 |i Q

~d 8,Z.

Z 40/48, a thorough invest sation was
carried out in order to fmd the best design 3 bei -- M W" ^ "was

for an engme with a high rehabihty and
capable of burning heavy fuels up to
3 500 sec. Red. I with fugh sodium and Ag f4 Menared temswannes t'es e me comausson enwrww ..a or me 240/4s ena,ne er opwoong
venadaurn contents, sondeans or a rmmer. a.m e p. Jo6er. W amero.
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head nas tris s ah e saits ||]*C.

- 220*0--*
* gThe pren-tincJ satu sea: wntam, an ,

0 s. 2s v w'aJJ:nona; inrer sie-se m order to ren ent
^ surpnur terroshiri et tric la.erai sea' surtast g* I

, kp
-

Trm n act.iese; I , tne m utanry a r pr 4. * ' * * * + * '* 18 120*C '#
y-P o'tsef weeti tne twerwonec regior o! tne seat ;

,

D,o .g and the gas panagc. The rebatt of the h 4- s ,j [ MO*C 0 "
Nsabe for heasy f uel operatiot, wa$ coro f-. .

, ,,;
siderabi, antreascJ tw th6 aprlisat:0. of a f. | ( , js

,

speciails-devenopeJ and patentea tiasma L,, %J J 'l '
|

* +

I
,

''(nating for tne sahe sea:. In addrison. tire |;
*

.

,
s= - ir ./ 4m 49 engine i, suppi cd witn spesia:h- j

,

' ' e' *

',
ce'iened toob for rapiJ dnmantting of the

.

esl.nder head during regular mspemorb - +
_ _ ,_J f- O

g' .The aprncatiori of ti e atwne me'itioned c. . - -

I - ym-M |
.

"Ilea:ures made it pombir to estend the

M W ~ * -
! Oserhaul mtenah of the eshaust sakes On ;

j [ !
it the paus of scrue espenence pained with ** :-

*

! oserha A imenab truualh ttwJ 4: 6 Oi s l [,

h md! hourt it was deciJru h the end of 106 to y . | [ S. l .-

i eurenu the res ommended sabe os er ttaul t . _ J I > ,

{periods to t>ctween 12 Of ss and Ib M hours. ' 'I _bh[] Inn period n aim (ustoma's fer ptaliing inc g
(,1 rnion. Inis enminates aitogettte team need y* .

" 1 -

|d,,||
ot sahe cages. Subsequent sen ke enperience |

3
t witn the esnaust van es or. the / 4+ #

eniririe has generain conf.rrned tne renat ili s
c' inn ceug n. Inc tew sanc tanures g g g ,,, , ,, ,,,,,yp.,,,,,,,, , , , , , , , , , , ,,, q , , , , , , , ,,

,

s espersented were tsphained tn tauin dutmir ,,,og a 9,, ,,, ,,,. m m 7,, ,7;5 g,,g. e, . Wenn we guayoon p,r, e.r rue A 5 2.% 3()w,,,
tr r nianuf acturir:g proceu er besause nois- ,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,perervee s menwred s' t Oih re,/ me, 2tAl a d < ( yle'2h br@ (y4,

appr'ned sasse makes were i.ncJ. whish diJ
t not meet Suurt requirements p

DQr h
65/66 waH temperatures:
because s!mita' prinsiran aJorsed in the 600 + Mag load for O

| 7 40/44 were appbed to tne 65'(* engine,
the masimum temperatures are remarkabtv p/ 7 ff dpe /

low for an engine of thn stie. Ljnhke trie
-

500 - /p h' I
/ 40/# deugn, howeser, sane cages are -

gudgeon pin bearingprouded on the 6961 engine in order to
keep the fittmg and dnmantimg intersah of k~ h' g,
the salses acceptabe) low f the weight of the
cybnder head is conuderably higher). .*

The totating piston
j, in view of the large power range covered by

200 "Sulier medium speed engines, two diff erent j g *%paton designs have been adopted-
Ne The requirements of the AS 25/30 engine 100- gled to the use of a consentional light,

i alloy gudgeon pm piston (Fig.16. right), Gas food Mass forces % ()
whereby the paston skirt is lubncated by 533 kWjcyg 600 r.p.m. 0

. ms*
-

o splash oil. The lubricauns od consump.
1 inon, w hich ranges betw een 13 to (725 BHP /cyl) -----

5 2 O s/kWh (10 to 1 $ g/bhph), is
1 controlled by the ring package placed

abose the pin. Fog 17 5peerhe kedof Fe aphencet besang of the 140/48engme."
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e Ine absolutely symmetrical condition, of

im 19 E eoru rion of trr entun shrt as w cH e r tr~ srns
running cecarances resuit in a re iocecmecmum c encer curreue

of the AS 16 enene trocJ pntort stap. wnAb can r>e dampchs ; witt,
o n e t v 40 > de e ng'"' comparatnety smal,er amounts og o.
IDonorni e Ibf feduced danger et %ellure duC to tr.c

rotatme movement permars a lo* suts

735 r cating oil rate.
i ,

2i F-~ j
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in addition, the luencarine ein cor%mp-
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J |
tion n exactly controlled t'y a se parate

E%
F ~[_ _588 ! etimde* iutricaton svsicm ine rate nTj ' automaticabv adiusteJ. as a function r* the
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=- 533
T50 crigme in J. As a result. the total tunnaime
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Development - Production Testbed gesults
As already mentioned, a high power reserve

/O e The pistons of larger engmes are more well-known rotating piston design was was mcorporated in Sulzer engmes at the

prone to puton seizure because of the adopted for the Z 40/48 (Fig.16. kftp as destan stase, a pnnciple which allowed the 6

6

higher deformations evolved. The ruk of well as for the lasser 65/65 ensme. The ensine to be introduced at a reasonably safe

setture is aggravated by the customee's advantages of such a desisn are that local output level in order to gain expenence for

demand for low lubricates oil consump. overheatmg is avoided, due to the rotary further power increases. At the same t rne,

tion and by the regarement to burn low movement. Temperatures are symmetrically tests with much higher ratings were carrwd i

quabty heavy fuels. datributed and thermal deformauons are out on the testbed. Fig.19 illustrates the
i

also symmetriani. Thanks to the sphencal evolution of testbed performance asamst the

in order to solve these problems and to bear.ng and the symmetncal form of the production ratings of the AS 25/30 and
*

satisfy the demands connecsed wah high skirt, deformations due to gas pressure are Z 40/48 engmes. The even, sneressed lead ;

specific output and good reliability, the symmetrical ag well. With every stroke, a ttme basically results in successive improve t
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The Development of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine
'I
'

I of 7.000-9,000 Horsepower for Marine Propulsion

i J. A. POPE, D.Sc., Ph.D., Wh.Sc., M.I.Mcch.E.* and % . LOWL, II.Sc., M.I. Mech.L.t

The design considerations and develarment tests are described which base resulted in
the production of the Mirrlees-National K Maior engme, which has a current commercial
ratmg of 3,000 to 7,500 b.h.p. sn 6 to Ifi-cylmder units, and a projected future rating

' of 9,000 b.h.p. sn Ib cyhnders.
The Mirrlees K engme has been well established for over 12 years, some 980 engines .

7
now being in service for power generation and marme propulsion. Of these engines,250 arej operatmg on heavy fuels with viscosities rangmg from 200 to 4,600 seconds Redwood I,

650,000 horsepower. The obiective in the design and development of the
{

representing over
K Mator engine has been to increase the specific power output by 50 per cent nr d at the
same time to m.untain or to meresse the safety fact" p-essed by the original K engine..

These factors, which determme the ability of the engme to operate on residual fuels with
kru mamtenance and lugh avai!abihty, ste discussed and the achievement of the objective.

as illustrat 2.
Component parts of the eng ne are desenbed in turn, with details of the methods of

measurement of pressure and temperature leveh, air fww and wear rate * in test rigs and in
-

~ ' a prototype three-c3 hnder engme which was equipped with special features, such as a cam.
shaf t w ith variable ttmmg. to Iacihtate des elcpment work.

The test results ohtamed on the first 12-ethnder KV Maior engine are show n to confirm
the perf ormance expected irom the rig and protc, type engine tests.

INikoDUCTION 73,

in general, the requirements of a marme propuhien engme
-

[ '8 *are:
al rehability; h ') 9

b) low Iuel consumption; .m- |
~

n '

c; the abihty to burn heavy fuels obtained in any part [,y ,q
of the world; } ,03 (f: ';%

d)- 1:ru lubricating oil consumption; . . <

am :
c. low tr.amienance requirements; ;

- -
,

a sc~ jf) minimum space and weight in leeping with a) and c).
'

,

Thew requirements are obvious but can onIv be achiesed j ,3) ,

if certain basic principles in design are followed. The paper is *y QQ ,p, 1; *
-

.{ _ ,,_divided into sections, each denhng with one aspect of design
c tuch atiects the c overall qualitrs.

,
op , , e fo ,, ,, ,, ,, yo fy u f, fe .ro ,t; .,, ,,,

liowever, before detailing these definite sections, some a 3, .r .o,. noco

observations must te made on the application for which the
engme is to be uvd and its suitability for that appbcation. An Ftc.1-Distribution of horseporcer for ships ooct 2,000 d.co.t.
engme developing 7,000 to 9,000 b.h p. in 18 cylinders would en order in Great britain in Afarch 1965
be ideal for mednam-speed marine propulsion since the power

- range available would be from 3,000 h.p., in a single six- at $25 r.p.rn., and 220 lb./sq. in., b.m e p., 465 h.p ' cylinder
cyhnder engine, to 18,000 h p. with twin 18-cylinder engines. would be descloped. The design of the K Maior engine w as based

power range covers a large section of the mar ne market, on a continuous rating of 250 lb./sq. in., b.rn.e.p., at 525 r.p.m.,
illustrated in hg.1, so that if condmons a) to f) can, be giving $28 h pjevhnder, and the development programrne was

ed a worthwhile market should exist for such an engme. planned to achieve this rating, using heavy fuel, in the three-

The mittal design study showed that the dimensions of the "" E'' d
irrices National K engine (15-in. bore x 18-in. stroke) would At t$e prese'nt time, the K Maior is released for the com-

t this power range very well, if the new design embodied the mercial market at a ratmg of 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.c.p., at 500,,

modern features resultmg from research and development which r.p.m., and deselopment testing for the second stage of 220 lb./
would enable high specihe outputs to be obtained whilst retain * sq. in., b.m.e.p., at 5 25 r.p.m. is well advanced.3 ,,

{.m. economy and rehabihty. At 500,r.p.m., and 200 lb./sq. in.,A cross-section of the engine, showing its general construc-g

e.p., this size of engme would give 402 h.p./ cylinder, while tion,is shown in Fig. 2 and the details of the design will te dealt |

2 Research and Technical Director, Mirrlees National Ltd. with in the follcrxing sections of the paper under the bendings
t Quel Development Engineer, Mitrices National Ltd. a) to f) aheady given. i

''
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Tlie Development of a Higlily-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine'
-

- a) ret.tADILITY 1) exhaust temperature af ter the valves should not cNeced

Gencral Considerations S20 deg. F. (440 deg. C.) with uncooled valve seats and

F.xperience in engineering has shown that one of the surest 930 deg. F. (500 deg. C.) with cooled seats;
methods of producmg intrinsa: reliabihty in a complex piece of 2) top piston ring groove temperature should not excted
machinery, such as a Diesel engine, is to proceed by a process of 430 deg. I . (230 deg. C);
log: cal e colution from one successful design to the next, taking 3) iniector novle tip temperature should not exceed 350
care that the critical parameters, proved in the crininal d: sign, deg. F. (ISO den. C.);
are maintained m the new design. From the authors' ex. erience 4) exhaust valve seat temperature shoulJ not exceed
of tinuous-duty Diesel engnes, the critical parame:ers to 1.020 den. F. ($50 deg. C);

be utly watched are t 5) lubricatmg oil consumptun should not exceed one rer
cent of fuel consumption at full load and if pe #:

Trau I should approach 0 5 per cene of full load f uel em-
sumption;

6) .', bearings should be well within their load-carrying
Mirdees
KV12 Mirr!ces KV12 Majar engice CdPJC"Fi

. .

engine. 7) the stressing of all components, both in fataue and
Wrays.ter -- - - sta.ic !cadi.ig conditiom, shou:d be such that an ade-

154 200 220 250 quate factor ci safety exists.
Ib.!,q. in. Ib.isq. in. Ib./sq. in. Ib.!H. m. Some of the more important design and performance
b.m.c.p. b.ru e p. b.m.c.p. b. m.e.p. characteristics of the K Major engine are compared in Table I

450 500 525 525 with those of the earlier and successful K engine, tne comparim.
r.p.m. r.p.m . t.p.m. r.p.m. h h & Ws M h MM pm W M-

Moment ofinerth of bed-
maintained and, in many cases, improved.

,

plate (in.41 13,650 31.430
Maumum mternal couple,

'31,430 31,430
l'iston thiign

tons. It. 210 2 48 290 290 The control of top piston ring groove temperatures by cool.
Ratio, masimum couple ing the underside of the crown of the conventional sin;;les se

+ moment of mertra 00113 0-00S4 0 0092 0 0092 ca:t iron piston,usmi in the K engine,is acceptab!: up to a r. : .;
Re a stress in crank- of about 180 lb./s t. in., b.m.c p., usint; a cast iren h.n u a

U.T.S. m the rmg belt of 17 tons /sq. m., but, .bove this hm',Maximum cylinder pres.
sure. lbJsq. in. 1,0SO 1,350 1,350 1,.:00' high tensile thermal stresses are produced on tk imide w F c'

Cyhnder head stud stress, the piston behinJ the ring grooses'U. F r the K Maior eneme,
re-s/sq. in. 33 10 10 1 10 4' a two-piece construction has been derdoped, as illustratez ,

Fatigue strtngth of f.jp,. 3, unich has a high-tensi!c steel crown and a " Mech.mm
lthrc ds, tons 4q. m. 17 27 27 27 skirt. This c.esign incorporates an inner load-carrving bm,

sa that no pressure load is taken on the outer wall which c.m .-'n g 0-49 0 37 0 375 0335
11 a stress in fuel the rmgs, and the latter may be quite , thin, thus reducin: tt:s

lbJsq. in. 262,000 205,000 215,000 225,000* heat-flaw path to the piston rings and givmg cfhcient oil co -

M bearing load, Ib / of the ring belt, as wc!! as ensuring that the roots of the paton
sq.ir. 814 1,234 1,275 1,330'

Maximum perminible \ / Ibe: ring load, Ib /sq. in. 1,500 2,500 2,500 2,500
N jRatio load /permmible \ l . I_

,

load 0 54 0 49 0 51 0 53*
Large end bearing load, , GPKb 3

,

2 9'
IbJsq. in. 2,400 2,E00 2,900 3.050' - 6 1 y t'-,

/ i erMasimum permissible ae ' 'r

bearing load. IbJsq. in. 2,700 5,000 5,000 5,000 (>, j N . / / j ri

y" ARatio load /permmible 7-- 1
[load

, ,
O E9 0 56 0 53 0 61'

) L x
Mtumum stress m paron

+ U.T.S. of materul 0 44 0 33 0 35 0 36* j. .]
,

hTop pnton ring groove |
t

n,[- - - 't nmper; ture, deg. C. 220 165 185 205* ; i u
Exhaust tempera ture at f

4,*' ', -
<

cylinders, deg. F. 100 810 E50 $90* | | II /
! dIfAir flow,1b/b.h.p..hr. 13 3 13 8 13 9 13 7* . ! #..

_ _ _ . , _

Exhaust vahe seat tem. | 'j.

perature, deg. C. 5 ',0 460 490 520' 1 ,f
Specific fuel consumption, __.-___1 ^3 I- --~-4lb./b h.p..hr. 0336 0335 0 33G 0050' {

iLubricating oil consump- I __

L

.

tion, Ib./b.h.p.-br. at - - -

I ''
full load 0 0030 0 0020 0 0020 0 0018'

- W|^T"" P LWeight of engine, Ib./
b.h p. 44 30 26 23

g[Th trea of piston,
- - " - -

138 162 162 162
Mit nim thrust pressure f

on pismn. Ib /sq. in. 35-3 33 5 34 0 358' \
[Depth of cyhncer l'ead,in. II 75 13-5 13 5 It 5 S

Inject:r nonle tip temper.
atur2(fucia t 200 deg.17.).
deg. C. 177 127 130 136' A,

/Inlet valve seat wear
.h-

0 8 0 0 * *
. ,

fact:r 192 156 15G 162' -

(listr: poland values Flo,3-Assembly of itvo-piece oil-cooled istonf
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', Tlic I)evelopiireitt of <t llisfily-statect Meclittisi-symt />t. ci L'rigirie.
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{ j.8

1]:a
ring grooves are stren-free. The piston crown is retaincJ by // . --- .- . ,uo

. four high-tensil stud > which hme rolled threa:1, t.> gise ma.si-* '

|r

mum fatigue strength, and heat-resisting "llchro P anserts are i IM'"' I%y used to carrv tne stud >, thus further improving the f.itigue fo | .. ,rY . ,,,,
'

!O strength of the assembly and alm actmg as a heat turrkr for the I / 4

| ,.(4 checking the corrcct pre-1 ud of the studs, this being aduescd by ?
e... _

_ .__a{g/ |e'
:

i M]
studs. Dnc springs are ntred under the castle nuts to incre.nc the i |,.

/resihence of the assembly and to provide an accurate inethod of g ,r

d I'f
._ _ . ,og';'..yf

;,

,$ measurement of the gap between the two retaining plates for the 3 f/' .f /i / t

_ si! [#[_ey _ g _;| gg (
i

iN springs. Lubricating oil is fed, via a drilling in the connectiag i g _ __ _ /
vt- tod, through the piston pm and to the annulus chamber behind I ' f ; ;g/ .

M t- th: ring grooves, through which it circulates at high velocity ( '/ < // ~ [ - ~ 5 "'
[[$

"
P ti, ,

P

; '
before snecting a transfer drilhng to the inner chamber below the I / J '

; *

#piston crown, f rom w here it hnally passes down an integral drain j [ [ |
I-

|drilling in the piston skirt. The returning oilis collected in a cast /
;, aluminium tray, supported from the engine column, and is fed _' !

g |e ,

, ,_ ; }i

3 through a flexible connexian to a sight-flow and temrerature ; [ 76,,,,, :
# indicator mounted adjacent to the crankcase door. i pa to4 i-

The thermally-induced and pressure-induced stresses have | { | |
3 been thoroughly investigated in test rigs prior to tests in the O ,fg ,k gof 39 ,go ,,o
i prototype engine. bg. 4 is a diagram of the thermal stress rig ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,f,g.
f. w hich is used to simulate the heat flow through the piston w hich
L. occurs in the engine, heat being supplied by electric immersion Fla. 5-Comparison of temperaturcs cn3 stresses in
i"T heaters using solder as the. medium for transferring the heat to single-f ccc and troo-piccc piston destgnsi
|M the piston crown. IIcat transfer through the piston rings is
; 4,f. achieved by water-cooling the standard engine liner and oil-cool- extremely small. Fig. 5 shows the variation in thermr,1 stress ir
;}U ing o' the piston internally is arranged in the same way as in the the piston wall and aho the temperature in the region of the to;
?$ engine. Thermal stresses are measured by Dudd self-temperature ring grome as a function of brake mean efhtive pressure fu
|1h compen ated strain gauges, having an overall size of lin. x lin., both the original single-piece piston and fo: the K Major two
% so that the effect of the gauges on the heat transfer conditians is piece piston; Fig. 6 illustrates the temperature and stress distri
.f'.t
$,f

" / * '
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The Development of a Highly-rated Mediwn-speed Diesel Engine'

bution in the crown of the two-piece piston. The reduction in top;

im spo 340 |
rin : groove temperature by some 126 deg. F. (70 deg. C.),.

(N - G 4ci achiesed by the new design, has inade available a wide potential

'x 'oca | for increase in rating in the future, before any limit.ition due to''Imb -

s s
lubricating oil break-down as reached. The thermal and pressuret _, h''s

' U'''- (fec,f stresses are quite modest for the stcel crown, which has a U.T.S.
,

## '''.9fhs'',

(l'\' ,
,'', - . %.---- - hd.o

safety are much increaseJ oser the ori;;inal single-piece cast iron
- '- . ~ rm of 60 tons /sq. in., at room temperature, so that the factnrs cf\ '

asci

# if k'iso design., , ,1.
, ,

,N ,,, s 45)
t-s a <

N it m H,

'~'( ~,,o Connectin Rod~

The connecting rods are one-piece stampings with the large-,

7c, i
end bearing housung obhquely sphr at 30 degrees to the rod axis,
and carry thin-wa!! tin-aluminium bearings. This construction
ptrmits a cr.ank pm of max: mum diameter, consistent with the

ffo , , withdrawal of the connecting rod through the cyhnder bore. The______j
- , s ,rees e . . t -, ,.. . . ton. ,,, e i optimizatien ef toe connecting co.: prolo*t ons ha .been a sistedi

i J ce , cue r,,, rees, a rs,,. . . .f ,-,,,., p s t w. e,, e by rig tests in a full scale static ric, in which gas loads and
inertia loads are simulated by hydrauh; pressure and the result-t 1 s . ..,,e e rre... t a/ re ,,,

wreer..i er,.. txA, a in; stresees measured by stram gauges attached to the connecting
rod. It was thus pasuble to reduce the weight of the conr:rcting

Fic,6-Teo-t ece piston crown tcmpourr, cs and str< sics rod by 13 per cent from that of the original 10 rod so that,even ati
.

.
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' lw 1kyelopment of a liigidy-rated Meditan-speed Diesel Ergikl.

ie
Q the inercased spced and laad, the connectinr. rod stresses ne lower Air l'oris.

than in the original design. Fig. 7 shows the stresses in the larne- Air !!ow tests r.. rte K cyhnder bc . m.med tlat the pn~

A cod of the connecting rod under htmg pressure and incrtia load- sure dropin the in!ct passages u.n me upas fobu .
5 Inkt passage up to vahr 11 re- cent_* 'I Am t il Velocity channe rou.id valve seat 34 per cent
.[ Loss of veloem Lead at outlet 35 per unt
i Gau;c No, poution l' actor of safety Interaction butnen valves and

,/c
. cylinder wall 11 pcr centj i licit platform radius 3S The large percentage loss around the vahe scar indicate

, y 19 Suppm img rib 64 that optimi/ation of the salve head proble and inkt pwge shar;} 33 supporting rib Sj in this region would be worth while, and the tests aho shoeh rid u that a greater eficctive flow area could be made avai!A le by n
"

n
5? holt platform radius 44 creasmg the valve lif t bevond the value of a quarter of vah)' dumeter at which the mmimum geometric area becomes constan'* Fig. 8 shows the increase in cocflicient of discharge beyond th

ing, and, in Table II, the safety factors at the most highly n rmal L/D ratio of 0 25 and the K Major valve hit was chose
( stressed points have been listed. In determining these values,
[ allowance has been made for factors which would affect the t to

fatigue strength of the material, such as specimen size effect and ch N
jL surface decarburization where it exists, so that the resulting i \

' , , .
. s'values indicate the worst conditions and show that the rod yo, , \r

fi design has a large margin of safety. g Mf J. -
m_

Bearbigs k
'

Main and large-end bearitigs are thin-wall steel sh:11s lined
i with tin-aluminium, the increase in bearing loads from the K [; , ,

" " * '

t( to the K Major being more than compensated by the improve- / ,, |7 ment in fatigue strength of the bearing material. The actual and 0# 7'
/ ,f/

-

3 permissib!: bearing loads given in Table I illustrate the increased 3 /
M factor of safety in the new engine, the figures given being the f
;1 conventional pressures obtained by dividmg the rnaximum bcar- Jo4 r/ -/ ; Jo* ua tAs ing load by the projected area of the bearing so that a simple = '

($' comparison can be made. In the design of the K Major the more { /[g/
j -- 45' ua t

---- do* u a r
1 accurate methods of calculation, which have been made possible eor - /4
h~P4 by the use of computers, have been used to assess oil film thick- i //

'

ness over the range of speeds and loads so that the true factor of ' ''
,y safety is even higher than the simple comparison suggests. '

oy A positive disolacement lubricating oil pump n driven from o oi 04 os o< e51 the free end of the engine by a flexible drive end delivers oil h e*** **utuny through a 15-micron full-flow filter to the main oil gallery cast
4 in the bedplate. An oil-pressure regulating valve is fated at the Fic. S-Flow characteristics of solves reith 30 degree,
j engine gallerv to ensure that engine oil pressure remains con- #5-degrec and 60-degree s sts
4 stant, regardless of the degree of contamination of the fdter,and

' f.
a pressure-safety valve at the pump delivery protects the pump in
the event of a complete blockage of the system. In addition to the to be 0 3 of the valve diimeter, giving an increce in maimum3

?! full-flow fJter, about five per cent of the flow is bypassed and cHective area of just nyer hve per cerit. "Itug improvement n
M filtered by small centrifuges mounted at the engine. This dual quite sign & ant when it is remembened that it n effective over a

G hltration ensures that carbon and water particles are removed
I3'E'.I he cHect of varying qpe seat angle on fu>a chara1cynten%3 IVC "P W"A P"i 1 ..

L5 from the lubricating oil and prevents the fortnation of sludge in
'

the main f.Iters. Tests have shown that a comiderahfe increase in was sha examined and Ing. ,8 shows the characteristics of
.'4 fdter life is achieved by this system. valves of the same throat area with seats at 33,45 and 60 degren
7 The quantity of lubricating oil circulated through the to the face of the valve. The 60-degree seat salve n clearlyi, engine has been determined aficr thorough development tests to inferi r t the o her two, and the 30-degree seat is the best at
,3 inve:tigate the distribution of oil to main bearings, large-end small valve open}mgs, whereas the 45-degree seat is best at !arge
q, bearings, piston cooling and other requirements, and the oi! valve openings, while the advantane to be gamed by m;reasm.;

quant ty Fa bee t chor.n not only to lubr: cats bt t abo to :oel the valve lif t beyond L/D ~ 0 25 ss valid for all rdoe; of reati

, },r the main and large-end bearings, thus ensurmg that the fatigue angle.-

strength of the bearing material is maintained at its maximum There are other factors to be cons,dered m, choosing seat4. i
7 value, angle which determme the relative merits of 30 and 45-c' gree4 seats, of which the most important is that of useful seat hta in

b) LOW Ft1EL CONst1At!' TION service. Here, the conditions for inlet and exhaust vaher ere-

The importance of adequate air flow in a high-powered quite different, and will be considered se,parately.
,

Diesel engine cannot be over-emphasized, the air delivered by the The inlet valve operates tn a relatively unlubricated cord
i - turbocharger having to perform the duties of scavenging the ti n at the seat so that seat wear, due to the relative movement t..
h cylinder from the products of combustion and of cooling the the valve seating face against the face in the cylinder head as aj

bCI '', I the gas pressure, rnay be quite appreciable.**S.denved theoretically and its validity confirmed by
''*"I t A wearf components in the combustion space region, as well as providing

N a high mass of trapped air for the combustion process. In recent

} years the efforts of specialist turbocharger manufacturers to im- "U ""d '"E** 'C5!s imm pich the 1pmfle was determmed to give the rm,m,C Maior mlet valve headProve turbine and cornpressor efficiencies has e made a substantial rnum practicable relativ
'J contribution to the success of the highly-rated Diesel engine, m vement and hence mmimum wear . The ** wear factor ** a,e
.

, m
p, and the engine manufacturer can play his part by ensuring the defined as:

y{, maximum utilization of exhaust gas energy and by minimizing P ,* . N . n . D'
flow lasses m the porting and ductmg. pw ,,

E , If . t . t ' . b . cos I
|
t 3302
q.

k.
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The Develspurent of a Ifighly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine
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.

cocfricient ef friction; - - - - - - -- -- -.mwhere' ,, =
'

maximum cylinder pressure;P,, =

engine speed;N =

valve dise diameter;D =

seat angle; /O =

Young's modulus; PE =
kwear resistance factor (hardness number';B =

"'seat width;
. '~%b =

I 4 t a distance from valve disc face to top of seat; - '
4 ) v "'height of valve dise cone. ~ : %=

> have the effect of reducing the " wear factor" and the K glaior in- % fs '' q[.
, N ,' -

_'
- '' A.

) ~1t can be seen that a decrease in 0, or increa'e in t and o w

let valve head profile was designed Irom ti ese con >iderations with fa 30-degree seat angle and a -i'i valve head. From experience on y,.
pr- )7other engines a wear fac or u e 250 gi es imsatisfactory Efe A

~

N%q ...,Q , Iin service and a value of 200 is > isfactory. It will be seen from ,

s Table I tha the original K engine has a satisfactory value,which /'''

) is cenfirmed by service experience, and the K Major has an even '
bigg:t safety margin.

4*The criteria for the seat of the exhaust valve are quite
*

d;fferent and will be discussed later in the paper under the

[
heaJing of "Ifcavy Fuel Operation". . . ..

Fro. 9--Constructson of tarsable tsmsng cam'

E8I" U*I"f formance for the engine speed and load range beine; consid: red.
f The mfluence of va ve timing on the exhaust, seasenge and Some results base been selected from the range of tests carried

charging procestes has been cumined experimentally on a three- out on the thrce-cylinder engine to illustrate the way in which
cylinder engme, which was fitted wnh a,specut camshaft, m changes in timin; can aficct the power range mer which mini-
which the timing of both opening and closmg of t te air and ex- mum fud consumption is achieved.p

haust, valves, and of fuel injection were widely variable. I ag. 9 In Fig.10, the performance of the three-cylinder engine is
ss a pictorial sketch of one of the variable nmmg cama showmg shown with sll valve timings held constant except the pomt of
the method by which the valve period as adjusted. Each cam s' exhaust valve opening, the turbocharger match being changed
made in two pieces which are able tc rotate relative to each other tu s,ive the same total rir flow.Tt e v Ive tiraings were:
when hydraalic pressure is apphed betweta the cams and the E.V.O. E.V.C. A.V.O. A.V.C.shaft from a hand pump Rc! case of the pressure then shrinks the before after before afterca n on to the shaft to give an interference fit and the two parts B D.C. T.DL,. 'I .D.C. D.D.C.
e h cam are interlocked to form a bridge over which the cam

Tim,ng A 43 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degrees. .

i'f er roller can run without any discontmuity cf profile. This
rnet od of hydraulic mounting allows the whole ccmposite cam Tumng B 65 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degrees

Tmung C 75 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degreesto be r:tated to any desired position, as well as permitting the
opening and closing flanks to be ro:ated relative to each other. The left-hand curves of Fig.10 show the performance at 430
Engine tests have been carried out over a wide range of valve r.p.m., and since the engine did not have the ir . proved air flow
timings, record;ng overall enginc performance and pressure dia- already described in the previous sub-section, th; optimum fuel
grams in the air inlet passages, engine cylinder and exhaust coasumption occurs close to the original K rat.ng of 150 lb./
passages, from which optimum cam timings can be determined sq. in., b.m.c.p. As the exhaust valve opening pt int is advanced,
f:r any engine speed and load condition. the position of minimum consumption mow.. further up the

It will be appreciated that the optimitation of valve tH.ing b.m c.p. scale. This point is more strikingly i'etrated in t b-
:es- right-hand curves of Fig.10 where fuel const.. . tion is pbtteis a comp!cx operation and for a given set' of timings it is ; -

sary to match the injection equipment and the turbocharger jeer- against exhaust valve opening point. At the Jour rating of 140

j,00
- -q~--, -~ --U 42
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The 1)erchijmtent of a fli;:hipnited Aledmm . speed 1)icsci En;:ine^. .- -

w. in., b.tn.c.p., the change in fuct comumptkn is small but, tion calculation, confirmcd by p ury simp!: regnljuq a
*

.1.. . Ws Ibdsq. in., b.m.e.p., there is a rmila d icdu; tion in f uti atra.hing strain raunca to the maine push rodt I ag. a e*

U .wurrption as exhaust vahe openinn n advanced. It inust l-c typical pu,h-rod stram 'rav v.hth ticarly mJirates the napu.
*

.- S.:nt/cd that this illustrathin n intended to be indicatne only f requenc) of the vain gear systern and wnbrmi that there is r-N

d .! ':. ; beneficial effects of early c.shaust vahe openings. It si im- tenJcucy har sepr.iton of the vahe tram to Ncur.
m y;r%nt that, at high b.m c.p. ratings, good thermal efheyney is
W rra: .t.nned and in the 12-cylmder K Maivt engine the immmutn Fuct Inyctiond ! e.! consumption occur, at about 200 lb.ha. in., b m.e.p., as To obtain a smimuen rate of inicction, the futi cams ac

g' . . atrated later in Fig.14, this resuh being achieved by smPMt- of a profil which give, a constant plunger schicity during thM rrent in air flow and f u:1 amection. Fig.11 shaws a loepres.ure injection perit(f, and the correct matching of the iniertion equip4 p .,lar. der and manifold di.sgram for the 12-cyhnder engme at 240 ment was lacihrated by tle use of test rigs which enabled tiihh njw. in., b.m.e.p., and 500 r.p.m., and demonstrates the good injection characteristi;s to be determined and the design of tfg -fw;nning and adequate chargm; of the cyhnder which has iniection equ pment ta be very nearly Snali/cJ before engine ta
g Mn obramed. As the development of the engine contmues to were started, only the confirmation of nozzl spray angle and trl
9 e<en higher ratings it will be necessary to rnove the specific fuel number and dumeter of nozzle holes of a predetermined ar-
;g <f.w.umption loop still f urther and the mdications f rom the three- remaming for hual decision from the performance of the engin.;( c.hnder engine tests are that the advantages of earlier exhae.st These test rigs enable a large number of permutations of itW sabe opening will be realized at this stage. cam, pump plunger diameter, dchvery vahe design, no

design, etc., to be tested quickly and cheaply, using convention 2
7 62m Design methods of electronic indication of needle lif t, f uel line pressu-f The increase in speed and loading, accompanied by fa.=ter and nozzle sae pressure. The latter has proved to be of considerI

,.yning and closing rates of the air and exhaust vahes and the able importance m ensuring long life of ini-etor nonles by er
nr. creased lif t already described, would be expected to make much plaining the reason for over-rapid deterioranon of noules in th

4
~ ~ - K engine under certain service conditiorn. This phenomeno/7 d' ~

I was a difhcult one to explain until, as a result of calculation.,

j
er -], = ---

! and rig tests carried out by the fuel injection manufacture:
'

# Yl. * *4
g

7
it was realized that a particular combination of loud and s

- E Vo A v0 EVC . ave resulted in a hydrodynamic system in which there was a sudi
h. fy . _ reduction in fuel pressure in the nozzle sae just before trL.
3 F; 33 \ I

; - y needie closed, the time interval between the two events bemq E !
,

re nas.ver.!..-<"*n /,
of the order of a quarter of a rnillisecond. This restated in&-

a c' 15 penetranon of gas from the cylinder into ::.c nozzle sa; durin3 '{ t t ! \ ./ the combastion procen, the hot gases impinning on the botten

3(+
*; fo ! . _ .I , h . _ - . .~. e - of the neeJie and esenrually impairing its nrformance. In li:

V M| 13 this condition car. U snn at (a) on the left, where the pre-.., ,.

5 ,'d *

J,',*,*,*;r, i % _. . __ _ _ sure in the nozzle sar has fallen dmtn to a pr. Iml at a poir
g} 16} degrees after spiil closure an ! there i. r neriod of o-%

q g ,o ._ .._ ! .. .- -

j
degree during v'hich the needle s. rll o'l sta seat and gas cn

-"
Miw past it im & Tkr m mw emm tMt ddy)

r

| j seating of the needle occurs before the sat pressure falh, a+

..._4__.-__4___ _ _ _ _ _ . illustratcJ at (b) on the right of Fig.13. The value of th,. a . . _

.g soa iso roo iso Joo r 4o0 en soo sso soo preliminary rig work was confirmeJ by the performance pro" ' "''*" '''''"' duced in the 12-cylinder engine at a ver. cady stage in n:: Yua. Il-Cylinder an1 manifo.'J lo:o pressure diagrams at development running, many hours of ''em and try'* test - t
s]. 210lb./sq. in., b.m.c.p., and 500 r.p.m. op:imize injection muipment tvinn save, . I ig. 14 5!.s.r.

-

9 rirater dem:.nds on the air and exhaust cams and follawer gear.
T I f<r.vever, the design of cam profile, to optimite on rates of open- [uru.n sirrT in;t without exceeding established acceleration level,, hn been fQ o nsiderably facilitated by the use of computer calculation tech- .k -- --

h niques. The K Major air and exhaust cams are cf polynomia! dr. e b-1 profile, the rnathematical analysis of the profile by computer ! + ri s' . _ re*_ .

-+

- uilculations making selection of the must desirable cur e a rela- f~ ' '

Q tevely simp!c procedure. The behaviour of the valve gear u/,o. su,o.
V ne-b.mivn unde r*mning conditions, 'o de' err:in: the de<;r-e e,s so . e,7ao- . _ _b amt teoluency of sibration, has also been pro;raramed and vibra-
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The Developmeni of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine
*

.

- ~ ~T- by the formation of deposits on the valve seat, resulting from thepoo " -

- | '

f incombu>tMe constituents of the fuel and largely from the com-
,

1 -

bination of the sodium and vanadium salts present. As the seat
{ f' | :

deposits build up, they prevent the valve from makin:t full con-/:i
k,mse rewp

eco+ -1 ;.

tact on its seat, thus reducing the degree of heat transfer andW ./ ! ,

g / !*' cr*'"f"' | cventually allowing trackira across the seat betweeri the gaps in
the dsposits. The Icf t-hand picture of Fig.15 shows such a con-yoo p .~,,Z'L.- 'u- ,

i dition for an uncooled vahe af ter 600 hours operation at ISO,! ,e j
lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., on a blended fuel of 300 seconds Redwood'

i /' i

! 1 viscosity with a three per cent sulphur content, SS p.p.m.' ''

i. poo :
/ ! ,---x*ew, ar sso rpa ; sodium and 100 p.p.rn. vanadium. The beginning of crosien4 g' j '

|
,

*r' passierpa.
Ahhough the chemistry of the formation of these deposits is

across the seat face between the deposits can be clearly scen*.i

] ,.

: , .

a most complex study, and is beyond the scope of this paper,I. "J8'~ ~ D
| | ' ! fic!d experience and engine tests hase shown quite clearly thati \ . ; !,

\ ! | | the presence of sodium and vanadium is of great significance
. . ,

j rnd a practica' assessment of the temperature sange m whichj. 3 OJ8 - T j p7 ;

2 | , speur,e reer derosits are likely to adhrre to 'he tertiv face of the valve can'
, , be made. Table III gives the melting point of possible depositf.-="#,baa , constituents which are m the temperature range which may

i q y
3 oy4 -:...--.%

p| appertam m the seat repon of an exhaust valve, as is shown in
,

| ,
,

- Fig.16, where the left-hand valve is of the normal uncooled
o.yf_. ._L.__p____d _ - ,-_.. m|.i design correrponding to the lef t-hand illustration of Fig.15.

40 60 12 0 16 o 200 24o 260
p

|
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|
Fla.14-K and K Major paforrnance comparison t Melung nnot

Compound | (deg. C.)

.i he performance of the engine as compareI with that oft Nickel sanadate N O. V 0s 900
1 the original K engine, f rom which it can be seen that the specific 2

1 fuel consumption of the K Major engine is below 0 34 lbdb.h.p.- 2,eSO,4n a

VO4
I hr. over a very wide range cf power, s.c., from 140 lb./sq. m. to Vanadium pentoxide V,03 675
. 250 lb./sq. m., b.m.c.p. The curve also shows that, in spite Sodium pyrovanadate iNa:O.V 0s 6402

4 of thi increase in speed, from 450 to 514 r.p.m., and an increase So. hum metasanadate Na VO3 630
;in brake mean e'fective pressure, from 150 lb./sq. in. to 200 Sodium sanad>l vanadate (1.1.5) .

; lis./sq. in. (i.e.,a power increase of SG per cent) the sarr.e exhaust Na20.%O4.5%Os 625,

Sodmm vanadyl vanadste (5.1.11)temperature as in the K cngme has been maintained. 0.V 04.llV 0s 535SNa2 2 2
*

c) }{ CAVY Ft'E!. OMRATION
vhe operation of a Diesel engine on heavy fuel, the two 1 rom the Diesel engine designer,s point of view, it is suf-. . ..

items which normally deteriorate most rapidly are the injector
nozzles and the exhaust valves, and the frequency of servicing of ficient to acccpt that if the valve seat temperature can be hpt
these two items is of !:redominating importance. In both cases below about 1,020 deg. F. (550 deg. C.), adhesion of any of tl :,e
there is a " threshold" of temperature of the critical parts of the e mponents will not occur to eny appreciable extent so that ra;-iJ
components so that, as ratings increase, the design of the com. build-up of the deposits w2. not be possible. The problem is
ponent must be improved to mamtain safe operating temperature thus quite different to that of the gas turbine engineer, who has

to consider the corrosive effect which occurs at higher tempera-lewis. tures. Ilowever, the achievement of low valve seat temperatures
Exhaust Votre, at high outputs is not easy and calls for careful attention to

Exhaust valve life with residual fucIs is usually limited details of desirn and patient development engine testing to )
ochicsc the dc. ied result. The three-cylinder prototype engine, ,

shown in Fig.17, has been used for continuous testing on heavyy p--..-
. [

, , . 7. .

fuel in the research laboratory for the past thrce years and more
...,
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'; The Derciopment o.f a Highly-rated Medimn-speed 1)iescl Engine
5

.

. , . ,
* ' 9* '

| ~''T[' 9.jF':~T~g**%"w'd.
'; was prematurely stopped at about the half way st.me u!- it.e '

Q ;'fN ,. j 2 '** ~

valve conditmo w.n. not s athiactory anJ,in ht le " ':U,vahe|^ -a

'@.M: ~ . , . - - -
*

Q jj ,
'

,N)r I,
N t, ancmbhc3 were rep!xed in the on:;ine uioout : -rrin.hte for'

second and third runt Sp.n tr.ie, not permit a d. tasted tsport9 ;1 ' , . .
M I i *, 'ff *7&, | c.f the indivj.huf en 3, but the resultmg I' Alajor exhaust valu-

, . , ,y ; ;'*j . .;. W j * h'u , ;-f"3 .f and c2;x daign uill be described in det9' :a ihrr ie she r:a.or:,
'

.

. .Q [ u hich were found to be important.M '

h,:' %p- p.' ,3.k. N .~. h 0;%. W5 'j Fsg.18 shows the valve and cage and it can is :.un that a' W \ ;

y(,_} g3 !gy , cooling passage is proviJcd m the cage close ta the valve seatj

. % - 1 M, . - N'@M h T. .) i The seat is made of a single piece of Stelhte 6, fromeJ to formV . **.4

$ 1 3 d k.. e m ,~l',1,9[,4~m ez Eh.f .r..,,*:l Q.{.M]M.g ,
? -y.J the lower part of the ciobng passage, and the urpe portion i;

f , j :.*i **M'N .$.*d
i machined m the vahe cage which is a three pu cent Cr-Mo stee: casting, the two bem; welded to;cther by electron beam. , -s L ;;

' '

g. . - Ff.:.$ ~

.:
/rJ.|A t '' q , . welding. The Stellite portion thus provides the tarihty for simp:e

M.i . g 0 .4 h.,b ' .j ).; j
'

b. Q :=.e ., ' d %b
1 .] rebuildmg of the seat by oxy-gas deposition of Stellit,e af ter a;-( e

long perwJ cf time in service. The valve stem r. of mereased.2 p . . , g . -

C.i".Q ' ?~ g d, p diameter and the valve of high-conductivity Cr-Ni-Si steel, to;.g,s

[rh M, p7(,D e
b, D ad ~ . - '

> f, assist heat transfer from the head of the valve through the stem,

' y! A T.$ .: . i ', [f*d
""" and the valve guide is also surrounded by a water-cooled space,! -,-

;h"* JWr)",.]s/y'' b 1 '' h* g.. %. . %,:~$ M'- % '
4 . ." C the cooling water passing along a drilled passage isom the top of

'

f') g*t
.

.g ~~- the cage direct to the annulus around the seat then through a
.1'. d drilling to the space around the guide and via another drilled hole

..,

b
.

N 4.4 h
$ " Y'S h. c -- fP.d '/[/4f. jrgh ; @ to the outlet at the top of, the cage. The heat transfer f rom the-

.1 valve to the cooled guide is assisted by the close f.t bctween the

k. 3:! ]dh.0 tj%{f '

7 valve stem and guide, the previously mentioned development
# A .T fr

M, ' ..'* f.M %r 4 .
'r".4g# ' tests having shown that a diametrai clearance of 0 012m. resulted

h. L,k-.3
.@djI

,

VP

' ' N(.# 4 -J -d.' d y h Q.f.L '% ' | Y.1 ag /
in an uncooled guide temperature of 450 der. F. '2U deg. C.)d,+

st G
( W''@ in its middle position, with rapid deterioration of the hibricantW""

:- M :e$ and the formation of hard carbon. Ifalving the c!carance reducedp

2 $( M-d'? Q y .e p. *:?. h.)h .# T the temp-rature to 380 deg. F. (193 deg. C.) cr.J, halving it agan7,r g3
L :, e-q s . together with stem lubrication and guide cooling, brought thp ..

, ,

[g .%. . . . , " f|ei temperature down to 170 deg. F. (77 deg. C.), i c., about 10 d'

' (W. ,e .,

c -f~ - . g/ | F. (6 deg. C.) higher than the cochn; water temperature, w-*
-

^~

~

no deterioration of lubricant and a guide wear rate of less th.^e

OD005:n. k the first thousand hours.Fia.17-Prototype three-cylinder development engine ,

n The valve a,s fitted wnh a rotator m the top soring carriet
(j tha . 60 cshaust valve and ca ;e design combinations have ban which helps mechanically to prevent b; .l-up of . vat deposits,

tested, of duration Letween 300 and 1.300 hours caen to determine but its most important function is to wne an even temperatur-'

the eflect of difierent factors in the design. A basic test duration distribution around the y.atee so, th.,i there as no local high-
of 500 hours at 700 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., loadmg was chosen and temperature region. "I he !: lubrication of the valve gmde takes

advantage e,f tu rotatim c using the vahe inen as a tungvalve seat condition as the main pirameter, together with other
features such as valve guide wear, was compared with a reference device. Two fiats are ,provi.. J on the salve spind!e u hich periodi-

design which was maintained throughout. In many cases the test cah ne up with,The linear positioning of the slots only allaws
ml inkt and outlet drillin s on the gunte a=

the valve rotates.
., the oil to pass while the valve is open and thus the oil space.--

,T' . a ;; , /'*. around the valve is only pressurized when the exhaust puhe
F' WT pressure is prcsent in the valve cage gas passage, the oi! acting as

- y'j -
@d C 77T q*' a seal against gas penetration up the stem and the exhaust pres-,

y m' U . Z: . sure preventing leakage of oil from the guide. It was at first

'g:.':g |h
UO ; S6J' feared that a continuous oil supply to the guide might result in. .,

! D' - 2"~]jl ? 34 excessive leakage of oil from the bottom of the guide, but this has* '

. :,, k '

~

:I{1,7- |.' E.'; h

- 'QiWS- not proved to be the case and, in fact, the tendency is for the??'
G .i.!l leakage to be upwards as the retardation when the valve meets its

7J%.|h !|@ j E ~ U.EIi seat is greater than the acceleration during opening and the inertis
',^(cEy M

,

|; of the oil carries i t uperds. T$ is intermittent pacm re 1 ibries-2

# 4
,

tion of tl.e valve sttm nakes it possible to use a very small stem /-- t-- r

] ,iM,[,f.fi guide bore clearance without any rish of valve sticking, and this
u

helps the heat transfer from the valve to the water-cc oled guide.
.,b;(3;d| j In addaion, the danger of stem or guide bore corrosion at low
-jl r

3
3 [/ " t 4[ load runnmg conditions s avoided.

h]!';u / L, Since the stem to guide clearance is important in the heat|
7 transfer process, the reduction o. guide wear helps to maintain

hiG low valve seat temperatures over a long period in service, and/ e

(_,)
l l

y

[ . | (pt ! p|}
I / many of the development tests were concerned win valve guide,

. ;. material and valve rocker lever geometry to this end. The longj
1

- i --
||0 ;r-"p

'

guide and the small overhang of the valve head beyond the guide

QI d ] will be noticed in the illustration and were found to be importantY[ 'j
W p factors in reducing guide wear, as was the composition of the

'

special "Akehanite" iron which was finally used for the guide
'

jr. i a

'y material.'-

)b- h b f' d Sodium-cooled and water-cooled valves were tested among
- a==r;; g p. = . . . g f the many combinations but were found to effer no advantage

over the design finally adoptcJ, mainly, it is thought, because of
Ftc.18-Assembly of cxhaust tolvc and teatcr-coolcd cage the difheulty, with an internally-cooled valce, of providing cool-,

2

'
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The Development of a Ifighly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine*

in; passages close enough ta the actual seat of the valve. The sio - r-~ ~ -- ---

)usual incthods of drilling down the centre of the valve stem, ' '

|:

although successfully cochng the centre of the head, stillleave a | | i
,

,

fairly high temperature at the seat, and in the case of the )' '
jg3 _

internally water-cooled valve, the water conmxions to the valve j
' ' i-

~he right-hand valve of Fig.15 shows the resuhs of this y '60
' _ g ,ef f

are a difficult probicm. o
i

'i ;

C pment, the valve havmg run for 900 hours at 20011/ e v*, I

pr @ -sa.in., b.m e.p., on the same type of fuel as before. The good } e

/
'

cendition of the seating fa:e shows that ao re-grindmg is neces- [ 'e; -[p'---~---','U1sary and the valve can operaic for a much lencer perica without y
',/attentien. The correspending temperature distnbution in the t ' '

valve head is shown in the rGht-hand illustraton of Fig.16, and 5 g i
the effect of rat;ng on exhaust valve seat temperature is g:,cn tio- - -----d*,> -

uccefS,,r[^@vfin TaMc L 3
The valve development tests also included investigations '' ic

into the dfec t of feel treatment on exhaust valve life and wlule ff r . < che?""l-,- - -
|

u

one fuel additive showed promise,in that the nature of the valve .

;

seat deposits was altered, it was not effective enough to justify I l

cals were added to the fuel so that the compounds, which were ,,'4 0
. i i ii:s adeption. The principle of this additive was that ether chemi-

eo e/o uo too f40 rac
fermed during combustion, wouhl have hi:;her melting points e - e p . c /e r m
than those listed in Table III. It seems likely that, with further
d:velopment work by the additive manufacturers, there may be Fic.19-Infector no: ele tip temperaturcs tith
some advantage to be gained in the future from this type of cooled and uncoo/cd injectors
additive. Watcr washing of the fuel, to remove the sodium con-
tent, was found to be quite effective an i the sodium could be re- for satisfactory operation. In Fig.19, the middle curve show< the
duced from 90 p.p.m. to about half of this value without variation of nonle tip temperature with load for the K Idaior
di$ culty, engine tests showing that the washing had quite an engine, using an uncooled nonle and distillare fuel, where the
appreciable l'eneficial effect on the exhaust valve seat condition. fuelitself has a considerab!e cooling effect, and there would le no
As can be quickly calculated from Tab!c III the critical sodium / difheulty in opcrating an ur ooled nonic on this type of fue: up
vanadium raties in the important temperature zore range from to a load of about 2h0 lb./sq. m., b t : e.p. In the upper curve,
1:C 74 to '::3 3, the lower melting point comnounda being however, blended fue; of 300 ::ccct.$ Redwood 1 vhevity
associated with the latter end of the range, so that a reduction was used, with a fuel temperature of 160 deg. F. (71 den. C.)
in ' trn content may tend to produce the ecmpeunds with the and it can be seen that the loss in cooling effect from the fue; has
Ic( . - c! ting points and, with particular f uct compositions, have limited the acceptab!c load level to about 180 lb./sa. in., b.m e p.,.

an undesirab!c effect. Thus, with the wide variation in constitu- and with heavier,and hence hotter, fuels theload limit would be
ents in fuel from different parts of the world, it is difncult to much lower. A water-cooled nozzle is therefore necessary for
make s clearcase for water washing of the fuel, high ratings on heavy fuel, and the lower curve shows the tip

temperature for a cooled non e using 1,000 seconds fuel at 200
Inftetors deg. F. (93 deg. C.) with coohng water at 150 deg. F. (66 deg. C.).

Fuel iniection nozzles, when operated at high temperatures, It is important that the nonle should not ba over-cooled as cold
tend to form carbon around the holes in the nozzles, known as corrosion con occur at temperatures below 230 deg. F. (110 deg.
'' trumpeting", which may interfere with the injection spray par. C.), but this is controlla' by the water-circulation system which
tern and reduce combustion efSciency, thus aggravating the tem- is separate from that of t. engine-cooling water. Fig. 20 sh v.vs
perature problem. For a time, the carbon formation develops the cooling system which is a closed circuit serving the injectors
until the " trumpets" become detached from the nonle and a anJ water-cooled seat exhaust valve cages with a thermostatically
periodic rise and fall of exhaust temperatures can eften be seen contro!!cd hypass around the heat exchanger and minimum
as this occurs. The general trend of temperature, houever,is t,p- solume in the system to ensure that cortcu operating tempera-
wards and conditions eventually level out at the top end of the tures are reached quickly,
exhaust temperature cyclic range. In more extreme cases of high
temperaturc, the needle seat may lo:,e its hardness and the neeJ!c d) I.t:rntcutNo ot'. coNsuMt'noN
rapidly hammers its way into the scar. The temperature at the The consumption of lubricanna o:1 in . Diesel engine is
nonle tip can be measured by thermoccuple and a temperature an import:.nt factor in maintenance costs and it is not always
of about 356 deg. F. (180 deg. C) is considered to be the limit realize i that, at a reasonable consumption rate of one per cent of

r. ~ ,,
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} The Develojnnent of a Ifighly-rated Alvdium-speed 1)io:,el 1:n;:ine

. fuel consumption, a 1,000 h p. enaine will born a qtnntity of Ib /sq. in, preaure naded for the 1 mint engine, the resuhin.'*

3 lubricating oil equivalerit to its surnp c.spacity iti a IvrioJ twumpion, of Ics, than O 092 lb./h.h.p.-hr., b:ing wahrne.J
O of the order of 309 hour >. Empha>ii is of ten laH on lang pcnoJs r: shc 12-c)bnder i;ngme durinn developmcnt rummig.
A betucen ed chaunts which are extenJcd by an engine with a high
9 oil camsumption, whereas the relative importance of oil con . Pnton Ring Onahre
7 sumption to oil chan;:e perioJ h arounJ 50 to 1. The tout of Com stent oil consumption an.! Iow wear rat nre largel)

modern high-duty detergent oih is quite appreciable, so that an dependent on the quahty of the phtun rine;- h o m <!r pong o'
d> oil cornumption of one per cent of the futi(onsumpton scpre- mv of metallurgw.d structure as u!! n .a t uracy of rue...

"e sents something hhe etn per cent of the fuel bill. Not all of this f acture. Accurac y and pal hnish ir. ,n .nuf acture com be assurcJ

jj b}
could be saved,of course,but a reduction of 50 per cent in lubsi- by conventional inspection methc,and such method,can casihg

j cating oil consumption is equivalent to a hve per ccnt sasing on be extended to give som? andicaton of material quahty, .such a
g the it.cl bi!!, and would be wc!! worth having from the point of by suuring the permanent set of the ring at a giscn lo.id ulu.

view of running costs. above that required to close the gap. A simple samp:e checkist*

3 method on metallurgical structure was deviscJ in which a smat

q I'iston Ring Dcsign piece of ring is clamped with its working face subjected to e

M To carry out lubricating oil comumption tests in the rela- given load and rest;ng on the surface of a ring of liner iron
j tively short running griods of 500 hours or so in the research The ring is then rotated at a standard speed for a fixed time
y laboratory, it was necessary to develop an accurate method of without lubrication and the weight loss of the piece of rin;

measurm; top-up rate and a system was devised. and has prosed measured. Weight loss is used as a measure of the relativ:
very successful, whereby consumption can be measured consis- wear resistance of the mater,a1 and, althaugh " rough and

[q] tently over successive two hour periods and plotted consecutively. ready", is found to co-relate well with the d3ferences in m!:r,

r The running-sn period and the lese!!ing-out to a steady con- structure of the ring material. Some typic ! re,ults are give .
eg sumption can now be followed and it has been possible to obtain m Table IV, and illustrated in Fig. 22, and show that with t'.

(t steady state results after a ' total test period o only 300 hours, sa ne Brinell hardness, increasing amounts of free ferrite 5,r

p which allows n,uch more latitu'de for testing variations on a ring progressively worse results and these are not improved by it.-
pack than was previously the case. Tnere is a large number of crease in phosphorus content within the amounts to comphy

4 detail points to be considered such as linct finish, roundness, with mechanical strength requirementsW.
4 drainage in the piston, etc., but the basic concept which has been .*
+y established is to provide a parallel-faced chrome-plated top com-

pression ring, three taper-faced plain compression rings, a rela-
M;, tively mild scraper ring below the gudgeon pin, and a more liardness, Weia.ht

# severe scraper ring above the pin. This ensures that adequate sample Structure Ul3 low.
NO- C*-

.a lubrication is available around the body of the piston but that*-

E the minimum of oil is allowed to pass up inta the combustion A Grcly undcrcooled graphite,
y space. The consistency of oil consumption measurement has considerable free ferrite hentti-
g enabled some interesting facts to emerge, and hg. 21 illustrates casu 315 per cent. T.C.,0 83
y p one of these-the effect of the wall pressure of the scraper ring per cent p. 210 0 4at
; above the pin. The lef t-hand curve is from the three-cylinder, it some undercooled graphite, a
5 154.2. bore protot>pe engin , and the right-hand curve from a hitte free ferrite (centricast)

3 20 per cent T.C., 0 40 per,y
3

cent p. 210 0 185

2' | |
C Random uniform medium flal.co orc . o m

Itraphite, fully pearbtic (sanil-2 c-o f,r bye ,.,,,,,,

|
caso 3 45 per ecnt T.C., 0-55o

Q 0-016y--- - --- efbm nge - per cent p. 2to O Oil

0
:v

{ o oir = [
-- - c) A1AINTENANCl;

E 2 Engine running times between overbiuh are dependen
y e, upon the loa:1, duty and running condition , and the precrdm

0 o oou - Y scetions have indicated the attention that le been paid to IL
components which operate under the most arduous conditiorur

Q g i o
I y reducing the critical temperatures of injector nonles and ex* '

5;.) haust valve scars, so that when operating on heavy inels thes,
ooo# %m__

temperatures are below the " threshold" values a: which deteriorab' ' -- -t
---_-_____{ tion becomes rapid, it has been the aim to a:hieve periods o-"

o _ . __ - _ . . .___ . . _ _ l, 2,000 t,o 3,000 bours before servicing of inicetors or exhatyh valves ss necessary. hxpcracnce on the proto:yrc engine has areo to do ao ao ::o rio

J- As tw. ma ,atir,,,m. /a /.e n dicated that this ambition is by no means unreasonable but, of3

. .
course, true confirmation of success will only corne

h,, Fm. 21-Varu. tion of lubn,catm, g m.l consumption f om the accumulation of service experience. Alaintenance cd
,

tenth scrapcr nng wall pressure other components would not be different from that establishe.-$ over many years, e.g., piston removal annually, comp!cte over-@
completely different high-speed engine of 9hin. bore, the points haul every two years, the periods generally being dictated to sus"

,1 - -) marked being the stable lubricating oil consumption achieved the convenience of the operator rather than by the demands el
after running periods of about 300 hours in each case. Both the engine.

tt curves show the same trend of reducing oil consumption with
? increased ring wall pressure and the tendency for the curves to f) SPACE AND WEIGitT
T. level out at higher values of wall pressure. 'The value of wall In achieving high engine ratings reliably, the weight pei
!* pressure necessary to achieve a satisfactory consumption can horsepower,and space per horsepower,are naturally reduced and

be seen to be much higher for the smaller high-speed engine the emphasis on reliibility for commercial marine work necessie
than for the K Major engine, and in the case of the smaller tates a different approach from thir which woulJ be appropriatt..

j engine it was necessary to use a spring-!mded conformab!c for naval work where light-weight constructions becos
i scraper ring to achieve the desired consumption. A conventional necessary but short life snay be permitted. Sight should not b

type of slotted scraper ring was adequate to provide the 50 lost of the importance of low fuel consumption in the consideni-

$
" 33f,
w

i

'
- _.
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7he Developnient of a Higidy-rated Slediwn-speed Diesel Engine
.
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Fla. 22-Comprisen cf piswn rm;s afur =ar rig tests

tion of weight. A ship refuelling every 3,0C0 miles, for examp!c, sq. in, liten b'ut ucids must allow for discontinuity so that tl.rir
at an ascrage speed cf 15 knots, and having engmcs we:ghing fatigue strength is only - 3 S tons /sq. in., these values being fer
34 lb./b.h p., anJ a s;>ccihe fuel censumptiap of 0 34 D./b.h p.- good quahty uclJs, the strength of an imperfect well being, c.f y
hr., would re-bunker t.n amount of fuel eqmvalent to twiw the cour'e, sery lo.v indeed. A good quahty cast iron has a fati; ue
uci:;ht of the engines. Thus a five per cent ieduction in fu 1 stren;;th of oser 5 tons /sq. in., and as well as freedom from tr.c
consumntion wculd be equivalent to a ten per cent reducnon m notch sensitivity, which so drastically rcJuces the fatigue strength
en;;i c . vet;ht in cdJition to the sa inn in iuti cost. . of a stect structure, cast iron has goo Iinternal damping properties

In the desi;;n of the K Maior (ngine, cast iron has been used and also pucs.-es the useful property of a dimini:hmg li salue
as the main stru:tural material and, in the authc,rs' experi.nce, with increated stress so that stress concentrations are considerably
has tr.any advantag:s over fabricated steel designs. liw fabiicated reduced and the material tends to relieve itself of any cxcessive
stru:tures are ab:c to avoil fil'et welds m load-carrying regions stresses.
and the fatigue strength of such a ucid is as low as : 12 tons / In keeping with the philosophy of designing for maximum i

NNd' hYEZ_.. w 37 J. TABli V-~

<

U' %;3):sr5NYO $M.:-;.::_... -e. ~.:J.Ui":'%. W -Qhnder bore i5in.
w-=-.- --._., 7,w

. 1
r

/ m '.m d ;. &e.OE
,

- m ; 'P7.m'i.D.e:- T,* * s e Stroie Ihin.; ' , .Mr. 't'.f.:.c - . . . 4 .

11.35:17
if ' ' M. ,,'"~'"~**~" J @ -} c J,.-5 L ;.:- Compression ratiou

31. ymum r.p m. 525* n- - ,< - 1 .
A(. */ . ,\1Immum uorkIng r.p In. I2$
_.

f" '.' f ',Wk., , J .,1} , M*4
' ' -* 7 yf y ,gtc ! y g.. . .Q 4. . . .

.3 Continuous rated b.m.c p. 200 lb./sq. in.
,.

hm k3g;t ,y".Yb.p A e y 3.] **. M / P "
*. ru m .. .-

.\lasimum cononuous b h p./c)linder 420 b.h.p. (426 cv)
k -F. . J- ,

,.%.A] '.r .

l.ubricatm; oil in!.t temperature 150 deg. P. (65 deg. C.) )
% | Q' fQ-:i , ;; -Y2& Q j j "

=-

f"8
F q -Mg/d k ;,f. @: * @|'J .jp'.q |

1.ubricating o.1 outlet temperature 165 der. F. (74 deg. C ).. ,
'wi } (p ,- - 1.ubncatme oil dram tank capacity 650 gal. (2,960 htres)

.

4 ly'fi,,;d.% T . 9 '. Wi f , f.|. , 6 Fred anAalt water flow rates 5.5 ; al./ b.h.p.-br at. ' ' --

h 'MM'gv .r ''' % /. K R.4 50f t. head (25 litres /'"

h r[*4, ;d. (v.b r.)

;/4 C:.,..u [4
' . .,'jf M ';p,,,4 ,^. n % .e % ~7:o u

-

r
f

,N y Engme cochn/ uater inlet temperature 155 deg. F.(63 deg. C )6 ",J'* ? "'

'h*P' T h@p. JN, Y, S
Engme coohr.s water outict temperature 170 deg. F.177 deg. Q~.

t I. O b 'a ' i* : - 1 I shaust lemr-rature af ter tuibochargsr F00 deg. F. (427 deg. C.)
~ ~ sh' n'* A u.

.

fR ; Marung air prosure 400 lit /w. in.
d .; ., --d ,4-1

' 2,:* -
7

7 T4, <ch NrC.E' * t.y>] , - Specibe fuel consumption 0 335 lbib.h.p.-hr.
fMT:f1W ;|d.).~.v u h M Os M;;%ge "/6.q. (l.c.v. of IF.400. df c

II.t.u /Ib.)
. Thermal c fikien:y 42 per tent

F:c. 23-Prototyp Kl, M:p.r 12-cylm. dcr cr:gine

Tat r. VI- 1% win kwa

No. of c31inders
it m.c.p.

16 | 18| 12 |Ib./vi. m. 6 | 8 | 9

200 1.2tC I/.00 1.M)0 2,400 3.200 3,600- )ll.h.p. output at 250 r.p.m.
250 1,500 2,000 2.250 3,000 4J00 4,500

j

/ P.h.p. output at 350 r.p.m. 200 1,680 2.240 2.520 3,%0 4,4 S0 5,040
250 2,100 2.500 3.150 4,200 5,0)0 6,300

II.h p. output at .350 r.p.m. 200 2,160 2,U 0 3,240 4.320 5,760 6,4 No
250 2,700 3/00 4.050 5,400 7,200 S.100

II.h.p. output at $25 r.p.m. 200 ?.Dr 3,300 3,7E0 5.0 10 6/r20 7,560
3.150 4.'00 4 720 6.300 - h,400 9.450250 4

Overillength of engine 20f t. 0in. 24ft 0;n. 26f t. Oin. 21ft. 3in. 2'/fi .10in. 3?ft. 7in.
Wer.dl width of en .me 7ft. 6m. aft. 6m f ft. 2in. Ilft. 7in. lift. Ilin. Ilft. Ilin.

Oscr.i l height of engine iIII.6in. I lft. 6m. lif t. 6m. Il ft. Ilin. IIft. Ilin. IIft. Ifin.
'

lichht abmc crankhaft C.I . Fit. %n. bit, wn. Sti. 9m. bit. 2in. Fit. 2in. bit. 2in.

Engmc ucinht (dry) tims 33 48 43 65 85 95 >

_
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The 1)evelopment of a Highly-rated Medium . speed 1)iesel Engine
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Fra. 24-KV Afajor engine performance characteristica
..

reliability and easy maintenance, the bedplate type of construction perience has shown to give reliable end trmbic. free operatio:

.h has been retained for the K Major engine and a useful facility There is httle doubt that in the marine prc,,uls:on field there 2

7 has been added by the inclusion of a machined strip on the top considerable interest in the use of medium-speed Diesel engmr
*y surface of the bed so that alignment of the engine can be quickly for higher powers than have hitherto been po:s.b:e.and that wim
. u, and accurately checked, and crankshaf t deflexion measurements in the next few years engines of this type wi:1 be available t
!! morc easily interpreted. cover almost the whole range of power demands of Britia

Fig. 23 shows the 12-cylinder KV Major on the rest bed, shipping.
$j. from which the general construction and appearance of the
; engine can be seen, and Tables V and VI give the specification for AcK"owI.Et GMENTS

$ the range of engines available at the current commercial rating of The authors wish to express their thar.hs t:, the Board c
d. 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., and the future rating of 250 lb./sq. in., Mirrlees National Limited for permission to pubbsh sne inform
3 b.m.e.p., under normal temperature and pressure conditions tion contained in this paper and acknowkdre the assistan
.1 with sea water up to 75 deg. F. (24 deg. C) to the charge air given by Bryce Berger Ltd. and b their colleagues in trf

,

g [v} cooler. compilation of data.

3
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.f The design and development of a highly-rated rnedium- 1) DENNtS, R. A., and RAnrORD, J.M.196 * 55 $ymposiutu o
,

4 speed Diesel engine, to operate economically and reliably on Thermal Loading of Diesel Engines-'Pistora Stresses-
7 heav/ fucts, has been described and it has been shown that, for T cretical and Experimental Developments'

W the K Major engine, the critical parts of the engine, which P,r.J.Afcch.E., Vo!.179, Part 3C, p.19.

$ determine its reliability, have adequate safety margins for its 2) luni onie, J. M., WALLACF, W. B., and DENNIS, R. A.196
current rating of 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., and have potential for " Experimental Techniques used in th~ Development <-
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3 the future. The performance of the 12-cylinder prototype Intemationale des Machines h Combust hn (C.I.M.A.C).
? engine, beyond the current commercial rating, is illustrated in 3) GutrNttAtcat, M. 1963-64 Sympouum on Operating Ex
T Fig. 21, curve (a) showing ;he rerformance at variab!c speed pericace with Iligh-duty Prime Mover. "Turho:iarge
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g the enormous strides u hich are being made in he Diesel 4) Port, J. A. June 1965 Edward Williams Lecture "The Us
ic engine industry towards higher specific output; without of Cast Irons in Modern Diese! Enginc Design''. 7nl1Jhr

3 exceeding the temperature and pressure levels which past ex- Foundrymen, Vol. LVIII, p.207.
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Discussion

MR. R. COOK, M.Sc. (Member of Council) said that, at the roots gwe almast as great an increase. The degree of rolling
present time, the manufacturers of medium-speed engine; i.) haJ been foend to ba not very critical, but his Association wi.s
Great liritain nere m, Ling very strenuous efforts to extend their at present i.ncstigating more fully the epimum degr:e far
share of the marine market in propulsion machinery. The paper var:ous sizes and pitches. He imagined that with the high-
was, therefore, timdy and few who had read it would base tensile steel matenal used by the au' hors, the gain in fatigue
failed to be impresscJ by the manner in which the authors and strength would not be so great as in the case of mild stect, but
their col:eagues were applying the latest knowledge and re- it would be interesting if the authors would quote some figures.
tearch techniques to the solution of the problems which arose Form-ro|Img could be a very cheap method of bolt production,
when such machinery was deseloped to operate at high ratings particularly in small sizes.
on residual fuels. One cou!J hardly doubt that success would The means adopted to ensure correct pre-loading of studs
attend their efierts, ahhough he suspected that the large direct- was to be commended since there was no doubt that the majority
drive Diesel would be about for quite a few years to come. of faih:res of dynamically-loaded bolts were due to fatigue

The histegram shown in Fig. I was interesting. It would causeJ by inattequate tightening. It was not ahvays appreciated
be noted that by far the largest horsepower on order at the that, with a properly-designed bolted connexion, fatigue failure
present time was betwcen 9,000 and 21,000 s.h.p. per ship. was sirtually impossible if the bolt was adequately pre-loaded.
With the rnachinery descr bed in the paper this implied the use The sectica in the paper dealing with heavy fuel operation
of some la ta M cylmders of 15 in. diameter, each with two was, of course, of the greatest possi., e interest, since a solutwn
exhaust valves, two in!ct valves, together with the injection and of the difficult problems involved was essential if .ne medium-
startin;; equipment. He said that he could not help wonderinp spee,d engine was to be abic to compete with t - direct-drive
whether the modern reagoing engineer, who was peihaps not engme, which was so much less fast dious as to its diet. Herei

quite so amenab!: to len; and arduous hard work as his fore- agam, the authors had g:ven evidence of a careful scientific
bears, would take kindly to the never-enJing task of top- approach u hich should i a long way to ensure success. They
ov' lling such a formidabic number of cylinders. had commented on the pasible use of fuel additives. One could

ether point for thought was the efTect which such main- imagine this approach i cing successful where fuel supplies of
tenance requirements would have upon the reduction in comtant composition were available, but this was seldom pow
engine-scom stafI now being achieved with direct-drive sible in marine practice and the chances of obtaining a cheap
machinery by the application of an increased degree of automatic additive, which was effective with a wide variety of fuels, saemed
contro!. He hoped that some superintendents would comment somewhat emote. The authors' approae:., by tackling the de-
on these aspects later in the discussion. sign, was certainly tl. right one. Their remarks on the

He saiJ that some years ago Dr. Pope had made a very drawbacks of water wat:.i.rg were also worth noting.
thorough theoretical and experimentalimestigation for the Bri- No reference had been made in this section to sump-oil
tish Shipbuilding luscarch Asscciation imo the causes of failure contamination when using heavy fuels. Presumably this must
of pistons, liners end cylinder heads in marine oil engines, with occur to some degree in this trtmk-piston design, and it v eu!J
results which had since been published in the Transactiom of be useful if the authors were to give some information on the
another Institution. He was not surprised, therefore, to see the procedure involved in maintaining the lubricating oil in a
attention which the authors had given to thermal and pressure. suitable condition.
induced stresses in the design of the two-piece, oil-cooled piston. Dr. Pope ha:!, over the years, made many investigations into
Presumably, the piston temperatures shown in Fig. 6 were the pro; crties of cast iron. Few were, therefore, more famdiar
measured on the actual engmes and the rig used to check the with its strength and fraittics. Sir Harry Ricardo had once
thermal stresses calculatcJ from these temperature rneasure- referred to cast iron as "the material which served our fore-
ments. If so, he wondered whether good corr-lation was fathers so wcil for lamp posts and kitchen ranges", but he was
achieved. It ucu!J be interesting to know hmv the tem;rrature sure that Sir Harry wou!J be the first to acknowledge the advan-
distribution in the stationary-rig piston correlated with that on tancs which the authors had enumerated. Its use as the main
the engine. structural material in the K Major engine had much to com-

He said that he was interested to observe the use of rol?cd mend it, since weight was rarely of paramount importance in
threads on the high-tensite stect studs used for securing the merchant ships.

,

piston emwn. Work by B.S.R.A. on the rolling of threads of On the subject of cast imn, he said that it might be inferred
large mild-steel bolts such as those used in the dynamically- from the data given in Table IV that centri-cast piston rings *

!aa components of direct-drive Diescis, had shown very were inferior to sand-cast rings. He felt sure that this would ;
str improvements in fatigue strength. Reference to a paper * not be the authors' intention. Centri-cast rings had b-en widely .

:p mg in the Transactions of the Institute four years ago employed with succcu. He took it that the authors' purpose
would show that form-rolling increased the fatigue strength of had been sir.piy to show that, with this type of material, under-
large forged bolts made from mild steel some 21 to 3 times. cooling and consequent presence of free ferrite was most
when comparcl with cut-thread specimens. Rolling of thread uadesirabic.

__ The paper had touched in an interesting manner on so
m.,my aspects of Diesel design that t to ommissionsmight seem somewhat churlish. Ile w:,o pointo Cock, R , end McCliment, W.1961. "The Inficu of Screw

shed, however, that theForming Me: hah on the Fati;;ue Strength or IJrge Bolts"
~2%>.;. L.Wr.E., Vol. 73, p. 417. authors had found it possib!c to touch on the subject of turbo-

,
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5 The Derchijmrent af a liighly-rated womn-speed Diesel Dafne
f- .

With regard to "ratde I, the specific air flow for the 25ti vu
'"] charging. Perhaps they might, at some later d ne, fm.I it 1%infe sq.in. b.m e.p. :.:,..a ed a shop compared with lwrcr h.m.c.p., anJ.

3

L to give a paper on their experiencc3 in turlochuguia: up to the
9- 250 lbJstpn. in b.m.c.p. which was invoked in the thod stane although the. drep was only a smil one, he u.v.dJ have thou ;htit dairable to go on increasing the specifi; air flow.
i

of the daciopmcat of the engine. Turning ta ihe piston desien, he said that th: features n?
}4 Co.stst AND} R II. TvkHI II,lLN. (Aternberk in a contribution it were, in inany uays, tinse with which he agreed, but it wap- read by Alt. T. P. hserett, referrcJ to t'.. >ucteaful intro- mentioned that it wa> a steel crown and a cast iron junk. Tt-

_ duction, by the author >* company, of e . ngme uhich he steel crown probab!v had a higher coeflic; erat of 1mear exp.n.
yt considered met both industrial and marin: ..eeds which so far sion as compared with the cast iron. This meant that there uci
*

, ,

had only been filled by 1;ritain's foreign competitors. As the some problems in its connexion, for instance, it must mat3 authors had sa rightly said, reliability was the main requirement hie a htde difficult for the seahng rings between the m -

J of a marine propulsion en;;ine, and nobody who had read this portions. Cold clearance between piston croan arid hner inu s4

if
paper could fail to be impressed by the systematic way in which be increased.
Alirrless National had carried out the research and development Irigs. 2,3 and 6 showed a dauble line round the itmk. H

: red what this signified and whether it was some devi <;
(, work ,necessary to ensure.that this engine would operate satis- to overcome the cold clearance problem.

wont

f actonly at the ratmgs erwisaged
, If the m:Jium-speed gearcJ Diesel, engine was to compete W th regard to exhaust valves and operation on heavy fuel

yvuh the slow-runmg direct-coupled eng ne, t was essential that the importance of losing heat via the stems of the valves wa,

it should operate satisfactonly while burning heavy fuel, and certainly to be considered. In the paper the clearance wa
- it was evident that the authors had taken very conuderable mentioned as being of importance. The wear rate was obvious)..

_ trouble and had expended a comparatively large sum of money kept down by the ingenious device of continuous lubrication
and he said that he would be interested to hnow what was thm trymg to ensure that this would be the case. There was, maximum allowable clearance of the stem to guide and wha

3
f however, one pomt which he. felt shculd have been mentionedg m this respect, and that was the efIect of various grades and sort of life the valve had in this respect. Also,it appeared tha
34 composinons of lubricatmg od on the problems associated with the guide could be renewed, although he was not sure wheth 'g the burning of heavy fuel. There was httle doubt that trunk,- it was intended to be renewed.y pisto.3 engmes called for careful selection of the Jubricarmg oil He suggested that there was an argument for not wate

washing fuel,in that the depositsalso occurred on turbochargty if satisfactory operation with heavy fuel was to be achieved,y New types of, lubricating oil and testmg for quah,ty and make-up blades, and turbochargers could be water washed more casily i4 by the addition of detergents, anti-oxidants, and alkabs could the sodium was allowed to remain in the fuetg have a profound effect on the satisfactory operation of trunk- On the question of cast iron or s'cci as the main stsuctura
, piston engmes while burning this type of f uel. "Inc wrong type material, he said that steel had its own aduntages, and strur

deteriorate tures could be designed with low stresses wh:re welds occurreg of lubncant, or one which had been allowed 13
7 unduly, could give rise to ring-stickmg and crankshaf t corro- Aiodern techniques of manufacture and in.ptction could ensuy sion. Tne operating temperature of the oil v.as alsa importar.t g d qua;ity wejt

Ile sa,d that surely greater reliability re:.ulted from a des,p.e
b 'if these defects were to be avoided. Perhaps the authors would i

i
hke to remark on the type of lubricating oil and its optimum in wmeh the major loada did not have to pass through a poin.

1* ' operr. ting temperature for this typ: of en;;in: burning heavy betwcen the crankcase and bedplate, and easy raamtenance wa'd;V fuel"- n t c nfined to the bedplate type of construction. The princip
ik He thought that the title of this paper was slightly mis- I.a machmed strip uscJ for checkmg aligament of the engi
5 leading. He could not egree that the Atirrkes I*, Alapr engine qmeW was aho used on engines of fabrwated design harm
$ should be regarded as highly rated when operating at the con- underslung crani shafts and hght sumps instead of baseplates.

$ ditions given in the paper. In his opinion there was considerah!c
scope for furtner advances in b.m.e.p. These were important as b:. li. IL GnMcm:1. said that he propo cd to limit his chT

i they should give worthwhi!: reductions in the cost per hor.se- servations and comments to the fuel injection side of the pape
IntroJuction of a rehab!: engine operatin:; at these departing onh for a moment in order t , fully endorse itpou er..p

higher brake mean effective pressures u ould do much to increase authors' statement und r "a) Reliability: Gencra! Comidab
the competitive power of this type of engine against its com- imns", where they said that the surest method of produci* '

!. In this tech-petitors abroad and other types of prime mover. intain3ic rehabihty was to proceed by a process of logic|1 nically-competitive worlJ, the main object of any Diesel engine evo!ution from one successful design to the next, taking caS manuf acturer must be consistently to uprate his engines in order that the critical parameters proved in the original design weY
to r:ive better value for mo. ev. He must at the same time retain mair.tained in the acw d sign. This sta'erent deserv'3

Y rehability, thunderous applause f rom both engine manufacturers and engit
Alany of those present would be aware that the Alinistry users, parncularly marme engme users.1 of Technology had recently placed a contract with the Yarrou- The use of test rc for fuel-injection er:ipment develofj

X. Admiraltv Research Department to investigate the use of ment was, of course, ful!y appreciated and valuable data regar
64 medium-speed geared Diesel engines as propulsion units for ing performance and life of the cquipment might be gain ,
% ocean-going merchant ships. This survey was now almost However, care should be taken, when applying results obtai
S complete. He thought that it was true to say that the results from injection-equipment test rigs to engme conditions, un
M of this survey would give encouragement to those manufacturers injection into a pressurized medium was strictly sirrdated.
k of medium-speed Diesel engines who thought that the medium- wondered if this was done in the case where nouie -galleg
6 speed Diesel had a future and could compete in many ships pressure was found to be lower than the prevailing gas pressu

with the slow-running direct-coupled engine. The report show- with a needle still open which permitted g, entrance into tg s,)
ed that every type of ship and trade must be treated on its noni gallery. The cure adopted, he ventu: J to guess, was -:c
merits, but that a shipowner who failed to carry out a detailed lighten the reciprceating mass of the iniector.@ economic survey into the possible use of mediam-speed Diesci His company, having always designed and manufacturcO enginer, as an alternative to the slow-rtmning direct-coup?cd their own fuel-injection equipment for their medium-sp.3

Diesel engines, had always been protagonists of the low inert['
engine, did so at his peril.

iniector, i.e. having needle springs acting directly upon tf!7 Ain. S. H. IIrNsstAs I., ILSc. (Alember) said that, as an necJic without the imennediary of a push rod. Of course,it''

engine builder of medium-speed engines, he found that he was spring was thus placed into a somewhat uncomfortabic pout
on the side of Dr. Pope in a lot of the things he had saidf The (heat and space), but unorthodox spring wire sections hel;
paper, however, had been sery stimulating and he would like with the space and chromium / silicon wire with the temperatu'
to ask sescral questions abaut it.*

m
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1
1 The "hydroJynamic condition" referred to in de paper, (200 deg. C.). IIe wondered if this haJ been observed by the

l': thought, was a sp!!! v.:ve recedm:; tuo fast,which the normal authors. Ile aho asked for the velocity of the oil
meillatin;i system of the injector was incapable of following. A Turning to vahes in cages, he said that one considerable
stiffer spring might he:p in border-nne cases. A trick,impartcJ advantage of the cage was that u very much reduced th flu;
to him some time ago by Mr. J. F. A! cock (and gratefully ach- from the valve seats to the cyhnJer head. Since the csimJer

'

nowleJged) was to watch for gas bubbles in the injector leak-eff head was a complex casting, a large concentratcJ heat floe from
; cennexion; shou!J gas paa into the nozzle, it uculJ generally the valve via the seat was undesirabic. In smaller engines, ulnen
j pass through the cylinJrical !apped part of the neeJ!c-nonle did not have caged vahes, tlus was a very common c.a.e of

bore causing lacquering of the lap fit and would finativ appear cracking between the seats. lie cited the paper of Mr. Fupta a,

in the leak-eff pce, where a plastic tube would facihtate ob- as an example of this.i

I r ution. Iic said that, actmg upon this recommendation, his Turmng to vahes, he said that he had noticed in th- paper
j ( pany som: times used deve:cpment engineers as "bubb!c that while the temperature of the seat had been reduced : c tra
> ka a:hers". ctvled cage, the temperature ddierence between the cc ut of
! Ile thought the authers should be congratulated on having the valve head and tne seat was merca<ed. This woulJ n re.w
) such confidence in the precision of cathode ray oscillogram the thermal stresses, anJ the risk of scar cracking due to inermal
' interpretation. Ile had tried something similar and the result strer. lie gathercJ tlut the idea ef soJium coahng haJ been
i had varied between ) c'egree and 2 degrees cam ang!c, dependmg discardeJ, but he thought it nught be a meful iJc.2, not from' upon the thickness of the pencil pomt u>cd and th cond.onn the tvint of view of cooling tit: vahe f eat, but of r ducirg the
! cf the intecpreter. thermal stress 0; course, what the saJium-cooled valve diJ was
| IIe asked if the line prenure, in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) to pass the flux back to the sahe guide, but there it could be

referred to full load cenJitions. If they diJ, they were remark- coped with qune ue!!,
I ah!y low. Also, the diflerence between maximum line pressure . lie then referrcJ to crankcase explosions. These ucre prac-
i and masimum gal! cry prenure was rather large, being 1,650 lb./ t!cally non-existent m sma!! enginc<, but they did occt" frnm
j sein. in Fi:;.13'a) :ma 1,s00 lb./sa.in. in Fig.13(b). Ile won. time to time m large en:;mes and were extremely nastv Pungs.

'

dered if the eJ;e filter (which,adter all, was the major throttling It would be valuable to haye mformation on this subject and te
component between line and gal | cry' could be responsib!e for know, from the point of slew of safety, what the difhrem e was,

this pressure discrepancv. Wall friction cou!J hardly account between the trunk-p:ston and the crosshead engmes..

for it with the custo n2ry maximum flow selocities of about
90 m./s. Dn. W. F. Mwsrntu was particularly intere3ted in the

Dealing wi'h the chapter on heavy fuel operation, he said .iuthors' lubricating oil consumptioa tests which nere leiefly
| that he was intrigued by the statement that the lack of cooling described on page 3 36 cA the p.sper an I to w hich Fig. 21 ref ored.

In s the[ a5Jity of preheated fu:1 shou!J be responsib'c for high nozzle
Un,o,ome investigatien< cn this subiect on smaller engintip temperatures. The fut! t(mperature given was 160 deg. F. sh Internal Combustion Fngine Research Inunute I.ta had

(71 deg. C.) for a b!cnded fuct cf 300 sec. Rethvood I viscosity; tned increasing the oil pressure by rcJocing the area a f the
gas oil, not '.rche.atcJ, wou!d rea.h the nonte, tier passine; bea-ing sta f tce of 'he ring, but thir had had hitle cffect. i low -
through the c\mpresrive cycle of the fuel pump, not very much crer, chanra of wall pressure, made by sarying ;he r. dial
cooler. Ile ventured to think that the hotter nozzle tip of the thickness of the ring, had a marked effect. Ile .md that it auhl
henv fuel operated engine was more the result of the slower be interest" t to know by what method the authors ha I wried
t' pg of the heavy fu::, with a resulting larger heat rejection wall presste, apart from the change to a spring-leaJc.i rm:;
tud heat absorption from, the nozzle. u hich was mentioned m the paper.

He said that he understood that the rneehanism of trumpet
formation was a function of the hghter fractions of the blended MR. A. J. S. BAKER (Associate) said that the authors had
heavy fuels boiling o'! in the nozzle sac and squeezing the produced a remarkably full description of what couh! o:. e he
heavie- fractions out of the nozzle ho!es where they carbomzed. describeJ as an exceptionally well dete!cred cngine. Of pf ticu-
Carbonization temperatures were much higher than the mea. lar interest ta peopic connectcJ with lubricaCon researc! was
sured nozz!e t:p temperature of 392 deg. F. (200 deg. C.). He the systemati" work which had gore into pYon deveio;m.nt.
said that he would be very grateful if the authors could provide This work I al obvioasti paid off handr .aelv in the rr.aJe t
information about the precise location cf the thermocouple on temperatur , :a clearly denoteJ in Fm t>. It would be m est-
the nozz tip. His company had rn sured nnule seat tem- ing to set far the really excellent fue utihzanon r ites,
peratures (the thermocoup!e being lor...-J within a millimetre inJacateJ L. exceptional fuel con umption rates, had c. atri-
from the nozzle seat) and temperatures ebrained on one cngine buted to th: For instance, metal temperature comparmne
typ , depending on engine r:. ting, cihnder head design amf fuel, taken at the sa.ne time as the variable vahe timing tests dex rbeJ
had reached 464 deg. F. (240 deg. C.). Tlus surely mJicated in Fig.10, right-hanJ siJc, wouhl gvrhap, illustrate this paint.
nonle tip temperatures of a far higher order. These nonics had Fi,:.10 itself wgqcsted that an esen hmader area of mirumum
been uncooled and made from heat-resisting nitriding steel specilk f uel consumpnoa rnight be rouh!c with auto:aan. A!y-
which maintair.ed the seat hardness at c!cvatcJ temperatures. saried vahe timmg. lie uendered if the authors haJ consiared

He said that he envied the authors the low maximum such a pombihty.
cylinder pressure of on:y 1,UO lb./sq in. at 220 lb./sq in. I.noking at the Frg.10 data points for a comtant b m e p.
b.m.e.p. This should enable them to get away with an injector of 200 lb./sgin., it appeared that a fairer mean curve wou!J
re! case pressure of only 2,500 lb./sq.in., resulting in a closing have a pronounced and sicepening hon rather than the sag
pressure of 1,720 lb./sq in., thus still hasing a comfortable shou n by the authors. He ask(d the authors to jusnf3 the mean
rnargin availab!c abose the maximurn gas pressure. hae they had pmtulated.

In conclusion, he said that the paper would always base With regard to the important uork u hich had been done
a pl ce of honour in his hydraulics department, having already to optimi/c fuel injection charactaistics, it was interesting to
se( leral slide ru!cs into a semi-heated comlition. con ides the authors' needle hft/.w pressme relatiomhip con-(i closiom, in the hght of the maJuication which ar.peared to base

MR. J. F. Atccc.x, O.B II, H.A., said that the piston crown n canied out. App.nently tlye un!oaJing value had been in-
was desenbed as high-tensi!e steel, which terrn covered a lot of crewd between (.6 an,d (i9 of I;m. I1 1)id the antl ars attribute3~mpositions. It wou!J be valuable to hase either the thermal thu fact to the rcJuenon m menpient second try hf tmq mJicated
conductisit> or the com;eition. ju the needle-hit din; ram (b)? Presumably the insection rate

Fig. 6 shoucJ a wet-side temperature of over 464 deu 'l * Fujita, 11.1961. %cnice Recer !s of Abtsubishi Nagautd I)iesel
(240 deg. CJ. lie said that it was a rou:;h cencral ruir sh..t one UE T>pe Enginc, and Improvements A14de en the Encince na,o.
was apt to get coking on the surface if one went .mr 392 deg. F. I.afa, E, Vol 73, p. 37.
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The Develoinnent of a liighly-rated Aledimn-speed Diesel Engine
'

.. .

;
. had also teen inercased and this had been arcomnnJared by The engine referrcJ to in op paper ha! han derciopn.

:" permittmp an mercase of neeJ!c lif t. If thi~, were the case, to run on heavv fud od. II; eeught the author:, woulJ agre
y' I might not needle-hit increaws lave to be clo3eiv wntro!!cJ in that the turboUurgeit .o.aotmb . tr unk-p;ston engine c- u.

service o;vration, he asked. I.ikcu.>e, tiv f uci-bre pressure li.e be tr.u:b!~me inw the point of viev of combuw.oo ...a3 gram (b) was presun, ably taken at th. nonk cnd of the fuel op.rarmg at low load on heavy f urt, and ha. . ngures h;
9 pipt lie wondered if it haJ been nece3sary ta tune the fuel pipe had seen fer other engmes, which showol .. Jrop m wmprede

fM length to wntrol the magnituJe of the secondary pressuw wave pressure, from W lb./sa.in., at f ult Imd an.f speed. to ?5 5 la.)
E Su as to eliminate secondarv injection. sq.in., at 60 per cent speed and 22 per cent of full loaJ, h:

%[f -

the f uc! micetion work wa3 that engines of comparativeh low under those conj tions was one of the prmeipal re.noas fe:
Ile thought that the general conclusion to be drawn from stron:tly suspected that .h: relattvely low comprewinn prasun

.;5 speed needed the same careful attention as high-speed engines. this. Whil>t combmtion might Le quite satisf actory,tmder tho,

]A It would be scry interesting to see a comparatwe mvestigation conditions, when the engine was new and in hrst-cbw mndition
in certain large-bare, slow-speed engines, harmg several nozzles with the accumulation of wear of not only hners, but miectio.

{ connected to a smgle fuel-pump element. The result 3 of the equipment, he thought that the low compresion prenu:e wa
- careful work done by the authors in this direenon were demon- certainly a contributor) f a ctor. Ile would be glad to have th

- strated in Fig.14. Ily extracting data points from the fuel authors' comments on this.
'
. consumption loops, it was intere tmg to note that the fuelling On the question of the operational control of turbocharget.
J 1mes for both the K engine and the K Maiar at different speeds medium-speed engines m ships, particularly in view of thq
it were virtually identical. The fuelling imes, from arounJ 30 lb./ increase in the number of ship, with bridge control of the
f sq.in., b.m e.p., on the lowest curve, were unusual in their engines, he was convinced that the fuel injection pnmp raci
q ! hnearity. Perhaps the authors could supply fuel consumptions position should be governed to some degree by the booster pres-
, , at very low loads which would give a clearer indication of the sure. A few years ago, in a certain cross-Channel ferry, which
1 | likely f.m.c.p. Fro t the data published it was evident that this was prop-Ited by two turbocharged Diesel engines under bndg-
d - must be of a very low order and ccmparab!e to that obtamed control, it w as found, a very short time after the ship had gor.e
Q with the largest low-speed engines. This point might be worth inta seni ., that the engine crankcase oil haJ become very dirty

bringing out since it was fashionable ta quote mechanical indeed. The reason for this was soon discovered: the bridge
(3 efliciency for large two-stroke marine engines, and for a given control of the engines had been operated on leaving harbour a3*
4 f.m e.p. this would generally favour the four-stroke engine with if it had been an engine room telegraph, with the result that theA its higher b.m.e.p. engines smoked hke chimneys until the turb:ichargers had timek He asked the authors to indicate whether the performance to catch up and provide enough air for clean combustion. Unde:
( curves were obtained with the fuel described at the top of page these conditions the oil soon became filled with fuel sent. In-
M 333, and if not, he said that he would like them to gwe details. struction to the master as to the correct rate at which to increast
H, Ife said that the water-ca' led, exhaust-valve cage and valve eng1.e power soon cured the trouble. Ile fe;: that where turbe-
> rotators had made a major watribution to operation with low- charged engines were installed in ships, some furm of centro;
il cost fuels. I*resumably some provision had been made to prevent over the rate of increase of the dehvery of fuel to the engine
y boiling in the small seat-coohng passages in the event of sudden was essential.
'; , shut-do'vn, as might be expected in main marine engine
T application. Mr. C. C. J. FarNcit asked a question concerninp thermat4 Ile gnought that the noics on lubricating oil consumption stress. The thennal stress rig shown in Fig. 4 was interestingj were very relevant, as was the investigation on oil control by and provided an ingenious method of investigating a proMem
3 the upper scraper ring. Ile asked the authors to elaborate on which was becaming more and more irr.portant as engine ratings
4 this by indicating the degree of control exerted by the other were increased. This rig was useful in that it was applicable:
,1 rings m the pack. For instance, could a reduction in radial to asymmetric bodies, as well as to those that u etc bodies of revo-
3 pressure of the upper scraper be tolerated by increasing the load lution. In this respect the two-piece piston shown in Fi;. 6,
1 on the lower one? appeared to be a body of revolution. Computer programme,
g The rig described to evaluate pistor -ing quality resemh!cd were now available for calculating the thermal stress of such
p; a variety of test rings uscJ for differen; .iurpse.s. Experience components. Ile wonJaed whether the author 3 had tried a
; with these had indicated considerable ss atter of wear results, check calculation to see whether there nas mr sort of agreem nt
$- particularly at hi? rate 3 of wear. Perhaps the authors cou!J between the rig end a computer. Ilis own rati.er limited experi-
4- 'inJicate the sigr ..cance of the weight krsa figures they had ence so far, with a computer approach, had been tnote valuable ;1 quoted in Table IV. Ile wondered whether they haJ observed a in showing up hmitations in the computer progranune than iu ;

pattern of related ring to bore wear rates for the different giving realistic piston thermal stresses, the problem 3 being
material combinations testcJ. Ilad any significant difierences in largelv the rather complex shape of pistons.i

r p.ston-ring groove and ring side wear rates been observed when Turning to the inlet-valve ucar, he said that he was glad
[ different irons were run in the steel piston crown? The authors that Dr. Pope, in his presentation, had elaborated on his uear

bad nat shown the rr.ets!1urgy of the piston crown, but othe. factor, which Mr. Frrneh had found somewhat iso:n; reacn-
,; appheations of high-tensile steel had suggested tha; steels con- sible as it stood in the paper. Ile agreed that lack of lubricant
;' taining appreciable nickel contents might produ:e increased wear was the rrnin cause of heavy in.et-valve and seat wear in turbo ,

'( rates in the presence of boundary lubrication. charged engines. It was most interesting that the authors had
found thickening the head of the valve so effective in reducing

;- Ma. J. A. Cowotaoy, ILSc. (Member) said that, as the K this wear.
x' Maior engine had been deve!oped specifically for marine pro- Touching on service experience, he said that two years'

pulsion, he had been surprised that Fig. 24 did not show the previously a paper * had been presented, giving v.uits of service
O performance plotted against speed on a propeller law basis. He experience on an engine of very similar size and rating. He

L]
d. would particularly like to see the compression pressure included thought that everyone looked forward to the tune when the

in such a plot, because he had theimpression that many builders authors would be able to give evnparable details of exhaust-
of marine Diesel engines overlooked the implications of the valve life, cylinder-liner and cyline v-ring wear on the K Major,
propeller law, which related power to speed in a ship, particu- when operating on residual fuch. In this connexion, if th-
larly when applicJ to turbocharged engines. If this law were authors were proved correct in their aim of up to 3,000 hours'

f assumed to be a cube law it meant that, if the engine was between servicing of injectors and exhaust valves, this wou!J
developirig full power at full speed, it was only requ *ed to be a most valuabic step fonvard.a

3 develop as httic as 12] per cent of that power, even at half -

e speed, and as ships not inficquently proceeded at speeds lower * llenshall, S. II., and Gallois, J.1964. "Sen ce performance cf
/ than full, this condition did occur now and then. S.11M.T. puhtick Enginca.' Tea,n. I..WrE., Vol. 76, p. 4 45.
>
.
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i Correspondence

- C utwoEx E. R. A1Ay, D.S.C.. R.N. (Alember) wrote that mission smtable for employmg, say, two K Alaiors to drive
j it was : ne ten years since the P:elstick I'Cl had begun to make a single propciler shaf t, and whether their company proposed
i its sign!i. cant contribution to the propulsion of ocean-gomg to offer complete propulsion umts-engines and reduction
! ships, and durmg the whofe of this time it had been without gear.
j any effective medium-speed competitor. The K Alajor must
| now be judged F. comparison with the Pielstick PC2, with Aln. G. H. Ilecnr.s (Member) commented, in a written con-
i which it would be in direct competitmn in every ticlJ. tribunon, that the mcrease in power output shou!J in no way
} Power for power, the British encme was rather larger anJ alarm prospective users, because even the ultimate aim of 528
j heavier than its French ccmpetitor. In some apphcations this b.h.p./ cylinder, with 250 lb./sq in , b.m.e.p., and 1,400 15./
i wouli vt tratter very much. Commander Aiay enagmed that sq. in., peak pre:sure, representea only 2 93 b.h ../sq.v.. of1
1 the relative hrst cost cf the tuo engines would be very signifi- piston crown-almost identical to the power per square inch
B cant, assuming that they had equal abihty to burn heavy fuel. on the crown of the Alaybach engine with pistons of sumlar

The Pielstick had never ben a cheap cugine and, in its PCI construction.
form,its exhaust-valve life on heavy fucl dk! not ahvays prove It would be interesting to know the cooling oil flow rate,

|s impressive. Its popularity had stemed from its mtroducing (he suggestcJ approsnuately 13 gal./b.h.p.-br.), since crown
high-speed engine standards of accuracy into the marine engine and rmg hfe depended on adequate coohng and, in this ret;'ect,
f:e!J, with a refreshing freedom frorn the very heasy mainten- the oil feed through the connecting roJ might prose to b the
ance work that marine en;;incers of ten esperienced on propulsion limiting factor. Gnen adequate cochng,it was knavn tha' this

$ engines, less well made and inditierently developed. fonn of piston uou!J stand greater power per square inch of
1 Over the last few yean, the maict liritish med:um-speed crown area, as show n an the two-stroke cycle Rusten and
! Diesel firms had caught up the leeway in standards of manu- Ifornsby A.O. engh. , when pub!bhed figures showed o er

facture, and aho had undertaken most impressive programmes 5 b.h.p./sq. in.
of detailed dac!opment. It therefore deemed that the K Alaior Ihs company's experience of materials for such pieton,

would meet international competition successfully,uoulJ cxtend crowns indicateJ that thermal fatigue tended to become the
the market gained by the K engine, and join the richtick in limiting factor and this dependeJ principally on coeficient
promiling large merch.nt ships. of expansion and thermal conductivity. Ilad the authors (en-

ammander Alav not:ctJ that the authors had made a siaered one of the ligh-nickel adoy: to rrinimize tne effect of
f misicimg 1 ference to s* tort-life enginc> being per- high operating temperatures, or the high-conductivity copperra .

missible in naval work. This had n ver been so (except in chromium alloys?
motor torpeJo boatQ. Submarine engines were designed and A further aid to cooling was increaw ! valve overlap. Had
prcJuced by the Admirahy between the two wars in an attempt the effect of this been explored with respect to piston crown
to produce better-not lighter-engines than those available f rom and piston ring temperatures?
industry at the time. After the last war, the Admiralty workcJ The scraper ring crrangement permitteJ adequate lubri-
hard to persuade industry to adopt modern stanJards in devel- cation of the skirt or crosshead len,th of the piston, but when
opment and manufacture of lang-life engines up to 91-in. bore, oil control became a problem af ter extended service, inere
but success was only achieved gradua!!y and at substantial might be a temptation to fit a highly-loaded ring in the tkirt
public expense, groove, with possible risk of seizure. To avoid such pmsi-

In Germany, before an f af ter the war, and in France at the bihties, haJ the authors considered omitting the skirt ring
present day, engines designed partly for naval purposes had met altagether anJ adjusting the upper scraper rmg accordmply?
with widespread commercial success. Thi, had come about It was noted that three taper-faccd rings were fitted bdow
through recognition that naval and commercial requirements a paralle!-faced, chrome-platcJ ring in the top groove. There
cou!J be designed into the same engine with advantage to all m:ght be a tendency to blow-by durmg the initial runnine of
concerned, the engine with this arrangement. HaJ blow-by readings been

Possibly the most remark 2b!e feature of the K Abior was taken during test work and had any indications been noted?
that it had achieved so much while retaining cast iren for frame An important factor in piston-ring material was compati-
and bedplate. Rigidity was cuential ta maintain bearing oil bihty with cyhnder liners. Not all materials were suitable in
film geometry within acceptab!e hmits and cast iron was about this respect, but mg;ht he metallurgically sound and, therefore,
twice as flexible as steel. A cast iron frame must have heavier of gaod quality.
scintiings than a steel frame, the cylinder centres must there- It was not surprising, therefore, that a random flake
fore be further apart, and bendmg mornents increased in conse- graphite iren had given s.uisfaction in this size of engine.
quence. On the other hand, cast iron was cheaper than steel, With regard to cylinder liner material, was this also random
cnd development of modern cet irons had done much to make flake graphite? Ilow was the bore machined, and what type
thi crial more attracthe. Fairbanks Alorse had used cast iron of surface was proJuced?
ext y in their new lar;;e opposed. piston, medium-speed With regard to the outside diameter, was th, lioer free from
engine. Other manufacturers were, the writtr belicsed, using water side * ek and what precautions might be taken to deal
steel for comparah!e engmes and had aho chost n the two-stroke, with this pc ibihty at the higher ratings?
valve-in-hea 1 arrangement. On the question of heat dissipation, was it known what

Soon,at least four of these valve-in-head two-stroke engines proportion of heat was transferred through the piston crown
(one of them Itatish; would b:compcting with the K Alajor and to the moling oil and through the piston rings to the esding
the Piehtick in the rapidly esp.mding worlJ market for large water ?
medium-speed engines. It wa, obvious from this paper that
Alirrlees had p?anncJ to seture their share of this m.,rket. Aln. I II. AinaoN (Alember) wiote that it was state I, on

It wouhl be interesting to know the author / view on trans- page U~, ib.it to produce a reliable m.whme one had to pro-

ts;

i_
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'om- - ,ned f rom one successf ul design to the next, takin; care char *;-
.1 critical parameters proved in the orn: mal design ,cre main- y w w mestar-r.

4 taincJ in the next.
' c r vag < v < -< = ~~

* uw w' m<wWith regard ta the critical paramytere shown in Tabie 1. t
4

'"

3 it was rather surprism; ta see that gudgeon pin. or small-enJ ; g; _ ... .
;

h bearings, were not mentioned, a3 these bearmns could be < * * ..
,

? troublesome and also, on occasions, connectmg roJ3 had spht 1 ,

, ,
'

) lengthwise through concentrated eye loaJing. p \
4- Perhaps the authors would care to comment on this sub:ect, ; ,

4, and give detail., of the de. sign of their small-end bearing with tot - - -
--- - " - ~-

|$v particular reference to the bush-whether it was !!0ating or not 3 ; . ,.
*

~V -and its material. r 3.
..

,

With regard to the piston design, as shown in Fig. 3, it !
** . x.

* *

would be mteresting to have the authors' views on the im- }g,, _ _ _ _ _, ___ __
._ -

J; portance of the distance from the crown to the top piston . . .', * *
-. . *N ring, and also further enlightenment on their statements that: ,N' *

E al heat resisting "hehcoil" inserts were used to carry the studs !
- - - - - - -

- and that these acted as a " heat barrier" f ar these studs; b) that
-

-- ~ - - -

N4 disc springs were fitted under the castle nuts on these studs to o- " #
'c(,,, 3,,,'8e 'O% increase the reuhence of the assembly. Did this mean that they ,

had accepted the f act that movement must tane place between
,

the piston crown and the body, and if so, did fretting take Fic. 25-Relation betecen output /s:eep t olume and:

g place with ensuing leakage of oil across the jointm; face? cy/mder borr
With further reference to Table I, it was noted that the

M maximum permissible bearing loads for the main bearings above, nor too much below, the lines marking the upper limit*

j and bottom end, were giver, as 2,500 and 5,000 lb./sq. in. of current design.
Reference had been made to the use of small centrifuges

A respectively. Some enlightenment as to how these limitations mounted at the engine for the bypass purification of the lubri-
Q were arrived at would be of interest

di On page 336, under " Space and Weight", the authors cating ci!. A marine installation of more than 3,000 b.h p.
d made a good case for the cast iron engine, stating that few would normally justify the use of a matcT-driven centrifuge
5 fabricated structures were able to avoid fillet wc!ds in load. for the continuous purification of lubricati:r oil. Such a sys-
# carrying regions, and that the fatigue strength of such wc!ds tem also enabled the whole of the lubricat. : oil charge ta be
'd might be as low as plus or minus 12 tons /sa. in., and that purified ia harbour at the end of each trip. a pracuee adopted
E even butt welds had only a fatigue strength of plus or minus bv taany owners Comn-ander Good asked ti e authors whether
M 3 8 tons /sq. in., compared with 5 tons /sq. in. for a good they considered that the engine-mounted centritugts vrou!d
M quality cast iron. If these figures were correct, it was difficult avoid the necessity for a separare motor-driv:, umt, particularly

m a heas y fuel burning mstallation, and, if m. could they give
ta understand wby, apart from the saving in weight, so many an indication of the time af ter which cl anint G the tants woaMa; m

N- ! other engine builders had adopted 1sbricated designs, espec-
^ k- ially as also, in the event of damage resulting from the failure be required. It was assumed that provisio: was made to cutoft the flw to individual centrifuges, to permit them to bed of a bottom-end bolt, a cast iron engine diJ not stJ!er distortion cleaned while the engine was running.
4 and could usually be " patch" repaired, whereas the fabrk~ited The attention which had been paid to the design of the

structure was ustially distorted and had to be renewed."
f uel iniectors and exhaust vahes was very we come. 'I he main-

'I It was noted that oil was uscJ for piston cochn; and lubri- tenance of these items probaMy represente ' the largest wod
Fi cation and in this connexion it would be interestm; to knov. 1 :J f r the ship's engineers. It was consiered that a per.

If the authors had any relative figures on lubricatmg oil capac- M 5,M hours between overhauh would not ae an unreason:.L. . .

ity (e.g. gal./h.p., in circuit) fer the engmes forming the arm for the exhaust valves.'

subject of this paper, as compared with slow-speed, direct _ Shipowners were becoming increasing c concerned abou.b
,

F drive Diesel . the noiw level, in engine rooms and this was reflected in the
Furthermore, in the case of direct-drive, slow-speed enginesI; burnmg heavy oil, it was found essential, on account of crank- 7_ . _ _ . ,- _ . , _ ;___4', case corrosion, to holate the cylinJer bottoms from the crank-

- o g 4, ,, , n g,,,e ,_ r

, , % ,,,,,e ,a,,
g
sq case-what precautions, beyond using an inhibited lubricant,

,t were bem; taken to prevent such corrosion takmg place in 4 my,, f,,, m ,,,, ,,
-

the engines prMuced by the authors' company. s .

In conclusion, he would be grateful if the authors could y Jf * P ' A' + '
'.;

- t5
, ,

R | h -

'

briefly state why, in comparison with the builders of large.I r ', !
I ; slow-speeJ, direct-coupled engines, they had chosen to develop 1 . . .

l'Q,,

the four-stroke cysle engme instead of the two-stroke cycle p | x. ,

,| g N,

;., engme. ,, 7 . ,m,
w.

f* * ****COMMANDER E. B. Goor), O.B.E., R.N. (Member) wrote .

j that, when a new engine design was introduced, it was natural $ ' N-(--! * .
f

*

'

to compare its ratmg with those of competitars. A true com- 3 - - -

d I

/ parison of ratings should take into account rnany design i'

[, j features, but an indication of the mechanisal and thermalload-
ing problems which the manufacturers had to overcome could I

vv.W be obtained from the output per cubic inch c' swept volume I'
,

'
and the output per squate inch of piston area. These factors f ~

7@L
A

had been F otted against cylinder bore, for a numb r of modernl 8 ' ## #8
turbocharged engine designs,in Figs. 25 and 26. 'cy,,,,,,%,,'8

{ ~ The fa ctors for the K Major engine had been plotted at
,.

f each of the development stages referred to in the I aper and it Fic. 26--Rdation between output / piston arc,r and:p
could be seen that these ratings lay neither too anventurously cylindcr bore

(;
b? '45
t'e' ,

t
iL

r
W - ,7 ,- _ ,;; w . y g ggcr y ,P T WA % -4Y

,yv
-

e
- -- . - , ,
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Discussion
.

number of new ships which had insulated control rc. oms. With With the advent of a new medium-speed Diesel engine,it
a mammum cylinder pressure 25 per cent greater and a maxi- was inevitable that designers of naval machinery installations
mum speed 18 per cent greater than its predeceswr. the K must ask themselves whether this new engine was suitab!c for
Major might be expected ta be considerably noisier. Ilowever, warships. In this respect, section f) on " Space and Weight" was
it was possible that the many design changes which had been relevant and one could observe that cast iron, whilst it had
made had at least partly counteracted the tendency to higher many admirable properties, was not the best of materials for
noise levels. It would be usetul if the authors could provide shock. Perhaps the authors would like to comment on whether
any, comparative noise measurements for the K ar:d K .\lajor they intended to offer a naval version of this engine in due
en' A Course.

.
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4 Authors' Replies
3,

Air. Lowe (rep!ying to the verbal discussioni referred to caring msss in the ini-cror was quite correct and the K Maio:9

.f. Air. Cook's pomt abaut 36 evimders being required for a ship in)ccter was of the low inertia type, as described by Mri
s Grosches.
16

of 18,000 horsepo ver and said that the paper had tned to show fuel hne pressures in Fig.13 referred to full-loa,
h The

Jig that the pouer available from tnat number of c3 nders was now conditians and the authors cons:dercJ the pres =ures leveh ane
|.y twice as great as it was a few years ago, with the same rehability the difference berucen hne-pressure and gallery pressure to b

and maintenance requ:rements. quite normalin their experie ce.,f A comparison of piston-crown temperatures, measured in lie agreed that the higher nonic temperature for the uri*

the engine using templugs, with the temperature distribution cooled iniector with heavy fuel, in Fig.19, was only partly du,3
produced in the rig and by'an electrolytic analogue shmved that to the loss of coohng from the fuel and was aho a result of th-A in the engine, crown temperattires were rather lower than those slower burning of the heavy fuel. The conchision, howeeer, waq produced in the rig and predictcJ by the analogue, while ring- unaltered that coohng of the nozzle was necessary with heavyh
belt temperatures were slightly higher. This difference was fuel and tests had been carricJ out, which v.ere too extenske tty
attributed to the rather more efileient cooling of the underside be fully described in the paper, which shoutJ that the tip tem,a
of the crown produced by the motion of the piston in the

D. engine. The temperature distribution was proportionately the perature was dependent not only on engme load, but also o:.t
fuel temperature, water flow quantity and water te:nperaturt

same in both rig and engine, so that thermil stress measurements The thermocouple for these temperature measurements wai
@g should be of the right order.

The authors' company did not use a ratio as high as the located actually at the surface of the nozzle tip.Air. Alcock had asked for detaib of the composhion c
2} to 3 times increase in fatigue stren-th of rolled threads over

.c

U
cut threads, mentioned by Air. Crok. They uteJ a value of 0 25 the high. tensile steel piston crown. This was a 55-ton t:nsi'.I.

I per cent Cr-Alo steel and he would glaiy send exact par
U.T.S. for ro!!:J threads and 0125 times U.T.S. ticulars of the sraterial and of oil velont:.s t; Air. A!coc!times th:' . ' .

for machine-cut thread,, giving a rat:0 e,f 2:1 i.t farouc of lie pointcJ out that the 461 deg. F. (240 deg. C.) maximm
,-

4 | <

temperature in Fig. 6 was a bulk temperr :re of the m,teri:rolled threads for fatigue strength.i; ' - Hoth Air. Cook and Commander Tyrre!! had commented and that the surface temperature in contact with the oil woul7
on lubricating o.Is for un with heavy fuel. It was difIicult to be be lower. There had been no signs of oil cching on the !.u: fatp
precise about the deterioration of oil lubricants because no oil of the coofing chamber.'

sp-cification defincJ accurately the requirements of a lubricant
for Diesel engins. The type c f oil found suit ib:e for thk engine

IIc agreed that it was very critical t , chocsc the rIgl'e

was a * goad" Suppkment 1 kve! with a ouite reasonable matenah not on!v for the seat of the valu, but for the vah
*

n , elf. Tne re!aine cuethcien:s of expani an ef thec tuJ
~ alkalinity. 'l he authors used a maximtun bub oil temperature of mattria!> and their conJuctivity were most important.

170 deg. F. (77 deg C.. but it must be remembercJ that this.

implied th. t there wou!J be kical higher temperatures in the
The st.bject of cranhcase n;,losions we a pencral on: a

not confincJ particularly to the cngine uMer discussion. Fi'

engine of the order of 210 deg. F. (99 chg. C.t 1 shoutJ that the engine w.a fined with nplo> ion doon. II
.

Ile conf:rm J that it was not the mtention to imply that
centri.ca3t rings were neceuarily mferior to sand-cast rings, company had expenenced one or two casn, a the last sm;_

er eight year 3, of crankcase explosion < m other tyr.3 (
T but the paint shau!J be mad: thit the quahty of the iron was
*

encine where the explosion doo s had umked satisf acturi!y.
more diCicu|t to maintain in a centri-cast ring.

Referring to Air. II:nshairs point a!aut speafic air flow, Referring to Dr. Alansfie J's question about the rr. the-f

$
he e.<rwi tha' it = at desir4W to continue t, increase the specific of varying the wall pressure of the piston rinP.s. he said th/
air flow as rating., in:re25cJ. although the extrapolatcJ hgure this had been donc ioth by ahenna the taring area of a giv-

ring and also by re-designing the ring.u
.( in Table I showed a sma!I reduction. Air. Bakcr had suncesteJ that there should be autemati

There had not been any problem with differential expan- timing on an engine. This was an attractne idea, particu!arit- sion between the steel crown and the cast-iron piston body, if combined with automatic timing of fuct iniection, but u.

3(t
probably because the intensise coolin ; produced a low tem- very dif!icult to achieve. Jf some simple and foo!pioof way <the interfaces, as could be seen in Fig. 6. The
double line in Figs. 2, 3 anJ 6 represented a threaded portion doing this could be found it would be a real achievement.w .!ure at:r

He said that he could not justify the mean line for tlp
which was used to establish the best crown diameter and was 200 b.m.e.p. data on the right-hind diagram of Fig.10. Tlf a well-known development technique.

Tne development engir.e had been run with valve guide measured points indicated the " hog", sugcested by Air. B2kt!y ,

y' diametral clearances as small as 0-00lin. to 0 002in. with the but he could not esplain why this shou!J be so and hence h:d force-lubricated guide, and a clearance of 0 003in. to 0 004in. merely indicated the downward trend which he thought to l
'f had been arrived at for the final design. Wear ra'es with the of greater significarne.

Referring to the injection Jiagrams, he said that th: u-/
lubricated guiJe were extremely low and a life of 10,000 hours loading vohune had been increased from (a) to (b) in Fig. .c
was exp:ctcJ before replacement of the guide was necessary. and had a very strong effect on the tendency for seconda

Mr. GrMehel had sounded a word of warning about fuel- injection. The injection rate had aho been ine; eased and, .
injection test rigs and the authors agreed generally with him. aheady stared in the reply to Alr. Gr6xhcl. a low-inertia tv;

,

M
Rigs were estremely tnciul if one was careful in interpreting the
results. The suggestion that the ptohlem of bact:-flow of gas of inicetor had b.ru adopted. The fuel hae pressure w-

-
from the cyhnJer had im presented by scJucing the recipio- measured halfway along the inb etion pipe in each case and t

i 3 36
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inicyion pipe length was the minimum poss:bh: for the engine. was near to that of a r;ood steel. There were othcr aJvantages in
Mr. Ilaker's' remarks aNut the Willan's lines were quite utid usmg ca3t iron. One knew that one could obtain good castings
and, in fact, the twehe-cylinder engine had show n a with ca.,t iron far tbc size of engine he was discussing and it
mechanical efliciency of 9.1 per cent The performance curves was an easy material to handle. Sire for sire, his experience had
were obtained using distillate fuel. been that cast iron came out cheaper, therefere it one had a

The piston-ring pack, described in the paper, was debber- matertal w hich was as good as another and was cheaper, one had
ately designed so that the scraper rms above the pin was more to have a very good reason for not utmg it. Ile could only sw

. severe than the lower scraper ring. The authors conudered it une reason for precludmg its use and that was if weight were
importmt to maintain on adequate o:t film over the body of a predomin.iting factor. Ifowever, when one considered the rest
thej9on so that the lower scraper ring was only intended to of the engine room equipment, the tankerai:e and the fuel
ter! lexcess oil to present the upper ring becoming !!ooJed. capacity, one would find that there was a dillerence of one or
Thb. dight los> igures, in Tab!c IV, were only innificaat in two per cent between a welded design and a cast iron des:0

w that, for commercial shipping, this was a margmalcomparison to one another as they were obtained from a rig
running completely unlubricated and could not be related to c. . wideration.

~

conditices in an engine cyhnder. There had not been any lie pointed out that with an in-line emine with an under-
controlled tests to measure ucar rates m the grooves of the slung crankshaf t, one could have a very nice stress line pattern
steel crown with piston rings of different irons- which, on the drauing twrd, looked very attractive and almost

In answer to Alr. Cowderoy's question about compression impossible to improse upon, but u hen one came to a "V"

pressures, he said that, at 525 r.p.m. and full load, the cora- engine with side by side conne: ting rods, so that the oppositc
pression prtssure was 900 lb./sq,in., coming down linearly liners could not be in ime with cach otl.er, the sartss p:.netn
with horsepouer to 330 lb./sq.in., at 100 r.p.m., i.e., effectively did not look quite so elegant. Ile accepted that the cast iron
no load. The compression pressure, corresponding to the 60 beJplate was more di!Ueult to design because the stress pattern
per cent speed, 22 per cent load condition, quoted by Air. was more complex, but once one had designed it and get a
Cowderoy, was 830 lb./sq.in. Ile agreed with the contributor good design one was simply comparing one good design with
that low compression pressure, or rather comprenion tem- ano:hcr. It was aho a question of continuing imm a well-tried
perature, could contribute to inferior combustion in a worn engine to the next generation, without depatting from well-
engine at low load. proven design principles. IIis company had now completed its

Air. Cowderoy's suggestion that marine' propubion one thousandth K engine and had over 300 of them in marine
engines shot.!d be treate.1 hke locomotive engines, from the point application. Over a third of the engines were running day in
of view of pre,enting the driver from accelerating too fast, was and day out on heavy fuel. '

a good point. The necessity for the turbocharger to accderate
was of ten overlocked when rapid increases in load were called
for, and it might well be necessary to apply the locomotisc type .wtnoRC REtu to uRITTEN CONTRmUTIONS
of fuel rate control to marine engines. The authors wrote that they entirely agreed with Cem-

In reply to Mr. French,he said that the computer approach mander May's appnciation of the rapidly inercasing demand
to piston crown thermal stresses had be:n to comtruct ar far 1 rge med:um-speed engines. Thee had deliberately restricted
etectmfyt;c nWogue which, as mentioned earlier, gave quite the paper to the deselopment of the K Major engine itse!' hut4

goo | d on a digital programme which would calculate stressesicement with the thermal rig. Work was cunently in their company was certainly proposing to offer cumphte pro-prog ~ pulsion units for geared installations win cither single or mtuti-
directly, whereas the analogue only gave temperature distribu- engine inputs.
tion from which stresses could be calculated. In reply to Mr. Hughes, the authors wrote that the piston

The numerical value of the wear factor for inlet valves coolma-oil flow was 14 gallons /b.h.p.-hr. at the current full-
obviously applied to one's own engines, but a manufacturer load rating. The coohng design was such that the operatmg i
could apply the formula to obtam values from his own engines. temperatures of the piston crown were well within the thermal
In this connexion, he said that the experimental work, from fatigue limit of the steel used, as could be seen from the no- I
which the wear factor was developed, was described fully in therms of Fig. 6. The work that had been carried out on the
reference (2). optimization of valve timing and combustion characteristics,

which was describeJ, had been aimed at obtaining the best
Dr. Pope said that before the meeting closed he would like thermal (fEciency from the engine and not at rcJuction of

. to make one or two comments about some generalities which component temperature by scavenge air cooling, w hich they cen-
*

had come up during the discussion. sidered was a relatisely inefficient method of controlling com-
He said that they were getting to the stage in the methum- panent temperatures. The temperature of the critical parts of

speed engine industry where the research and development the engine, such as exhaust-valve seat, inicetion noale, and top
effort of the engine builders was outstripping the companent piston-ring groove,was controlled by direct cooling. ~

builders, and he could foresee, in the not too distant future. As mentioned in the rep!v to Mr. Ilaker, the lower scraper
that engine development might well be helJ up because of ring in the shirt was relatisclv mild and the upper scraper more

: lack of blowers and injection equipment. He hoped the supply severe to en ure adequate hibrication of the piston skirt. The
! industry would persevere with enthusiasm for the highly-ratcJ taper-faced compression rings were an advantage in initial run- ,

; medium-speed Diesel engine as much as the engine builders nmg as they bedded in very quickly on a narrow circumferential
band. Initial running-in had been the subject of a good deal: were.

He thought that the problem of the maintenance of of imestigation on the test bed and the best resuhs had been -

: medium-speed Diesc! engines in the marine wor!d should be obtained with a ielatively rough liner surface, which was honed <

' judge'-pjectively. Obviously, in the medium. speed engine one to a C.LA. of about 100,,, the liner being a random flake
! was i ; to have more parts, but there was a worlJ of differ- graphite iron, slightly softer than the piston-ring nuterial.
:ence\e6 teen handling a 15-in piston and handling a 30-in. Calculations of liner frequency and vibration amplitude !

*

' piston. The factors invohed were not just the number of parts, were included at the desiga stage to avoid the possibility of
;but the way in which they could be manipubted and a sta- water-side attack. The heat divip.uion tinough the piston rings !
;tistical analysis of what were the major and minor faults. IIis to the cooling water coulJ not he directly measured in the [
' view was that if this analysis wtre carried out scientifically one engine because of the he.'t icecived directly by the liner from
iwou!J find that the meJiumapeed engine could stand on its the combustion gases. Ily reproducing temperatures and total

*

'

own,esen with regard to miintenance. heat fbvr in the rig. the proportion of heat flowing to the cool-
With regard to cast iron, he said that each problem must i+r rg was aluut 75 per cent of the total and the heat to the'

; e judged on its merits.The fati.;ue strength of a good cast iron Sner was 25 per cent.
.

b ,

*
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>i The Development of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine

of 7,000-9,000 Horsepower for Marine Propulsion
J. A. POPE, D.Sc., Ph.D., Wh.Sc., M.I. Mech.E.* and W. LOWE, ll.Sc., M.I.Mcch.E.t

The design considerations and development tests are described which have resulted in
.

the production of the Mirrlees-National K Alaior engine, which has a current commercialg
rating of 3,000 to 7,500 b.h.p. in 6 to IS-cylinder uruts, and a p oiected future rating
of 9,000 b.h.p. sn 16 cyhnders. .

~( The M2rrlees K engme has been well established for over 12 years, some 980 engines .

-
,

now being in service for power generation and marine propulsion. Of these engines 250 are?
operating on heavy fuels with viscosities ranging from 200 to 4,600 seconds Redwood I,
representing over 650,000 horsepower. The obiective in the design and development of the-| K Maior engine has been to increase the specific power output by 50 per cent and at the
same time to maintain or to increase the safety factors possessed by the original K engine.

, These factors, which determine the ability of the engine to operate on residual fuels with
low maintenance and high availability, are discussed and the achievement of the objeenve-,

is illustratei
Component parts of the engme are desenbed in turn, with details of the methods of

-

measurernent of pressure and temperature levels, air flow and wear rates in test rigs and in
a prototype three-cshnder engine which was equipped with special features, such as a cam-

) shaf t with variable timing. to f acihtate development work.
'lle test results obtamed on the hrst 12-cyhnder KV Maior engine are shown to confirm'

the perf ormance expected irom the rig and prototype engine tests.

INu onrcTro', ,gcy
la general, the requirements of a marine propulsion engme q

1p '>are:
a) reliability; 5 ;j

3 -

I

b) low f uel consumption; . ,e- 'f 'g
c) the abihty to burn heavy fuels obtamed in any part j ,, e

|pfj . 1:4of the world; t

d)- low lub-icating oil consumption; l '0* ?)
'

*8" .l. : 1

f) mi:timum space and weight in keeping with a) and e). 1 e cw U' f
e lou mamtenance recuirements; >

'.
'

, ,

d d 'y { {,'.
These requirements are obvious but can only be achiesed }g '

.. j - j
,

if certain basic principles in design are followed. The paper is ,j'

],
_i_ divided into sections, each deahng with one aspect of design ;

which affects these overall quahties.
.

ci4 e a to /i is is is to it 24 is is .ro J2 >< es
However, before detailing these defim.te sections, some s,, .w,,,,i,ooo

observations must be made on the application for which the
engine is to be used and its suitabilir; for that applicatinn. An Fic.1-Distribution of horsepower for ships oocr 2,000 d.w.t.
engine developing 7,000 to 9,000 b.h.p. in IE cylinders would ' on order in Great Britain in March 1965
be ideal for med2um-speed marine propulsion :ince the powtr

- range available would be from 3,000 ,h.p., in a single six- at 525 r.p.m., and 220 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., 465 h p./ cylinder
eyhnder engine, to 18,000 h.p. with twin 18-cylinder engines. would be developei The design of the K Major engine was based
This power range covers a large .ection of the manne market, on a continuous rating of 250 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., at 525 r.p.m.,

illustrated in Fig.1, so that if condmons a) to f) can,be giving $25 h.p./ cylinder, and the development programme was*

? ed a worthwhile market should enst for such an engme. planned to achieve this rating, using heavy fuel, in the three
The mitial design study showed that the dimensions of the stages d

iirrices-National K engine (15-in. bore x 18-in. stroke) would At he nt time, the K Maior is released for the com-
{4 t this power range very well, if the new design embodied the mercial market at a rating of 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., at 500

tuodern features resultmg from research and development which r.p.m., and development testing for the second stage of 220 lb./g.
would enable high specific outputs to be obramed whilst retain- sq. in., b.m.e.p., at 525 r.p.m. is well advanced.~

g economy and reliability. At 500 r.p.m., and 200 lb./sq. m., . A cross-section of the engine, showing its general construc-" '

. {2'ne.p., this size of engine would give 402 h.p./ cylinder, while tion,is shown in Fig. 2 and the details of the design will be dealt
'

'Research and Technical Director, Mirrlees National Ltd. with in the following sections of the paper under the headings
t Chief Development Engineer, Mirrlees National Ltd. a) to f) already given. }, , -

t
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The Development of a Ifighly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine' *

. ,
.

a) nLIABILITY 1) exhaust temperature af ter the valves should not exceed

General Considerations 820 deg 1. (440 deg. C.) with uncooled valve seats and
Experience in engineering has shown that one of the surest 930 deg. F. (500 deg. C.) with cooled seats;

methods of producing intrinsic reliabihty in a complex piece cf 2) top paton ring groove temperatu:e shou!d not escced
machtnery, such as a Diesel engine, is to proceed by a process of 4 30 deg. F. (230 deg. C.);
log: cal evolution from one successful design to the next, taking 3) injector noule tip temperature should not exceed 350
care that the critical parameters, proved in the original design, deg. F. (ISO deg. C.);
tre rnaiatained in the new design. From the authors' ex. erience 4) exhaurt valve seat temperature should not exceed
cf tinuous-duty Diesel engines, the critical parameters to 1,020 deg. F. (550 deg. C.);

fully watched are: 5) lubricatmg oil consumptbn should net exceed ore Mr
cent of fuel consumption at full load and if pem::le

Trots I should approach 0 5 per cern of full load fuc; con-
sumption;

6) . . bearmgs should be well within their load-carrying'
g, ,,,,
KV12 hiirrlees KV12 h!a,er engine CJP3C"Y' .

engine 7) the stressing of all components, both m. fat:gue and
"orar..ter - - sta.ic leadig conditious, shou:d be such that an ade-

.

154 200 220 250 quate f actor of safety exists.
Ib.hq.in. IbJsq. in. IbJsq. in. lo.!sq. m. Sorr.e of the more important design and perform:'nce
b.m c.p. b.m.e.p. b.m.c.p. b.m e.p. characteristics of the K Alajor engine are compared m Table I

with those of the earlier and successful K engine, the comparr an
r.p m. r.p . r.p n . r.p rn. showing that safe values of the critical par. meters base b ct-

hioment ofinertia of bed- maintained and, in many cases, improved.
.

h!vimum internal couple,
'31,430 31,430plate (in.4) 13,650 31,430

Piston I)csign
tons. ft. 210 2 61 250 290 The control of top piston ring groove temperatures by coob

Ratio, nmimtm couple ing the underside of the crowa of the conventional single-p:e;.e
+ moment ofinertia 0 0113 0-00S4 0-0092 0-0092 cast iron piston, used in the.K engine,is acceptable up to a r.ti.n;

Re! e stress m crank- of about 180 lb/sa. in., b m.e.p., using a cast iron havw; a
1 0 82 0-91 0 96 U.T.S. in the ring belt of 17 tons /sq. in., but, .bove this lwl,hiaximum cylinder pres.

sure, Ib./sq. in. 1,0S0 1.350 1,350 1,400 high tensde thermal stresses are produced on th. mside wf cf
Cylinder head stud stress, the piston behind the ring grooves"). F-r the K Ataior engine,

to- s/sq. in. 33 10 10 1 10 4* a two-piece construction has been devcloped, as illustr:e la

Fatigue strength of Fir,. 3, wuich has a high-tensi!c ste:1 crown and a "Alech.nu:J
threrds, tons 4q. in. 17 27 27 27 skirt. This cesign incorporates an inner load-carryinn bms,

so that no pressure load is taken on the outer wall which cer:es'
stre'ng 0 49 0 37 0 375 0-335

11 n stress in fuel the rmgs, and the latter may be quite thin, thus reducin: tt.e
,

. Ib./sq. in. 262,000 205,000 215,000 225,000* heat-flow path to the piston rmgs and givmg eflicient oil ce b:::-
h! bearing load, Ib./ of the rmg belt, as well as ensurmg that the roots of the paron

sq.11 814 1,234 1,275 1,330*
hiaximum permissible 3

ring I d, Ib . . 1,500 2,500 2,500 2,500

c.:} C ]: 4load 0 54 0-49 0 51 0 53' r ' t.Large (nd bearing load, vi
IbJsq. in. 2,400 2,E00 2,900 3,050' (u 6.j_21 - r:

,.

hiasimum permissib!c ca, a e r;
*,r$becting load. Ib./sq. in. 2,700 5,000 5,000 5,000 08 [] .

Ratio load / permissible y, r, p 7 *- .
load 0 $9 0 56 0 53 0 61* I f N 3 E.

h!aximum stress in piston i [ , ' d' .

;
+ U.T.S. of material 0 44 0 33 0 35 0 36' '

/ ]Q f '4
:

> % 1Top piston ring groove ,d
* _ h"-temper? ture, deg. C. 220 165 185 205' t

'

Exhaust temperature at 7p
cylinders. deg. F. 800 810 850 E90* L

Air flow,IbJb.h.p..hr. 13 3 13 8 13 9 13 7' |
__j , /i

.'/m._

*jExh ust valve seat tem- !

jtpernture, deg. C. 540 460 490 520' i

- --b 'Specific fuel consumption,
- ~"~'-* - ' ]>1lb./b.h.p..h r. 0336 0-335 0336 0 340* -

yLubricating oil consump- p. _
" - h:tion, Ib./b.h p.-br. at

full load 0 0030 0 0020 0 0020 0 0018'
Weight of engine, Ib./

-- ~ S *q|
b.h.p. 44 30 26 23 t.

|area of piston,
- "

138 162 162 162
E!- um thrust pressure

on piston. Ib./sq. in. 35 3 33 5 34-0 34 8' '
Depth ofcylincer head,in. II 75 13 5 13 5 13 5 3
Injeet;r nonle in temper-

atun fruciat 200 deg.F.).
deg. C. 177 127 130 136' N 2Inlet valve seat wear

.[- h,0 0 0 0 ' 'factir 192 156 156 162*

*Estr:pclatud values Fla. 3-11ssembly of two-f ecc oil-cooled f stond i
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The Develojnnent of a fligidy-rated Aledium-symt Diccilingine. .
,

-s
W ring grooves are stress-free. The piston crown is retained by 12 .- - -- -- , . ,2c

d,.d four high-tensile stud > which hae rolled threads ta give masi- i 3,,,p, ,,,, '! !

.M mum fatigue strength, and hear-resisting ''llehem!" mserts are .

-- - - J -- . f %p,stu --- pro
I

%;/s
used to carry the stud,, thus further improving the fatigue lo { -

'

r strength of the assembly and also acting as a heat barrier for the ; I j/| /v ,

M stuJs. INc springs are fitted under the castle nuts to increase th: . |
/

,

g resihence of the assembly and to provide an accurate inethod of h t. - _ _._
/y /

checking the correct pre-load of the studs, this being achiesed by $ r/r _ [f.f
. . _ _ _ _ _ _. . _ ,oo ..-

; t'

|
,. ,

measurement of the gap betwten the two retaining plates for the i~ ; f/' '/3 / j [ t,
,

h@q m _p!_74[,.' /springs. Lubricating oil is fed, via a drilling in the connecting t: g __ _
t f,g ;[___4 _a' rod, through the piston pin and to the annulus chamber behind E / i (

,p/ // ;
;

M[ -
the ring grooves, through which it circulates at high velocity O e k

[' I
4 ' N "'' "!j before meeting a transfer drilbng to the inner chamber below the I / - -. r

I piston crown, from where it finally passes down an integral drain j# 7'

/b ,p j *
;r

s ,

c drilling in the piston skirt. The returning oil is collected in a cast
aluminiurn tray, supported from the engine column, and is fed ] '

e,

y
through a flexible connexion to a sight-flow and temperature j 7,,, _,g ,,

Iindicator mounted adiacent to the crankcase door. prstoa-
,

The thermally-induced and pressure-induced stresses have | | |
'

; been thoroughly investigated in test rigs prior to tests in the C ,370o ,o go f,o foo y,o
L prototype engme. Fig. 4 is a diagram of the thermal stress rig ,,,,, ,,,, , w,,, p,, , ,,,, f3 y,, .

which is used to simulate the heat flow through the piston which
occurs in the engine, best being supplied by electric immersion Fm. 5-Comparison of temperaturcs and stresses in,-

.'#
J heaters using solder as the. medium for transferring the heat to single-piece and two-piece piston designs

the piston crown. Heat transfer through the piston rings is

|P. achieved by water-cooling the standard engine liner and oil-cool- extremely small. Fig. 5 shows the variation in thermal stress i$
;

ing of the piston internally is arranged in the same way as in the the piston wall and also the temperature in the re; ion of the top
? engine. Thermal stresses are measured by Budd self-temperature ring groove as a function of brake mean ef!ective pressure fos

compensated strain gauges, having an overall size of lin. x lin., both the origmal single-piece piston and for the K Major twoc. -

# so that the effect of the gauges on the heat transfer conditions is piece piston; Fig. 6 illustrates the temperature and stress distric
sit
N
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The Development of a Ilighly-rated Mediuni-speed Diesel Engine' '
.

i
bution in the crown of the two-piece piston. The reduction in top

;so 32e Je : ring groove temperature by some 126 deg. II. (70 deg. C.),

f's ''s ochiesed by tl.e new design, has made available a wide potential~~-"

100 - . '' . 3(Td40s ! for increase 2n rating in the future, before any limitation due to'N'

## '' fKN "veoc) lubricating oil break-down is reached. The thermal and pressure-

stresses are quite modest for the srcel crown, which has a U.T.S.
D#d,3 fin? [ s,,?f'~~______'

' - - _ _ _ . tygg
of M tons /s4 u,i., at room temperature, so that tne factors of

'M,,
w saferv are much increased oser the original smgle-piece cast t onr/o19 -- - - _ _ .<x,,o

'#
. .. / . g

The connecting rods are one-piece stampings with the large-
ffc,

end bearing houang obbquely spht at 30 degrees to the rod axis,
and carry thin-wall tin-aluminium bcitings. This construction

- permits a crank pin of maximum diameter, consistent with the
ffo ' ~~' I withdraw.,1 of the connecting rod through the cyhnder bore. The

- - ,-w t. re a r -oc,3.roa. e, e j optimization of tue connecting to.: prolioetions ha . been a sisted'

.

t )cesara r,,, c,mmeur.. . . g .,, .e rs to,. e,f e by rig tests in a full scafe static rig. in which gas loads and
I 1 Are..we stre... tm/n m inertia loads are simulated by hydraulic pressure and the mesult-
v ^enas.ue..,tenem ing stresses measured by strain gauges attached to the connectingr

rod. It was thus passible to reduce the weight of the connecting
Fic. 6--Tao-t>iece piston crown tcmpciatu cs cnd stresses rod by 15 per cent from t!ut of the original C rod so that.crea at

.

.
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n., . The 1)erelopment of a Higidy-rated Medium-speed i>icsci Emf ci.

%
d the increased speed and load, the connectinn rod stresses are lower Air l'or/r
e than in the original design. Fig. 7 shows the stresses in the large Air flow tests c.. rhe K olinder he, . med that the preA. end of the connecting rod under htmg pressure and inertia loaJ- sure drop in Il e inlet pawages wm maJe up as fuhw.$ Iret p.nsa; c up to vah c. 1I r:r centy Tarn II Velocity chan;;e rouad vahe scar 33 per cent.;d 1.oss of veixny .caJ at outlet 3) per cent
)g Gauge No. poution I actor of safety Interaction bctmn v.ilves and

cylinder v.all !! per cent.

Q l Itcit pl.ttform radius 3S The large percentage loss around the valve seat indicatep 19 Suprm tyc 195 68
that optimization of the valve head profi!c and inkt pasuge shag'h' l

a f a 3 in this region would be worth while, and the tests,a!so shoge
! '"

55 Snank radrus 37 that a greater effectwe flow area could be made availible by eri

' . ' 59 Nlt platform radius 44 creasmg the valve lift beyonJ the value of a quartcr of vah
diameter at which the minimum geometric area becomes constan*
Fig. 8 shows the increase in cocflicient of discharge beyond th

ing, and, in Table II, the safety factors at the most highly normal L/D ratio of 025 and the K Major valvelift was chose:.

? stressed points have been listed. In determining these values,
( allowance has been made for factors which would affect the r ic

| b, fatigue strength of the material, such as specimen size effect and ? N,

|%}
" ' ,surface decarburization where it exists, so that the resulting i \_%'values indicate the worst conditions and show that the rod jo: AH design has a large margin of safety.

_ _ _ _ . _

b Nf* 8-

. Bearings *

Main and large-end bearitigs are thin-wall steel she!!s lined #y
i; with tin-aluminium, the increase in bearing loads from the K [$jfW01 to the K Major being more than compensated by the improve- |g,,/

-

3 ment in fatigue strength of the bearing material. The actual and o,,

,4 permissib!: bearing loads given in Table I illustrate the increased I / ,/$ factor of safety in the new engine, the figures given being the //i conventional pressures obtained by dividing the maximum bear- jod r/ / Jo % tG+ ing load by the projected area of the bearing so that a simple '
j --45% t:3 comparison can be made. In the design of the K Major the mere 4| // --- do* m. t

@ accurate methods of calculation, which have been made possib!: gor - /,cN by the use of computers, have been used to assess oil film thick- : //Z.? ness over the range of speeds and loads so that the true factor of ' , '
'

y/, safety is even higher than the simple comparison suggests, o'
9 A positive displacement lubricating oil pump as drisen from o o/ o+ oJ o< es,

N the free end of the engine by a flexible driee and delivers oil h=48* m'a ut 4/0s
y through a 15-micron full-flow fiher to the main oil gallery cast

@$
in the bedplate. An oil-pressure regulating valve is fitted at the Frc. 8-Flow characteristics of tolver crith 30-degree,
engine gallerv to ensure that engine oil pressure remains con- 45-degrce and 60-degrce s 2t:d stant, regardless of the degree of contamination of the filter,and

's a pressure-safety valve at the pump delivery protects the pump in
4 the event of a complete blockage of the system. In additian to the to be 0-3 of the valve diamcter, giving an inerca-e in maximum

ht full-flow filter, about five per cent of the flow is bypassed and effective stea of just oyer five per cent. Ttu:t improvement as
l '1 filtered by small centrduges mounted at the engine. This dual quite significant unen at is remembered that at is effective over a
[:f furration ensures that carbon and water particles are removed large vane opening period.
f from the lubricating oil and prevents the formation cf sludge in he cHcet of varymg vape seat angk on h characterntics

,,

b 'the main fJters. Tests have shown that a considerabie increase in was alsa examined and F,ig. E shows the characteristics of

|8
filter life is achieved by this system. valves of the same throat area with seats at 30,45 and 60 degrees

*

The quantity of lubricating oil circulated through the ! the face of the valve. The 60-degree seat valve is clearly'

i engine has been determined af tcr thorough development tests to infedor to the other two, and the 30-degree seat, as the best at'

investigate the distribution of oil to main bearings, large-end small valve openmgs, whereas the 45-degree seat is best at large
bearings, piston cooling and other requirements, and the oil valve openings, while the advantage to be gamed by increasing
quant'tv tar bee : chor.n not only to lubr:cate *ot t sho to coc! the va:ve lift beyond L/D = 0 25 as valid for all v doe. ri reat

#' the main and large-end bearings, thus ensurmg that the fatigue arigle.
strength cf the bearing materialis maintained at its maximum There are other factors to be cons,dered m, choosm, g seati

value* angle which determine the relatne ments of 30 and 45-c' ;ree
seats, of which the most important is that of useful seat ht; in,

t b) Low mrt. constat' Tron 8 C#* ###' con cris r et and &mt vaker m
(' The importance of adequate air flow in a high-powered quite different, and will be considered separately.

,/ Diesel engine cannot be over-emphasized, the air delivered by the The anlet valve operates an a relatively unlubricated conc.
turbocharger having to perform the duties of scavenging the tion at the seat so that seat wear, due to the relative movement o:5 ,

j
'

cylinder from the products of combustion and of cooling the the valve seating face again t the face in the cylinder head as a
components in the combustion space region, as well as providing factor,,of the gas pressure, may be quite appreciable.

resuh A wear
p a high mass of trapped air for the combustion process. In recent rig and eng,derned theoretically and its va,lidity confirmed by

was
d years the efforts of specialist turbocharger manufacturers to im- me tests from which the, K Major mlet valve head
H prove turbine and compressor efficiencies have made a substantial profile was determmed to, give the mimmum practicable relatwe
h contribution to the success of the highly-rated Diesel engine, m ve ent and hence nummum wear:27. The *' wear factor" is
y and the cogine manufacturer can play his part by ensuring the defined as:

maximum utilizatica of exhaust gas energy and by minimizing P,,,' . N . n . D'#

N, flow losses in the porting and ducting. F,r
E . B . t d' J . ms 0

"

.

4
*
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Tlie Development of a IIigiti>-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine

f coefficient of friction; - -- - -- - --.-.-..awhere n =

maximum cylinder pressure;
J P =

N' engine speed;
-

=

valve disc diameter;D =

seat angle; /6 =
'

Young's modulus; H-E =
iwear resistance factor (hardness number;;B' =

seat width; N
--

b =
,

distance from valve disc face to top of seat; [i t =
i ' ~ -,

-./[r[ _ It can be seen that a decrease in f), or incresee in t and v
%height of valve disc cone.=v

.
'' %~-' r.,

' ' "have the effect of reducing the " wear factor" and the K Maior in- l ~'%
*

let valve head profile was designed f rom these comiderations with {' .s
N -

n 30-degree seat ang!c and a stiff valve head. From experience on
. other cngines e wear f actor c,I above 250 gi es unsatisf actory 1.'fc k "JQ g( @, f
+

lin service and a value of 200 is satistactory. It will be seen frorn
'

., .

Table I that the original K engine has a satisfactory value, which '''(/ " i
is confirmed by service experience, and the K Major has an even* *
bigger safety margin. ' -The criteria for the seat of the exhaust valve are quite
different and will be discussed later in the paper under the

' - -

i,caJing of "licavy Fuel Operation". Fra. 9 -Construction of variable timing cam'

Val:e Timin! . .
formance for the engine speed and load range being considered.

The mfluence of valve timmg on the exbust, scavent;e and Some results have bcen selected from the range of tests carried
chargmg processes has been examined experimenta!!y on a three- out on the three-cylinder engine to illustrate the way in which
cylinder engine, which was fitted with a,special camshaft, m changes in timing can affect the power range met which mini-
which the timing of both opening and closma of tSe air and ex- mum fuel consumption is achieved.
hau;t, valves, and ,of fuct injection were widely vanabic.1-ig. 9 In Fig.10, the performance of the tlirec-cylinder engine is
is c pictorial sketen of one of the variab!c timmg cams showing shown with all valve timings held constant except the point of
the method by which the valve penod is adjusted. Each com as exhaust valve opening, the turbocharger match being changed
made in two p eces which are able tc rotate relative tc each other tnive thusn.c total cir flow. Tt c velve tiraings vcere :when h)draal.|e pressure is apphed betweta the cams and the

E.V.O. E.V.C A.V.O. A.V.C.shaft from a hand pump. Releaec of the pressure then shrinks the before after before aftercam on to the shaft to give an interference fit and the two parts B.D.C T.D.C T.D.C B.D.Ch cam are interlocked to form a bridge over which the cam
f er roller can run without any discontinuity of profile. This Tim 3ng A 43 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degrees..

I *!ng B 65 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degrees
!met od of hydraulic mounting allows the whole ccmposite cam Tanung C 75 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degreesto be rotated to any desired poshion, as well as permitting the

opening and closing flanks to be rotated relative to each other. The ! cit-hand curves of Fig.10 show the performance at 450
Engine tests have been carried out over a wide range of valve r.p.m., and since the engine did not have the h .oroved air flow
timings, recording overall engine performance and pressure dia. already described in the previous sub-section, tt. opt; mum fuel
grams in the air inlet passages, engine cylinder and exhaust consumption occurs close to the original K rat.ng of 150 lb./
passages, from which optimum cam timings can be determined sq. in., b.m.c.p. As the exhaust valve opening peint is advanced,
f r any engine speed and load condition. the position of minimum consumption move further up the

It will be appreciated that the optimization of valve thln b.m.e.p. scale. This point is more strikingly i'.mtrated in tb -
:es- right-hand curves of Fig.10 where fuel const.: .. tion is plotteis G c:mplex operation and for a given set of timings it is 1

sary to match the injection equipment and the turbocharger per- against exhaust valve opening point. At the 1mscr rating of 140

o 421,03 _

!

- -

3 7-;m - ;
| |

'

! j A :i

py' | _.9 _. . _ . j N- - ; - . - - . O-4o
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The l>cych>]mient of a fli;;hly-nited Medium-speed 1)icsci De,inc.-
.

>
, .

'g ..

,t 'w. in., b.m e.p., the change in f uct consumpt!.>n h small but, tion calcul.ition, confirmed by 2 ,ta y simple tachi.,
.. Ws 15./s4. in., b.m.c.p., there i3 a marlad redu;tinn in fuel attaching strain gauges to the cruine push rods. I ag. pt, e.-1*:
,

2 .-

Q- . :tumption as exhaust vahc oprnini: n advanecJ. It must bc typical push-rod str.nn ' race c hich clearly mJacates the namrc
.rf::Aawed that this illustration n intended to be mdatatise only treaucncy of the vahe nur system and conf rrns that these is r.w

f,.i +:.: benefi;ial effects of carly exhaust valve openinge. It h ini- tendency for se;aranon of the vahe tram to o; cur.8c

th ;ntrent that, at high b.m e.p. ratings, good thermal (theitncy h
# rr;.:r,tained and ir. the 12. cylinder K M:iier en ine the mtmmum Fuct InyctionN f d consumption occur > at about 200 lb.ha, in., b m e.p., as To obtain a maximum rate of injection, the fuct tams ar
f.$ . mrated later in Fig.14, this result being achieved by improve- of a proble which gives a constant plunger velocity during tb
A- rrr:t m air flow and Iu:1 inicetion. Fig. I! shows a lo.upressure injection perioJ, and the correct matchmg of the injection equip4
;Id . /" ,hr. der and manifo!J diagram for the 12-c>linder engine at 240 ment was facihtated by the use of test rip which enabled tt

t tr,./w. in., b.m.e.p., and 500 r.p.m., and demonstrates the good iniection characteristics to be deterrmned and the design of ti.
~$ -<.:engmg and adequare charging of the cylinder which has ingetion equipment to be very nearly fmaliecJ before engine test3 wn obtamed. As the development of the engine contmues to were started, onh the confirmation of nozzle spray annte and th7 emn higher ratings it will be necessary to move the specific fuel number and di.uneter of nozzle holes of a predetermined are

</,m.umption loop sti!! f urther and the mdications f rom the three- remaining for fmal decision frorn the performance of the enginc
cc,hnder engine tests are that the advantages of earlier exhaust These test rigs enable a large number of permutations of fut
vahe opening wi!! be realized at this stage. cam, pump plunger diameter, dehvery valve design, nozzi:

design, etc., to be tested quickly and cheaply, using conventiam(,2m Drsign methods of electronic indicatkan of needle lif t,iuct hne pressun,,

'g The increase in speed and loading, a: companied by faner and nozzle sac pressure. The latter has proved to be of consider
,,p-ning and closing rates of the air and exhaust vahes and the able importance in ensuring long life of injector nonles by e>.

-) it.. creased lift already described, would be expected to rnake much plaining the reason for over-rapid deterioranen of nozelcs in th
4'

~ " ~ K engine under certain service conditions. This phenomeno-.( d' I - i ; was a dificult one to explain untit, as a result of calculation-.

t[{
.T'i. ' ' '

j$ and rig tests carried out by the fuel injection manufactures.
,

Jr i i it was realized that a particular combination of loud and sped,g tro g s va tre . dv resulted in a hydrodynamic system in which there was a sudde-y _ ____ /__ reduction in fuel pressure in the nozzle sac just before th. L_
'

.

Y ,3 ; _
|'\ need!c closed, the time interval between the two events bein<

,,

j
,,

*:( E :.r. i is -- y m aer.,v y..,< ~/i /,-~ of the order of a quarter of a millisecond. This resulted in .; & '. ,
, ;

penetration of gas from the cylinder into the nozzle sac durin.3 $ I : \ # the combastion process, the hot gases impinging on the bot:xfo' L; .\ _ ;| . _ _ .

o e
h | | OM

- of the needle and esenrually impairing its ;rrformance. In 11'

13 this condition car.1 seen at (a) on the icft, where the pm.

f J. - _ _ _W .. sure in the nozzle sa; has fallen down to a low N! at a pcv$ ,3 [.
' '

3 6 j;',*,*,g ; p 16} degrees after spill closure an ! there i. r neriod of om%-
3 !f3 degree durmg vehich the need:e 2, wil o'f m seat and km ct:

3 (V9 l to - ~ ~-

i i
-

bkr.v past it into the sac. The r .: tests n:r.v ensure that th'

M - .__.~ j _ ; _ _ . .. . 4 __d _. - - -
seating of the needle occurs before the sa pressure falh, a-
illustrated at (b) on the right of Fig.13. The value of thi:3

roo iso too isa Joo Jso woo eso soo sso soo preliminary rig work was confirmed by the performance prac'* ad ''*'' ''*ree s
$. .

hdb&mgWuwknam whm,hk
Via. Il-Cylinder and manifold low pressure diagrams at developmcut rurming, tnany houts of '' cur and try" tests tc

.4 210lb./sg. in., b.m.c.p., and 50] r.p.m. op:imize injection cquipment being savec. Fig 14 shcy.c
.

,e

3; gr,-ater dem:.nds on the air and exhaust cams and follower gear.
I fir.veser, the design of cam profile, to optimize on rate, of open- uricer sirr

k* in;; without exceeding established acceleration leveh, has been
li o.nsiderably facilitated by the use of computer calculation tech- -

sh-
,

3 niques. The K Major air and exhaust cams are of polynomia! iS+- ->- - *

M pre, file, the mathematical analysis of the profile by computer ri s *
_ _ re- _

1, oikulations making selection of the most desirable cur e a rela- [*'~
' '

imly simple procedure. Ttte behaviour of the valve gear 4, jy ,, ,, f,g ,

nie -h. mis n unde- r' inning conditions, 'o de' err:i :: the de3;ree e,s o -- e,roo- . - -
amt inquency of sibration, has also been prograramed and vibra-

,,7 m ,y
parssune

2,000 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

. - - - ..
k *; p,000 _ _ _ - . . . . __

** WE* ** 35*
[
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r0 f *id s*
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t

.t Ysa.12-Push-rod strain at 200lb/sq. in., b.m.e.p., Psa.13-injector necalc lift, no:zie gallery pressure y,'

and 500 r.p.m. and fuct line pressure diagrams
1
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The Developmenf of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine! . .

f 900 'I-
, T by the formation of deposits on the valve seat, resulting from the

f
incombustib|e constituents of the fuct and largely from the com-i

f ! ,r' | ; bination of the sodium and vanadium salts present. As the seat

8o01 d /'-- ; deposits build up, they prevent the vahe from making full con-
,

;
1 N . / %^ause tev | tact on its seat, thus reducing the degree of heat transfer and

!*t erhe"' ; eventually allowing tracking across the seat between the gaps ini. y -.71,/ - ' the deposits. The lef t-hand picture of Fig.15 shows such a con.f yoo4 ,

i dition for an uncooled vahe af ter 600 hours operation at ISO
|! ,e 1

lb.hq. in., b.m e.p., on a blended fuel of 300 seconds Redwood' '/ I'

I | ! 1 viscosity with a three per cent sulphur content, S5 p.p.m.''

% ,9

(b / ! -- r ,.p r45arpm. sodium and 100 p.p.m. vanadium. The beginning of crosion
1

I '

|
'r',aferers<4rpE across the seat face between the deposits can be clearly seen %

! Although the chemistry of the formation of these deposits isi i , .

a mor.t complex study, and is beyond the scope of this paper,{ &Je-- g-- -- i

! \. ! ; : field experience and engine tests base shown qaite clearly that6

the preser.ce of sodium and vanadium is of great significancei ; \ i j j i,

i 0 38 - 7i p7
-

i rnd a practica' assessment of the temperature range in whiche
,,

| , sp,om r. t ; derosits are likely to adhere to 'hc secthg face of the valve can'
! ;

-

s
,

! q j=$~~F'= be rmde. Table III gives the melting point of possible deposit
,H constituentr. which are in the temperature range which m7y..__.. ... _ b -

, ;l appertam m the seat region of an exhaust valve, as is shown in
3 gy, :: -

} .

|
Fig.16, where the lef t-hand vahe is of the normal uncooled

gyf __ L._ ._ 4. M---
, 24o

rH desi';n corresponding to the lef t-hand illustration of Fig.15.
40 60 (20 Ido 200 260

s ,p, m A.um Triat III
,

Esc.14-R an] R Afajor paformance compariron , Meltmg pomt
Compound j (deg. C.)

the performance of the engine as compared with that of Nickel sanadate N O. V 0s 900
the original K engine, from which it can be seen that the specific i 2

fuel consumption of the K Maior engine is below 0 34 lbJb.h.p.- (j[ MM'3[.( yg, y2

I hr. over a very wide range cf power, Lc., from 14015.hq. m. to Vanadium pentoxide V:Os ' 675
i 250 lb/sq. in., b.m.e.p. The curve aho shows that, in spite sodium pyrovanadate 2Na 0.V 05 6102

t of the increase in speed, from 450 to 514 r.p.m., and an increase sodium meravanadate Na VO3 630
iin brake mean effective pressure, from lad IbJsq. in. to 200 SoJmm vanad>l vanadate (i.l.5) .

. la./sq. in. (i.e., a power increase of SG per cent) the same exhaust Na20.v20. 5%Os 625,

M'um madst vanadate El.II)temperature as in the K cna,ine has been maintained. 5Na20.\ 0a IIV 0s $352 2

h c) ifrAVY Ft|EL Ot'T. RAT!oN
vhe operation of a Diesel engine on heavy fuel, the two .

. ,,

items which normally deteriorate most rapidly are the injector From the Diesel engine designer's point of view, it is suf-
nozz!cs tnd the exhaust valves, and the frequency of servicing of ficient to accept that if the salve seat temperature can be kept
these two items is of 1 n. dominating importance. In both cases below about 1,020 deg. F. (550 deg. C.), adhesion of any of tl se
thers is a " threshold" of temperature of the critical parts of the components will not occur to sov appreciable extent so that ra; id
components so that, as ratings increase, the design of the com. build-up of the depmits wi!. not be possible. The problem is
ponent must be improved to mamtain safe operatmg temperature thus 4tute different to, that of the gas turbine engincer, who hasto consider the corrosive effect which occurs at higher tempera-
levels. tures. Ilowever, the ach;evement of low valve seat temperatures
Exhaust Valt.,r at hia,h outputs is not easy and calls for careful attention to

Exhaust valve life syith residual fuels is usua!!y limited detaik of ecsien and patient development engine testing taachiese the dce red result. The three-cylinder prototype engine,
shown in Fig.17, has been used for continuous testing on heavym ryr-* ~ . . .

[ .
fuelin the research laboratory for the past three years and more* y

'

|

,
,
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i V2c.15-Comparison of exhaust aalty conJi: ion Fm.16-Temtcrature distribution in exhaust tulces
9 after operation on heavy jud wuth uncooled and cooled cagcs
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The Development of a Higlily-rated Aledium-speed Die. sci Entinc
'

.

4 -
m 1 . m.v ,, : s j e. -... -*,.,_ Was premalurtly stopped at about th ha}[way stage wb.-re the.j 2

.. j : q q. .- "g.w. _ ._d
vah e conJnion was not satr.f actory and, in tL c le "'a.". . v. h e

^' ; -

s ', jIN A-**

1 -} @.A ,, % g , astcmbhu were rep!xcJ m the en;;ior ugnau r -grmJ ng for
..N"I occond and third runs 5;; cc tt *c. ret pennit a det.u!cd scport'4 : 1- '

|}?-O.}!,,i . .. # * '. 'A '

3. f .
of the ind:vihut erw, but th: resubmg K Major exhatst vahn-

,#73 ry ,. W .c and c.uy aman v.ill be described in dct.e' :.. iso tre the r....sr:,-3
f [r$, ) . 'i'k'd "hkh wert found to be i:npartant.h

'

g^,': '{',,f U Fig. IS shows the salve 2.nJ cage and .. can bc ste, that a
p]V,.. _.* n \, .C'/ 3.,,3-- coolina, passage is prmidsd in the cant cle to the vahc stat

.; e,

- ,'' 'fM

h. -

% ! , y| D .,\' 7 .] Q h . r/ y.
; The seat is made of a smgle piece of Stellite (, f rooved to form

f.'.'
g,,ig i y,,',M.k.E ic- the loact part of the emhng passage, and the upper portmn isp. .-

d G8 :'_? . :.
' -p mxhined m the valve cage which is a thrce per cent Cr-f.* i stee!

W h '- # .j:.q' Q*I @p.k.] ;; g:f ,Q
i-

5}*
I, '- i ;1 - - - castmg, the two being welded togethcr by electron beam|e.; ,, ;:

g- h.7:: ,$- t wc!Jmg. The Stelhte portian thus provides the f acihty for simple;p % .'
f

l. g.@..c .h '3(' g= N .! rebuildmg of the seat by oxy-gas deposition of Stelhte af ter a'

'p | .l lont; perioJ of time in service. The valve stem is of increased
=

.

'T .2 4.:. '1. g
- Q .4 p* .

'

} b'My v%~.#
g

pel.
(}t-[~f.(.-;.r.M;'' ~ |7

daarneter anJ the valve of high-conductivity Cr-Ni-Si sicci, tog
* % :. sE.

4 W f C'N ,j assist heat transfer from the head of the vahe through the stem,

. -. S. .$" f M''
1 1- M. 4D and the valve guide is aho surrounded by a water cooled space,,

: .Sh.T) ,[d p['2 0 y. 3. g:=.{e2]hh "k '#" the coohng water passing along a drilled passage f rom the ttv of

is .,[JY g1
I

.-
ig

_

the cage direct to the annulus around the seat, then through a"/ 3.'o g.:
r M' t.. . drillmg to the space around the guide and via another drilled 1.NeJ 3.,4p ;

} U M M- ' ' .7' D
.. V ~? [}*1 @ Q

to the outlet at the top of, the cage. The heat transfer f rom tr.e/, i.e".*.3~R
.

{pY
.% valve to the cooled guide is amsted by the close f t between tne'- " '

L .

3 . @' - '; h1 q D ~ " "' valve stem and guide, the previously mentioned developmente C
.

,% c 8h h ' , . , .f 7.'F /h
g2 tests having shown that a diametral clearante of 0 012in. resulteJ3 ,a ,,

u S .rt[ ~ ; h'.;g!.t.f.3
A in an uncooled guide terrperature of 450 deg. F. p2 deg. C.)

b,6]g /p M in its middle position, with r::pid deterioration of the hibricantI' p* r-
j .d.T V <

3
g.4.rg - n ' and the formation of ha-d carbon. Halving the c!caranee rrduce)h

s [> }' p. b : g ; f-",r $ f .. %@h.c.mg '**" Y.; E the temperature io 380 deg. F. (193 deg. C.) end, palving it cgar

~[M4|[d f $*jJ
.ve t - -i C together with stem lubrication and guide cochng, brougrit t'

'

I " j '|,
.

-

k.p temperature down to 170 deg. F. (77 deg. C.), i r.., ;. bout 10 t'
"

gy.J,-

M - ^ g'. N'.3g f-
~

i F. (6 deg. C.) higher than the cooling water ::mperature, vs t'.-

y no deterioration of Jubricant and a guide wear rate of Ic.,s ti..- ~ ~

0 000 in. in the first thousand hours.1 F10.17-Prototype three-cylinder development engine
f The valve is Etted with a rotator in the top suring carrier

tha . 60 cxhau ;t valve and ca e design combinations have been which helps mechanically ta prevent b; .1-up of va' deposin,i
4 tested, of duration Letween 300';and 1.300 hours caen to determine but its mcst impetant fun-t on is to <ne an cren temperatur*-'

A the effect of different factors in the design. A basic test duration distribution around the ut.e so, the there n n i local high-
f of 500 hours at 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., loadmg was chosen and temperature regi n. The f: lubrication of the vahe gmde tal:es

$ valve scat condition as the m.nin parameter, together with other advantage of this rotatio: using the valve uself as a tim.t.r
# #" "I* #'b" '" M.'

caw ' ne up w in,l'he linear positianing of the sic.t , nnh all w*"'C P'inlu and out!ct drilhngs on the ruide as~
y features such as valve guide wear, was compared with a referena oil4 design which was maintained throughout. In many cases the test the valve rotates.

.- , , -- the oil to pass while the valve is open and thu, the oit : pre
p >;; ' ' - around the valve is only pressuri7ed when the exhaust pube,

,f.' '

M' pressure is present in the salve cage gas pass.,g . th eJ m. mig a','

7T 7-j - . ]2 'q a scal against gas penetration up the stem and tra ntnast pres--
~

, - - ~

QW *

y U '- - _; ;; sure preventine.; leakage of oil from the guide. It was at first
hO ..,|'

-

u. feared that a continuous oil su;3 ply to the guii. rm;bt sesult in'

,

jl :1 s' :"- - I excessive leakage of oil from the bottom of the guide, but this has7{F ' .75.' f|[4 O _ '. Z . 'l f
: I , ,i ?

'L not proved to be the case and, in fact, the tendency is for the
4' -

I h U j [| ;k,9 ,|f
'' E* leakage to be upwards as the retardation when the valve mn ts itsi

' 'M | seat is greater than the acceleration during opening and the inertia

' D ' ^= 2 J~2..M . j |l : of the all carries it upw rds. T$ is intermittent picmre I ibrice-i

VV tion of the valve stcm nakes it possible to use a very small stem /-

P. V _,' , k' ' f ( guide bore clearance without any rish of valve sticking, and this| ' ,

helps the heat transfer from the valve to the water-cooled guide.\| ! ..t eo
.!I

C >Lj : ' j in add. tion, the danger of stem or guide bore corrosion at bw3
P load running conditions is avoided.T -> ,

| ) ]] b ')L Since the stem to guide clearance is important in the heat

h|i, (;
u ~g transfer process, the reduction o. guide wear helps to maintain

,,a low valve seat temperatures ever a long period it service, and'

', /[y many of the development tests were concerned win valve guide
[ .h,t. . (' t,1 I

-

l .' I material and valve rocker lever georretry to this end. The long-

'|0 r - [' ;
| guide and the small overhang of the valve head beyond the guide4, -

j |

!

j( ) @ d J factors in reducmg gu,ustration and were found to be important
will be noticed in the ill

ide wear, as was the composition of thec w
|jf i y special "Mechanite" iron which was finally used for the guide

'

}<
material.

: ;j(i"C= _ _Q).
|(

)04- QOf
'N. sodium.cooiea and water-coo!ed valves were tested among

Off_:3 'i the many combinations but were found to effer no advantage
3 over the design finally adopted, mainly, it is thought, because of

Fic. IS-/fssembly of cxhaust tuhc and evatcr-cooled cagc the dilheulty, with an internally-cooled valve, of proviJing cool-
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in; passages close enough to the actual seat of the valw. The ;fo_ _ - r -. - . - - - q
usual sncthods of drilhng down the centre of the valve stem, i

iahhough successfully coolmg the centre of the head, sti!! leave a j f,

._ _ _]fairly higY temperature at the seat, and in the case of the :_ '
jg_ _

|irtemaily water-cooled valve, the water connexions ta the valve ''
, ,

| e f ''are a difficult prob!cm. o
g8',i ~ ~ ~

!

,

' rhe right-hand valve of Fig.15 shows the results of this y'80-- i i

d'Mef>@ '- - -"7 ~ 1

. pment, the valve having run for 900 hours at 200 lb./ e
- sim., b.m.e.p., on the same type of fuel as before. The good )

-~ ~~'

/ ,cendition of the seating face shows that no re-grinding is neccs- :'

nry and the valve c.>n cperate for a much longer period without [ Ico 'zuention. The corresponding temperature distribution in the e / / '
,

d,A@'
'

valve head is shown in the r;;ht-hand illustration of Far,.16, and 1 ;

the effcet of rating on exhaust valve seat temperature is gica tio-
'yFin tam- L ! ' '

gcedej k.<.'g et o' ' ,
<The valve development tests aho included imestigations

into the diect of ft'el treatment on exhaust valve lite anJ uhile ,f o , .~cie,e ' " ''
one fuel additive showed promise, in that the nature of the valve . i

! !seat deposits was n!tered, it was not c!Tective enough to justify
' g~ __ _ _ i. _ _ , __ L !i:s adeption. The principle of this ad litive was that other chemi- ,

cais were added to the fuel so that the compaunds, which were <o 80 sio roo roo 240 rec
fermed during combustion, wouhl hase higher melting points s r co.c/,rm

than those listed in Table III. It seems likely that, with f urther
, d:velopment work by the additim manufacturers, there may be Fro.19-Infector noccic tip temperaturcs tvith

ene advantage to be gained in the future from this typ. of ccolcd and tmcooled injectors
,

edditise. Water washing of the fuel, to remove the sodium con-
tent, was found to be quite effective and the sodium could be re- for satisfactory operation. In Fig.19, the middle curve shows the
duced from 90 p.p.m. to about half of this value without variation of nozzle tip temperature with load for the K Major
difficulty, engine tests showing that the washing had quite an engine, usinp an uncooled nonle and distillate fuel, where the
appreciable Leneficial eficct on the exhaust valve seat condition. fuct itself has a considerable cooling effect, and there would be no
As can be quickly calculated from Tab!c III the critical roJium/ difhculty m opcrating an uncooled noule on this type of fud up
vanadium ratics in the important temperature zone range from to a load of about 2ho Ib./sq. m., b i : e.p. In the upper curve,
t0 74 to ':13 3, the lower rr. citing poiat cornpounds being however, blended fue; of 300 :;eewa Redwood I vhc 4ity
ess ciated.with the latter end of the range, so that a redoction was used, with a fuel temperature of 160 deg. F. (71 der C.)
in ' um content may tend to produce tbc compounds vith the and it can be seen that the loss in cooling effect from the f ut: has
Ic. iclting points and, with particular f uct compositions, have limited the acceptab!c load level to about ISO lb./sa. in., b.m p.,
an un&sirable ef!ect. Thus, with the wide variation in constitu- and with heavier,and hence hotter, fuch the load hmit wou!J tre
ents in fuel f.sm different parts of the world, it is difficult to much lower. A water-cooled nozzle is therefore necessary for
make a clear case for water washing of the fuel. high ratings on heavy fuel, and the lower curve shows the tip

temperature for a cooled nozz!c using 1,000 seconds fuel at 200
In!cciors deg. F. (93 deg. C.) with cooling water at 150 deg. F. (66 deg. C.).

' Fuel injection nozzles, when operated at high temperatures, It is important that the nozzle shou!J not be over-cooled as cold
tend to (crm carbon around the ho!cs in the nozzles, kt:own as corrosion can occur at tcmperatures below 230 deg. F. (110 deg.
"trumpetin<;'*, which may mterfere with the injectie spray pat- C.), but this k control 1M bc the water-circulation system which
te n and reduce combustion efficiency, thus aggravatin'; the tem- is separate from that of tc : engine-cooling water. Fig. 20 sh v.vs
p;rature problem. For a time, the carbon formanen d:velops the cooling system which is a closed circuit serving the injectors
entil the "trurnpets"-become detached from the nozzle and a t.nd water-cooled seat exhaust vahe canes with a thermostatically
p riodic rise and IM of exhaust temperatures can of ten be seen contro!!cd bypau around the heat exchanger and mimmum
at this occurs. The general trenf of temperature, however,is up- volume m the system to ensure that correct operating tempera.
wards and conditions eventually level out at the top end of the tures are reached quickly.
exhaust temperature cyclic range. In more extreme cases of hi;h
temperature, the needle seat may lose its hardness and the need!c d) LtmnicmNG Ott, CONsU.'.tmON
rap;dly haramers its way into the seat. The temperature at the The consumptirm of lubricatmg oil in a Diesci engine is
nonle tip can te meamred by thermocouple and a temperature an importrmt factor in maintenance costs and it is not always

* of about 356 deg. F. (180 deg. C) is considcred to be the 1.mit realized that, at a reasonable con >umprian rate of one per cent of
' fatavst

,a/<erayes /^/ef he
/--

+.a A =O* #
NE M I if>c e r's s is trer

- -
....._! l 6 }-

-

..
t g---Q r-4 x 4 1 i ~__ ,- -
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YsG. 20--Arrangement of injector and tult c cagc cooling system
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' fuel consumption, a 4,000 h.p. mnine ui!! burn a quantity of th./sq. in. preoure needed for the 1: Abior engine, the resu!!im

i lubricating oil equiva!cnt to ita sump c.spacity in a perioJ wasumpreon, of Im th m O OM !!)./h.h p.-br., being conbrm.
of the order of 300 hours. Emphasis is of ten lairl on lang ru sods in the Ibnimdcr engme during development running>

a. between oil changes which are extenJcd by an engine with a high
-j' oil consumption, whereas the relative importance of oil con- Pis/vn lang Ornlary
i >umption to oil change period h around 50 to 1. The cost of Consntent rul comumprian and low ucar ratm are larget

y rulern high-duty detergent oils is quite appreciable, so that an dependent on the quahty of the pnton rinns, f rnm th- point o'
W oil consumption of one per cent of the fuct consumptian serie- siew of metallurgical structure as wt!! a, ascuracy of nw..
~e - sents something hke ten per cent of the fuel hi!!. Not all of this f acts.re. Accurac y and gewl finish in c.aufauure can be assure '
]j could be saved.of course,but a reduction of 50 per cent in lubri- by conventional inspcrtion methcJ.,and such method, can uC.
;g catmg oil consumption is equwalent to a five per cent saving on be extended to give som: indication of material qtuhty, such 6,
g th: fuel bill, and would be wc!! worth having from the point of by measuring the permanent set of the ring at a givm Lud valu-
T view of running costs. above that required to close the gap. A simple sarnp.e chedirc

4 method on metallurgica! structure was devised in which a smat
j I'iston Ring l)csign piece of ring is clamped with its working face subjected ta i

M To carry out lubricating oil consumption tests in the rela- given load and resting on the surface of a ring of liner irai
tively short running periods of 500 hours or so in the research The ring is then rotated at a standard speed for a fixed tic.c
laboratory, it was necessary to develop an accurate method of without lubrication and the ue:ght loss of the piece of nn;
measuring top-up rate and a system was devised,and has proved measured. Weight loss is used as a measure of the relati e
very successful, whereby consumption can be measured consis- wear reustance of the material and, ahhaugh " rough and
tently over successive two hour periods and plotted consecutively, reaJy", is found to co-relate we!! with the differencr3 in mi:r+
The running-m period and the levelling-out to a steady con- structure of the ring material. Some typical result 2 are givea
sumption can now be followed and it has been possible to obtain in Table IV, and illustrated in Fig. 22, and show that with t'
steady state results after a total test period of only 300 hours, same Brinell hardness, increasing amounts of free ferrue rg

.; which allows much more latittide for testing variations on a ring progressively worse results and these are not improved by i:;
pack than was previously the case. There is a large number of crease in phosphorus content within the amounts to complj
detail points to be considered such as liner fmish, roundness, with rnechanical strength requirements")..

i. drainage in the piston, etc., but the basic concept which has been TAntt IV
established is to provide a parallel-faced chrome-plated top com-
pression ring, three taper-faced plain compression rings, a rela-

. tively mild scraper ring below the gudgeon pin, and a more liardness. Weight

# rrvere scraper ring above the pin. This ensures that adequate Sample Structure 1111 loss,

h 0- 8*-lubrication is available around the body of the piston but that)g the minimt'm of oil is allowed to pass up into the combustion A Greatly undercooled graphite.
y space. The consistency of od consumption measurement has considerable free ferrite (centri-

enabled some interesting facts to emerge, and hg. 21 illustrates cast) 315 per cent. T.C., 0 8.tg-
7 one of these-the effect of the wall pressure of the scraper ring per cent p. 2I0 01,04

;- above the pin. The left-hand curve is from the three-cylinder, n Some undercooled graphite, a

f
15 i.t bore prototype engine, and the right-hand curve from a little free ferrite (centricast)

3 20 per cent T.C., 0-40 per

'( cent p. 210 0 185

| |
C Random uniform medium flake00#0 #

c-o is"3m ,ng,| graphite, fully pearinic (sand--c
$ cast) 3 45 per cent T.C., 0 55

o o/64 - - ---a pf"an eare| per cent l'. 210 0 017u

h
p i

9
'

4 oor? f
-f --

Engine rimning times between overhauls are dependor
e) M AINTENANCE

5 i upon the load, duty and running condition , and the preudm .4
O o oos ;

y
.

, ,
- -

sections have indicated the attention that b:a heen paiJ to ths,

3 3 io components which operate tmder the most arduou> conditiunt
By reducing the critical temperatures of injector nonles and ex'

J haust valve seats, so that when operating on heavy fuels these5
3 s Y g _' r-- - tempcratures are below the " threshold" values at which detenorm

o oe,

\ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
tion becomes rapid, it has been the aim to achieve periods of

|

*, o _ _ _ __I 2,000 to 3,000 hours before servicing of inicetors or exhaum.

u to do 40 ao .so ipo valves is necessary. Experience on the prototyrc engine has m<
Asto rg , u m u m ,m/.ra dicated that this ambition is by no means unreasonable but, o'

. . .
course, true confirmation of success will only com

Fto. 21-Varu. tron of tubricatm.g oil consumption from the accumulation of service experien:c. Maintenance o,

with scraper nng wall prcssure other components would not be different from that establishe:
oser many years, e.g., piston removal annually, complete over

completely different high-speed engine of 91-in. bore, the points haul every two years, the periods generally being dictated to sui
i marked being the stable lubricating oil consumption achieved the convenience of the operator rather than by the demands o

- / af ter running periods of about 300 hours in each case. Both the engine.
curves show the same trend of reducing oil consumption with
increased ring wall pressure and the tendency for the curves to f) SPACE AND WEIGHT_

level out at higher values of wall pressure. The value of wall In achieving high engine ratings reliably, the weight
I pressure necessary to achieve a satisfactory consumption can horsepower, and space per horsepower, are naturally reduced an

4 be seen to be much higher for the smaller high-speed engine the emphasis on reliability for commercial snarine work necess
4 than for the K Major engine, and in the case of the smaller tates a different approach fror that which wou!J be appropriat
j. engine it was necessary to use a spring-loaded conformab!c for naval work where light-weight constructions becom

scraper ring to achieve the desired consumption. A conventional necessary but short life may be permitted. Sight should not 1e

i type of slotted scraper ring was adequate to provide the 50 lost of the importanec ol low fuel consumption in the considera
'

3M
>

s--,-., <._, -_~
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Fw. 22-Comtarisen of psston rht;s alta :uar rig tests

tian of u cight. A ship refuelling every 3,000 miles, for cxamp!e, sq. in. Even butt wc!ds must al'ow for discontinuity so that their
at an ascrage speed ef 15 knots, and having engines neighing f atigue strength is only c. 3 5 tons /sq. in., these values being for
34 lb./ b.h.p., and a specibe fel consumptig of 0 .H l's./b.h.p.- good quahty welds, the strength of an imperfect wcld being of
hr., would re4unker an amount of fuel cqnw.elent to twice the cours, :ry low indeed. A good quality cast iron has a fattue
ucight of th: eng:nes. Thus a five per cent r' eduction in fuel stren;;th of over 5 tons /sq. m., and as well as freedom from tl.c
censumption wculd be equivalent to a ten per cent reducnon in notch sensitivity, which so drastically reduces the fatigue strength
engine u ccht in cdJition to the satinn in fuel cost. . of a steel structure, cast iron has good internal damping proper:ics

In the desi;n of the R Alaior engine, c.ut iron has been med .md also passes the useful property of a diminishing li salue
as the main structural material and, in the authors' expere.nce, with inercased stress so that stress concentrations are considerably
has inany aJvantag:s over fabricated steel .'esigns.1 cw f.ibiicated redu ed and the mati; rial tends to relieve itwlf of any excessise
stmetures are aFe to avoid fiCet welds in !oad-carrying regions stresses.
and tne fatigue strength of such a wcld is as low as = l 2 tons'' In keeping with the philosophy of designing for maximum

em yf . . Tat.E VNS b rW RJ .. ' k..::-.~y.vW ~ -*- -.= w --~. ~ ..T... .

IM'W.TNh $hN2 %-dk""'N - C3bnder borc ISin.
.h* :.~. 4 W! W15.Vx,. g . -

.

.,77g.---- .'y . ~. . . ~ . u.h :
n %troke IKin.y .

.t .; .,r./ : * 3
.w.. .t

- .. -7.,P W F-t.@-ik..|>
e.v

.J- Compression ratio 11.35:1
-..

i,.? we
.\lnimum r.p m. 525. . .- -

-,,f -

.a-~~'*.*
, G - V M

_- ,,y..s q'.,-*c-4 -~ L,j .) d T ' .JA .3'# 'M
\ lid' mum workm; r.p in. 125y ;&-4g ;,,g.e: c':' " ' ' Continuous rated b.m c p. 200 lb./sq. in.p g/ -

! 'Pk,A&] *,. i
,

N!aumum conimunos b.h.p./c)1inder 420 b.h p. (426 cv)e ~A 9 h| N
*

.t .

iyhg p **p */ $ ,-
,

I.ubricatir:; oilinlet temperaturc 150 deg. P. (65 deg. C.). , ..
.

*
.

.,M -t % Q j ., " Lubricatmg oil outlet temperature 165 deg. F. f 74 deg. C )
**i| % | M~_ (P . . 7 Q;?-9.C8 k .J . , '.j, p| f -, 7dg.r4| 1;ubricatmg or! dram tank capacity 650 gal. (2,960 litres)C*.I

.;lW. ''.2_--., K%. wj i q ..|., n I re6 and sah water Cow iates 5.5 gal.lb.h.p..hr at- *

;Q<Mce.f4
..

K WJy,. 50f t. head (25 litres /- j h '' 3; 9 % ., e

. c= .V. -
- ' .5 M cv-hr.)c ~3:5; N %J' ed

$4 C'a,..S ,k' ' '~ .'..J:./ Y.W ' ; M',.l.M 'N n ', -1 Engnu coohng water inlet temperature 155 deg. F. (68 deg. C.)%,. .
1:ncmc cmbrg water outict temperature i 70 deg. F. (77 deg. C.)- % g "'.' J Exhaust temperature af ter turbocharrcr 80') deg. F. (427 deg. C.)JTG, y. ,s

t 7. .-N d 3 i . r y
** -'r "?h n**;'. f-r 1 |D fQ; Star in: air ptene 4n0 lb.lw in.

F.
-:'d., %*1&

{ M* M O Q
.

-
.

t 'Z Specine fuel consumption 0-335 lb./b.h p.-hr.:: .. d5Jh,hu% 19'''
-

' X A .- ' 5.: 1. . y4 -

. dM,:[ (3CV Of18.400L.M W.
..

t-
11 t.u /lb.)

. Thernui ctT,ciency 42 per cent
F:a. .,.3-Proto:ype Rt, Alajor 12-cylm. act engme

Tat r. VI-l'mu n m.wa

No. of cylinders
!! m.c.p. -

| I2 ||lb./vi. m. 6 | 8 | 9 16 18

~ It h.p. output at 250 r.p.m. 200 1.200 IJ.00 1,500 2.400 3,2fo 3/00 /
s

4 250 1,500 2,000 2.250 3,000 4/A) 4,500
/II.h.p. mitput at 350 r.p.m. 200 1,6s0 2.2.M 2.520 3.360 4,450 5.480

250 2,100 2,500 3.150 4,200 5.600 6,%0
II.h p. output at 450 r.p.m. 200 2.100 2,MO 3,240 4.320 5,760 6,4 SO

250 2,700 3/0) 4.050 5,400 7,200 S.100
II.h.p. output at 525 r.p.m. 200 2.Dt 3,%0 2,750 5.0 10 6,720 7,560

3.I50 4.200 4.720 6.300 H.400 9.450250 4

Our.dl len;;th of emune 2nr t. Din. 24ft. 0:n. 2rft. Din. 2 8ft. 3in. 29ft.10in. 32ft. 7in.
Oscrill width of on: me 7ft. 6m. sft.6ia. Mt.2in. lift. 7in. lift. llin. lift.Ilin.

Oser.dt height of en .ine l ift. 6m. Ilft. 6m. lif t. 6m. Ilft. Ilin. lif t. Ilin. Ilft. Ilin.

licirbt abmc crankhaft C.I . - Mt. 9m. hit. 9m. Se t. %n. hit. 2m. Elt. 2in. Mt. 2in.

1.n7.m0 '.'.c cht (dry) te 33 48 4s 65 85 95
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Fia. 24-KV Afajor engine performance characteristics
'

.

i$ reliability and easy maintenance, the bedplate type of construction perience has shown to give reliable and trouble. free opmtion

iQ has been retained for the K Aiajor engine and a useful facility There is little doubt that in the marine prcpulsion field tner: '
has been added by the inclusion of a machined stnp on the top considerable interest in the use of medium-speed Diesel engi-v

.S surface of the bed so that alignment of the engine can be quickly for higher powers than have hitherto been possible,and ihat w M
3,'. and accurately checked, and crankshaft deflexion measurements .in the next few years engines of this type will be available t
5 more easily interpreted. cover almost the whole range of power demands of Bri *
jj Fig. 23 shows the 12-cylinder KV Alajor on the test bed, shipping.
g from which the general construction and appearance of the
w engine can be seen, and Tables V and VI give the specification for ACKNOWLEDGMEN'rS

5 the range of engines available at the current commercial rating of The authors wish to express their thanks to the Board a
d 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., and the future rating of 250 lb./sq. in., Alirrices National Limited for permission to publish the informa

T.i b.m.e.p., under normal temperature and pressure conditions tion contained in this paper and acknowledge the assistara
A with sea water up to 75 deg. F. (24 deg. C.) to the charge air given by Bryce lierger Ltd. and by their coucagues in th

?. O cooler. compilation of data.
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Discussion

Ain. R. Coox, M.Sc. (Alember of Council) said that, at the roots gne almost as great an increase. The degree of rolling
present time, the manufacturers of meduim-speed engme, u haJ been fosnd to be not very critical, but his Association w s
Great bri:ain nere making very strenuova efforts to estead their at present i.nestir.aring mare fully the e;.nmum de;;r e f ar
share of tSe marine market in propubion machmery. The paper var:aus sites and pitchcs. He imagined that with the high-
was, therefoie, timely and few who had read it woulI have temile steel material used by the au' hors, the gain in fatmue
failed to be impressed by the manner in which the authors and strength would not be so great as in the case of rm!d stec!, but
their col:cagues were applying the latest knoulcJge aral re- it wou!J be in eresting if the authors would quote some figu ez
tearch techniques to the solution of the prob! cms u bich arose Form-rolhag couht be a scry cheap method of bolt produ:non,
when such rnachinery was dneloped to operate at high ratings particularly in small sizes.
o s residual fuels. One could harJly doubt that success would The .ican adopicJ to emure correct pre-loading of stud:.
attend their ef! orts, ahhough he suspected that the !arre direct. was to be commended since there was no douhr that the majority
drive Diesel wou!J be about for quite a few years ta come. of failures of dynamica!!y-loaded boits were due to fatigu-

The histegram shown in Fig. I was interestim; It would caused by inxlequate tightening It was not ahvavs appreciated
be notcJ that by far the largest horsepower on order at the that, with a properly-deugned tm1ted connexion, fatigue fadure
prevent time was between 9,000 and 21,000 s.h.p. per ship. was virtually impossib!c if the bolt was adequately pre-loaded.
With the rnachinery described in the paper this implic'J the use The section in the paper dealing with henvy fuel operat:on
of some 18 to 36 cyhnders of 15 in. diameter, each with two was, of course, of the grmst possib:e interest, since a solutma
exhaust valves, two in!ct valves, together with the injection and of the cidicult prob! cms involved was essential if the medium-
starting equipr :ent. Ife said that he cauld not help wonderint speed engme was to be ah!c to compete with the direct-drive
whether the rnofern tcagoing engineer, who was pc2 haps not engme, which was so much less fast;dious as to its diet. Ifere
quite .o amenA e to long anJ nrduot,s hard work as his !cre. again, the auiFors had even evidence of a careful scientitc
bears, would take kindiy to the never-endmg task of top. approach u hich should i a long way to ensure success. Tner
or 71ing such a forrmdab!e number of cylmders. had commented on the paib!c use of fuel additives. One coald

. cther point for thought was the effect which such mMn. imagine this approach I cing successful where fuel supplie, cf
tenance requirements would have upon the reduction in constant composition were available, but this was seldom pos-
engine-rcom staff now being achieved with direct-drive sible in marine practice and the shances of obtaining a cheap
machinery by the application of an increased degree cf automatic additive, which was effective with a wide uriety of fuels, seemed
control. He hoped that some superintendents would comment somewhat remote. The authors' approx.., by tackling the d -
on these aspects hter in the discussion. sign, was certainly th right one. Their remarks on the

He said that some years ago Dr. Pepe had made a very drawbacks of water wa .ian were a150 worth noting.
thorough theoretical and experimental imestigation for the Bri- No reference had h.en made in this section to sump-oilt

thh Shipbuilding Research Association into the causes of failure coatammation when using heavy fuels. Presumably this must
of pistons, liners and cylinder heads in rnarine oil engines, with occur ta rome degree in this trunk-paton design, and it scuu
results which had since b-en publisheJ in the Trar.uctior;s of be u eful if the authors were to nise some information on th-
rnother Imtitution. Ile was not surprised, therefore, to see the pmcedure involved in maintaimng the lubricating oil in a
attention whkh the authors had g*ven to thermal and pressure. suita5!: condition.
induced strestes in the design of the two-piece, oil-cooled piston. Dr. Pope had, our the years, made man) investigations into
Presurnably, the piston temperatures shown in Fig. 6 were the properties of ca?! rrr" . Few were. therefore, rnore famihar
m asured on the actual engines and the rig used to check the with its strength and frailties. Sir Harry Ricardo had once
thermal stres<es calculatcJ from these tcmperature incasure. referred to rast irou as "the mat" m which served our fore-
ments. If so, he wondered whether good correlanon was fathers so udl for lamp pasts and htcheri ranges", but he was
rchieted. It wou!J be interesting to know how the temperature sure that Sir llarry wou!J be the f rst to act. owledge the advan-
dhtribution in the stationary-rig piston correlated vith that on tancs which the authors had enumerated. Its use as the nnin
the engine. structural muerial in the K Major engine had much to com-

Ile said that he was interested to observe the use of rol!cd mend it, since weight was rarely of pararnount importance in
threads on the high-temite steel studa used for securing the merchant ships.
piston crown. Work by ILS.R.A. on the rolling of threads of On the subject of cast iron, he said that it might be inferred
large mild-stect bolts such as those used in the dynamically- from the data given in Table IV that centri-cast piston rings '

los M components of direct-drive Diescis, had shown very were inferior to rand-cast rings. He fc!t sure that this would
st: ) improwments in fatigue strength. Iteference to a paper * not be the authors' intention. Ccntri-cast rings had been widely
sps .ng in the Transactions of the Imtitute four years ago employed with succns. He scok it that the authors' puriec

.

would shcrx that form-rollirm increased the fatigue strength of had been sir ply to show that, with this type of nuterial, under-
l'rge forged bolts made from rnild steel some 21 to 3 times. cooling and comcquent presence of free ferrue was anost
r. hen compared with cut-thread specimem. Rolling of thread uaJesirah!c.

The paper had touched in an interesting manner on so
o cca, R , end McClinmnt, W.1951 *The Innm m of Screw "L.my aspects of Diesel design tint to point to ammissions

Formin;: Me:b e on the Fatigue Ltrennth or Lar c Jioits rmght seem sonxwhat churlish. Ile wished. .*.owever, elut thea

~2 -.n .;. I..tf;r.E., Vol. 73, p. 411. authors ha.1 found it pmsth!c to touch on the ubject of turbo-
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The Devclopment af a liigblyrated n1, Amt-speed Diesel Daine
,

n With regard to T.d.:e I, the spxific air fl rx for the 250 ml'j charging. Perinps they might, at same later d ne, fm f it p.r.sinfe sq in. h.mx p. Goa rd a ihop cornpared with la..cr h m.c.p., and,
i to gise a pgper on their c.yvnensc3 in turboch irrma. up to the

250 lbdxpn. In b.m c.p. u nich was involved m th" th:rJ stane although tia, er p v as on4 a >m JI ore, he u.c ' I b ive thou~.h1it dnirable to go on increaunn the sp cific air Ihr.s.9
of the desclopmtnt of the engine. Turning ta the pistan design, he sat I that the Icatures o'

i]4 Co.ststwm n IL 'l vuur i t., R.N. (Member;, in a contribunon it were, in many uav , those u nh which la agreed, but it uar

.g read by Alt. T. P. lis c re t t, teferrcJ to the sucecolol mtr* mentioned that it w.sh a stett crown and a cast iron junk. Th3
duction, by the authori company, of an engme which he steci crown probabi, had a higher coeffickar of hnear expan
considered met both industrial and marin: needs which so far s:on as compared with the cast non. This meant that there uu}: m

@ had only been filled by llr:tain's foreign competitors. As the some problems ii
n> connexion, for instaare, it rnust mA@ i

"

authors had so rightly saiJ, rehabihty was the main requirement hie a httle dilhruh for the seahn; rint between the tu
j of a marme propuluon en; ne, and nobody who had read this portions. Cold clearan:e between piston cran anJ Imer mu9

paper could fail to be tmp:essed by the systemati: way m which be increased

,

Marricss National had carried out,the research and development Irips. ;,3 and 6 showed a dauble hne round the junk. H-'4
'q work ,necessary to ensure ,that this engme woulJ operate sain-

wondered what this signified and whether it was some devici
g f actordy at the ratings envhaged. to overcome the cold clearance problem.
g If the medium-speed geared Diesel engine was to compete With regard to exhaust vahes and operaden on heasy fuel

the importance of losing heat via the sectm of the valves wn with the slow-runing direct-coupled engme, it was essentu! that
it should , operate satisfactonly while burmng heag fuel, and certainly to be considered. In the paper the clearance wM

the authors had taken very considerable mentioned as being of importance. The we. r rate was obviout
, y$' 3 it was evident that

trouble and had expended a comparatively large sum of money kept down by the ingemous device of contmuous lubricarn
m trymg to ensure that this would be the case. There was, and he said that he would be interested to know what was 11;v

however, one point which he. felt should have been mentioned maximum allowable clearance of the stem - guide and whaf
q in this respect, and that was the effect of various grades and sort of lifc the valve had in this respect. Aho, it appeared th
.

composnions of lubricatin;; oil on the problems associated with the guide could be renewed, althaugh he was not sure whet! .
"e

g the burnmg of heavy fuel There was httle doubt that , trunk.- it was intended to be renewed.
piston engmes cal!cd for careful selection of the lubncatmg od He sugeested that there was an argument for not wat-

g if satisf a: tory operation with heavy fuel was to be a:hieved. washing fuel, in that the denosits aiso occurred on turbocharpy New type > of lubricat.ag oil and testing for quahtv anJ make-up Nadu, and turbochargers cou!J be water reashed more casi!yy by the addition of detergents, anti-oxidants, and a!kabs cmid the sodium was alioned to remain in the fuJ
;; have a profounJ eficct on the satisfactory operation of trunh- On the question of cast iron or steel ax the main structur-

piston engmes while burning this type of fuel The wrong type material, he :, aid that steel had its own a.Rantags, and strucj of lubricant, or one wh:ch, had been allowed t> deteriorate tures could be desi-ned with low sttessca v r.ere v c!da occurrny unduly, coolJ give rise to rmg-stamg and crankshaf t corro- ANern techniaues of manufacture and in ;uetion could en<uy sun. Tne operating temperature of the od v.a. alw importar.t EooJ 9uality wtide"
N.t sud that surely greater reliability re.ulted fro"i a des.if these defects were to be avoided. Perhaps the authors would

,-

in wm6 the mata loads did not have to pass through a po!
,- .

k ( )
?* ' hke to remark on the type of lubricating oil and its optimum i

n operr. ting temperature for this typ2 of engine burning heavy betwetn the crankcase and hedplate, and emy maintenance w
not connnyd to the bedplate type of construction. The princip!

f ac!'IIe thcunht that the title of this paper was slightly mis-
#

of a machmeJ strip uscJ for checking alipment of the eng:ri'M
T leading. Ile could not : Tree that tne Mirrixs K Alapr engir- qu cW wn a o u on eng nes of f abricated desrgn hnm

? should be regarded as ht;hly rated when operating at the con- un&tslung cr n is and hght sumps in tead of bawp!ates.

$ ditions given in the pape:. In his op'nion there was considcrable
scope for f urther advance; ia b.m.c.p. These were import:mt as It il P. Gtssatt 1. said thit he propo ed to limit his#

they should give worthwhile reducuous in the cost per bec- servation', anJ comment, to the f uel injection sik of the pap,' Introduction of a rehab!: engine operating at these in or&r t.. fuliy endorse tf,

departing on!y for a momentpower.
higher 1 rake mean effective pressurv, wou!J da rnuch to inerene authors' statemant under "a) Reliabihty: Gcncral ComidyS
the competirne power of this type of <ngir.: agamst its com- imns", wheie they said that th: surest m:thod cf producy

,

petitors abroad anJ other types of prime maver. In this tech- intiin ic reliabihtv was to prwced by a process of IcghV
nically-competitive worlJ, the main object of any Dieeci engm- evo!ution from one successf ul design ta the next, tahm, g cag
manufacturer must be consistently to uprate his engines in order that the critical par.imeters proved in the original design weT'

'+ to nive better value for mo.,ev. He must at the same time retain mair.tained in the acw de>ign. This sta'er n nt deserv
-> rehability. thunderous app!auce f rom both engine manufacturers and engi
*$ Many of those present would be aware that th: Ministry users, particularly marin: engine users. ,
5 <J Teennc!cgv had recently placed a contract with the Yarrow- The use of test r.- for fuel-injectmn equipment develo

.

Admiralty Research Department to investigate the use of ment was, of course, fei'y appreciated and valuab!c data regary g
medium-speed geared Diesel engines as propulsion units for ing performance and hfe of the equipment might be gainM-

% cenn-going merchant ships. This survev was now almost Howenr, care should be taken, when applying results obtai
%. complete. He thought that it was true to hv that the results unb

from injection-equipment test rigs to engine conditions, d. f$ of this survey would give encouragement to those manufacturers injection into a pressurized medium was strictly sir Zate
of m-dium-s' peed Diesel engines who thought that the medium- wondered if this was done in the case where nonde gal% speed Diesel had a future and could compete in many ships pressure was found to be lower than the prevailing gas pressL /7 with the slow-running direct-coupled engine. The report show- with a needle still open which permitted g . ertrance into t'

h.
'')v

ed that every type of ship and trade must be treated on its non): gallery. The cure adopted, he ventua d to guess, was
merits, but that a shipowner who failed to carry out a detahed lighten the reciprocating mass of the injector.
ecoriomic survey into the possible use of medium-sp cd Dieselv

IIis company, having shvays designed and manufactu'

3 enginef, as an ahernative to the slow-running direet-coupicJ their own fuel-injection equipment for their medimn-sp
engine, did so at his perih Diesel engines, had always been protagonists of the low iner'

injector, ie. having necdle springs acting directly upon rg1,
S. }I. HrNSilAt t., ThSc. (Member) sah! that, as an necJle without the intennediary of a push rod. Of course, t.M R.~

engine builder of med;um-speed engines, he found that he was apring uns thus placed into a somewha,t uncomfortah, ie posiin
on the side of Dr. Pope in a lat of the things he had said. The (heat and spaM, but un, ortho:Im spri,n: ,,ne se:nons help
paper, however, had been sery stimulating and he would like with the spxe and chronuum/sihron wn u nh the temperatuc

,

to ask several questions abant it.
.

.
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Discussion
i

I The "htdrodynamic condition" referred to in the paper, U00 deg. C.). lie wondered if this had been obser.ed by the
he thought, was a spill wase receding too fast,which the normal authors. Ife also askcJ for the velocity of the oil.
oscillating system of the iniector was incapable of following. A Turning to vahes in ca;;cs, he said that one considerable'
stifTer spnng might he!p in border-hne caset. A trick,impartcJ advantage of the cage was that it very much reduced the !!ux

- to hirn some time ago by Air. J. F. Alcock (and gratefully ack- from the valve seats to the c3!inder head. Since the c3hnder
nowledged) was to watch for gas bubbles in the injector Icuk-off head was a complex casting, a large concentrated heat flon from
connexion; shoul.1 gas pass into the nozzle, it wou!J generally the valve via the seat was undesirable. In smaller engines, which
pass through the cylindrical lapped part of the neeJie-nozzle did not have caged valves, this was a very common caus- of
bore causing lacquerim; of the lap fit and wou!J tinally appear cracking between the seats. lie cited the paper cf Mr.1 upta*
in the ieak-eff pipe, wnere a plastic tube wou!J facihtate ob- as an example of this.

' p|rion. He said that, acting upon this recommendation, his Turning to valves,he said that he had noticed in the paper,

( any sometimes used development engineers as " bubble that while the temperature of the seat had been reduced dv the
Chers". cooled cage, the temperature difference between tne ccmre of

Ile thought the authers should be congratulated on having the valve head and the seat was increased. This wou!J increav-
such confidence in the precision of cathode ray oscillogram rne thermal stresses, anJ the risk of ser.t cracking due to thermal
interpretation. He had tried something simdar and the result stress. lic gathered that the idea of soJmm coohng had been
had varied between } de:;ree and 2 degrecs cam angle, dependmg discarded, but he thotrht it might be a useful idea, not from
upon the thickness of the pencil point u,cd and the condmon the point of view of cooling tit: vahe seat, but of r-ducir g the
of the inte.preter. thermal stress. Or course, what the sodmm-cooled salve did was

He asked if the line pressures in Figs.13(a) and 13(b) to pass the flux back to the valve guide, but there it could be
referred to full load conitions. If they did, they were remark. coped with quite ue!L

. Ile then refer red to crankease exp?osions. These were prac-ab!y low. Also, the difI:rence between maximum line pressure
and maximum gallery pressure was rather large, being 1,650 lbj tically non-existent in small engmes, but they did occur from
sq.in. in Fig.13(a) and 1,S00 lb./sq.in. In Fig.13(b). Ile won. time to time m large en;;mes and were extremely nasty t angs.
dered if the edge filter (which,af ter all, was the major throttling It "uu!J be valuabic ta haye information on this sub ect rid tot
component between line and gallery; could be responsible for know, from the point of view of safety, what the difference was
this pressure discreparri. Wall friction cou!J hardly account between the trunk-piston and the crosshead engines.
for it with the custo nary rnaximu:n flow velocities of about
90 m./s. Dn. W. F. Alwsrit t.n was particularly interested i i the*

Dealing with the chapter on heavy fuel operation, he said authors' lubricating oil consumption tests which weic !?iefly
that he was intrigu-d by the statement that the lack of cocling desenbed on pa.;e 336 cf the paperand to which Fig. 21 ref rred.

In theability of preheated fuel shou!J be responsible for high nozzle Bn.some mvestigatiens on alus subject on smaller engin,tip temperatures. The fud temperature given was 160 deg. F. nsh Internal Combustion F.ngine Research Imraute I.ra. had
(71 deg. C.) for a b!cnded fuel of 300 rec. Redwood I viscosity; tried increasing the oil pressure by reducing the area < ' the
gas oil, not prehuted, wou'd rea h the nozzle, af ter passin< b:a mg st.aface cf 'he rm, g, but thir had had httle effect. i low -
through the campresnve cycle of the fuel pump, not very much cwr, changes of, wall pressure, made by sarying :he r. dial
cooler. Ife ventured to think that the hotter nozzle tip of the thickness of the rmg, had a marked effect. Ile said that it - auld
heavy fuel operated engine was more the result of the slower be interestH.; to know by what method the authors had uried
b( hg of the heavy fuel, with a resulting larger heat rejection wall pressu:c, apart from the chang to a spring-loaded r,ng
t6,_.d heat absorption from, the nozzle. which was mentioned in the paper.

Ife said that he understood that the mechanism of trumpet
formation was a function of the lighter fractions of the blended AIR. A. J. S. BAKER (Associate) said that the authors had
heavy fuels boiling o'f in the nozzle sac and squeezing the produced a remarkably full description of what couh! on .* be
heavier fractions out of the nozzle ho:cs where they carbonized. described as an exceptionally well deseleped engine. Of parrieu.
Carbonization temperatures were much higher than the snea. lar mterest ta people connected with lubrication research was
sured nozz!c tip terrper:ture of 392 deg. F. (200 deg. C.). Ife the systematic work which had gone into piston deve!op nent,
said that he would be very grateful if the authors could provide This work !.'d obvioasly paid off handsome!*, in the modest
information about the precise hvation of the thermocoup!c on temperatun , sa c!carly denoted in Fig. 6. It would be interest-
the nozz:e tip. Ilis company had m vsured nozzle seat tem. ing to see far the really execlient fuel utihzation r ites,-

peratures (the thermocouple being loud within a millimetre inJrcated h. : exceptional fuel consumption rates, haJ centri-
from the nozzle seat) and temperatures obtained on one engine bated to th: For instance, metal temperature comparnonsf

type, depending on engme rating, cylinder head design and fuel, taken at the ume time at the variable valve timing tests described
had reached 464 deg. F. (240 deg. C.). This surely indicated in Fig.10, right-hand side, wou!J perhap, illmtrate this point.

j nozzle tip temperatures of a far higher order. These nonles had Fig 10 itself suggested that an even broader area of mimmum
been uncooled and made from heat-resisting nitriding ste-1 specific fuel consumptma might be thble with automathally-i

which maintained the seat harJness at clevated temperatures. saried vahe timing. Ile wondered if the authors haJ considerede

! Ile uid that he envied the authors the low maximum such a gesibihty.
I cylinder pressure of only 1,350 lb./sq.irn at 220 lb./sq.in. I.ooking at the Fig.10 data points for a comtant b.m.cp.

b.m.c p. This should enabic them to get away with an iniector of 200 lb./sq in., it ap;) eared that a fairer rnean curve wouki,

! release pressure of only 2,500 lb./sq.in., resuhing in a closing hase a pronounccJ and steepening hog rather th.m the sag
_ pressure of 1,720 lb./sq.in., thus still having a comfortable shown by the authors. Ile askcd the authors to Imnfy the mean

'

snargin availab!c above the maximum gas prei.iure. line they had pmtulated.
i In conclusion, he said that the paper would always have With regard to the important work which had been done

a piree of honour in his hydraulics department, having aircady to optimize fuel injection charactoistics, it was interesting toi

se( 'eral slL!e rules into a semi-heatcJ condition. consider the authors' needle lift /t.ac precure relatiomhip con-( clusiom,in the light of the modification u hich appeared to base
Atu. J. F. Atcocx, O.itIL, H.A., said that the piston crown h'#" C "i#d ""' ^PP"ently t!!e unloaJing value had bun in-

crea tween W and (b) o
empositions. It would be valuable to base either the thermal %s to the reducnon m m,f Fyn.1.t. Did the antlyors attributewas described as high-temi!e steel, which term covered a lot of

esp.ent swondary hitmg mdicated
; conductivity or the composition. ne the needle-his diagram (b)? Fresumably the injection rate

Fig. 6 showed a wet side temperature of over 464 detr. '' * Fujita, II.1961. ".senice Itecords of Ahtsubishi NamLi Ibesel
:

. (240 deg. C.). Ile said that it was a rou;;h ncncral rule 'h.st one UE hpe lim:ine, and Improvements Made en the l'ncines". Tesn
j was apt to get cd,dng on the surface if one went os.r 392 deg. F. I.MarJi., vol. 73, p. 37.

.
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9 <o bevn increase.1 and this ha 1 been a:commoJue.1 by The ennine refenej to in @ asper h si Isen devch.pa1C. had
,.; perrmttmg an merease of needle lif t. If thi, ucre the c.ise, to run on heavy fuel oil. lie arught the uthors woul.! agru
j4- might not needic-hit mereases ha$e to be closciv wntro!!ed m that the ttulu b.irred ;~rono!x, trunh-paron engine e W.

service operatio:b he asked. f.iken ne, the fut:-bre pressure di - be trin:hk ..w t.. ... the paint of view of com5u>t;oa .a3 gram (b) was presuniably taken at the nonle enJ of the fuel op r.atmg at law loaJ, on heavy fu'ri, an I h. m ' ' ~ ing.:c' b
pipe. Ile wondered if it ha.1 been ntec>sary to tune the fuci p:pe had s'xn for other tagine3, w hich shw.*.u! . die, in compte. . i

]}qj length t,* contni! the magmtude of the seetmdary prnsure wave pressure, from 6M lb./s.:in., at f uD I ud anJ speed, to 3ss ;a/
su as ro chmmate secondary injection. 54.m , at 60 per cent s;xed mJ 22 per cent of full loaJ Le

"s Ile thought that the general conclusion to be drawn front strongly suspected the. .ht relauwly low compressiren pr. ae31 Q the fuel injeerion work was that engines of comparatively low under thoi.c conditions was one M the prmenpal rea on, f ar
.R speed needed the same careful attention as high-speed engine >. this. Whiht combmtion might be quite satir'xtury,tmJn thaa
p+ It would be scry interesting to see a comparante investigation conditions, w hen the cngme was new and in f:rsFclaw mnjitm

m certain large-bare, s!ow-> peed engmes, havmg several nonles with the accumulation of wear of not only imer.. but miectma
{. connected to a single f uel-pump clement. The results of the equipment, he thought that the low compreoion pressure was

careful work done by the authors in this direenon were demon- certamly a contributory facror. lle would be glad to have the
strated in Fig. 14. Ev extracting data points from the fuel authors' comments on this.
consumption loops, it was interesting to note that the fuelling On the question of the operational control of turbocharged

J 1mes for both the R engme and the K Major at different speeds medium-speed engines in ships, particularly in view of the

3

, were virtually identical. The fuelhng lines from around 50 lb./ merease su the numbar of ship 3 with bridge control of the4
, . sq.m., b.m.e.p., on the lavest curve, were 'musual in their engines, he was convinced that the fuel iniection pump ra:k

p linearity. Perhaps the authors could supply fuel consumptions position should be governed to some degree by the booster pre .>

, at very low loads which would give a clearer indication of the sure. A few years ago, in a certain cross-Channel ferry, whkr.
1 hkely f.mc.p.1-rort. the data published it was evident that this was propeHed by two turbocharged Diesci engines under bridgr'

must be of a very low order and ecmparable to that obtained contro!, it was found, a very short time af ter the ship had gonea

3 L with the largest low-speed engines. This point might be worth into seni. .. that the engine crankcase oil had become very dirty
.$ - bringing out since it was fashionable to quote mechanical indeed. The reason for this was soon discovered: the bridge
4 efliciency for large two-stroke marine engines, and for a given control of the engines had been operated en leaving harbour as!
g f.m.e.p. this would generally favoui the four-stroke engine with if it had been an engine room telegraph, with the result that the

its higher b.m.e.p. engines smoked like chimneys until the turbochargers had time

d}h
He asked the authors to indicate whether the performance to catch up and provide enough air for clean combustion. Under

Leurves were obtained with the fuel described at the top of page these conditions she oil soon became filled with fuel son!. In-
333, and if not, he said that he would hke them to gwe details. struction to the master as to the correct rate at which to iner-ae

*3 Ele said that the water-cmled, exhaust-valve cage and valve engl.e power soon cured the troub!c. Ile fW that where tu.:a.

,s rotators had made a maior untribut on to operanon with low- charged engines ucre installed in ships, some form of cemro!
A cost fucis. Presumably some provision had been made to prevent oser the rate of increase of the delivery of fuel to the enine
(- boiling in the small seat-coohng passages in the event of sudden was essential.
q .f 3 shut-doun, as might be expected in main marine engine
p ) application.4 (V Mr. C. C. J. Far sctt asked a question conc *tninp therma!

Ile thought that the noies on lubriarmg oil consumption stress The thermal stress rig shown in Fin 4 was interesting
y were very relevant, as was the investigation on oil control by and provided an ingenious methoJ of investigating a pro *elerr.
g the upper scraper ring. lie asked the authors to elaborate on which was becoming more and more irr.portant as engine ratings
> this by indicating the degree of control exerted by the other were increased. This rig was useful in that it was app!icab!c
] rings in the pack. For instance, could a reduction in ..; dial to asymmetric bodies, as well as to those that u ere bodies of revo-
y pressure of the upper scraper be roleratcJ by increasing the load lution. In this respect the two-piece piston shown in Fig. 6,
y on the lower one? appeared to be a body of revolution. Computer programmes
j The rig described to evaluate piston-rmg quality resemhied were now available for calculating the thermal stress of such ,

a variety of test rings used for different purposes. Iixperience components. Ile wondered whether the authors had tried a ,*
,
- with these had indicated considerable scatter of wear resuhs, check calculation to see whether there was am sort of agreement ;

particularly st high rate, of wear. Perhaps the authors cou!J between the rig and a computer. IIis own ratter limited experi-
'mdicate the signihcance of the weight loss figures they had ence so far, with a computer appnuch, had bxn more valuable
quoted in Tabk IV. Ile wondered whether they hid observed a in showing up limitations in the compurcr programme than in
pattern of related ring to bore wear rates for the different giving reahstie piston thermal stresses, the problem; being
material combinations tested. Ilad any significant differences in largely the rather complex shape of pistons.

.. p;ston-ring groove and ring side wear rates been observed when Turning to the in!ct-valve ucar, he said that he was g!Af
y different irons were run in the stal piston crowtd The authors tha Dr. pope, in his presentation, had elaborated on his ucar

had nat shown the re.etallurgy of the piston cr.wn, but othe, factor, which Mr. Fn neh had found somewhat iwempreacn-
.

appheations of high-tensi!c steel had suggested tha steels con- sib!c as it stood in ne paper. Ile agreed that lack of lubricant,

taining appreciable ni kcl contents might produce increased wear was the main cause of heavy in.ct-valve and seat wear in turbo-
g. rates in the presence of boundary lubrication. charged engines. It was most interesting that the authors had

found thickening the head of the valve so effective in reducing
Ma. J. A. Cowntnov, B.Sc. (Member) said that, as the K this wear.

Major engine had been developed specifically for marine pro- Touching on service experience, he said that two years
pulsion, he had been surprised that Fig. 24 did not show the prniously a paper * had been presented, giving mtails of senice

/3 performance plotted against speed on a propeller law basis. Ile exrerience on an engine of very similar size anJ rating. lie
V would particularly like to see the compression pressure included thcught that everyone looked fonvard to the ume when the

} in such a plot, because he had theimpression that many builders autnors would be able to give co nparable details of exhaust-
of marine Diesel engines overlooked the implications of the val e hfe, cylinder-liner and cylinc+ ring uvar on the K Major,
propeller law, which related power to speed in a ship, particu- wh n operating on residual fuels. In tbn conne.sion, if th-
larly when applied to turbocharged engines. If this law were authors were proved correct in their aim of up to 3,000 heurs'
assumed to be a cube law it meant that, if the engine was bet vcen servicing of injectors and exhaust valves, this wou!J
developing full power at full speed, it was only requ -ed to be a most valuable stcp fonvard.
develop as htlic as 12] per cent of that power, even at half -

speeJ, and as ships not inficquently procecJed rt spred> lower * 'scrshall, S. II., an.1 Gallois, J.1964. "Servke Performance cf
0 than full, this condition did occur now and then. S.IJ T. piclitick I?ngines.' Tsain. l Wr.IL, Vol. 76, p. 44 5.
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Correspondence

''( tst wor.n 1?. IL A1Ay, D.S.C., R.N. (Alember' wrote rhat mission suitable for employing, say, two K Alaiors to drive
it was : .ne ten years since :he Picistick PCI had begun to make a single propcher shaf t, and whether their company proposed
its sigri.ticant contribution to the propulsion of ocean-going to cher comp!cte propulsion umts--enginc;, and reduction

! ships, and durm; the whole of this time it had been without gear.
.

cny effective rnedium-specJ competirer. The K Alaior must
now be judged by comparison with the Pielstick PC2, with Ma. G. H. HI*GnES (Alember) Commented, in a written Con-

| which it would be in direct competition in every field. tribution, that the increase in poucr output shou!J in no way
| Power for power, the llritish engine was rather larger and alarm promective users, because even the ultimate aim of $25

heavier than its French compentor. In some opphcations tbis b.h.p./cyhnler, with 250 lb./sq in , b.m.e.p., and I A00 lb./
wouli not trat:cr very much. Commander Alay imagmed that sq. in., peak pressurt, representea only 2 93 b.h.I../sq.W. of
the relative hrst cost cf the te.o engmes would be ven signifi- piston crown-almost identical to the power per square inch

1 cant, zssumin; that they had equal abihty to burn heavy fuel. on the crown of the Alaybach engme with pistons of similar
} The Picistick had never bten a cheap cugine and, in its PCI construction.
| form, its e.shaust-valve life on heavy fuel dk! not ahvays prove It wou!J be interesting to know the cooling oil flow rate,

irnpressive. Its popularity had s:emmed from its introducing (he suggested approximately 13 gal./b.h.p.-br.), since crowni

I high-speed cngine standards of accuracy into the marine engine and rm; hfe depended on adequate cochng and, in this respect,
field, with a refreshing freedc:rn from the very heasy mainten- the oil feed through the connecting rod might prove to b. the
ance work that marme em;ineers of ten experienced on propubion limitine, factor. Gnen adequate coohn;;,it was known that this
engine.s, Ic.ss uc!! made and indifferently devclaped. form of piston uould stand Treater pcurr per squae inch of,

| Over the last few years, the maior liritish medium-speed crown area, as show m the two-stroke cycle Ruston and
Diesel firms had caught up the leeway in stanJards of manu- Ifornshy A.O. engir. , when pubhshed figures showed over,

1 facture, anJ aho had undertaken most impressisc programmes 5 b.h.p./sq. in.
of detailed dae!cpment. It therefore seemed that the I' Alajor IIis com;unv'.s experien.. of materials for such pston

*

would eneet internation d competition successfully, uould extend crowns indicared that therm a fatigue tended to become the*
'

the market gained bv the K cngine, and join the Pichtick in limiting factor and this depended principally on coefficicat
procelling large merch.mt ships. of expansioa and thermal conductivity. Ifad the authors con-,

j ' Smmander Alav noticcJ that the aathors had made a stoeted one of the high-nickci aJov: to minimi7e tne effect of
' rt .. misica.hng re!crence to short-life en;;ines being ;;r- high operating temperatures, or the high-conductivity copper

~

missible in nasal work. This had never been so (ew pt in chromium alloys?
motor torpedo boats). Submarine engines were designed and A further aid to cooling was increasc ! valve overlap. IIad
produced by the Admirahy between the two wars in an attempt the effect of this been explored with respect to piston crown
ta produce better-not hghter-engines than those available from and piston rmg temperatures?
industry at the nme. Af ter the last war, the Admiralty worked The scraper rmg crrangement permitted adequate lubri-
hard to persuade industry to adopt modern standards it, devel- cation of the skirt or crosshead length of the piston, but when
opment and manufacture of lang-life engines up to 91-in. bore, o:1 control became a prob!cm afrer extended service, there
but success was only achievel gradually and at substantial might be a temptatien to fit a highly-loaded ring in the skirt
pubhc expense. groove, with possible risk of seuure. To avoid such possi-

In Germany, before and after the war, and in France at the bihties, had the authors con idercJ omitting the skirt ring
present day, engines designed partly for naval purposes had rnet altogether unf adjusting the upper scraper ring accordingly?
with widespread commercia: seccas. This had come about It was noted that three taper-faced rmgs ucre fitted below
through recog6 bn that naval anJ commercial requirements a paralle!-faced, chrome-platcJ ring in the top groove. There
cou!J be deugnJJ into the same engine with advantage to all might be a tendency to blow bv during the initial running of
concerned. the engine wnh this arrangement. IlaJ b!ow-bv readm;;s i'een

Possibly the most rema,k2b!e feature of the K Alaior was taken during test work and had any indications been nored?
that it had a;hieseJ so much u hi!c retainin;; cast iron for frame An important factor m p ston-rin'; material was compati-
and bedp! ate. Rigidity was essential ta maintain bearing oil bihty with ohnder lincts. Not all materials were suitab!c in
fdm geometry wnhin acceptab!c hmus and cast iron was about this respect, but might be metalhunically sound and, therefore,
twice as flexib:e as stech A cast iron frame must have heavier of good quality.

'

scantlings than a stici frame, the cyhnder centres must the e- It was not surprising, therefore, that a random flake
fore be further apcrt, and bendmg moments increased in conse- graphite iron had givcn satisfaction in this size of engine.
quence. On the other hanJ, cast iron was chraper than steel. With regard to olinder liner materid, was this also random
cnd developreent of modern cast irons had done much to make flake graphite? Ilow was the bore machincd, and what typethi crial more attractive. Fairbanks Alorse had used cast iron of surface was proJuced?

cly in their new large opposed-phron, medium-speed With regard to the cup.ide diameter,was the liner free fromext

engme. Other manufacturen ucre, the writer belicsed, using water side attack and what precautions might be taken to deal
steel for compnah!c engines and had aho chosen the two-stroke, with this possibility at the higher ratings?
valve-in-head arrangement. On the question of heat dissipation, was it known what

Soon,at least four of these tahe-in-head two-stroke engines proportion of heat was transferred through the pi ton crown
(one of them Ilnthh; would te can pcting with the K Alaior and to the cooling od and through the piston rings to the coohng
the Piehtick in the rapidly expanding world market for large water?'

medium-speed engines. It ua, obvious from this paper that
Alirrices had p'anned to seture their share of this market. Altt i II. AlitaoN (Alember) uiote ihat it was stated, en

It would be interesting to know the authori view on trans- page W, that to pmJuee a rehable maslune one had to pro-

to
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The Development of a Highly-rated ;,udiwn-speed Die.scl En; fine,- - -
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cred f rom one successf ul design to the next, takmn can that
-; *

entical parameters prouJ in the crisial drugn i erc mam- > r um r em me
o r % < <2 v e m ier-<~

4 taincJ in the next. <u m- w =<w-<"
With regard to the critical parameter shown in Tab!e 1 .-

Q it was rather surpruing ta see that guJgeon pin, er smah-end ;g; .
. . -

,. __
,

:-

$ bearings, were not mentioned, as these to nngs confJ bc R . , ..

T troublesome and aho, on occasions. connecting rod > had spht 1 , ,

) icngthwise through concentrated eye loadmg. p \,

Perhaps the authors would care to comment nn this subiect, |
-

|

,y
4 '_~ and give detads of the dem;n of their small-end b: ann;; with - 0 2- -

'
E . ,. ,$ particular reference to the bush-whether it was floann;; or not io ',

4i -and its material. f, ' *.
*

With regard to the oiston des:gn, as shown in Fig. 3, it 'd
' ** . ,.

* *
>

wou!J be interestmg to have the authors' views on the im- 2 g,! ._ ,__ __ __c
,

portance of the dntance from the cmwn to the top piston ' * . . .
j,

* *
.M, . . .

%! ring, and also further enlightenment on their statements that : .,N'

a) heat resistmg "helicoil" inserts were used to carry the studs ,

~
- and tnat these acted as a " heat barrier" for these studs; b) that

- - - .-

C disc springs were fitted uWer the castle nuts on these studs to o- ## #5'Q,, ,,,,*e 'Ob. increase the resilience of the assembly. Did this mean that they
had accepted the fact that movement must take place between*

,
the niston crown and the body, and if so, did frettin;; take Fn. 25-Relation bettecen output /st cp rolume and

4 place with ensuing leakage of oil across the jointmg face? cylmder borr

* With further reference to Tabit I, it wa, noted that the
@ maximum permiss ble bearing loads for the main bearings abose, nor too much below, the lines markin;; the upper limit

J and bottom ends were giver, as 2,500 and 5,000 lb./q. in- of current design.
Reference had tren made to the use of srnali centrifuges

respectively. Some enlightenment as to how these limitations mounted at the engine for the bypass purification of the lubri-g
were arrived at would be ef interest] On page 336, under " Space and Weight", the authors catmg c;I. A marme installation of more than 3,000 b.h.p.

. made a gooJ case for the cast iron engme, stating that few would normally justify the use of a motor-driven centnfuge
j f abricated structures were able to avoid fillet we!Js in load. for the continuous purification of lubricatina oil. Such a sys
-;

tem aho enabled the whoh of the lubricaria oil charge ta be
carrying regions, and that the fati;;ue strength of such weIJs purihed ja harbour at the end of each inp. a practice adoptedd,? might be as low as plus or minus 12 tonVsa. in., and that by many owners. Commander Gool asked tne authors whethe-even butt wc!Js had only a fatigue strength of plus or minus they considered that the ename-mountcJ centrifuges v ouh!s.

@ 38 tons /sq. in., compared with 5 tons /sq. in. for a good avoid the necet.sity for a se; urate motor-driven umt, particularl:.
y quahty cast iron. If these hgures were correct, it was d;fhcult in a heaiy fuel burning instalianon, and, if a, could they mye

t i understand uby, apart from the saving in weight, so many an mJication of the time af ter which cl anin; c: the umts woak'b. c
2( other er.gine builders had adapted tabt.cated designs, espec- be required. It was awumed that provism wa , made to cut

ially as aho, in the event of damage resulting from the failure off the flaw to individual centrituges, to ;1ermit them to tx$'
-

of a bottom-end bult, a cast iron engine d J not suffer distortion
d and could usually be " patch" repaired, wherca, the fabricated cleaned while the engine was running.
-.

The attention which haJ been paid t, the design of the" structure was usually distorted and had to be renewcJ. f uel injectors and exhaust s ahes was very u dome. The mam-
[ It was noted that oil was used for piston cochn;; and lubri_ tenance < ! these items proSably representra the largest wor!-
T cation and in this connexion it wou!J be interesung to know load fo- the ship's engineers It was comiFrcJ that a peral

if the authors haJ any relative figures en lubncatmg oil capac- nf 5h00 hour < b' tween merhauh would nm t,e an unreasonabb..

ity (e.g. gal.ih.p., in circuit) for the engmes forming the aim for the exhaust valves.*

subiett of this paper, as comparcJ with slow-speed, direct. Shipowners were becoming increasin;N conectncJ about
dnve Diesch, the nom level in cngine rooms and this s as reflected in the''

i'
Furthermore,in the case of direct-drive, slow-speed engmes

,[e burnmg heag oil, it was found essential, on account cf crank- I- r m, ,.,,,, y ,d . . - ___ . _ I
4 . , _ . , . 7

case corrosian, to isolate the cyhnJer bottoms f rom the crank- ,
g,
,q case-what precautions, beyond using an inhibiteJ lubricant, o , % , ,, ,,, m,,,,,,-
'

hf were being taken to prevent such corrosion talung place in
- >

%,,,,,,,,,,,,,4

pA ' the engines produced by the authors' company. |s .

-- --N
, *

y In conclusion, he would be grateful if tne authors con!J *t 3 -~H

' h. -<i- briefly statt why, in comparison with the builders of large.

h$ shrw-:pecJ, direct-coupled engines, they had chosen to develop i , . . C' , \ }
'

'
I

,, '

the ,four-stroke cycle engine instead of the two-stroke cycle p | x.g; ,

Q.
engme. ,, ._, j gr

'

that, when a new engine design was introduced, it was natural f> ' N -(. ' *f I
** '

CoM M ANnlR E. B. Goon, O.B.E., R.N. (Member) wrote

j }L , to compare its ratmg with those of competitors. A true com-
- ' - - - - - - * ., -

d

h [(h:' ;
parison of ratings should take into account many design f- _

feature 4, but an indication of the mechanical and thermal load-
1ing problerm which the manufacturers had to overcome could

_

y be obtained from the output per cubic inch of swept volume I.tv
'

,f. and the output per squaic inch of piston area. These factors * ~ - '

d had been plotted agaimt cylinder bore, for a number of modern 8 ' '' #d

(h turbocharged engine desigm, in Figs. 25 and 26. 'c#,,,, ,, 3 ,,'8
The factors for the K Major engine had been plotted at

h each of the development stages referred to in the paper and it Fic. 26-.-Relation betwcen output / piston area andof
could be seen that these ratings lay neither too adventurously cylindcr bore

g
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Discussion.

number of new ships which had insulated contral rooms. With With the advent of a new medium-speed Diesel engine,it
a maumum cylinder pressure 25 per cent greats: and a mau- was inevitable that designers of naval machinery installations
mum speed 18 per cent greater than its predecessor, the K must ask them> elves whether this new engine was seitab?e for
Major might be expected to be considerably noisier. Ilowever, warships. In this respect, section f) on " Space and Weight" was
it was possible that the many design changes which had beers relevant and one could observe that cast iron, whikt it had
made had at least partly counteracted the tendency to higher many aJmirab e properties, was not the best of materials for
noise levels. It would be useful if the authers cou!J provide shock. Perhaps the authors would like to comment on whether
any comparative noise measurements for the K ar. t K Major they intended to offer a naval version of this engine in due
en( ] course.
Q)
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Authors' Replies Ei
L;.

cating mass in the inicetor was quite correct and ,the K Maim &.,

Mr. Lowe (rephing to the verbal discussion) referred ta imector was of the low inettaa type, as described by Ms-h Mr. Cook's point abaut 36 cyhnders being required for a ship
-

Grmchel.of 18.000 horsepower and said that the paper had tried to show fuel hne pressures in Fig.13 referred to full-!on eTheJ
that the pouer available ! rom that number of cylmJers was now conditions and the authors considered the pres <ures Icvel, an g,
twice as great as it was a few years agu, with the same reliabihty the dif'erence between lme-pressure and gal! cry pressure to b9J-

.y =and maintenance requirements. quite normal in their experience.
A comparison of piston-crown temperatures, measured in He agreed that the higher nozzle temperature for the un4h the engine using templu;;s, with the temperature distribution coolcd inicetor with heavy fuel, in Fig.19, was only partly du s.-,y

produced in the rig and by'an c!cctrolytic analogue showed that to the loss of cooimg from the fuel and was aho a result of th -Q in the engine, crown temperatures were rather lower than those slower buming of the heavy fueh The conclusion, however, wa =
T- produced in the rig and predicted by the analogue, while ring- unaltered that cooling of the nozzle was necessary with heam

belt temperatures were slightly higher. This diflerence was fuel and tests had been carried out, which v.ere too extenshe t:-'

attributed to the rather more efficient coeling of the underside be fully described in the paper, which show:J that the tip tem.3
of the crown produced by the motion of the piston in the p rature was dependent not only on engm: load, but abo ogS engine. The temperature distribution was proportionately the f uel temperature, water flme quantity and water temperatun -M same in both rig and engme, so that thermed stress measurements The thermocouple for these temperature measurements we ty;

located actually at the surface of the nozzle tip.should be of the right order.OJ The authors' company did not use a ratio as high as the Mr. Alcock had asked for details of the composhien o.
2} to 3 times increase in fatigue strength of rolled threads over the high-temile steel piston crown. Th:, s.as a 5'>. ton t:nsiu~~

I
cut threads, rnemioned by Mr. Ccoh. They u ed a value of G 25 I per cent Cr-Mo steel and he would rWly send ex.u parO U.T.S. for ro!!:J threads and 0125 times U.T.S. ticular.s of the traterial and of oil veios a t; Mr. Vene! =times th:'e
for machine-cut threads, I;iving a rat'a of 2:1 ia f wour of lie pointed out that the 4M deg. F. (240 Jeg. C.) maxirmu -'

temperature in Fc 6 was a bu'k tempera ure of the matern-rolled threads for fatigue strength.,

Iloth Mr. Cook and Cornmander Tyrrell had commentedL and that the suiface temperature in contact with the oil woui;7 on lubricating oils for u+e with heavy fuel. It was difheult to he be lower. There had been no signs of o!! caing on the surfa:1J precise about the deteriarati0n of oil lubricartts became no oil of the cooling chamber. s

.' spacification defined accurately the requirernents of a lubricant Ilc agreed that it was very critical t i chx.se the rigH
.,

'%
for 1)iesel tngines. The type of oil found suitih:e for thk engmeI level with a quite reasonable material. not only for the seat of th vah . , bu t f or t he v;.h --

it se'f. Tr.: relathe coefEcien:> of expan o.a of the:: twrwas a " goad" Supp:ement
alkalinity. The authors med a maximum bub: od temper.nure of mattriah and their conductivity were most nr.portant.

-

T
170 deg. F. (77 deg. C.i but it mmt be remembered that this 'I he subjet of crmicase uplosion'. v . , a pencral nur er -_
imphed that there wou!J be loc.d higher tem;eraturcs in the not conhneJ particularly to the cngine u: Or discussion. Ti

, engine of the order of 210 den. F. (59 deg. C..t. I shw.ud that the engine was fitted with t sp!o> ion afnon. li s
Ile cenfirm J that n was not the mtention to imp!v that

-

** centri. cast rings were ::ecessarifv inferior ta sanJ-cast rings, company had experenced one or two caw , in the last sen;_
or emht year.s. of crankcase explosiom m other tyM m

but the paint shau!J b? made thit the quahty of the iron was engine uhere the cxplwon doors had umieJ satisfacteriiy. -T more difiicult to maintain in a entri-cast ring. Referring to Dr. Mansfic:Js question about the Jr.:th<M

7 Referrm; to Mr. II:nshalfs point about specific air flow, of varying the wa!! nressure of the piston riny.s. he said th _
Se .<rted tha' it was desirahl: to continue t, increase the specific th;s haJ been dont inth by alterm; the turmg crea of :. gio --',.
air flow as ratings incresseJ, r.fthough th ex:rspelated f gute rmg and abo by re-dengmng the ring.w
in Table I showed a small reduction. Mr.11akcr had sugcested that there should he automat.4 There had not tr-en any problem with differential expan- timing on an engine. 'I bis was an attractne idea, particular .
sion between the steel crown and the cast-iron piston body,t

if combined with automatic timing of fuel iniection, but weg probably because the intensite cooling produced a low rem- very difhcult to achieve. If some simple and foofrioof way J
perature at the interfaces, as cou!J be seen in Fig. 6. The

%

double line in Figs. 2,3 and 6 represented a threaded portion doing this con!J be found it would be a real achievement. =lie said that he could not justify the mean line for t'
which was used to establish the best crown diameter and was 200 b.m.e.p. data on the right-hand diagram of Fig.10 Teg a wc!!-known desclopment technique. menured points indicated the " hog", sug2estcJ by Mr. P2k.

The development engir.e had been run with valve guide but he could not explain why this shouht be so and hence h.
y
J
9 diametral clearances as small as 0 00lin. to o 002in. with theforce-lubricated guide, and a clearance of 0 003fn. to 0 00lin. merely indicated the downward ternd which he thought to w

of greater significance.Z haj been arrived at for the final design. Wear rates with the Referring to the injection diagrams, he said that the u c
h.bricated guide were extremely low and a hfe of 10.000 hours loading sohune haJ been increased from (a) to (b) in Fig.

s
c

was expected before replacement of the guide was necessary. and had a very strong oficci on the tendency for seconda-
Mr. Gre.chel haJ sounded a word of warning about fuel- iniection. The injection rate had al.o been increased and,

.-

injection test rigs anJ the authors agreed generally with him. aheady stated in the reply to Mr. Othchel, a low-inertia tpP
Hrgs were extremely meful if one was careful in interpreting the of iniector had Ntn adopted. The fuel line preuure u-
re>ults. The sugge tion that the pioblem of back-flow of gas
from the cyhnder lud been presentcJ by reducing the recipio-

meastned halhvay along the iniection pipe in each case and t -
.
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injection pipe length nas the minimum possible for the engine. was near to that of a good steel. There were other advantages in

Mr. Baker's remarks about the Willan's hncs were qune vahl using cast non. One knew that one ceu!J oStain good castingswith c&t iren f ar tbc si.e of engme he was discussing and itand, in fact, the tu ch e-eyhnder engme had shown a
mechanical (theiency of 93 per cent. The performance cur es was aa casy materid to handle Si/e for size, his exrerience had
uere obtaincJ usmg distillate fuch been that cast iron c.:me out cheaper, therefore it one had a

The piston-ring paek, described ir the paper, was dehber- materui u hich was as gooJ as another and was cheaper, one had
'

to base a very good reason for not u*mg it. lie coulJ only steately designe t so that the scraper ring abose the pm was moic
severe than the lower scraper rmg. The authors condJered it one reason for preciusiin;' its use and that was if weight were

;
$

importmt to maintain an adequate o.1 film over the body of a predomi:utmg factor. Huever, w hen one considered the rest
~

the m so that the louer scraper ring was only intended to cf the capne room eqmpment, the tankera".e and the f ucl
excess od to prevent the upper ring becoming flooded. capacny, one wou!J find that there was a difference of one or

The weight loss igures, in Tab!c IV, were en!y 3:nnincant m two per cent between a welded design and a cast iron desen,
rem

so that, for commercial sinpping, this was a nurgmalcomparison to one another as they were obtained f rom a rig
runmng completely unlubricated and could not be related to c aideration.
conditions in an engine cyhnder. There had not been 'ny lle pointed out that with an in-line encine with an under-'

controlled tests to measure ucar rates ,in the grooses of the slung crankshaf t, one cou!J hase a scry mte stress hne pattern
steel crown with pisten rings of ditierent irons. which, on the draw n.; board, kuked serv attracine and almost

In answer to Air. Cowdercy's question about compressma impa,siHe to imp:ose upon, but w hen one came to a "V"

pressures, he said that, rt $25 r.p.m. and f ull loaJ, the coro- en;ine with side by side conne: tin", rod:,, so, that the oppositt
pression prmure was 900 lb./sq.in., coming dou n 1.ncarly 1mers cou!J n-at be m ime with each oier, the s rtss p ., .een
with horseponer to 3S9 lb./sq.in., at 100 r.p m , i.e., effectisely did not look quite so ele; ant. Ile accepted that the cast iron
no load. The compression pressure, correspanJin", to the 60 beJpiate was more di!heult to de. sign because the stress pattun
per cent speed, 22 per cent load condition, quoted by Air. was more complex, but once one had designed it and rm a
Cowderoy, was 430 lb.hq.in. Ile agreed with the contributor good design one was simply comparin", one good design vith

tem- another. It wa aho a question of wntmuiv; from a well-inedthat low compresuon pressure, or rather comprenion
perature, could contribute to inferior combustion in a norn engine io the ncNt generation, without departing from util-
engine at low load. prosen design princip!c, lbs company had now completeJ its

Air. Cowderoy's suggestion that marint propubion one thouendth K cnn:ns. and had oser 300 of them in marme
engines shou!J be treated hke hw:omotive engino,from the pour application. Over a thiiJ ef the engines u eie running day m I

of view of preventing the driver from acecleratin.: too f ast, was and dav out on heny fuel.
a good point. The necessity for the turbochargrr to x c4 rate
was of ten oserlocked when rapid increnes in load were aped
for, and it might well be necessary to apply the locomotise ty pe .vinoas' ur tx To watTuN coNTatnt;TioNS

of f uei rate control to marine engines. The authors urete that they entirely agrwd with Ccm-
In reply to air. French,he said that the computer appreach mander Alay's appteciation of the rapiJly increasing demand

fer lcrge mcd um-speed engines. Thee luJ dehberately restr .'edto pi., ton crown thermal stresses had betn to comtruct ar
'c aWogue which, as mentioned carlier, gave quite the paper to the daelerment of the K Alajor engine itteF i utle ec*
ement with the thermal rig. Work was curiently in their company was certainly proposing to offer comp!:te pro-goom

progress on a digital programme which wouk! calculate stresses pulsion units for geared installations woh either smgie or muhi-
directly, whereas the analogue only gase temperature distribu- engine inputs.
tion f.om which stresses could be calculated. In reply to Air. Ilughes, the authors wrote that the piston

The numerical value of the wear factor for , ict valves cochng-oil tiow was 14 gallons /b.h.p.-br. at the current fu:!-m
cbviously applied to one's own engines, but a manufacturer load rating. The coohn; design was such that the operatmg
could apply the formula to obtain values from his own engmes. temperaturts of the pnten crown were well within the thermal
in this cunnexion, he said that the experimental work, from f atigue hmit of the steel used, as could be seen from the iw
which the wear factor was dnelopeJ, was described fully in therms of liig 6. The werk that had been carried out on the
ref erence (2).

opumi7 anon of salve timmg and combustion characteristics,
u bich was described, had been med at obtaining the best

Dr. Pope said that before the meeting closcJ he wou1J hke thernul di:ciency from the engme and not at reJuetion cf
to make one or two comments abaut tome generahties whic h compon nt temperiture by scavenge air coohng, u hich they cen-

stJercJ uas a relatwelv metheient method el contro!hn:, mm-
had come up during the discussion. temperatures. 'Ihe temperature of the critical parts oflie said that they were g;tiing to the stage in the meshum- panent

speed engine inJustry where the research and deveiorment tlye engme, such as eshaustaah c seat, inicetion noale, and top
effort of the en;;ine builders was outstripping the companent pnton-ring ;;rmwe, was contro Ied by direct cooling
builders, and he could fore'ce, in the not too dstant future, As nventioncJ in ti.e reph to Alr. llaker, the lower scraper
that engine development mipht well be held up beuuse of sing in th stirt was relatn civ miid and the upper scraper more
lack of blowers and injection equipment. Ile 1.oped the suppiv scu re to en ure aJequare lubrication of the paton skirt. The
industry would persevere with en husiasm for the highly-ratcJ taper-faced compressma rings w ere an advantage m mitial run-
medium-speed Diesel engme as much as the engine buihiers mon as they beJJed in sen quid ly on a narrow circumferentialband. Initi d running-in had been the subject of a good deal *

were.
Ile thought that the prob!cm of the maintenance of of investigation on the ics bed and the best resnhs had been

1

mrlium-speed Diescl engines in the nurine world should be obtained with a iebrisely rough kner surface, which was honed
'

jud; 'Sjectisely. Obvioudy, in the mcJiumarceJ engine one to a C.I.. A. of about 10n,,, the hner being a random ible
was; _fg to base more parts, but there was a world of differ- graphite iron, shghtly sof ter than the piston ring materiah
cnce between handling a 15 in. piston and handhng a 30-in. Ca!cubiions of 1 ncr frequeocy and vibratioa ampfitude
piston. The factors intohed utre not just the number of parts, were included at the design stage to avoid the possibihty of
but the way in which they could be nunipubted and a sta- w ateroide attask. The heat diuip.uion tinough the phton rinm

in the coohng water couhl not be diiettly menured in the |tistical analysis of what were the maior and minor fauhs. Ihs
en;t ne because of t!.e heat neceived directly by the liner fromview wa, that if this analysis utre carried out scientdically one i

wou!J fmd that the medium-speed engine could st.md on its the combustion niscs. !!y reproducing tempaatures and total j
own.cstn with ngard to miintenance. heat ibv" ;n the sig. the propoition of heat flowin", to the cool-

With regard to cast iron, he said that each problem must i : c., w as about 75 per ernt of the total and the heat to the
be juJ;;ed on its merits. The f at:<;ue strength of a goad ca iron Sner was 25 per cent.
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The Development of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine
J of 7,000-9,000 Horsepower for Marine Propulsion

- J. A. POPE, D.Sc., Ph.D., Wh.Sc., M.I. Mech.E.* and W. LOWE,11.5c.. M.I. Mech.E.t
'

$ The design considerations and development tests are described which have resulted in
the production of the Mirrlees-National K Maior engine, which has a cu-ent commercial
ratmg of 3,000 to 7,500 b.h.p. in 6 to IS-cyhnder units, and a projected future rating
of 9,000 b.h.p. sn IB cyhnders.

The Mirrlees K engme has been well established for over 12 years, some 980 engines .

.1 now being in service for power generation and marine propulsion. Of these engines,250 are?
- operating on heavy fuels with viscosities ranging from 200 to 4,600 seconds Redwood I,

representing over 650,000 horsepower. The objective in the design and development of the
;| K Major engine has been to increase the specific power output by 50 per cent and at the

same time to maintain or to increase the safety factors possessed by the original K engine.
These factors, which determine the ability of the engme to operate on residual fuels with
low maintenance and high avai| ability, are discussed and the achievement of the objective-_.m

is illustrated.
Component parts of the engme are desenbed in turn, with detaih of the methods of

rneasurement of pressure and temperature levels, air flow and wear rates in test rigs and in
-

O a prototype three-cyhnder engine which was cauipped with special features, such as a cam.
shaf t with vanable timing, to f acihtate develcpment work.

(",/ The rest results obtamed on the first 12-cylmder KV Maior engine are shown to confirm
the perf ormance expected from the rig and protorype engine tests.

INTkoDUCTION y
in general, the requirements of a marine propulsion engine

{,180*
,t

are: :j 7a) reliability; 3
b) low f uel consumption; .s e 'j ' -

e) the abihty to burn heavy fuels obtained in any part g,g
4 Mof the world;

'
]

-

6

d)* low lubricating oil co tsumption; E '#
c: low rr.amienance requirements; ; am -

<
'

-
'

f) muumum space and weight in keeping with a) and c). . c oJ 2 -
,

These requirements are obvious but can only be achiesed j ,oj
- -

; '

, ,

s

divided into sections, each deshng with one aspect of design 9 [['[ ,s '
- <] j:if certain basic principles in design are followed. The paper is ~ t

'

e ffff ,4 fe se to er 24 is is .ro Ji JIJ7C
chich aff ects these overall quahties.

, of ,4

However, before detailing these definite sections, some s ,,, .m.,,,i,oce

observations must be made on the application for which the
engine is to be used and its suitability for that application. An Fto,1-Distribution of horseporcer for ships over 2,000 d.ro.t.
engine developing 7,000 to 9,000 b.h.p. in 18 cylinders would on order in Great Britain in Afarch 1965
be ideal for med um-speed marine propulsion sinm the power
range available would be from 3,000 ,h.p., in a single ,six- at $25 r.p.m., and 220 lb./sq. in., b.m e.p., 465 h.p./ cylinder
cylinder engme, to 18,000 h.p. with twm 18-cylinder engmes. would be des cloped. The design of the K Major engine was based

power range covers a large section of the marme market, on a continuous rating of 250 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., at 525 r.p.m.,
illustrated m Fig.1, so that if conditions a) to f) can, be giving $28 h pdcrhnder, and the development programme was,

d a worthwhile market should exsst for such an engme. planned to achieve this rating, using heavy fuel, in the three-

The amtial design study showed that the dimensions of t!w d***E** Tf,,$,'nt time, the K Major is released for the com-Mirrlees-National K engine (15-in. bore x 18-in. stroke) would'
g,

Q this power range wry well, if the new design embodied the mercial market at a rating of 200 lb./sq. in., b.m c.p., at 5004 anodern features resultmg from research and development which and development testing for the accond stage of 220 lb./
r.p.m$ b.m.e.p., at 525 r.p.m. is well advanced.e

1 *ould enable high specific outputs to be obramed whilst retain- sq.in. .

g economy and reliabihty. At 500 r.p.m., and 200 lb./eq. in. A cross-section of the engine, showing its general construc-
. {Jtte.p., tnis size of engme would give 402 h.p./ cylinder, while' tion,is shown in Fig. 2 and the details of the design will be dealtj

'Resesseh and Technical Director, Mirrlees National Ltd. with in the following sections of the paper under the headings

]
i Chief Development Engineer,Mirrlees National Ltd. a) to f) strendy given.,

a ,

!~'
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The Development of a Highly-rated Mediwn-speed Diesel Engine

a) REI.IABU.ITY
1) exhaust temperature af ter the valves should not exceed

General Considerations 820 deg. F. (440 deg. C.) with uncooled valve seats and

Experience in engineering has shown that ene of the surest 930 deg. F. (500 deg. C.) with cooled seats; I

methods of producing intrinsic reliability in a complex piece of 2) top piston ring groove temperature should not excced
machinery, such as a Diesel engine, is to proceed by a process of 430 deg. F. (230 deg. C);

logical evolution from one successful design to the next, taking 3) injector nozzle tip temperature should not exceed 350
care that the critical parameters, proved in the original design, deg. F. (180 deg. C.);
are maintained in the new design. From the authors' ex erience 4) exhaust valve seat temperature should not exceedv
of uous-duty Diesel engines, the critical parameters to 1,020 deg. F. (550 deg.C);

be ully watched are: 5) lubricating cil consumpt'On should not exceed one per
cent of fuel consumption at full load and if possible

)
TAnts I should approach 0 5 per cent of full load fuel con-

*

sumption;
6) all bearings should be well within their load-carrying

Mirrices
KV12 hiirrlees KV12 Major engine capaeny;
engine, 7) tl'e stressing of all components, both in fatigue and

sta.ie leadiag conditious, shou'd be such that an ade-
? ara.vt .ter

154 200 220 250 quatefactorof safetyexists.* r

Ib./so. in. Ib./sq. in. Ib./sq. in. Ib./sq. in. Some of the more important design and performance
b. .p. b.n p. b. .p. b.. .p. characteristics of the,K Major en ,ine are compared in Table I

with those of the earher and successf, l K engine, the comparisonu
r.p.m. r.p.m. r.p.m. r.p.m. showmg that safe values of the critical parameters have been

maintained and, in rnany cases, improved.
Moment ofinertia of bed.

plat 4 (in.4) 13,650 31,430 31,430 31,430
Maximum internal couple, l'iston Design

tons. ft. 210 264 290 290 The control of top piston ring groove temperatures by cool-
i"E lh underside of the croyn of, the, conventional sing!c-piece

r'noIen of ne$i 00!!3 0 00S4 0 0092 0 0092
of about 180 lb./sq. tn., b.m.e.p., us,s acceptable up to a ratmg
cast iron piston, used in the k engine, i-

Re!'ativs stress in crank. mg a cast iron havmg a
shaft 1 0 82 0-91 0 96 U.T.S. in the ring belt of 17 tons /sq. in., but, above this load,

Maximum cylinder pres. high tensile thermal stresses are produced on tl.e inside wall ofsure,1b./sq. in. 1,0SO 1,350 1,350 1,400*
Cylinder head stud stress, the piston behind the ring groovesW. For the K Major engine,

t 7s/sq. in. 33 10 10 1 10 4* a two-piece construction has been developed, as illustrated in
Fatigue strcngth of pig, 3, wnich has a high-tensi!e ste.'l crown and a "Meel .mitc"

threads, tonsts,q. u. 17 27 27 27 skirt. This design incorporates an inner load-carrying boss,
Ratio, ress y fatigue so that no pressure load is taken on the outer wall which carries

g 0 49 0 37 0 375 0 335 the rmgs, and the latter may be quite thm, thus reducing the
II a stress in fuel

, IbJsq. in. 262,000 205,000 215,000 225,000* heat-flow path to the piston rmgs and giving eflicient oil cooling
,

Mai bearing load, Ib./ of the ring belt, as well as ensuring that the roots of the piston
sq.in. 814 1,234 1,275 1,330*

Maximum permissible
ring load, b sq. . 1,500 2,500 2,500 2,500

load 0 54 0 49 0 51 0 53* I~ l X
S L J '/ .

Large end bearing load, y= %
Ib. 2,400 2,500 2,900 3,050* _2 - - . tr

Mau/sq. in. permissible v2 e n f v t

Ratio load / permissible
-ak b;jmum 4 rnJ

bearing load. Ib./sq. in. 2,700 5,000 5,000 5,000 L,

load 0 89 0 56 0 53 0 61* l iO 77\ E'

Maximum stress in piston / d|t f --

k
{]J

h~
+ U.T.S. of material 04% 0 33 0 35 0 36*

tTop piston ring groove
temperature, deg. C. 220 165 185 205* '

Exhaust temperature at I,
eylinders, deg. F. 800 810 850 890*

I
Air flow,16./b.h.p..hr. 13 3 13 8 13 9 13 7* -!Exh:ust valve seat tem-

per1ture, deg. C. 540 460 490 520* j[-k 5'Specific fuel consumption, - - - ~- - * $ ,!-lb./b.h.p.-b r. 0336 0335 0 336 0 340*
t

Ilxbricating oil consump- _

p' - -
tion, Ib./b.h.p.-br. at
full load 0 0030 0 0020 0 0020 0 0018* a r

W izht of engine, Ib] ~~ ~ 7 M | u
I

48 30 26 23
(|7

.

of phton,
- -r-area '*--

m. 133 162 162 162
Maximum thnnt pressure

on piston, Ib/sq. in. 35 7, 33 5 34 0 34 S* %

Depth of cylinder head,in. 11 75 13 5 13 5 13 5 h N
Injector nonic tip temper-

r ture (fucl at 200 deg.F.).
deg. C. 177 127 130 136* \

h },Inlet valve seat wear .- 0 0 0 0 ' *
factor 192 156 156 162*

iFla. 3- Assembly of treo-piece oil-cooled t ston
CEstrapolatsa value,
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9 The Development of a Highly-rated Mediwn-speed Die.el Engine
2
2a ring grooves are stress-free. The piston crown is retained by le ' r- - - --~ 240

3,,,'N/[''[|_-
-pro

'
(d four high-tensile studs which have rolled threads to give maxi- :

$ mum fatigue strength, and heat-resisting "lielicoil" inserts are ; - -
. - - . - - - .. _ _ _ . )u..Q.p

3
used to carry the studs, thus further improving the fatigue io . . . .

fp,

M strength of the assembly and aho acting as a heat barrier for the / v .
/. ,- !'

f studs. Disc springs are fitted under the castle nuts to increase the . y / .L._y resilience of the assembly and to provide an accurate method of & ____4,.
'

/ [f _.. . . _ pooY
A .r checking the correct pre-load of the studs, this being achieved by $ e.._ . _

j

(/!c/ ///l/
- (

! ;

M _
measurement of the gap between the two retaining plates for the j j
springs. Lubricating oil is fed, via a drilling in the connecting i p_ __ __ ff
rod, through the pisten pin and to the annulus chamber behind 3 f if #

___,_ gg;;4 f __,

'k the ring grooves, through which it circulates at high velocity j g/
//

- v
b/ ;

-f | *-| 7'30[/before meeting a transfer drilling to the inner chamber below the 4i -

* s=

piston crown, from where it finally passes down an integral drain j# ~7Q, i
,

g drilling in the piston skirt. The returning oil is collected in a cast I / g
'

9J aluminium tray, supported from the engine column, and is fed I i
'- ~m~ ##

h through a flexible connexion to a sight-flow and temperature #| r o-p,,ce
4 indicator mounted adjacent to the crankcase door, pistoa

j The thermally-induced and pressure-induced stresses have | | |
o ,o /do /So soo rio JofO

j been thoroughly investigated in test rigs prior to tests in the
4 prototype engine. Fig. 4 is a otagram of the thermal stress rig ,,,4, ,,,n , ff,, , p,, , ,,,, e f,, .

which is used to simulate the heat flow throu;;h the piston which.q :

/ occurs in the engine, beat being supplied by electric immersion Fio. 5--Cornparison of temperaturcs and stresses in

3 heaters using solder as the medium for transferring the heat to single-piccc and two-piece piston designs

j[ the piston crown. Heat transfer through the piston rings is
~W. achieved by water-cooling the standard engine liner and oil-cool- extremely small. Fig. 5 shows the variation in thermal stress in

ing of the piston internally is arranged in the same way as in the the piston wall and also the temperature in the region of the top
a engine. Thermal stresses are measured by Budd self-temperature ring groove as a function of brake mean effective pressure for

compensated strain gauges, having an overall size of lin. x fin., both the original single-piece piston and for the K Major two-
so that the effect of the gauges on the heat transfer conditions is piece piston; Fig. 6 illustrates the temperature and stress distri-

.
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Tlie Developnient of a Higlity-rated Meditan-speed Diesel Engine

bution in the crown of the two-piece piston. The reduction in top
ring groove temperature by some 126 deg. F. (70 deg. C),

28o J20 Joo
achieved by tne new design, has made available a wide potential

##0 ~~~ '' s;'N 400) for increase in rating in the future, before any limitation due to^~s''~ (44o)

lubricating oil break-down is reached. The therrra. and pressure

''): r.1 Nh 'N - - _ _ p,o) of 60 tons /sq. in., at room temperature, so that the factors of
N N stresses are quite modest for the steel crown, which has a U.T.S.### -

2,
t+> ol - - 1-

'',% I-icl% s ' ',,22 ~r- l-''___ . ,, o
safety are much increased over the original sing!c-piece cast iron-

,,o N t design.

1

"' | % 00 Connecting Rod
The connectLig rods are one-piece stampings with the large.-2,

Q f2o end bearing housing ebliquely split at 30 degrees to the rod axis,
I and carry thin-wall tin-aluminiu n bearings. This construction

permits a crank pin of maximum diameter, consistent with the
/2o -

withdrawal of the connecting rod through the cylinder bore. The
optimi7.ation of toe connecting cod progations ha t been a-sisted

- - ,, ur.reru m t -p.u,,,,.tco, <,j e
( )covere t,,e temeratsre. . ,,,,g ,#,ue ,u roa <,, c. by rig tests in a full scale static rig, in which gas loads and

inertia loads are simulated by hydraulic pressure and the result-
I leceu-e .treu, tea /er n

vray,.i ,cuu, t,v,,,A ing stresses measured by strain gauges attached to the connecting
rod. It was thus possible to reduce the weight of the connecting

Fic. 6-Teo-piece piston crown tcnipcraturcs and stresses rod by 15 per cent from that of the original K rod so that,even at
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'

n
.Q the increased speed and load, the connecting rod stresses are lower Air Porte
d than in the original desigr., Fig. 7 shows the stresses in the large- Air flow tests c.. the K cylinder hem e. owed that the pres-
A cnd of the connecting rod under firing pressure and inertia load- sure drop in the inlet passa;;es was mWe t.p as follows :

@fd;
Infet passage up to valve !I per cent

tam Il Velocity change rou.id valve seat 38 per cent
i Loss of velocity ', cad at outlet 35 per cent

O Gau;c No. Position Factor of safety Interaction between valves and
; cylinder wall 11 pcr cent

(t _

19 Support 68
1 Bolt platform radius 35 The large percentage loss around the valve seat indicated

)l ( j' y ["ggy*!ng nb
- that optimization of the valve head profile and inlet passage shape

'

8 in this region would be worth while, and the tests
that a greater effectwe flow area could be made ava,also showedh

ilable by m-i 55 Shank radius 37
59 Bolt platform radius 44 creasmg the valve lift beyond the value of a quarter of valve;j

! diameter at which the minimum geometric area becomes constant.g
4 i Fig. 8 shows the increase in coeflicient of discharge beyond the

! ing, and, in Table If, the safety factors at the most highly n rmal L/D ratio of 0 25 and the K Alajor valve lift was chosen
stressed points have been listed. In determining these values,'

,

* allowance has been made for factors which would affect the t / c ~'><,3 fatigue strength of the material, such as specimen size effect and * N
1 surface decarburization where it exists, so that the resulting $ C..,' N
g values indicate the worst conditions and show that the rod 8, o.: \ __~

Mfg design has a largemargin of safety. * .-

Bearings
Alain and large-end bearings are thin-wall steel s' ells lined #,*

h with tin-aluminium, the increase in bearing loads from the K [ j.c."I -

j [ to the K Alajor being more than compensated by the improve- (, -p
0,

J ment in fatigue strength of the bearing materid The actual and e,

.1 L permiss:ble bearing loads given in Table I illustrate the increased 3 / /
l factor of safety in the new engine, the figures given being the ! //'3i conventional pressures obtained by dividing the maximum bear- 204 r /-/ Jo'nent

ing load by the projected area of the bearing so that a simple ! /[ j;p/
' -- 45'se a t

comparison can be made. In the design of the K Alajor the more A ----do'nat

Q accurate methods of calculation, which have been made possible Ior - /-,p/
y by the use of computers, have been used to assess oil film thick- j /'/2 ness over the range of speeds and loads so that the true factor of ,

y O safety is even higher than the simple comparison suggests. '

par > ' A positive disolacement lubricating oil pump is driven from o or 02 03 oe esj the free end of the engine by a flexible drive and delivers oil h='m m/et L/o
y through a 15-micron full-flow filter to the main oil gallery cast
h in the bedplate. An oil-pressure regulating valve is fitted at the FIG. 8-Flow characteristics of valvcs with 30-degrce,
f engine gallery to ensure that engine oil pressure remains con- 45-degrec and 60-degree s,ts
-

stant, regardless of the degree of contamination of the filter,and
a pressure-safety valve at the pump delivery protects the pump in
the event of a complete blockage of the system. In addition to the to be 43 of the vahc diameter, giving an increase in maximum-

X full-flow filter, about five per cent of the flow is bypassed and effective area of just over five per cent. This, improvement is
M filtered by small centrifuges mounted at the engine. This dual quae signincant when it is remembered that it s effective over a
:" filtration ensures that carbon and water particles are removed I rge valve opening period. , ,

The cucct (
.$ from the lubricating oil and prevents the formation of sludge in was also examm,4 varying vap seat ande on How darac,tenstics
y the main filters. Tests have shown that a considerab!c increase in ed and Fig. ,8 shows the charactenstics of

14 filter life is achieved by this system. valves of the same throat area wnh seats at 30,45 and 60 degrees

)O
The quantity of lubricating o:1 circulated through the I th,e face of the valve. The 60-degree seat valve is clearly

infen r t the o
engine has been determined after thorough development tests to saall valve open!her two, and the 30-degree seat is the best atmgs, whereas the 45-degree seat is be

vah openings, while the advantage to be gained by ,st at !a,rge3 investigate the distribution of oil to main bearings, large-end
og bearings, piston cooling and other requirements, and the oil ncreasm;

quant ty har bee s ches.n not only to lubr!cate bt t sho to :oel the vahe lift beyond I./D = 0 25 n valid for all v doe: of reatie
the main and large-end bearings, thus ensuring that the fatigue ande.:

s strength of the bearing material is maintained at hs maximum There are other factors to be cons,idered m, choos, g seatm
3 value, angle which determme the relative ments of 30 and 45-c' cree
4 seats, of which the most important is that of usefal seat life in

b) t.OW FUEt CONSIST!" TION service. Here, the conditions for inlet and exhan,t valvez tre
The importanee of adequate air flow in a high-powered quite different, and will be considered separately.*

j p Diesel engine cannot be over-emphasized, the air delivered by the The mlet valve operates m a relatively unlubn,cated cor.. ,
turbocharger having to perform the duties of scavenging the ti n at the seat so that seat wear, due to the relative movement o.f 'i ) cylinder from the products of combustion and of cooling the the valve seatmg face against the face ,m the cylind:r head, as a

,

c components in the combustion space region, as well as providin, f ctor,,of the gas pressure, may be quite appreciable.
result A " wear

I a high mass of trapped air for the combustion process. In recenj ng and eng,denved theoretically and its validay confirmed by
was

k } ears the efforts of specialist turbocharger manufacturers to im- me tes!s fmm which thepr file was determmed to give the m, K Alajor inlet valve headmimum practicable relativ,eg prove turbine and compressor efliciencies has e made a substantial
3 contribution to the success of the highly-rated Diesel engine, movement and hence m,mmum wearm. The * wear factor" isi

Mind as:g and the cogine manufacturer can play his part by ensuring the
maximum uti|izaticn of exhaust gas energy and by minimizing I',,,' . N . n . D'

"

3 flow losses in the porting and ducting. b. "

E . II . t . v' . b . ros P
*i
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The Development of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine

coefficient of friction; - - --- - - -- --- . m. - n qwhere n = 4'

maximum cylinder pressure; N[P engine speed;
=

=

valve disc diameter;D =

seat angk; 36 - '

Ycung's modulus; .-e
-

E =

wear resistance factor (hardness number);B =
'"Nseat width; %1 b =

distance from valve disc face to top of seat; _ g w~ % ' %
t =

height of valve disc cone. I '''~v =
$

~~

It can be seen that a decrease in 0, or increase in t and o
' ' ~ %

-

''
have the effect of reducing the " wear factor" and the K Major in- 4

% '' N
'

'

Ic: valv2 head profile was designed from these considerations with

b,'.' -'

'
%

c 30-degree seat angle and a siiff valve head. From experience on
-

-

Mo "@ % % ',J l
''

other gngir.cs a wear factor c,f above 250 gi"es unsatisfactory 3:fe ..

in service and a value of 200 is satisfactory. It will be seen from 4 ")Table I that the original K engine has a satisfactory value, which *

/is confirmed by service experience, and the K Major has an even ~!,.

bigger safety margin. i'

The criteria for the seat of the exhaust valve are quite .*' *
different and will be discussed later in the paper under the
heading c f "IIcavy Fuel Operation". Fla. 9-Construction of variable timing cam

Vake Timinf ..
formance for the engine s seed and load range being considered.

The mfluence of valve timmg on the exhaust, scavenge and Some results have been se'1ceted from the range of tests carried
chargmg processes has been exammed experimenta!!y on a three- out on the three-cylinder engine to illustrate the way in which
cylinder engine, which was fitted wnh a special camshaft, m changes in timing can affect the power range o er which mini-
which the timmg of both opening and closi,ng of ie air and ex- mum fuel consumption is achieved.
haust valves, and of fuel m;ectron were widely variable. bg. 9 In Fig.10, the performance of the three-cylinder engine is
as a pictorial sketch of one of the variable timing cams showin,g shown with all valve timings held constant except the point of
the method by which the valve period as adjusted. Each cam is exhaust valve opening, the turbocharger match being changed
made m two p:cces which are abic tc rotate relative to each other wive the sanie otel rir flow.Tre volve tiraings were:
when h3 raal.,c pressure is apphed between the cams and the E.V.O. E.V.C A.V.0. A.V.L,.d
shaf t from a hand pump. Release of the pressure then shrinks the before after before after

to the shaft to give an interference fit and the two parts B.D.C T.D.C T.D.C B.D.C
o cam are interlocked to form a bridge over which the cam Ta.nung A 43 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degrees.

foi ower roller can run without any discontinuity of profile. This Tmung B 65 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degrees
method cf hydraulic mounting allows the whole ccmposite cam Timmg C 75 degrees 62 degrees 73 degrees 32 degrees
to be rotated to any desired position, as well as permitting the
opening and closing flanks to be rotated relative to each other. The left-hand curves of Fig.10 show the performance at 450
Engine tests have been carried out over a wide range of valve r.p.m., and since the engine did not have the ir . proved air flow
timings, recording overall engine performance and pressure dia- already described in the previous sub-section, th; optimum fuel
grams in the air inlet passages, engine cylinder and exhaust consumption occurs close to the original K rating of 150 lb./
passages, from which optimum cam timings can be determined sq. in., b.m.e.p. As the exhaust valve opening peint is advanced,
for any engine speed and load condition. the position of minimum consumption rnoves further up the

It will be appreciated that the optimization of valve t* .Gng b.m.e.p. scale. This point is more strikingly ihtrated in th -
is c complex operation and for a given set of timings it is a ces- right-hand curves of Fig.10 where fuel consa c. tion is plotto
sary ta match the injection equipment and the turbocharger per- against exhaust valve opening point. At the lower rating of 140
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j
k 'sq. in., b.m.e.p., the (hange in f L.cl consumpt;on is small but, attaching strain gauges to the e ,,nc pusl,i rods. I ag.y! w,

tion calculations confirmed by n u .y simp'e tegpe e of

kA . y/s Ib./sq. in., b.m.e.p., tnere is a rnailzd reduction in fuct , .. *

'M . uumption as exhaust valve opening is advanced. It must be typical push-rod strain erace ach clearly mJicates the natural
+ c .;Aasized that this illustration is intended to be indicative only frequency of the vse gear system and confirms that there n no
% c! eu; beneficial effects of early exhaust valve openings. It is im- tendency for sept'ranon of the valve train to occur.

A ;witnt that, at high b.m.e.p. ratings, good thermal efficiency is
98 fixntained and in the 12-cylinder K Major engine the minimum Fuc/ hijection
h ! e.1 consumption occurs at about 200 lb.Aq. in., b.m.e.p., as To obtain a maximum rate of injection, the fuct cams are

. ?ntrated later in Fig.14, this result being achieved by improve- of a profile which gives a constant plunger velocity during theg ~

cent in air flow and fuel injection. * Fig. I1 shows a imv-pressure injection period, and the correct matching of the iniection equip
, yhnder and manifold diagrarn for the 12-cylinder engine at 240 ment was facilitated by the use of test rigs which enabled thet'

,"
if,.Aq. in., b.m.e.p., and 500 r.p.m., and demonstrates the good injection characterhtics to he determined and the design of ths
v.asenging and adequate charging of the cylinder which has ir.jection equipment to be very nearly finalized before engine testsy

k ; Wn obtained. As the development of the engme contmues to were started, only the confirmation of nozzle spray angle and the
[ rien higher ratings it will be necessary to move the specific fuel number and diameter of nozzle holes of a predetermined area
b u,mumption loop still further and the indications from the three- remaining for final decision from the performance of the engine'

d cfjlinder engine tests are that the advantages of earlier exhaust These test rigs enable a large numbcr of permutations of fue[:

Q t vahe opening wi!! be realized at this stage. cam, pump plunger diameter, delivery valve design, nozzle
- design, etc., to be tested quickly and cheaply, using conventional

)p! Min Design methods of electronic indication of needle lif t, fuel line pressure
j ; ne increr>e in speed and loading, accompanied by faster and nozzle sac pressure. The latter has proved to be of consider-
y | i,p-ning and closing rates of the air and exhaust valves and the able importance in ensuring long life of injector neles by ex-

i.v;remed lift already described, wou!d be expected to make much plaining the reason for over-rapid deterioration of nozzles in the~.! ,

O L K engine under certain service conditions. This phenomenon
do --Or i I

-

i | - was a difficult one to explain until, as a result of calcu!ations
;77 ! ! ! and rig tests carried out by the fuel injection manufacturer,

j% is F---- '\. .' .
'

,

7 it was realized that a panicular combination of load and speed, ,

{ a vo. trc ; A ye resulted in a hydrodynamic system in which there was a suddenb ' tro

dL _ . .- y _ _. ._. - _1 reduction in fuel pressure in the nozzle sac just befo e the" '

5,3 \ - / needle closed, the time interval between the two events beingi

, re,e ,,o,iovpr.,-. j / penetration of gas from the cylinder into the nozzle sac during
!' of the order of a quarter of a millisecond. This resulted in c

( is -| -- -JC:/4 v i

u fr-

M T |j | \ l # the combustion process, the hot gases impinging on the bottom
.\ .._ . _ _ g-. . . of the need!c and esentually impairing its performance. In Fig.3 ,o

._ p| _
u+ 4

[ V / 13 this condition can M seen at (a) on the left, where the pres-
[M

'
|

I i
,[ ' __' _ _ .

sure in the nozzle sac has fallen down to a low levol at a point
._I ' % 16} degrees after spill closure an.! there is e neriod of one

f''".^_*"a t
y j

degree during v'hich the needle is .t:ll o'f its :,ca't end t;as cr.nQ [q- l # |
"' e

p jo _ __ ; _ _ _ . . ~ ~' ~ blow past it into the sac. The ri.: tests now ensure that the
$ |

_ . ._ -4_.. illustrated at (b) on the right of Fig.13. The value of this
: seating of the needle occurs before the sac pressure falls, as

A , _-,__.g.___
@ soo iso soo iso Joo sso voo eso soo sso soo preliminary rig work was confirmed by the performance pro-d cre a 4e/t v.sr '' duced in the 12-cylinder engine at a very cady stage in its
d Fac. ll---Cylinder and manifold lo:v pressure diagrams at development rurming, many hours of " cut and try" tests to
sy 240lb./sg. in., b.m.e.p., and 500 r.p.m. optimize injection equipment being saved. Fig.14 shcr.vs
s, s

4
# greater demands on the air and exhaust cams and follower gear. c.-
d I fer.vever, the design of cam profile, to optimize on rates of open- wrwirsiri

d ing without exceeding established acceleration Icvels, has been
N considerably facilitated by the use of computer calculation tech- -

s* h-[3 niques. The K Major air and exhaust cams are of polynomial
, ,

s*}*- -+->

Q pn file, the mathematical analysis of the profile by computer , ir s * _ rea

o,lu,lations making selection of the most desirable curve a rela-
' , ,

>)g wly simp!c procedure. The behaviour of the valve gear 4, g j, 4,f,, f,,;

9 n..- hanirn undee running conditions, 'o deterr:in: the degr e e,sfo ,;,- e,7oo - - - -

/* nn.1 Inquency of sibration, has also been prograramed and vibra- yoff, , u , , ,y

h PRE,s sVM

g pgo - . - _ . - - - - . . . - . . . . - . . . . . . - . .
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a

|
by the formation of deposits on the valve seat, resulting from the hPoo-

f incombustible constituents of the fuel and largely from the com- f
*/ bination of the sodium and vanadium salts present. As the seati .

eco - E /- deposits build up, they prevent the valve from making full con- E

tact on its seat, thus reducing the degree of heat transfer and tb.

N j,/
' .E,Aause rup. i

(a' er/*#'r' I, eventually allowing tracking across the seat between the gaps in$ /,e! ! -f the deposits. The left-hand picture of Fig.15 shows such a con-'

foo-
/ | | dition for an uncooled valve after 600 hours operation at ISO

f '/ lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., on a blended fuel of 300 seconds Redwood' '

t
- !

.

! I viscosity with a three per cent sulphur content, 85 p.p.m.! ,

, '| / | , - x*eopaeat45orpa{ sodium and 100 p.p.m. vanadium. The beginning of erosion j*

i ; .- r' ajor at 5/4 rp ru across the seat face between the deposits can be c!carly seen'2).'

;
'

Although the chemistry of the formation of these deposits is 3,
04 '_' g 4 a most coraplex study, and is beyond the scope of this paper,s -

! field experience and engine tests have shown quite clearly that 3
i

(
| the presence of sodium and vanadium is of great significance *

s
5 C"Jd . g g rnd a practica? assessment of the temperature range in which J

derosits are likely to adhere to the secting face of the valve can h
s
'

Q j ; speurie peer
! be made. Table III gives the melting point of possible deposit .3

[ coa ***'#'*g ; ,

---} ! constituents which are in the temperature range }vhich may 'py oJ4- --- - [ - ,,,,
. ; appertain in the seat region of an exhaust valve, as is shown m d
I Fig.16, where the left-hand valve is of the normal uncooled 9i

o.yp _._ _ . L_ ___} | _ __ r -H design corresponding to the left-hand illustration of Fig.15. W
to ao 12 0 16 0 200 240 sea %

aner,/a/,54 Tante 111 g/

Eso.14-K and K Major performance comparison Melting roint 4
Compound (deg. C.) $

the perf:rmance of the engine as compared with that of J
the original K engine, from which it can be seen that the specific Nicket sanadate Ni . V 0s 900 yO 2
fuelconsumption,of the K Major engine is below 0 34 lb./b.h.p._ fy van fa*te a3 VO4

s t '

oi
hr, over a very wide range of power, s.e., from 140 lb./sq. in.,to Vanadium pentoxide V 0s 675 42850 lb./sq. m., b.m.e.p. The curve also shows that, m spite Sodium pyrovanadate 2Na20.V O3 M02
E9 the increase in speed, from 450 to 514 r.p.m., and an increase Sodium metavanadate Na VO3 630 ?

N brake mean c icctive pressure, from !!0 lb./sq. in. to 200 Sodium vanady! vanadate (1.1.5) .;r
625 , .9LM/sq. in. (i.e., a power increase of $G per cent) the same exhaust Na20.V 04.5V O3 ,2 2

temperature as in the K cngir,e has been maintained. Sodium vanadyl vanadste (5.1.1I) M.
$Na20.V 04.llV 0s $35 t2 2

c) ItrAVY f(JEL OPERATION [
le operation of a Diesel engine on heavy fuel, the two *

.

ftems which normally deteriorate most rapidly are the injector From the Diesel engine designer's point of view, it is suf- f

nozzles cnd the exhaust valves, and the frequency of servicing of ficient to accept that if the valve seat temperature can be kept

T.@$
,

these two items is of predomini. ting importance. In both cases below about 1,020 deg. F. (550 deg. C.), adhesion of any of th:se
"

.

there O c " threshold" of temperature of the critical parts of the components wi!! not occur to any appreciable extent so that rapid
components so that, as ratings increase, the design of the com. build-up of the deposits wi!: not be possible. The problem is [
ponent must be improved to mamtain safe operating temperature thus quite different to that of the gas turbmc engmcer, who has ;.,

levels. to consider the corrosive effect which occurs at higher tempera- "

tures. Ilowever, the achievement of low valve seat temperatures !
Exhaust Vdves at high outputs is not easy and calls for careful attention to /

Exhaust valve life syith residual fuels is usually limited details of design and patient development engine testing to {
achieve the d6ted result. The three-cylinder prototype engine, o

shown in Fig.17, has been used for continuous testing on heavy %w. 7,- .y. . r 7 - ' r - - .
I < | fuel in the research laboratory for the past three years and more M* y ,,

T : - 4j j h% y. 7 ;,4a .
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The Development of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Diesel Engine

h- Nh d j f.@.]a,].T(* WJ"g* was prematurely stopped at about the halfway stage whe~ cne
,M: . valve condition was not satisfactory and,in the lar,,. cages, valveyN ,, ' y r , - assemblics were replaccd in the ennine wjuut re-grinding for

w , p.-

' W[*Q
. jb;*A

p -

h.} second and third runs. Spa = does not permit a detailed report'

,

~|f
9,9 j. -- '

-cm ,. - . . . of the individual test >, but the resuhing K Major exhaust valcu
'k , I ' I , and e::e design will be described in det9 :a i::uum h P.Lors*

.n
,

'". ,, , h tg . ,( which were found to be important.g.: .. '-

3 O)
j ., 2 O Fig. IS shows the vahc and cage and it can be seen that a.;.

-i 9 % g# ~ .T'h .UN' f cooling passage is provided in the cage close to the valve seat.( Q: ;pJ (v .

The seat is made of a single piece of Stellite 6, grooved to form.
-

{ .qg .3.g: ' p,A;* .

.g ';

'

3 the lower part of the cooling passage, and the upper portion isr

. D f' E; .9
-

9 ! 3 i machined in the valve cage which is a three per cent Cr-Mo steel'

$ /h5;q.:. ,. 6r e ,, rg 9, deh.
-

g casting, the two being welded together by electron beam.qi: '

i ~

J.!i g^Q j d;.p" ]k :ic M ~~ . i p o.,p.c .L 5 wc! ding. The Stellite portion thus provides the facility for simple
d rebuilding of the seat by oxy-ges deposition of Stellite after a

p g ./ # p; J 'T
*0 E

, ,,.j long period of time in service. The valve stem is of increased'q -

,

b '"
i ! diameter and the valve of high-conductivity Cr-Ni-Si steel, toT ,

. i

D.g@/.b 1$l
'' & ' i , assist heat transfer from the head of the valve through the stem,9 '

,

i. . .# . '*""V and the valve guide is also surrounded by a water-cooled space,r-e g- g,
f ,; ' ."M the cooling water passing along a drilled passage from the top of

N",g),,-gf.,'[y,'N
d d w 87a . g d, f.2gI the cage direct to the annulus around the seat, then through a1 v.- ,*

9,4 : R i W . c. drilling to the space around the guide and via another drilled hole

f@ to the outlet at the top of the cage. The heat transfer from theq ,, j?''1
-

Pd e

' . ,
'

9~ valve to the cooled guide is assisted by the close fit between thei r"- ,s

d , . %[,;t-
' C J valve stem and guide, the previously mentioned development

%($
.,. 7 , .'' ;.

}d~ ' tests having shown that a diametral clearance of 0 012in. resultedy - r; . ,

u*'
- J .4 5r -O-k - N,5,

,

J:
e '

,' i "| g'* ' "< f, h-.
p c.

in an uncooled guide temperature of 450 deg. F. (232 deg. C)
in its middle position, with rapid deterioration of the lubricant3 .y s

- - and the formation of hard carbon. Halving the clearance reduced
- :.

s w .- .- M

k' F
~2c g the temperature to 380 deg. F. (193 deg. C) and, halving it again

o*]. .f,.gO a -rg;- - ~e together with stem lubrication and guide cooling, brought th-y f.

j). F . < f, . J j '''? *C-y p F. (6 deg. C) higher than the cooling water temperature, w:ff temperature down to 170 deg. F. (77 deg. C), i.e., about 10 d... . o - ._
.

-

.
no deterioration of lubricant and a guide wear rate of Icas tia-

O n ust4 Flo.17-Prototype thrce-cylinder development engine
, , tte t a orator in the top spring carrier

b~ tha. 60 cxhaust valve and cage design combinations have been which helps mechanically to prevent bu: 1-up of seat deposits,
tested, of duration Letween 300 and 1,300 hours caen to determine but its most important function is to emre on,cren temperature
the effect of different factors in the design. A basic test duration distribunon around the valve so,that there as no iocal high-<

advantage of tlu,on.Q D
tempuature regi 7 ubricanon of the valve gmde takesl' of 500 hours at 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., loading was chosen and

s rotation n using the vah,c itself as a timmg
.

'

valve teat condition as the main parameter, together with other device. Two flats are providd on the valve spindle which periodi-
features such as valve guide wear, was compared with a referenceL

caUy Ime up with od inkt and outlet drillings on the guide as
design which was maintained throughout. In many cases the test the valve rotates. The linear positiomng of the slots only allows

,

the oil to pass while the valve is oper and thus the oil space

I MI,- g z ' r -- ,"s around the valve is only pressurized when the exhaust pulse
y 5

i,.E b. ,. - pressure is present in the valve cage gas passage, the oil acting as.

7 -~ *r- a seal against gas penetration up the stem and the exhaust pres-. m.- - - .

; 30 iD
I' ' I,-j W ._' M (f' I]

|Ci j Q hm -W
f sure preventing leakage of oil from the guide. It was at first!

i feared that a continuous oil supply to the guide might result in|

Q' excessive leakage of oil from the bottom of the guide, but this hasIcr.

,3, - Op"9-4! -- not proved to be the case and, in fact, the tendency is for theQ F.
.

l
,

|: h. |
4 --

! .ii M M C ' leakage to be upwards as the retardation when the valve meets its
%-Q I seat is greater than the acceleration during opening and the inertia

(f ! . [C [kI g| t.

i - d I hhl of the oil carries it upw:rds. This intermittent piemre lA rica-
! tion of the valve sttm nakes it possible to use a very small stem /( :8:q- p- ii

b,", . , f guide bore clearance without any risk of valve sticking, and this

h
f'
f,i

,

[
i helps the heat transfer from the valve to the water-cooled guide.i

f.
. j[ In add:: ion, the danger of stem or guide bore corrosion at Ic,w3

y load running conditions is avoided.

f' I 's h L Since the stem to guide clearance is important in the heat
transfer process, the reduction o. guide wear helps to maintainj. b , , " Jow valve seat temperatures over a long period it' service, and

t. m
7' n

(V) [' E I / many of the development tests were concerned wit's valve guide j| i |
'

material and valve rocker lever geometry to this end. The long'

f -

I
l , r- f guide and the small overhang of the valve head beyond the guide
I!!b j j will be noticed in the illustration and were found to be important -

,

l
>

[( # i, factors in reducing guide wear, as was the composition of the
D | !'I

'

i b special "Mechanite" fron which was finally used for the guide
d material.

f
*

p Of T.. , h) sodium-cooled and water-cooled valves were tested amongg
y 5 113 '"Un . - - the many combinations but were found to effer no advantage'

q met the design finally adopted, mamly, it is thought, because of '

;: Fic.18-/Issembly of cxhau,t solve and evatcr-cooled cacc the dirlicuhy, with an internally-cooled valve, of providing cool-
4
4
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a
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The Developntent of a Highly-rated Mediwn-speed Diesel Engine

Ing passages close enough to the actual seat of the vahc. The 22o - I ,
, -
i iusual methods of drilling down the centre of the valve stem, t

'
,

although successfully cooling the centre of the head, stillleave a j .
; /

'fairly high temperature at the seat, and in the case of the soc - 4
'internally water-cooled valve, the water connexions to the valve !

/
'f,,

,

diflicult problem. 0 ' .f i

e right-hand valve of Fig.15 shows the results of this y iso - L_ a
8 )y.V |

1

pment, the valve having run for 900 hours at 200 lb./ e
ftsq. in., b.m.e.p., on the same type of fuel as before. The good } '

o j'Mo,-- 1--- - t,v/sary and the valve can operate for a much lon;vr period without $ ido j| : icondition of the seating face shows that no re-grinding is neces- 2 e .

',A 6 /attention. The corresponding temperature distribution in the e +,

*P'valve head is shown in the right-hand illustration of Fig.16, and &
the effect of rat:ng on exhaust valve seat temperature is ghca teo . fep3 y's'--

'
y

' 't. eF iin Table I. j o
The valve development tests also included investigations usoc8N ,' eve' *"a

i,

#into the (ffect of feel treatment on exhaust valve life and while f20 -cooW -

- '

one fuel additive showed promise, in that the nature of the valve
'

i j,

seat deposits was r.ltered, it was not effective enough to justify ! ! -

its adoption. The principle of this additive was that other chemi- fgg._ _ L |_J b__ _
eals were added to the fuct so that the compounds, which were 40 ao ido /4c 200 240 roc
formed during combustion, would have higher melting points a m e r .o/w
than those listed in Table IIL It seems likely that, with further
development work by the additive manufacturers, there may be Fio.19-Injector no::le tip temperatures evit/s
some advantage to be gained in the future from this type of cooled and uncooled injectors
additive. Water washing of the fuel, to remove the sodium con-
tent, was found to be quite effective and the sodium could be re- for satisfactory operation. In Fig.19, the middle curve shows the
duced from 90 p.p.m. to about half of this value without variation of nozzle tip temperature with load for the K Major
difficulty, engine tests showing that the washing had quite an engine, using an uncooled nozzle and distillate fuel, where the
appreciable beneficial effect on the exhaust valve teat condition. fuel itself has a considerable cooling cliect, and there would be no
As can be quickly calculated from Tab!c III the critical sodium / difIiculty in operating an uncooled nozzle on this type of fuel up
vanadium ratios in the importan; temperature zone range fror.i to a load of about 2h0 lb./sq. in , b te.p. In the upper curve,
1:0 74 to ':13 3, the lower melting pohnt compounda being however, blended fucI of 300 seconds Redwood I vitc9s!ty
associated with the latter end of the range, so that a reduction was used, with a fuel temperature of 160 deg. F. (71 deg. C.)
i: :um content may tend to produce the compotmds with the and it can be seen that the loss in cooling effect from the fuel has
1-- melting pointo and, with particular fuel compositions, have limited the acceptabic load level to about 180 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p.,
an undesirable effect. Thus, with the wide variation in constitu- and with heavier,and hence hotter, fuels the load limit would be
ents in fuel from different parts of the world, it is difficult to much lower. A water-cooled nozzle is therefore necessary for
make a c! car case for water washing of the fuel. high ratings on heavy fuel, and the lower curve shows the tip

temperature for a cooled nozz:e using 1,000 seconds fuel at 200 f
injectors deg. F. (93 deg. C.) with cooling water at 150 deg. F. (66 deg. C.). '

Fuel injection nozzles, when operated at high temperatures, It is important that the nozzle should not be over-cooled as cold
tend to form carbon around the holes in the nozzles, known as corrosion can occur at temperatures below 230 deg. F. (110 deg.
" trumpeting", which may interfere with the injection spray par- C.), but this is controlled by the water-circulation system which
tern and reduce combustion efliciency, thus aggravating the tem- is separate from that of tN engine-cooling water. Fig. 20 shows
perature problem. For a time, the carbon formation develops the cooling system which is a closed circuit serving the injectors
until the " trumpets"-become detached from the nozzle and a and water-cooled seat exhaust valve cages with a thermostatically
periodic rise and fall of exhaust temperatures can often be seen contro!!cd bypass around the liest exchanger and minimurn
as this occurs. The general trend of temperature, however,is up- volume in the system to emure that correct operating tempera-
wards and conditions eventually !cvel out at the top end of the tures are reached quickly.
exhaust temperature cyclic range. In more extreme cases of high
temperature, the needle seat may lose its hardness and the need!c d) 1.tmntCATtNG OH. CONSUMPTION
rapidly hammers its way into the scar. The temperature at the The consumption of lubricating oil in a Dicscl engine is
nozzle tip can be measured by thermocouple and a temperature an important factor in maintenance costs and it is not always
of about 356 deg. F. (180 deg. C) is consiJcred to be the limit realized that, at a reasonable consumption rate of one per cent of

la? oust i
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$ The Deyelopment of a Highly-rated Medium-speed Dio:s/ Digine
m

Q fuel consumption, a, 4,000 h.p. engine will burn a quantity of Ib./sq. in. prewure needed for the K Ahjor engine, the resuhingit

lubncatmg oil equivalent to its sump capacity in a period consumption, of ! css than 0 002 lb./b.h.p.-br., being confirmtaa
Q of the order of 300 hours. Emphasis is of ten laid on long periods in the 12-cylinder engine during development running.

A between oil changes which are extended by an engine with a high
% oil consumption, whereas the relative importance of oil con- Piston Ring Quality

j sumption to oil change period is around 50 to 1. The cost of Consistent oil consumption and low wear rates are largely
~

modern high-duty detergent oils is quite appreciable, so that an dependent on the quality of the piston rings, fr.t tir point of
oil consumption of one per cent of the fuel consumption repre- view of metallurgical structure as wel' a* accuracy of nu....

1 sents something like ten per cent of the fuel bill. Not all of this facture. Accuracy and good finish in .muufacture can be assured: ^

'? ( could be saved, of course,but a reduction of 50 gur cent in tubri- by conventionalinspection methe,and such methods can casily
J catmg oil consumption is equivalent to a five per cent saving on be extended to give some indication of material quality, such as"

the fuel bill, and would be well worth having from the point of by measuring the permanent set of the ring at a given load value
above that required to close the gap. A simple sample checkingview of running costs.
method on metallurgical structure was devised in which a small

-

Piston Ring Design piece of ring is clamped with its working face subjected to a

.i To carry out lubricating oil consumption tests in the rela- given load and resting on the surface of a ring of liner iron.
v

3 tively short running peiiods of 500 hours or so in the research The ring is then rotated at a standard speed for a fixed time

M laboratory, it was necessary to develop an accurate method of without lubrication and the weight loss of the piece of ring
y measuring top-up rate and a system was devised, and has proved measured. Wcight loss is used as a measure of the relative

very successfcl, whereby consumption can be measured consis- wear resistance of the material and, although " rough andI

4 tently over successive two hour periods and plotted consecutively, ready", is founc' to co-relate well with the differences in micro-y
'

.]
The running-in period and the levelling-out to a steady con- structure of the ring material. Some typical results are given

in Table IV, acd illustrated in Fig. 22, and show that with th_y sumption can now be followed and it has been possible to obtain same Brinell hardness, increasing amounts of free ferrite gM
E

steady state results after a total test period of only 300 hours,
; .

which allows much more latitude for testing variations on a ring progressively worse results and these are not improved by in-
pack than was previously the case. There is a large number of crease in pho:phorus content within the amounts to complyg

4 detail points to be considered such as liner finish, roundness, with mechanica: r,trength requirementsW.

3 drainage in the piston,etc., but the basic concept which has been TAsix IV
established is to provide a parallel-faced chrome-plated top com-
pression ring, three taper-faced plain compression rings, a rela-

.,

liardncss, Weight
tively mild scraper ring below the gudgeon pin, and a more

,i severe scraper ring above the pin. This ensures that adequate Sample Structure llB loss.

No- E*-

g lubrication is available around the body of the piston but that
the minimum of oil is allowed to pass up into the combustion A Greatly undercooled graphite,
space. The consistency of od consumption measurement has considerable free ferrite (centri-

y;f enabled some interesting facts to emerge, and bg. 21 illustrates cast) 315 per cent. T.C., 0-83

q g
- one of these-the effect of the wall pressure of the scraper ring per cent P. 210 0 404

above the pin. The left-hand curve is from the three-cylinder, n Some undercoolea gra,,hite, a
V (~ httle free ferrite (centricast)J 15si.t bore prototype engin , and the right-hand curve from a 3 20 per cent T.C., 0 40 per
P cent P. 2iG 0 185d

| | C Random uniform medium flake00#0' '*0 o.-og %| up/ graphite, fully pearlitic (sand-
/ cast) 3 45 per cer:t F.C., 0 55

o o/s -- --- - -- ef%e, op,|-JI per cent P. 210 0 017
y
4

e) MMNTT. NANCE{ o o/2
-. - -

-

Engine running times between overhauls are dependent
S'i 2 upon the load, duty and running conditions, and the preceding
y"s e,

3 ooos ___k; sections have indicated the attention that has been paid to th$
e mp nents which operate under the most arduous conditions.5 \o By reducing the critical temperatures of injector no771cs and ex-

M
'

0
.

haust valve seats, so that when operating on heavy fuels thesc

%>\ '--- temperatures are below the " threshold" values at which detenora-4 o ne, ..

__ _ _ _{ tion becomes rapid, it has been the aim to achieve periods ofQ -.___

6
| 2,000 to 3,000 hours before servicing of injectors or exhaumJi ~~po w, 63~ io cd -~do valves is necessary. Expcrience on the prototyn engine has in-j dicated that tFis ambition is by no means unreasonable but, ofo

es A,rm em, nure,,m, e/,,,o
d course, true confirmation of success will only come
$1 Fm. 21-Variation of lubricating oil conrumption from the accumulation of service experience. Maintenance of

MP scith scrapcr ring trall pressur' other components would not be different from that established
over many years, e.g., piston removal annually, complete over-j

completely different high-speed engine of 91-in. bore, the points haul every two > cars, the periods generally being dictated to smr
Q, ((~ , marked being the stable lubricating oil consumption achieved the convenience of the operator rather than by the demands of

Ag

% af ter running periods of about 300 hours in each case. Both the engine,
curves show the same trend of reducing oil consumption withm () st Acs ann wrzcur ,

3'- increased ring wall pressure and the tendency for the cunes to In achieving high engine ratings reliah!y, the weight per
J. level out at higher values of wall pressure. The value of wall horsepow er, and space per horsepower, are naturally reduced and

pressure necessary to achieve a satisfactory consumption can
be seen to be much higher for the smaller high-speed engine the emphasis on reliability for commercial manne work necessi

""

' than for the K Major engs..e, and in the case of the smalkr tates a different approach from thir ubich wou!J be appropnatt
*

for naval wor k where light-weight constructions btcom
engine it was nenssary to use a spring-tmded conformahic necessary but shart life may be permitted. Sight should not b

*

scraper ring to achieve the desired consumption. A conventional lost of the im;w rance of low fuel consumption in the considern2

type of slotted scraper ring was adequate to provide the 50
,

.

336
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Tlie Development of a Higidprated Mediwn-speed Diesel Engine :
a

b
%

h
9553:;i: Wm~

:

N'Cp
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.

Psa. 22--Comtarison of piston rings after wear rig tests y

Q
tion of weight. A ship refuelling every 3,000 miles, for example, sq. in. Even butt welds must allow for discont nuity so that their ai

r t an average speed cf 15 knots, and having engines weighing fatigue strength is on'y 13 8 tons /sq. in., these values being for .

34 lb./b.h.p., and a specific fuel consumptica nf 0 34 lb./b.h.p.- good quality welds, the strength of an imperfect wcld being, of .T

hr., would re-bunt cr c.n amount of fuel equivalent to twice the course, very low indeed. A good quality cast iron has a fatigue {
weiaht of the engines. Thus a five per cent recuetion in fuel strenSth of over 5 tons /sq. in., and as well as freedom from the ~

consumption would be equivalent to a ten per cent reduction in notch sensitivity, wh;ch so drastically reduces the fatigue strength
engine " cight in addition to the sasing in fuel cost. of a steel structure, cast iron has good internal damping properties T

In the design of the K Major <ngine, cast iron has been used and also possesses the useful property of a diminishing li value n
as the main structural nuterial and, in the authors' experience, with increased stress so that stress concentrations are considerably 7
has inany advantages over fabricated steel designs. Few fabricated reduced and the snaterial tends to relieve itself of any excessive :P
structures are ab'e to avoid fil?ct welds in load-carrying regions stressct. g
and the fatigue strength of such a weld is as low as t 12 tons / In keeping with the philosophy of designing for maximurn g

f~'T N br W E l'',_M,.. .wQT.. -I.~m TABIE V
*: t. P=-*w .-+ - :.M%:=m'RT Y.

h*MN' N.w-%W Nh. . &g%%".bbe % .,-* Cilinder bore 15tn.. 5 C.,

.,,w-.cs d. . ,;u.i od.luN... a 5,..m. b,e w%.
Stroke 18in. y5(~ y . . n - .~ io 11.35:1Compression rat.

- . =- M.M* f J:. Er F 5-u
- 3 9 - Slaumum r.p.m. 525, .-

'

y (f, Q v, N y. ?. d y..-j[ *c b [.L * % ~ (pd',>
Slinimum workina 125-C * M ' f.J J fg '' *
Contir:uous rated b.r.p.m. 200 lb./sq. in.

.

c<yW m.c.p. I
J.y t. %;g g4. . . . D. y r }.y Alnimum continuous b.h.p./c)linder 420 b.h.p. (426 cv)*" t

@.7 j{| %d 'Q . ,'[. g, >rM./.,,.
y ' ' . . * *ab 1.ubncating oil inlet temperature 150 deg. F. (65 deg. C.)

%. |, g* i,4 j :/ , '%' 6*,D<'t
e .-r ,

Lubricating oil outlet temperature 165 deg. F. (74 deg. C.)

jU, *,, W, . yf I.ubricating oil drain tank capacity 650 gal. (2,960 litres)w.4 ' N gg);4 _ . DYLc. ., q. -
.

..

f resh and salt water flow rates 5.5 gal./h.h.p..hr at1% M- 50ft. hcad (251itres/ f
..

M} W ' #.%-_.I*; % [. , 2.C ,c , ev-hr.) .

.N
@C' N

u

pr /4, -

Engine cooling water inlet temperature 155 deg. F. (68 deg. C.)Ig
- y .' d .. M " ,

N.*~ 7f.M h,: -y.M * :.'' .L.gG''f,
s: tr/~r-

4;%;# MO r ,1 4. 9 k' Engine cooling water outict temperature 170 deg. F. (77 deg. C.)' C. .
_

;. ? f'k ... p 'j 400 lb./sq. (m.E00 deg. F. 427 deg.C.)l Ihhaust te.nperature after turbocharger

C M :* b Wl9 M.
/ .y..

h:; .Q.Ce:

b;4,'
-.M, jfk .. .

.

p Start,ing air prenure?4$. l .

{?-#' Speedic fuel consumption 0 335 lb./b.h p hr. 4
,

.%" M, . . . qA . . . WpgM ff %dk.tfiuMt f ~.dNmcifk.j.r6c
'

(I.C.V. "I I8.400a .

II.t.u /lb.) *

k{
Thermal eff.ciency 42 per cent

F10. 23-Prototype RV Afajor 12-cylinder e.sgine

r
Tant r. VI-..powe n nav,t j

=

No. of c>linders k
11 m.c.p. O

| || 18 g15.hq. m. 6 S | 9 12 16

1,
(^ ll h p. output at 250 r.p.m. 200 1,200 I f.00 if00 2.400 3,200 3f00

250 1,500 2.000 2.250 3,000 4,000 4,500 I
'll.h.p. output at 350 r p.m. 200 16SO 2.240 2,520 3.%0 4, ISO 5.010

250 2,100 2,W 3.I50 4,200 5,000 6,300 P
ll.h p. output at 450 r.p.m. 200 2.100 2,90 3.240 4.r0 5,700 6.4 S0 ti

250 2,700 3,r00 4,0 < 0 5,400 7,200 S.100 f
!! h p. output at 525 r.p.m. 200 2. 3 3,RO 3,7E0 5.0 10 6,720 7.500 *)

250 , .T.150 1.200 *1.720 6.%0 H. In0 9.450 c

O.er.dl length of ennine 20lt.0in. 2 tft. 0:n. T i.0in. 2 8ft. 3in. 29ft.10in. 32ft. 7in.
Oser.dl wiJih of cnr.me 7ft. rin. 7ft. 0ia. en.2in. Ilf t. 7in. Ilf t. llin. life. Ilin.
Oser.dt heir.ht of engine lift. 0in. Ilft.0in. life.0m. lift. llin. Ilft. llin. lift. Ilin.

'

.' Jlicight abne crakhatt C.8. Mi. %n. hft. %n. Fft. %n. Mt . 2in. Mt 2in. SH. 2in
I:nc.ir.c v.cinht (dry) toru 38 41 44 65 (5 95

.
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(a) (b)1
1) Fia. 24-KV Afajor engine performence characteristics

b
'9 reliability and easy maintenance, the bedplate type of construction perience has shown to give reliable and trouble-free operation.

.

has been retained for the K hiajor engine and a useful facility There is little doubt that in the marine propulsion field there is
J,h has been added by the inclusion of a machined strip on the top considerable interest in the use of medium-speed Diesel enginesj
N' surface of the bed so that alignment of the engine can be quickly for higher powers than have hitherto been possible,and that with-

]4
and accurately checked, and crankshaft deflexion measurements in the next few years engines of this type will be available to
more easily interpreted. cover almost the whole range of power demands of British

$ Fig. 23 shows the 12-cylinder KV hiajor on the test bed, shipping.
Bj from which the general construction and appearance of the
H- engine can be seen, and Tables V and VI give the specification for ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Y the range of engines available at the current commercial rating of The authors wish to express their thanks to the Board of

Id 200 lb./sq. in., b.m.e.p., and the future rating of 250 lb./sq. in., Mirrlees National Limited for permission to publish the informa-

K) b.m.e.p., under normal temperature and pressure conditions tion contained in this paper and acknowledge the esistance
A r with sea water up to 75 deg. F. (24 deg. C.) to the charge air given by Bryce Berger Ltd. and by their colleagues in the
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Discussion

MR. R. Coox, M.Sc. (Member of Council) said that, at the roots gave almost as great an increase. The degree of rolling
present time, the manufacturers of medium-speed engines ia had been fo 'nd to be not very critical, but his Association was
Great Britain were making very strenuous efforts to extend their at present i.nestigating more fully the opimum degr':e far
share c t the marine market in propulsion machinery. The paper various sizes and pitches. Ile imagined that with the high-
was, therefore, timely and few who had read it would havr tensile steel material used by the authors, the gain in fatigue
f'iled t: be impressed by the manner in which the authors and strength would not be so great as in the case of mild steel, but
their colleagues were applying the latest knowledge and re- it would be interesting if the authors would quote some figures.
search techniques to the solution of the problems which arcse Form-rolling could be a very cheap method of bolt production,
when such machinery was developed to operate at high ratings particularly in srnall sizes.
on residual fuels. One could hardly doubt that success would The means adopted to ensure correct pre-loading of studs
attend their efiorts, although he suspected that the large direct- was to be commended since there was no doubt that the majority
drive Diesel would be about for quite a few years to come. of failures of dynamically-kuded bohs were due to fatigue

The histogram shown in Fig. I was interesting. It would caused by inadequate tightening. It was not ahvays rppreciated
be noted that by far the largest horsepower on order at the that, with a properly-designed bolted connexion, fatigue failure

', present time was between 9,000 and 21,000 s.h.p. per ship. was virtually impossible if the bolt was adequately pre-loaded.
With the machinery described in the paper this implied the use The section in the paper dealing with heavy fuel operation
of some 18 to 36 cylinders of 15 in. diameter, each with two was, of course, of the greatest possible interest, since a solution
exhaust vahrs, two m!ct valves, together with the injection and of the difficult problems involved was essential if the medium-
starting cauipment. Ile said that he could not help wondering speed engine was to be able to compete with the direct-drive
whether the n.odern rea.,oing engineer, who was perhaps not engine, which was so much less fast:dious as to its diet. IIere
quite so amenab!c to long and arduous hard work as his fore- again, the authors had given evidence of a careful scientific

would take kindly to the never-ending task of top- approach which should a a long way to ensure success. They
or I?ng such a formidable number of cylinders, had commented on the posib!c use of fuel additives. One could

other point for thought was the effect which such main- imagine this approach being successful where fuel supplies of
tenance. requirements would have upon the reduction in constant composition were available, but this was seldom pos-
engin:-room staff now being achieved with direct-drive sible in marine practice and the chances of obtaining a cheap
machinery by the application of an increased degree of automatic additive, which was effective with a wide variety of fuels, seemed
nntrol. IIe hoped that some superintendents would comment somewhat remote. The authors' approaen, by tackling the de-

on these e spects later in the discussion. sign, was certainly tL right one. Their remarks on the
112 said that some years ago Dr. Pope had made a very drawbacks of water washiag were also worth noting.

thorough theoretical and experimental investigation for the Dri- No reference had been made in this section to sump-oil &
tish Shipbuilding Research Association into the causes of failure contamination when using heavy fuels. Presumably this must
of pist:ns, liners and cylinder heads in marine oil engines, with occur to som: degree in this trunk-piston design, and it would
results which had since been published in the Transactions of be useful if the authors were to give some information on the
cnother Institution. IIe was not surprised, therefore, to see the procedure involved in maintaining the lubricating oil in a
attention which the authors had given to thermal and pressure- suitable condition.
induced stresses in the design of the two-piece, oil-cooled piston. Dr. Pope had, over the years, made many investigations into L

Presumably, the piston temperatures shown in Fig. 6 were the properties of cast iron. Few were, therefore, more familiar S
measured on the actual engines and the rig used to check the with its strength and frailties. Sir IIarry Ricardo had once b
thermal stre3ses calculated from these temperature measure- referred to cast iron as "the material which served our fore-
ments. If so, he wondered whether good correlation was fathers so well for lamp posts and kitchen ranges", but he was
achieved. It would be interesting to know how the temperature sure that Sir itarry would be the first to acknowledge the advan- -

distribution in the stationary-rig piston correlated with that on tages which the authors had enumerated. Its use as the main f
the engine. structural material in the K Major engine had much to com-

He said that he was interested to observe the use of rolled mend it, since weight was rarely of paramount importance in
threada on the high-tensi!c stcci studs used for securing the merchant ships.
piston crown. Work by B.S.R.A. on the rolling of threads of On the subject of cast imn, he said that it might be inferred
large mild-st:el bolts such as those used in the dynamically- from the data given in Table IV that centri-cast piston rings

fjklo. components of direct-drive Diescis, had shown very were inferior to sand-cast rings. He felt sure that this wouk!
,

st ; improvements in fatigue strength. Reference to a paper * not be the authors' intention. Centri-cast rings had been widely ;)
appearing in the Transactions of the Institute four years ago employed with success. He took it that the authors' purpose j
would show that form-rolling increased the fatigue strength of had been sir ply to show that, with this type of material,under- 2

large forged bolts made from mild steel some 21 to 3 times. cooling and consequent presence of free ferrite was most I
when compared with cut-thread specimens. Rolling of thread uudesirabic. $

____ _. The paper had touched in an interesting manner on so C
o Cc&, R., and McCliment, W.1961. "The Infinaw of Screw many aspects of Diesel design that t,o point to ommissions ]

Forming Me: hods on the Fatigue Strength a Large Mts". nu@t seem sonnhat cluyrlish. He wished, however, that the ;
~2'- n.;. l. Mar.F., Vol. 73, p. 4 t 7. authors had found it po'.sd le to touch on the subject of turbo- ;

&
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The 1)crelojmrent of a flighly-rated W0dium-speed Diesel &;.aey
charging. Perhaps they might, at some later date, find it poss;efe With regard to T.We I. the specific air flow for the 250 W..

2[t to give a paper on their experiences in turbocharging up to the sq.in. h.m.c.p. .d,o.m! a drop compared with kr.ver b.m.c.p., and,

'.4 250 lb/sq.in. in b.m.c.p. which was involved in the third stage although thh drop was only a sn'all one,he wou!J have thought
"5 of the development of the engine. it demable to go on increasing the specific air flow.

Turning to the piston design, he said that the features of
-

M CO3tSt ANDER E. Tmrt.t., R.N. (Alember), in a contribution it were, in many ways, those witi which he agreed, but it wa27
' read by Alr. T. P. Iherett, referred to the succeoful intro- mentioned that it was a steel crown and a cast iron junk. The

duction, by the authors' company, of an engine which he steel crown probably had a higher coeflicient of linear cxpan-7-
c , considered met both industrial and marine needs which so far sion as compared with the cast iron. This meant that there wcs' Q
A had only been filled by liritain's foreign competitors. As the some problems in its connexion, for instatice, it snust maks
f

authors had so rightly said, reliability was the main requirement life a little difficult for the scaling rings beteen the tws
of a marine propulsion engine, and nobody who had read this portions. Cold clearance between piston crown and liner mus0'

,y paper could fail to be impressed by the systematic way in which be increased.
Mirrless National had carried out the research and development 1:igs. 2,3 and 6 showed a double line round the junk. He

hy work necessary to ensure that this engine would operate satis- wondered what this signified and whether it was some dwic
factorily at the ratings envisaged. to overcome the cold clearance prob!cm.

z | , If the medium-speed geared Diesel With regard to exhaust valves and operation on heavy fuels,
g yvith the slow-rumng direct-coupled eng,engi,ne was to compete the importance of losing heat via the stems of the valves waz

,

me, it was essential that
, | it should , operate satisfactonly while burning heavy fuel, and certainly to be considered. In the paper the clearance wa
$,,c , st was evident that the authors had taken very considerable mentioned as being of importance. The wear rate was obviously
W trouble and had expended a comparatively large sum of money kept down by the ingenious device of continuous lubrication,

J in trying to ensure that th,is would be the case. There was, and he said that he would be interested to know what was the

ff however, one point which he felt should have been mentioned maximum allowable clearance of the stem to guide and what
g m this respect, and ,that was the effect of various grades and sort of life the valve had in this respect. Also, it appeared tha:

compositions of lubncanng oil on the problems associated with the guide could be renewed, althaugh he was not sure whethec
4 the burning of heavy fuel. There was little doubt that trunk- it was intended to be renewed.g piston engines called for careful selection of the lubricating oil He suggested that there was an argument for not watec
7..; af satisfactory operation with heavy fuel was,to be achieved. washing fuel,in that the deposits also occurred on turbochargesg New types of,lubncatmg od and testing for quahty and make-up blades, and turbochargers muld be water washed more easily iSy
;f; by the addition of detergents, anti-oxidants, and alkalis could the sodium was allowed to .cmain in the fuel.

have a profound effect on the sausfactory operation of trunk- On the question of cast iron or steel as the main stiuctura!j
piston engmes while burnmg this type of fuel. The wrong type material, he said that steel had its own advantages, and struc=.

of lubricant, or one which had been allowed to deteriorate tures could be designed with low stresses where welds occurred;7 unduly, could give rise to ring-stickmg and crankshaft corro- Aiodern techniques of manufacture and inspection could ensum
g.j sion. "Ine operating temperature of the oil y as also importar.t good quality wdds.*F

3h if these defects were to be avoided. Perhaps the authors would IIe s .d that surely greater reliability resultcJ from a des.ign

N Y' like to remark on the type of lubricating oil and its optimum m which the major loads did not have to pass through a jomi.

.A operating temperature for this type of engine burning heavy tietween the crankcase and bedplate, and easy mamtenance was

N fuel'He thought that the title of this paper was slightly mis- n t confined to the bcdplate type of construction. The principle
#

I.a maduned strip uscJ for checkmg alignment of the engme
3 tesding. He could not agree that the Alirrices K Alajor engine qmckly was aho ud on engines of fabricated design harm;;
./ should be regarJed as highly rated when operating at the con- ung er nbhafts and light sumps mstead of baseplates.un
t.$ ditions given in the paper. In his opinion there was considerable
Y,' scope for further advances in b.m.e.p. These were important as In. li. R. Gn6scur.t. seid that he propoacd to limit his ob-
f. they should give worthwhile reductions in the cost per horse- servations and comments to the fuelinjection side of the paper,

Introduction of a reliable engine operating at these departing only for a moment in order to fully endorse thed pow er.
-i higher brake mean effective pressures would do much to increase authors' statement under "a) Refability: Gcncra! Comidera-
a the competitive power of this type of engine against its com-
.i petitors abroad and other types of prime mover. In this tech-

tions", where they said that the surest method cf producing
intrinsic reliability was to proceed by a process of logica)

h nically-competitive worlJ, the main object of any Diesci cagine evolution from one successful design to the next, takm, ; care
W manufacturer must be consistently to uprate his engines in order that the critical parameters proved in the original design were
Q to r,ive better value for money. He must at the nme time retain maintained in the new design. This sta en:nt dc erver
i rehability.
3 Alany of those present would be aware that the Alinistry thunderous applause from both engine manufacturers and engine
Y; of Technology had recently placed a contract with the Yarrow- users, particularly marin: engine users.

'P Admiralty Research Department to investigate the use of The use of test r6 fur fuel-injection equipment develop-
ment was, of course, fully appreciated and valuable data regard

%.-
medium-speed geared Diesel engines as propulsion units for ing performance and hfe of the equipment might be gained
ocean-going merchant ships. This survey was now almost

% complete. He thought that it was true to say that the results However, care should be taken, when applying results obtainedunless
from injection-equipment test rigs to engine conditions, d. Heof this survey would give encouragement to those manufacturers

: R( - of med'um-speed Diesel engines who thought that the medium- wondered if this was done in the case where noale -gallery
injection into a pressurized medium was strictly siru a e

'e

speed Diesel had a future and could compete in many ships pressure was found to be lower than the prevailing gas pressure1. ! ; with the slow-running direct-coupled engine. The report show-
k. - ed that every type of ship and trade must be treated on its with a needle still open which permitted g.

entrance into the:

merits, but that a shipowner who failed to carry out a detailed noul: gallery. The cure adopted, he ventua J to guess, was toF
economic survey into the possible use of medium-speed Diesel fighten the reciprc,cating mass of the injector.Ilis company, having always designed and manufactured
engines, as an alternative to the slow-running direet-coup!cd their own fuel-injection eqmpment for their medium-speed';

}
cngine, did so at his perih Diesel engines, had ahvays been protagonists of the low inertin

injector, i.e. having needle springs acting directly upon theAIR. S. }I. HFNsunt., B.Sc. (Alember) said that, as an necJ!c wit].out the intermediary of a push rod. Of course, the
engine builder of medium-speed engines, he found that he was spring was thus placed mto a somewhat uncomfortable pmitiuron the siJe of Dr. Pope in a lot of the things he had saidf The
paper, however, had been sery stimulating and he nonh! hke (hcar and spre), but unorthoip sprin|t u; ire sections helpedwith the spice and chromium /sihcoa wuc with the temperatureto ask several qucstions abaut it.
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Discussion-.

The " hydrodynamic condition" referred to in the paper, (200 deg. C.). IIe wondered if this had been observed by the
he thought, was a spill usse receding too fast,which the normal authors. Ile also asked for the velocity of the oil.
oscillating system of the injector was incapable of following. A Turning to valves in cages, he said that one considerable
stiffer spring might he!p in border-line cases. A trick, imparted advantage of the cage was that it very much reduced the flux
to him some time ago by Mr. J. F. Alcock (and gratefully ack- from the valve seats to the cylinder head. Since the cylinder
nowledged) was to watch for gas bubbles in the injector leak-off head was a coraplex casting, a large concentrated heat flow from
connexion; should gas pass into the nozzle, it would generally the valve via the seat was undesirable. In smalice engines, which
pass through the cylindrical lapped part of the needle-nozzle did not have caged vahes, this was a very common cause of
bore causing lacquering of the lap fit and would finally appear cracking between the seats. Ile cited the paper of Mr. Fujita*
in the leak-off pipe, where a plastic tube would facilitate ob- as an example of this.

Ion. IIe said that. acting upon this recommendation, his Turning to valves, he said that he had noticed in the paper
c ny sometimes used development engineers as "bubbic that while the temperature of the seat had been reduced by the
wate ers". cooled cage, the temperature difference between the centre of

Ile thought the anthers should be congratulated on having the valve head and the seat was increased. This would increase
such confidence in the precision of cathode ray oscillogram the thermal stresses, and the risk of seat cracking due to thermal
interpretation. He had tried something similar and the result stress. IIe gathered that the idea of sodium cooling had been
had varied between } c'egree and 2 degrees cam angle, depending discarded, but he thought it might be a useful idea, not from
upon the thickness of the pencil paint used and tha condiuon the point of view of cooling th: vahe reat, but of reJucirg the
of the intecpreter. thermal stress. Of cotirse, what the sodium-cooled valve :hd was

IIe asked if the line pressures in Figs.13(a) and 13(b) to pass the flux back to the valve guide, but there it could be
referred to full load conditions. If they did, they were remark. coped wnh quite well,

.
Ile then referred ro crankete explosions. These were prac-ably low. Also, toe difference between maximum hne pressttre

and maximum gal! cry pressure was rather large, being 1,650 lb./ t,ically non-existent in small engines, but they did occur from
sq.in. in Fig.13(a) and 1,s00 lb./sq.in. in Fig.13(b). Ile u an. time to time in large en;tmes and were extremely nasty thmgs.
dered if the edge filter (which,after all, was the major throttling it would be valuable to have information on this subject and to
component between line and gallery) could be responsible for know, from the point of view of safety, what the difference was
this prtssure discrepancy. Wall friction could hardly account between the trunk-piston and the crosshead engines.
for it with the customary maximum flow velocities of about
90 m./s. DR. W. F. MANSFillD was particularly interested in the

Dealing with the chapter on heavy fuel operation, he said authors' lubricating oil comumption tests which weie briefly
that he was intrigu-d by the statement that the lack of cooling described on page 336 of the paperand to which Fig.21 referred.
ability of preheated fuel snould be responsib!e for high nozzle in some investigatiens on this subject on smaller engines the

,

tip :cmperatures. The ft.cl temperature given was 160 deg. F. British Internal Combustion Fnnine Itesearch Institute I.td. had
(71 deg. C.) for a blended fuel of 300 sec. Redwood I viscosity; tried increasing the oil pressure by reducing the area of the
gas vil, not prehtated, would rea h the nozzle, M.er passirrt b a-ing st.rf ace of 'he ring, but thir had had little effect. Ilou-
through the esmprestive cycle of the fuel pump, not very much crer, change 3 of wall pressure, made by sarying the r dial
cooler. lie ventured to think that the hotter nozzle tip of the thickness of the rm, g, had a marked (frect. Ile said that it would
h" >.fuct operated engine was more the result of the slower be interesti a to know by what method the authors had saried
bl |g of the heavy fuel, with a resulting larger heat rejection wall pressure, apart from the change to a spring-loaded ring
told heat absorption from, the nozzle. which was mentioned m the paper.

IIe said that he understood that the mechanism of trumpe:
formation was a function of the lighter fractions of the blended MR. d. J. S. BAKER (Associate) said that the authors had
heavy fuels boiling ofi in the nozzle sac and squeezing the produced a remarkably full description of what could on?y be
heavier fractions out of the nozzle hoics where they carbanized. described as an exceptionally well developed engine. Of particu-
Carbonization temperatures were much higher than the mea- lar intere,t to peopic connected with lubrication research was
sured nozz!c tip temperature of 392 deg. F. (200 deg. C.). He the systematic work which had gone into piston development.

; said that he would be ve;y grateful if the authors could provide This work 1.ad obviously paid off handsomely in the modest
! information about the precise kication of the thermocouple on temperaturr , :o clear!y denoted in Fig. 6. It would be interest-
| the nozz!e tip. His comp..ny had mesured nonle seat tem. ing to sec ! far the really excellent fuel utilization rates,"

] peratures (the thermocouple being loced within a millimetre indicated b, Se exceptional fuel consumption rater, had contri-
' from the nozzle seat) and temperatures obtained on one cngine buted to thi- For instance, metal temperature comparisons

type, depending on engine rating, cylinder head design and fuel, taken at the same time as the variable valve timing tests described
had reached 464 deg. F. (240 deg. C.). This surely indicated in Fig.10, right-han.! side, would perhaps i!!ustrate this point.

,nozzle tip temperatures of a far higher order. These nozz!cs had Fig.10 itself suggested that an esen broader area of minimum
been uncooled and made from heat-resisting nitriding steel specifie fuel consumptica might be possih!e with automatically. I

which maintained the seat hardness at e!cvated temperatures. varied valve timing. IIe wonden d if the authors had considered
IIe said that he envied the authors the low maximum such a possibility.

cylinder pressure of on!y I,350 lb./sq.in. at 220 lb./sq.in. I.ooking at the Fig.10 data points for a constant b.m.c.p.
'

; b.m.c.p. This should enaNe them to get away with an injector of 200 lb./sgin., it ap;) eared that a fairer mean curve would
release pressure of only 2,500 lb./sq.in., resulting in a closing have a pronounced and stcepen ng hog rather than the saai

pressure of 1,720 lb./sq.in., thus still having a comfortable shown by the authon. Ile askcd the authors to justify the me; n
margin availab!c above the maximum gas pressure. line they had postulated.

In conclusion, he said that the paper would always have With regard to the important work which had been donc )
a r5 of honour in his hydraulics department, having aircady to optimi/c fuel injection characteristics, it was interesting to [sei feral s!L!e rules intia semi-heated con lition. comider the authors' needle lift / sac pressure relatiomhip con- tN clusions, in the light of the modification which appeared to base i

bten carried cut. Apparently t! c unloaJing value had been in- [\ta. J. F. Ar.cocx, O.RE., H.A., said that the piston crown
crmd between (a) and (h) of Ij;g.13. Did the authors,aurjhutewas described as high-tensi!e steel, which term covered a lot of

emposiiions. It would be valuable to have either the thermal tW faa to me dumn m unp,ent wonduy Mong inhatM g
o

** " # ' "" W ',""* Y' '" " " " ' ' " 'conduc tivity or the compmition. ^

Fi;. 6 howed a wct-side temperature of over 464 de- * Fuina, II.1961. "Sersice RecorA of Alasutshi Nagauti f)ieset'

(240 deg. C.). He said that it was a rough r.cncral ruir dut one UE T> pe Enginc, and Improt ements At ide en the 1:ngino". Trav. 'I
_

was apt to get coking on the su: face if one went a 392 deg. F. I..t rar.E , Vol. 73, p. 37.
,
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'I'|le 1)ere|0filaienf ofa flig|Ily-mfect Alecliunt-slicect 1)iesel Engine
d
3 had also been increased and this had been accommodated by The engine referred to in ': > p.'per h;d been developea
.J perrmttmg an mercase of needle lift. If this were the case, to run on heavy fuel oil. Ile ,imunht die authors .wuld agree
g might not needle-lift increases have to be closely contro!!ed in that the turbocharged 5,ur-stroke, trunk-pi:. ton cr.<;ine ceu!.;
s service operatten, he asked. I.ikews.sc, the ivel-line pressure dia- be troubica me imm the ,oint of view of combust;on .. .a n% gram (b) was presumably taken at the nozzle end of the fuel optrating at low loaJS on heavy fuel, and f..a . .... ngures heh pipe. Ile wondered if it had been necess,ry to tune the fuel pipe had seen for other engines, which showeJ . Jrop in comprenion

length to control the magnitude of the secondary pressure wave pressure, from 665 lb./sq.in., at fuit i,ad and speed, to 355 lb./
. , so ns to chmmate secondary micetion. sq.m., at 60 per cent speed and 22 p r cent of full load he

Ile thought that the general conclusion to be drawn from strongly suspected that .hc relatively low compression press,ure? , p) the fuel injection work was that engines of comnaratively low under those conditions was one of the principal reasons for[
,

::t
\. J speed needed the same careful attention as high-speed engines. this.Whilst combustion might bequite satisfactory,under those

d It would be very interesting to see a comparative investigation conditions, when the engine was new and in first-claw condition,

d.;'; connected to a single fuel-pump c!cn ent. The results of the equipment, he thought that the low compresion paessure was
in certain large-bore, slow-speed engines, having several nozzles with the accumulation of wear of not only liners, but injection

t

careful work done by the authors in this directinn were demon- certainly a contributory factor. He would be glad to have the
strated in Fig.14. By extracting data peints from the fuel authors' comments on this.

,
consumption loops, it was interesting to note that the fuelling On the question of the operational control cf turbocharged

'

'g lines for both the K engine and the K Major at different speeds medium-speed engines in ships, particularly in view of the,

were virtual!y identical. The fuelling lines, from around 50 lb./ increase in the number of ships with bridge control of the's
j sq.in., b.m.e.p., on the lowest curve, were unusual in their engines, he was convinced that the fuel injection pump rack
j linearity. Perhaps the authors could supply fuel consumptions position should be governed to some degree by the booster pres-
.< at very low loads which would give a clearer indication of the sure. A few years ago, in a certain cross-Channel ferry, which
d likely f.m.c.p. From the data published it was evident that this was prope!!ed by two turbocharged Diesel engines under bridge
gd must be of a very low order and comparable to that obtained control, it tas found, a very short time after the ship had gonej ; with the largest low-speed engines. This point might be worth into servia, that the engine crankcase oil had become very dirty
.a

'

bringing out since it was fashionable to quote mechanical indeed. The reason for this was soon dkcovered: the bridge
9 efficiency for large two-stroke mnine engines, and for a given control of the engines had been operated on leaving harbour as;

2 f.m.e.p. this would generally favour the four-stroke engine with if it had been an engine room telegraph, with the result that the'j its higher b.m.e.p. engines smoked like chimneys until the turbochargers had time'

7 He asked the authors to indicate whether the performance to catch up and provide enough air for clean combustion. Under
M: curves were obtained with the fuel described at the top of page these conditions the oil soon became filled with fuel soot. In-
W 333, and if not, he said that he would like them to give details. stru: tion to the master as to the correct rate at which to increase

1 Ife said that the water.caoled, exhaust-valve cage and valve eng' le power soon cured the troub!c. Ile felt that where turbo.
:$ rotators had made a maict contribution to operation with low- charged engines were installed in ships, some furm of control
N1, cost fucIs. Presumably some provision had been made to prevent over the rate of increase of the delivery of fuel to the engine
i boiling in the small seat-cooling passages in the event of sudden was essential.
!N

:$ I/W)
shut-down, as might be expected in main marine engine
application. Mr. C. C. J. Fatscu asked a question concerninp thermal

j] 9 Ile thotsht that the noies on lub-icating oil consumption stress. The thennal stress rig shown in Fig. 4 was interesting
were very relevant, as was the investigation on oil control by and provided an ingenious method of investigating a problem
the upper scraper ring. Ile asked the authors to elaborate on which was becoming inore and more irrportant as engi~: ratings-

3 this by indicating the degree cf control exerted by the other were increased. This rig was useful in that it was applicable
D1 rings in the pack. For instance, could a reduction in radial to asymmetric bodies, as well as to those that were bodies of ret o-
'$ pressure of the upper scraper be to? crated by increasing the load lution. In this respect the two-piece piston shown in Fig. 6,
J '* on the lower one? appeared to be a body of revolution. Computer programmes
,3 The rig described to evaluate piston-ring quality resemb!cd were now available for calculating the thermal stress of such
|q a variety of test rings used for different purposes. I!xperience components. IIe wondered whether the authors had tried a
i with these had indicated considerable scatter of wear results, check calculation to see whether there was any sort of agreement

|4
particularly at high rates of wear. Perhaps the authors could between the rig and a computer. Ilis own rather limited experi-4

| indicate the significarice of the weight loss figures they had ence so far, with a computer approach, had been mom valuab!c

j$ quoted in Table IV. IIe we.idered whether they had observed a in showing up limitations in the computer progrannne than in
| pattern of related ring to bore wear rates for the different giving realistic piston thermal stresses, the problema being
Ra, material combinations tested. IIad any significant differences in largely the rather complex shape of pistons.
H piston-ring groove and ring side wear rates been observed when Turning to the inlet-valve wear, he said that he was glad'

different irons were run in the steel piston crown? The authors that Dr. Pope, in his presentation, had elaborated on his near
:y bad vt shown the tr.etallurgy of the piston cr wn;I ut othec factor, which Mr. Frrneh had fotnd somewhat iwomprsen-
'v appheations of high-tensile steel had suggested tha; steels con- sible as it stood in the paper. IIe agreed that lack of lubricant

. raining appreciabic nickel contents might produ:e increased wear was the main cause of heavy ir..er-valve and seat wear in turbo-
rates in the presence of boundary lubrication. chargcd engines. It was most interesting that the authors had

found thickening the head of the valve so effectiv: in reducing
Ma. J. A. CoWDEROY, B.Sc. (Member) said that, as the K this wear.

Major engine had been developed specifically for marine pro- Touching on service experience, he said that two years
!

f- pulsion, he had been surprised that Fig. 24 did not show the previously a paper * had been presented, giving stails of senice
' ! perfermance plotted against speed on a prope!!er law basis. IIe experience on an engine of very similar size and rating. Ile

k would particularly like to see the compression pressure included thought that everyone looked fenvard to the time when the
l in such a plot, because he had the impression that many builders authors would be able to give cenparable details of exhaust-
:j of marine Diesel engines overlooked the implications of the valve life, cylinder-liner and cylincer-ring .cear on the K Major,
19 propeller law, which related power to speed in a ship, particu- whea operating on residual fuels In this connexion, if th'
1 larly when applied to turbocharged engines. If this law were authors were proved corsect in their aim of up to 3,000 hours
?4 assumed to be a cube law it meant that, if the engine was between servicing of injectors and extiaust valves, this would

[j?.
developing full power at full speed, it was only requ red to be a most valuah!e step forward.
develop as little as 12) per cent of that power, even at half --

?. speed, and as ships not infrequently proceedtd at speeds lower * IIenshall, S. II., and Gallois, J.19M. " Service Performance of
) than full, this condition did veur now and then. S.II.M.T. Pielstick lingines." Tram. I. Mare., Vol. 76, p. 415.
4
e
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Correspondence

itMANDER II. R. A1.w, D.S.C., R.N. (Alember) wrote rhat mission suitable for employing, say, two K Alaiors to drive
it was n .ne ten years since the Pielstick PCI had begun to make a single propeller shaft, and whether their company proposed
in signiCeant contribution to the propulsion of ocean-going to offer complete propulsion units--engines and reduction
ships, and during the who!e of this time it had been without gear.
any effective rnedium-speed competitor. The K Alaior must
now be judged by comparison with the Pielstick PC2, with Ain. G. H. HeclIES (Member) commented, in a written con-
which it would be in direct competition in every field. tribution, that the increase in power output should in no way

Power for power, the British engine was rather larger and alarm prospective users, because even the ultimate aim of 528
he: vier than its French competitor. In some applications this b.h.p./ cylinder, with 250 lb./sq.im, b.m.e.p., and 1,400 15./
couli tot rr2tter very much. Commander Alay imagined that sq. in., peak pressure, represented only 2 93 b.h.f./sq.i.e. of
the relative first cost of the two engines would be very signifi- piston crown-almost identical to the power per square inch
cant, assuming that they had equal ability to burn heavy fuel. on the crown of the Ataybach engine with pistons of similar
The Pielstick had never bcen a cheap engine and, in its PCI construction.
form,its exhaust-valve life on heavy fuct did not ahvays prove It would be interesting to 1 iow the cooling oil flow rate,
impressive. Its popularity had stemmed from its introducing (he suggested approximately 11 ' gal./b.h.p.-br.), since crown
high-speed cngine standards of accuracy into the marine engine and ring life depended on adequaa cooling and, in this respect,
fic!d, with a refreshing freedom from the very heavy mainten- the oil feed through the connecting rod might prove to be the
ance work that marine engineers often esperienced on propulsion limiting factor. Gisen adequate cooling,it was known that this
'ngines, less well made and indifferently developed. form of piston would stand greater power per square inch of.

Over the last few years. the major British medium-speed crown area, as shown in the two-stroke cycle Ruston and
Diesel firms had caught up the leeway in standards of manu- Ifornsby A.O. engirv, when published figures showed over
facture, and also had undcrtaken most impressive progranunes 5 b.h.p./sq. in.
of detailed development. It therefore seemed that the K Alajor IIis companv's experience of materials for such piston
would meet international competition successfully, would extend crowns indicated that thermal fatigue tended to become the hthe market gained by the K engine, and join the Pielstick in limiting factor and this depended principally on coeflicient
p ing large merchant ships. of expansion and thermal conductivity. IIad the authors con-

'mmander Alav noticed that the authors had made i. siaeted one of the high-nickcl n.loys to armimize the effect of
'misleaCing reference to short-life engines being per- high opcrating tempera'ures, or the high-conductivity copperra

missible in naval work. This had never been so (except in chromium alloys?
motor torpedo boats). Submarine engines were designed and A further aid to cooling was increased valve overlap. IIad
produced by the Admiralty between the two wars in an attempt the efIcct of this been explored with respect to pistoa crown
t 3 produce better-not lighter-engines than those available from and piston ring temperatures?
indi stry at tl.e time. After the last war, the Admiralty worked The scraper ring arrangement permitted adequate lubri-
haid to persuade industry to adopt modern standards in devel- cation of the skirt or crosshead length of the piston, but when
opment and manufacture of long-life engines sp to 91-in. bore, oil control became a problem after extended service, there
but success was only achieved gradually and at substantial might be a temptation to fit a highly-loaded ring in the skirt
public expense. groove, with possible risk of seizure. To avoid such possi-

In Germany, before and after the war, and in France at the bilities, had the authors considered omitting the skirt-ring
present day, engines designed partly for naval purposes had met altogether and adjusting the upper scraper ring accordingly?,

with widespread commercial success. This had come about It was noted that three taper-faced rings were fitted below
throut,h recognition that naval and commercial requirements a parallel-faced, chrome-plated ring in the top groove. There
could be designed into the same engine with advantage to all might be a tendency to blow-by during the initial running of
concerned. the engine with this arrangement. Ilad b!ow-by readings been

Possibly the most remarkab!c feature of the K Alajor was taken during test work and had any indications been noted?
that it had achieved so much while retaining cast iron for frame An important factor in piston-ring material was compati-
and bedplate. Rigidity was mential to maintain bearing oil bility with cylinder liners. Not all materials were suitable in
fdm geometry within acceptable limits and cast iron was about this respect, but might be metallurgically sound and, therefore,
twice as flexible as steel. A cast iron frame must have heavier of good quality. -

scantlings than a steel frame, the cylinder centres must there- It was not surprising, therefore, that a random flake :

fore be further apart, and bending moments increased in conse- graphite iron had given satisfaction in this size of engine.
quence. On the other hanJ, cast iron was cheaper than steel, With regard to cylinder lincr material,was this aho random

]hrnd development of modern cast irons had done much to make flake gra;-hite? Ilow was the bore machined, and what type
this rial more attractive. Fairbanks Alorse had uset. cast iron of surface was produced? fext in their new large opposed-piston, medium-speed With regard to the outside diameter, was the liner free from 9cngi Other manufacturers were, the writer belicted, using water side attark and what precautions might be taken to deal V
steel f6r comparabic engines and had aho chosen the two-stroke, with this possibility at the higher ratings? 2
valve-in-head arrangement. On the question of heat dissipation, was it known what E

Soon,at least four of these valve-in-head two ,troke engines proportion of heat was transferred through the paron crown t

(one of them Ilrithh) would be campeting with the K Alajor and to the cooling oil and through the piston rings to the coolin" +

the Fielstick in the rapidly expanding world market for large water? ("
medium-speed engines. It was obvious from this paper that !.1Alirrlees had p!anned to secure their share of this market. Ala. I. II. Aln.1ox (Alember) wrote that it was starett, on

^

It would be interesting to know the authors' view on trans- page W, that to produce a reliable machine one had to pro-
,

s3 .i
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q -- p -}ceed from one successful design to the next, taking car. ,!at os

f[K critical parameters proved in the original design were rnain- i x rwp ,ur,arrot,ay
l

v tained in the next.
o ruw early vere /ormeat

f
,
*

[
With regard to the critical parameters shown in Tab!c I, s t j+ruarr.oarverehr=<at

it was rather surprising to see that gudgeon pin, or small.cnd ,g og 4 __. [ _L '

ls bearings, were not mentioned, as these bearings could be + + .:s *

troublesome and also, on occasions, connecting rods had split ; ,''

c \ !
,

lengthwise through concentrated eye loading.
,

Perhaps the authors would care to comment on this subject, I
' '

*

and give details of the design of their small-end bearing with 302- ;
i

e. particular reference to the bush-whether it was floating or not a ..

[*, $',
.

-and its material. j t.

I= ** . x.With regard to the piston design, as shown in Fig. 3, it
would be interesting to have the authors' views on the im- k0#

* *

\' . . .
m

7 '

penance of the distance fmm the crown to the top piston * *. . . -

I ring, and also further enlightenment on their statements that:
a) heat resisting "helicoil" inserts were used to ca:ry the studs ={N.

- - - - - - . Iand that these acted as a " heat barrier" for these studs; b) that j
| i

o. !disc springs were fitted under the castle nuts on these studs to , ,

8 /3 /d '8 ## #8
increase the resilience of the assembly. Did this mean that they O#"#' * **e

had accepted the fact that movement must take place between
L

the piston crown and the body, and if so, did fretting take Ftc. 25-Relation letecen output /strert ecolume and
place with ensuing leakage of oil across the jointing face? cylinder bore

g With further reference to Table I, it was noted that the
maximum permissible bearing loads for the main bearings above, nor too much below, the lines marking the upper limit

-

and bottom ends were given as 2,500 and 5,000 lb./sq. in. of current design.

J_ respectively. Some enlightenment as to how these limitations Reference had been made to the use of small centrifuges3

& were arrived at would be of interest mounted at the engine for the bypass purification of the lubri-
cating oil. A marine installation of more than 3?00 b.h.p.% On page 336, under " Space and Weight", the authors would normally justify the use of a motor-dri en centrifuge

% made a good case for the cast iron engine, stating that few for the continuous purification of lubricating of Such a sys-
1 fabricated structures were able to avoid fillet welds in load-
M carrying regions, and that the fatigue strength of such weids tem also enabled the whole of the lubricating < 41 charge to be

purifi:d in harbour at the end of each trip, a ,,ractice adopted
'~M might be as low as plus or minus 12 tons /sq. in., and that by anany owners. Commander Gaf asked the authors whethereven butt wc!ds had only a fatigue strength of plus or minus
i@,, 3 8 tons /sq. in., compared with 5 tons /sq. in. for a good they considered that the engine-mounted centrifuges would
j quality cast iron. If these figures were correct, it was difIicult avoid the necessity for a separate motor-driven unit, particularly

in a heasy fel burning installation, and, if so, could they give
M l- t7 understand why, apart from the saving in weight, so many an indication of the time af ter which cl aning c the t nits would3id( ! other engine builders had adopted rabricated designs, espec-

Q '' /
ially as aho, in the event of damage rvsulting from the failure be required. It was assumed that provision was made to cut
of a bottom-end bolt, a cast iron engine did not su!Ter distortion off the flow to individual centrifuges, to permit them to bevy

9 and could usually be " patch" repaired, whereas the fabricated cleaned while the engine was running.The attention which had been paid to the design of the
Di structurc was usually distorted and had to be renewed. fuel injectors and exhaust valves was very welcome. The main.M It was noted that oil was used for piston cooling and lubri. tenance of these items probably represented the largest work
M catien and in this connexion it would be interesting to know load for the ship's engineers. It was considered that a penod
Gj if the authors had any relative figures on lubricating oil capac- of 5,000 hours between overhauls would not be an unreasonable

ity (e.g. gal./h.p., in circuit) for the .ngines fonning the aim for the exhaust vahes.
M:b subject of this paper, as compared with slow-speed, direct- Shipowners were becom,mg ,ncreas,mgly concerned abouti

N drive Diesel 3. the noise levels in engine rooms and this was reflected in the
ip Furthermore, in the case of direct-drive, slew-speed engines

y burnmg heavy oil, it was found essential, on account of crank-
! )

o

! o g u%) f,,,,f ,,,,)case corrosion, to isolate the cylinder bottoms from the crank- } xxqw
ajor ,,,f g,, ,,,,,,,, |case--wnst precautions, beyond usmg an, inhibited lubricant, -

g)g were being taken to prevent such corrosion taking place in \- ! + g wjoyf,,,,gy ,,,,,,,,
f

I

g
J the cugines produced by the authors' company. s ;. . * - A+ r--
? In conclusion, he would be grateful if the authors could 7J *

h.N ,briefly state why, in cornparison with the builders of large, i j

.$ j slow-speed, direct-coupled engines, they had chosen to develop 1 .. j. ,, ,

'' % -the four-stroke cycle engine instead of the two-stroke cycle p ; x.
, ,,j _ ,. .engme. 3,,a

****

CoatAt/NDE. E. B. Gooo, O.B.E., R.N. (Member) wrote S . N - (.**|!
.

that, when a nav engine design was introduced, it was natural $4j; --- - *

to compam .ts ratmg with those of competitors. A true com- .

dg. parison of ratings should take into account many design /-

features, but an indication of the mechanical and thermal load-
,@@ ing problern which the manufacturers had to overcome could
4 be obtained from the output per cubic inch of swept volume ;

!y and the output per square inch of piston area. These factors "Od had been plotted against cylinder bore, for a number of modern * ' ## #8

if turbocharged engine designs, in Figs. 25 and 26. '/,,,,,, g,,,',8,,,
The factors for the K Major engine had been plotted ato

I cach of the development stages referred to in the paper and it FIG. 26-Rclation bct:rcen output / piston area and

i could bc seen that these ratings lay neither too adventurously cylindcr bore
.; ,
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Discussion

number of new ships which had insulated control rooms. With With the advent of a new medium-speed Diesel engine,it .

. maximum cylinder pressure 25 per cent greater and a maxi- was inevitable that designers of naval machinery installations .

mum speed 18 per cent greater than its predecessor, the K must ask themselves whether this new engine was suitab!e for
Major might be expected to be considerably noisier. IIowever, warships. In this respect, section f) on "Spacc and Weight'' was j
it was possible that the many design changes which had been relevant and one could observe that cast iron, whilst it had i

made nad at least partly counteracted the tendency to higher many admirable properties, was not the best of materials for I
noise levels. It would be useful if the authors cou!d provide shock. Perhaps the authors would like to comment on whether t
any comparative noise measurements for the K and K Major they intended to offer a naval version of this engine in due {
cn . course,
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Authors' Replies,-

Q
cating mass in the injector was quite correct and the K Alaiorc Mr. Lowe (replying to the verbal discussion) referred to injector was of the low inertia type, as described by Mr.h Mr. Cook's point about 36 cylinders being required for a shiph of 18,000 horsepower and said that the paper had tried to show fuel lite pressures in Fig.13 reterred to full-loa 0
Gr6schel.

The@ that the power availabic from that number of cyhnders was now conditions and the authors considered the pressures leveh andH twice as great as it was a few years ago, with the same reliability the difference between line-pressure and ga!!ery pressure to be'
[ and maintenance requirements. quite normal in their experience.

A comparison of piston-crown temperatures, measured in He agreed that the higher nozzle temperature for the un-r

[. the engine using templugs, with the temperature distribution cooled injector with heavy fuel, in Fig.19, was only partly ducin produced in the rig and by an c!cctrolytic analogue showed that to the loss of cocling from the fuel and was also a result of the'|g in the engine, crown temperatures were rather lower than those slower burning of the heavy fuel. The conclusion, however, wad1--
i produced in the rig and predicted by the analogue, while ring- unaltered that cooling of the nozzle was necessary with heavy
~ ;,' belt temperatures were slightly higher. This difference was fuel and tests had been carried out, which were too extensive tr

attributed to the rather more eflicient cooling of the underside
J. of the crown produced by the motion of the piston in the be fully described in the paper, which showed that the tip tem-
4

M engine. The temperature distribution was proportionately the perature was dependent not only on engine load, but also on9 fuel tempersture, water flow quantity and water temperature,its
3 same in both rig and engine, so that thermal stress measurer The thermocouple for these temperature measurements was

located actually at the surface of the nozzle tip.should be of the right order.j The authors' company did not use a ratio as high as the Mr. Alcock had asked for details of the composition d2
2) to 3 times increase in fatigue strength of rolled threads over the high-tensile steel piston crown. This was a SS-ton tensilsa?-
cut threads, mentioned by Mr. Ccok. They used a value of 0 25 I pcr cent Cr-Mo steel and he would gladly send exact par-,%
times the U.T.S. for rolled threads and 0125 times U.T.S.ticulars of the traterial and of oil velocities tc Mr. Alcocin| 3. , - for machine-cut threads, giving a rrit'o of 2:1 ia favour of Ile pointed out that the 464 deg. F. (240 deg. C.) maximumtV'- rolled threads for fatigue strength. temperature in Fig. 6 was a bulk temperature of the materia 5d Both Mr. Cook and Commander Tyrrell had commented and that the surface temperature in contact with the oil woulf

Tg''i on lubricating oils for use with hean fuel. It was difliutt to be be lower. There had been no signs of oil coking on the surfaxO

precise about the deterioration of oil lubricants because no oil of the cooling chamber.0
specification defined accurately the requirements cf a lubricant IIe agreed shar it was very critical to chocsc the righaf the valve, but for the valv3@4 for Diesel engines. The type of oil found suitab!e for this engine

inaterial, not only for the seat oitself. The relative coefficients of expansion of these twh1 Icvel with a quite reasonablewas a " good" Supp?cmentM alkalinity. The authors used a maximum bulk oil temperature of materials and their conductivity were most important.% 170 deg. F. (77 deg. C.) but it must be remembered that this The subject of enmkcase explosions was a general one and
implied th.! there wouh! be local higher temperatures in the not confined particularly to the engine under discussion. Fig

-

engine of the order of 210 deg. F. (99 der;. C.). I showed that the engine was fitted with explosion doors. Hid2

Ile confirmed that it was not the intention to imply that company had experienced one or two cases, in the last seveh|3
r% centri-cast rings were necessarily inferior to sand-cast rings, of crankcase exp'osions in other types oR

but the point should be made that the quality of the iron was engine where the explosion doors had worked satisfactoriIy.
or eight years,

V more difficult to maintain in a centri-cast ring. Referring to Dr. Mansfie:J's question about the metho'JM Referring to Mr. Ilenshall's point about specific air flow, of varying the wall pressure of the piston rings. he said thaFf2
he ww! that it 'va= desirabic to continue to increase the specific this had been donc loth by a!renng the bearing area of 13 giva,G air flow as ratings increased, although the. extrapolated figure ring and also by re-desigaing the ring.y
in Tab!c I showed a small reduction. Mr. Baker had suggested that there should be automatiw4 There had not been any problem with differential expan- timing on an engine. This was an attractive idea, particularij3 sion between the steel crown and the csst-iron piston body, if combined with automatic timing of fuel injection, but waq probably because the intensive cooling produced a low rem- very difficult to achieve. If some simple and foo! Proof way ok
perature at the interfaces, as could be seen in Fig. 6. The doing this could be found it would be a real achievement. -
double line in Figs. 2, 3 and 6 represented a threaded portion He said that he could not justify the mean line for

- which was used to establish the best crown diameter and was 200 b.m.e.p. data on the right-hand diagram of Fig.10. .
a well-known development technique. measured points indicated the " hog", suggested by Mr. Baker,

The development engine had been run with valve guidey
but he could not explain why this shouhl be so and hence haM diametral clearances as small as 0 00lin. to 0 002in. with the merely indicated the downward trend which he thought to kg force-lubricated guide, and a clearance of 0-003in. to 0 00lin. of greater significance.N had been arrived at for the final design. Wear rates wit!. the Referring to the injection diagrams, he said that the un=2

lubricated gt.ide were extremely low and a life of 10,000 hours loading vohune had been increased from (a) to (b) in Fig.19f was expected before replacement of the guide was necessary. and had a very strong effect on the tend:ney for seconda p6
Mr. Gr5schel had sounded a word of warning about fuel- injection. The injection rate had also been increased and, ar

injection t st rigs and the authors agreed generally with him. already stated in the rep!y to Mr. Gruschel, a low-inertia ty
,

Of
Rigs were extremely useful if one was careful in interpreting the
resuhs. The suggestion that the problem of back-flow of gas of injector had been adopted. The fuel line pressure wa;

.
from the cy!!nder had been prevented by rcJucing the recipro- measured halfway along the injection pipc in each case and th

3f6
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Authors' Replies

injection pipe length was the minimum possible for the engine. was near to that of a good steel. There were other advantages in
Alr. Ilaker's remarks about the Willan's lines were quite valid using cast iron. One knew that one could obtain good castings

with ca>t iron far the size of engine he was discussing and itend, in fact, the twelve-cylinder engine had shown a
mechanical efficiency of 93 per cent. The performance curves was an easy material to handle. Size for size, his experience had
were obtained using distillate fuel. been that cast iron came out cheaper, therefore if one had a

The piston-ring pack, described in the papct, was dehber- maten.d w hich was as good as another and was cheaper, one had

ately designed so that the scraper ring above the pm was more to have a very good reason for not using it. IIe could only see
severe than the lower scraper ring. The authors considered it one reason for precluding its use and that was if weight were
i mr to maintain an adequate oil film over the body of a p edominating factor. However, when one considered the rest
t ton so that the lower scraper ring was orJy intended to of the engine room equipment, the tankerage and the fuel

excess oil to prevent the upper ring becoming flooded. capacity, one would find that there was a difference of one or
T eir,ht loss igures, in Tab!c IV, were only significant in two per cent between a welded design and a cast iron design,

so that, for commercial shipping, this was a marginalcomparison to one another as they were obtained from a rig
running completely unlubricated and could not be related to cmsideration.
conditions in an engin- cylinder. There had not been any IIe pointed out that with an in-line engine with an under-
controlled tests to measure wear rates in the grooves of the slung crankshaft, one could have a very nice stress line pattern
steel crown with piston rmgs of different irons. which, on the drawing board, looked very attractive and almost

In answer to Alt. Cowderoy's question about compression impossible to improve upon, but when one came to a "V"

pressures, he said that, at 525 r.p.m. and full load, the cora- engine with side by side conne: ting rods, so that the opposite
pression prts.ure was 900 lb./sq.in., coming down linearly liners could not be in line with each other, the sit ss pmern
with horsepower to 330 lb./sq.in., at 100 r.p.m., i.e., effectively did not look quite so elegant. Ile accepted that th cast iron
no load. The compression pressure, corresponding to the 60 beJplate was more diflieult to design because the stress pattern
per cent speed, 22 per cent load condition, quoted by Alr. was more comple::, but once one had designed it and got a
Cowderoy, was 430 lb.Aq.in. IIe agreed with the contributor good design one was simply comparing one good design with
that low compression pressure, or rather compression tem- another. It was aho a question of continuing from a well-tried
perature, could contribute to inferior combustion in a worn engine to the next generation, without departing from well-
engine at low load. proven design principles. IIis campany had now compIcted its

M r. Cowderoy's suggestion that marine propubion one thousandth K engine and had over 300 of them in marine
engines should be treated like locomotive engines, frora the point application. Over a third of the engines were running day in
of view of preventing the driver from accelerating too fa3t, was and day out on heavy fuel.
a good point. The necessity for the turbocharger to accderate
was of ten overlockeJ when rapid increases in load were cal!cd
for, and it might well be necessry to apply the locomotive type .wistoas' REtu TO WRtTTEN CONTRIDUTIONS
of fuel rate cortrol to marine engines. The authors wrote that they entirely agreed wi h Com-t

In reply to Alr. French,he said that the computer approach mander Alay's appreciation of the rapidly increasing demand
to i;toa crown thermal stresses had be:n to comtruct ar for !crge med:um-speed engines. Thee had deliberately restricted

t c aWogue which, as mentioned earlier, gave quite the paper to the deselopment of the K Major engine itself butet i
reement with the thermal rig. Work was currently in their company was certainly proposing to offer complete pro-

progress on a digital programme which would calculate stresses pulsion units for geared installations wi>5 cither single or multi- 4

directly, whereas the analogue only gave temperature distribu- engine inputs.
tion from which stresses could be calculated. In reply to Air. IIughes, the authors wrote that the piston

The numerical valuc of the wear factor for inlet valves cooling-oil flow was 17 gallons /b.h p.-hr. at the current full-
obviously applied to one's own engines, but a manufacturer load ratmg. The cooling design was such that the operating
could apply the formula to obtam values from his own engines. temperatures of the piston crown were well within the thermal
In this connexion, he said that the expes* mental work, from fatigue limit of the steel used, as could be seen from the iso-
which the wear factor was developed, was described fully in therms of Fig. 6. The work that had been carried out on the
reference (2). optimization of valve timing and combustion characteristics,

which was described, had been aimed at obtaining the best
Dr. Pope said that before the meeting closed he would like thermal cfHciency from the engine and not at reduction of

to make one or two comments about some generalities which component temperature by scavenge air cooling, which they con-
had come up during the discussion. sidered was a relatively inctncient method of controlling com-

lie said that they were getting .o the stage in the medium- panent temperatures. The temperature of the critical parts of
speed engine industr'/ where the research and development tl}c engine, such as exhaust-valve seat, injection, nozzle, and top
effort of the engine builders was outstripping the companent p.ston-rma nroove, was contro!!cd by d:, rect coohng.

builders, and he could foresee, in the not too distant future, As mentioned in the reply to Alr.11aker, the lower scraper {
that engine development might well be held up because of ring in the skirt was relati ely mild and the upper scraper more
lack of blowers and injection equipment. IIe hoped the supply severe to ensure adequate lubricarian of the piston skirt. The
industry would persevere with enthusiasm for the highly-rated rarer-faced compression rings were an advantage in initial run-
medium-speed Diesel engine as much as the engine builders ning as they bedded in very quickly on a narrow circumferential

band. Initial running-in had been the subject of a good deal
f:

were.
Ile thought that the prob!cm of the maintenance of of investigation on the test bed and the best results had been

met ' -specJ Diesci engines in the marine world should be obtained with a telatively rough liner surface, which was honed n

jud .bjectively. Obviously, in the medium-speeJ engine one to a CI..A. of about 10%, the liner being a random flake e

was . ng to have more parts, but there was a world of differ- graphite iron, sli;;hily softer than the piston-ring material. j
btween handling a 15-in. piston and handling a 30-in. Ca!culations of liner frequency and vibration amplitudeence i

piston. The factors invohed were not just the number of parts, were included at the design stage to avoid the possibility of
but the way in which they could be manipulated and a sta- water-side attack. The heat dissip.uion through the piston tings 9

tistical analysis of what weie the maior and minor faults. IIis to the cooling water could not he directly measured in the l
view was that if this analysis wtre carried out scientifically one enaine because of il.e hot icecived directly by the liner from
wou!J find that the meJium-speed engine could stand on its the combustion gres. Ily rsproducing temperatures and total

'

own,even with regard to miintenance. he.it f!m in the rig, the propoition of heat flowina, to the cool-
-

With regard to cast iron, he said that each problem must i- . was about 75 pe. cent of the total and the heat to the
be jud;ed on its merits. The fatigue strena,th of a r,ood cast iron Sner was 25 per cent. .

.':
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